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1 
Introduction: 

Class Struggle and the Origins of 
Industrial Bureaucracy 

In the past hundred·odd years, many attacks have been made on 
Mane and Marxism. One, led by economists, has focused on the 
technical aspects of Marxian economics, arguing that the labot theory 
of value, the transformation problem, the falling rate of profit, and so 
on, and so on, are logically or empirically inadequate. A second 
major attack holds. essentially, that life-at least in the United 
Stares-is so much bener now than it was in Man's time that people 
do not want a revolutionary change: virtuouS, talented workers will 
move up in the world; the class structure is changing in such a way 
that there are no longer many blue-collar workers; and in any case, 
most workers' incomes are now high enough that people should be 
satisfied with the material wealth they possess. Both these argu
ments have been important, forcing the international Marxist move
ment to develop new theoretical and empirical materials to meet 
these challenges, and neither should be dismissed lighdy, although it 
is tempting to laugh at the notion that the bourgeois economics 
which has led the economy into stagflation is theoretically or prac· 
tically superior to Macxian economics, and the ideologues who 
explain that working people ace now rich and happy would not for 
the world agree to live as ordinary workers. Marxism has nor ignored 
either of these attacks, and a growing body oflitecatuce refutes these 
positions and develops a more accurate view of the world around us. 

It seems to me, however, that in political terms a third attack 
has been perhaps the most powerful: the belief that a meaningful 
revolution is no longer possible. According ro this view, it is impos
sible to have both material wealth and interesting, creative work. 
Since most people want the affluence of today, work must "in
evitably" (we are told) be hierarchical, mindless, and repetitive. 

11 



12 Bureaucracy and the La/xJr Process 

In order to have the material wealth of advanced industrial societies, 
we rowt follow the dictates of modern technology and modern 
bureaucratic organizational forms., which means that we roust give 
up any hope of pleasant, creative, or democratic work settings. 
Revolution is therefore impossible; socialism in Marx's sense is a 
chimera; the most socialism could mean is a more egalitarian, less 
militarist, better planned version of contemporary society, with 
"good people" in power (the Democratic Socialist Organizing Com
mittee vision). Socialism in the sense of a nonhierarcbical organiza
tion of work, where work time does not dominate life time but is 
rather a way for the great mass of people to express and develop their 
creativity and human potential-socialism in this sense is impossible. 
Sometimes it is added that if we wish work to be this way we must 
return to early handicraft production, and accept the relative poverty 
associated with tbat. While this limited bureaucratic socialism might 
be preferable to what we now have, it is unlikely tbat many people 
would want to commit their lives to a struggle for such a vision." 

This third criticism of Marxism-the impossibility of meaningful 
revolution-is probably tbe most widely held of the three. Most 
people do not believe their lives are so wonderful they cannot be 
improved. nor do they retain much commitment to the capitalist 
ideology of "free market competition," which is widely recognized 
as a 6ction. t However, workers generally do accept the contention 
that a fundamental transformation of the labor process and the social 
relations of production is impossible. In their day-to-day struggles at 
the workplace, workers often reject this criticism, struggling for a 
transformation of the organization of the work process. But they 
rarely formulate this as a conscious position: the more abstracdy the 
question is posed, the more likely are workers to respond with 

-In recent years the women's movement has brought co the fore another cririque of 
Marxism: socialist scruggles have generally ignored women and have not led even 
potentially to the liberation of WOlnen. I think this is afair criticism of Marxist rheory 
and practice, which requires fundamental modifications and changes in M.oosm. 
However, the three critiques discussed in the text are attacks 00 Marxism which if 
true make Marxism io any form impossible. Feminism poses a real challenge to 
Marxism, but I would argue that feminism and Marxism are basically compatible, and 
the interaction of the rwo must enrich and modify them both. 

tR.ecentpollresults, for exampie, show thata majority of Americans believe the oil 
crisis is afraucl. 
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ideological answers about the impossibility o f  change. The same 
workers who recognize that much of what their supervisor does hin� 
ders rather than helps production nonetheless insist on the necessity 
of a hierarchical and bureaucratic organization; the same people who 
see that their jobs could be done differently believe that technologi� 
cal demands make it impossible to fundamentally change work. The 
acceptance of these beliefs mean that even workers who are very 
dissatisfied with their situation are unlikely to fight for socialism, 
since they lack a dear vision of what it is possible to create. 

I would argue that we can have a meaningful revolution, that work 
can be satisfying, creative, and stimulating at the same time as it is 
materially productive: we can have material abundance along with 
interesting work. 

There are various ways in which this argument could be made. 
Perhaps the most obvious is to consider situations where workers do 
have control of production (at least to some significant degree): 
these cases generally show that productivity actually improves (not 
just fails to go down) when workers take control of production (see 
Hunnius et al., 1973; Blumberg, 1973). Another approach is to 
consider the so�called socialist or communist countries and show 
that their "'failure" to achieve the kind of society Marx envisioned 
resulted not from the inability to overcome technical or organiza� 
tional problems, but rather from the fact that they never really 
attempted to systematically revolutionize social relations and intro· 
duce socialism. Various authors have argued mat China and the 
Soviet Union can in no sense be considered socialist (see Bettelheim, 
1976,1978; Sweezy, 1974, 1975, 1976)." 

I have adopted a third approach: a historical analysis of some 
aspects of the creation of modern technology and bureaucracy in 
industrial corporations. The attack on Marxism, the argument that 
once we Opt for material abundance degraded work is necessary 
and inevitable, required by the dictates of teChnology and bureauc· 
racy, rests on the unseated assumption that present�day technology 

·In thu book, when I use the terms "socialism" or "communism" I do not refer to 
any existing society-nm Sweden, Cuba, [he USSR, or China-bur rather to a 
possible future society, the sociery I believe Man: envi!;.ioned when he used the rerm 
"communism," In my opinion, by this crirerion no existing society can be charac
terized as communist, 
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and bureaucracy are neutral in their origins and effects. In order for 
this critique of Marxism to be valid, the bureaucracy and technology 
that now exist must have developed outside of tbe dass struggle, 
simply because they were "the best" or "the most efficient" in some 
"objective" sense. If they did not develop in this way, if technology 
and bureaucracy have been to a significant degree developed and 
introduced by capitalists in order to better control workers and 
maximize profits, then it would at least he possible to develop other 
technologies and other forms of organization. This might well be a 
difficult and protracted task requiring many years, but it would at 
least be on the historical agenda as a focus of struggle. 

In no sense will this book "prove" that it is possible to have com
munism of the son that Marx envisioned (creative, interesting, varied 
work freely performed by people when and as they want,leading to 
the development of people's full capacities, in a world of material 
abundance). I intend to show. however. that the degraded work which 
we have today is neither inevitable nor necessary: it has instead been 
developed and introduced for specifically capitalist purposes. 

As Herbert Marcuse wrote in his second preface to ReaJon and 
Revolution: 

This book was written in the hope that it would make a small 
contribution to the revival, not of He gel, but of a mental faculty which 
is in danger of beiIl8 obliterated: the power of negative thinkiIl8. As 
Hegel defines it: 'ThinkiIl8 is, indeed, essentially the negation of that 
which is immediately before us . . . .  " 

For to comprehend reality means to comprehend what thiIl8s really 
are, and this in turn means rejectiIl8 their mere factuality. .. [The 
function of dialectical thought] is to break down the self-assurance 
and self-contc;nanent of common sense, to

' 
undermine the sinister 

confidence in the power and language of facts ... to express and 
define that-which-is on its own terms is to distort and falsify reality. 
(1%0: vi� x) 

The focus here is exclusively on industrial production, and espe
cially on the development of bureaucracy in industry. When most 
people hear the term "bureaucracy" they think of the state, and the 
tremendous increase in the relative size of the state sector. This has 
been an important change in capitalist society, but there already 
exists a large body of Marxist work that attempts to grapple with the 
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problem of the state. The rise of the state bureaucracy cannot be 
separated from the larger question of the capitalist state, and that 
would be a separate study. Moreover, since my ultimate political 
purpose is to argue for the possibility of creating a society where 
there is both material abundance and interesting democratically 
conttolled work, the key question is what happens in the production 
of goods. In a socialist society the state would wither away, but even 
in a communist one there would continue to be a need to produce 
material goods. Marxists must therefore be primarily concerned with 
whether or not this kind of work requires hierarchy, mindlessness. 
and monotony in order to produce sufficient quantities of goods to 
ensure a nonscarcity society. The problem of bureaucracy in industry 
is thus absolutely fundamental to the task of socialist construction. 

The Inevitability Argument 

To the extent that there is a coherent articulation of the view that 
the rationalization of work is necessary to efficient production, and 
hence work must be degraded if we are to have material abundance, 
it is found in academic sociology, and especially amol18 the specialists 
in the study of bureaucracy. Charles Perrow maintains: "If we want 
our material civilization to continue as it is, we will have to have 
large-scale bureaucratic enterprises in the economic, social, and 
governmental areas. This is the mose efficient way to get the routine 
work of a society done" (1972: 58). And for Peter Blall, bureaucra
cies not only are the "most efficient'· way to organize production, 
they are the only efficient way to do so: "Factories are bureau
cratically organized. as are government agencies, and if this were not 
the case they could not operate efficiendy on a large scale'· (1956: 
19). According to BJau: 

Modern machines could not be utilized without tbe complex adminis

trative machinery needed for running factories employing thousands 
of workers .... Rationalization in administration is a prerequisite for 
the full exploitation of technological knowledse in mass production, 
and thus for a higher standard of living. (Ibid.: 16) 

This position is not confined to academic sociology. In one variant 
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or another it is widely accepted. For example, a fundamentally 
similar position holds that modem technology requires degraded 
work. since mass production requires machinery, with interchange
able parts: the introduction by Ell Whitney of interchangeable parts 
not only produced "hundreds of exactly alike triggers attached to 
hundreds of exacdy alike barrels. In the process Whitney cransformed 
workers from skilled artisans into unskilled machine tenders repeti
tively performing simple taSks" (New York Times,July 28, 1976).· 

The arguments about the inevitable nature of bureaucracy gener
ally refer back to the work ofMax Weber, an enormously inBuential 
German sociologist of the early twentieth century, who believed 
that bureaucracy would come increasingly to dominate society. Ac
cording to Weber, a bureaucracy is an organization with a fixed 
division of labor where the regular activities are official duties, some 
people have the authority to give commands to others, there are 
rules governing this and requiring that the duties be performed, and 
only qualified people are employed. Moreover, "the pure type of 
bureaucratic official is appointed by a superior authority. An official 
elected by the governed is not a purely bureaucratic figure" (1958: 
200; emphasis in original). 

Weber's view of a bureaucratic division of labor is almost dia-
metrically opposed to Marx's vision of work in communist society: 

in communist society, where nobody has one exclusive sphere of 
activity but each can become accomplished in any brancb he wishes, 
society regulates the general production and thus makes it possible for 
me to do one thing to-day and another tomorrow, to hunt in the 
morning, fish in the afternoon. rear cattie in the evening, criticize after 
dinner, just as I have a mind, without ever becoming bunter, fisher
man, shepherd or critic. (Mar:x:, 1846: 22) 

A bureaucracy necessarily involves hierarchy, with some people 
giving orders to others, and with officials being appointed, not 
elected. In contrast, communism involves total democracy, the elec
tion of anyone above the level of an ordinary worker, with tip fixed 
hierarchy and no one baving the right to give commands (except 
insofar as this right is temporarily delegated. with the commands 

-See Chapten Three and Four ror the historical evidence demonstrating me falsity 
of this claim. 
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always subject to review by the group as a whole). Moreover, instead 
of a plethora of rules and an illusory focus on bureaucratically defined 
expertise, in communism regulations are reduced to a minimum, 
freedom is maximized, and everyone becomes technically compe· 
tent to do the work. 

Weber also argued that because of its technical advantages, in· 
creasing bureaucratization is inevitable. 

The decisive reason for (he advance of bureaucratic organization has 
always been its purely technical superiority over any other form of. 
organization. The fully developed bureaucratic mechanism compares 
with other organizarions exacdy as does the machine with the non
mechanical modes of production. 

Precision, speed, unambiguity, knowledge of the files, continuity, 
discretion, unity, strict subordinarion, reduction of friction and of 
material and personal costs-these are raised to the optimwn point in 
the stricdy bureaucratic administration. (1958: 214) 

Not only does bureaucracy increase for these reasons, but once it is 
established in any area it is essentially impossible to uproot it, both 
because it is an instrument of power for those who control it, and 
because "the ruled for their part cannot dispense with or replace the 
bureaucratic apparatUS of authority once it exists," since if they did 
so chaos would result (ibid.: 229). 

Though Weber is offered as the source and grounding for argu
ments of bureaucratic inevitability, Weber himself does no more 
than state this position, never examining it or offering evidence to 
support bis assertions. What makes Weber's argument so powerful is 
that it is essentially classless: bureaucracy advances not so much 
because people fight for it, as because it is the only way. In important 
ways, bureaucracy is to everyone's advantage, since it is technically 
superior and allows the work to be done better with the use of fewer 
resources. At the same time, bureaucracy has deadening and chilling 
effects, which also seem to apply to everyone equally. Ifbureaucracy 
is as Weber sees it-a purely technical advance over other forms of 
organization, which neither benefits nor harms one class at the 
expense of another-then bureaucracy is not a sensible issue for 
class analysis or class politics. In that case, bureaucracy is, or should 
be, outside the sphere of class struggle, 

If Weber is wrong-if bureaucracy is something that some people 
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are for and othersagainsr because of their particular class interests
then the advance of bureaucracy can be an issue OD the political 
agenda, an important focus for class struggle. Weber and academic 
sociologists want us to believe that bureaucracy just happens: none 
of us Want it, but none of us can escape it. Mane, on the other hand, 
offers an analysis which sees bureaucracy as part of tbe class suuggle. 
Marx's position, heretofore largely ignored in these debates, is the 
major challenge to technological or bureaucratic arguments about 
the inevitability of bureaucracy and degraded work. 

Marx's Analysis 

Marx begins Volume I of Capita/with an analysis of the twofold 
nature of a commodity, as use value and as exchange value. This 
duality characterizes not just the commodity, the finished object. 
but also the labor process itself. If the labot, the process of produc
ing the commodity, did not have this twofold nature, the commodity 
could Dot have it either. Marx considered this point absolutely 
crucial: "I was the first to point out and to examine critically this 
two-fold nature of the labour contained in commodities. As this point 
is the pivot on which a clear comprehension ofPoiitical Economy turns, we 
must go more into detail" (1867: 49; emphasis added). Unless one 
understands the twofold nature of the labor involved in producing 
commodities, one cannot understand capitalism. 

The 1abor process, on the one hand, "is human action with a view 
to the production of use-values, appropriation of natural substances 
to human requirements; it is the necessary condition for effecting 
exchange of maner between man and Nature; it is the ever-lasting 
Nature-imposed condition of human existence, and therefore is 
independent of every social phase of that existence, or rather, is 
common to every such phase" (ibid.: 179). This is the Iabpr neces
sary to produce use value. something which every societY mUSt do. 

Capitalism, however, not only produces use value, it must also 
produce exchange value. Labor done under capitalism has special 
conditioos. While Marx devoted only a few pages to the considera
tioo of labor as the production of use values, he devoted hundreds of 
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pages to an analysis of labor as the production of surplus value . •  Two 
facts about capitalist production are crucial to this analysis: "The 
labour-process, turned into the process by which the capitalist con
sumes labour-power, exhibits two characteristic phenomena. First, 
the labourer works under the control of the capitalist to whom his 
labour belongs .... Secondly, the product is the property of the 
capitalist and not that of the labourer, its immediate producer" 
(ibid., 180). 

At first capital simply convens independent commooity produc
ers into wage laborers, without changing the social organization or 
technical conditions of the labor process. Soon, however, the capi
talist institutes changes, beginning with the introduction of coopera
tive labor.t Cooperation adds a new productive force, the power 
of social labor, but this force did not develop because of the decision 
of the laborers. Not their own act, but the act of capital, brought 
large numbers of workers together; it is under the capitalist's direc
tion and control that cooperation takes place. Since the cooperation 
does not take place until work for the capitalist has begun, and 
since once this has happened the workers (having sold their ability 
to work) no longer have any rights to the products of their Jabor, 
the extra production due to cooperation belongs to the capitalist, 
even though it comes from the increased social productive power 
of Jabor. "Because this power costs capital nothing, and because, 

.on the other band, the labourer himself does not develop it before 
his .labour belongs to capital, it appears as a power with which capital 
is endowed by Nature-a productive power that is immanent in 
capital" (ibid.: 315). The capitalist, who at first was an unnecessary 
part of the process of production, a purely formal and external agent 
whose only connection to the lahor process was his ownership of the 
means of production, now becomes a requisite for the carrying on of 
social production. 

In the cooperation of numerous wage laborees, as in any other 

"Use value is disCUS$ed in Volume 1, chapter 7, section I, of Capikdwhile surplus 
value is discussed throughout the rest of the volume, at least until Pan 8 on 
primitive accumulation. 

tcooperation under capitalism differs from prehistorical fonus of cooperation in 
that it is no lo�r based on common ownership and is separated from the community 
itself. 
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form of capitalist production, one must distinguish between the 
labor of producing use values and the labor of producing exchange 
value. Marx is perfectly dear in saying that any cooperative form of 
labor would require some sort of direction and coordination, but the 
capitalistic production of exchange value and surplus value requires 
something mote. 

All combined labour on a large scale requires, more or less, a direcdng 
audlOrity. in order to secure the harmonious workins of the individual 
in the action of the combined organism, as distinguished from the 
action of hs separate organs. A single violin player is his own con
ductor; an orchestra requires a separate one. The work of directing, 
superintending, and adjusting, becomes one of the functions of capi
tal, from the moment that the labour under the control of capital 
becomes co-operative. Once a function of capital. it acquires special 
characteristics_ (Ibid.: 313) 

U ode! capitalism, it is necessary to have not only the kind of 
supervision and coordination needed in order to produce the goods, 
it is also necessary to have supervision to make sure that workers 
work. Once workers have sold their abilitY to labor, their labor 
power, they do not work for themselves, but for the capitalist, who 
has sole and exdusive rights to whatever is produced. The capitalist 
has the rights to the worker's ability to labor for one day (or one 
hour, or whatever) and wishes to be sure that the worker will do as 
much as possible during that time. The workers, on the other hand, 
wish to do no more than is necessary, since they will not get me 
benefit of the extra production, and since they are not doing what 
they choose to do, but what the capitalist directs them to do. As 
Marx notes, "the less [the laborer] is attraCted by the nature of the 
work, and the mode in which it is carried on, and the less, therefore, 
he enjoys it as something which gives play to his bodily and mental 
powers, the more dose his attention is forced to be" (ibid.: 174). The 
workers struggle to control their own working time, to do what they 
want to do. But the workers have sold their labor power; (herefore, 
"if the labourer consumes his disposable time for himself, he robs 
the capitalist" (ibid.: 224). 

To ensure that capitalist goals are met, supervision of a special 
kind is necessary. Workers must he kept to their work, and the 
entire enterprise must be oriented toward the capitalist's goal of 
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producing the greatest possible amount of surplus value. Marx says 
that this leads to something which we can plainly recognize as the 
beginnings of industrial bureaucracy: 

If, then, the control of the capitalist is in substance two-fold by reason 
of the two-fold nature of the process of production itself-which, on 
the one hand, is a social process for producing use-values, on the other, 
a process for creating surplus-value-in form that control is despotic. 
As c(K)petation extends its scale, this despotism takes forms peculiar 
to itself. Just as at first the capitalist is relieved from actual labour so 
soon as his capital has reached that minimum amount with which 
capitalist production, as such, begins, so now, he hands over the work 
of direct and constant supervision of the individual workmen, and 
groups of workmen. to a special kind of wage-labourer. An industrial 
army of workmen. under the command of a capitalist, requires. like a 
real army, officers (managers), and sergeants (foremen, ovetlookers), 
who, while the work is being done, command in the name of the capi. 
talist. The work of supervision becomes their established and exclusive 
function. When comparing tbe mode of production of isolated peasants 
and artisans with production by slave·labour, the political economist 
counts this labour of superintendence among tbe !allx foa;s of produc
tion. But, when considering the capitalist mode of production, he, on 
the contrary, treats the work of control made necessary by the co· 
operative character of the labour-process as idenucal with the dif· 
ferent work of control, necessitated by the capitalist character of 
that process and the anta&onism of interests between capita1ist and 
labourer. (Ibid.: 314) 

Cerwn kinds of coordination are obviously necessary simply to 
get the job done, even if cost were no object-as Marx notes, an 
orchestra needs a conductor. Many of the things supervisors do 
under capitalism would have to be done in some way for there to be 
social production. For example, workers who need help, advice, or 
training sometimes get this from their supervisor, and workers who 
receive contradictory or inadequate instructions generally go to the 

supervisor to have the situation clarified. 4" However, supervisors and 
bureaucrats also exercise control of a kind which is only necessary 

4Thougb it is probably more .::ommon for worken to receive their rrainill8 from 
Other workers. and even when there are .::ontradi.::tOry orden workers may resolve the 
sicuarion without reson to a supervisor {see Houbolt and Kusrerer, 1977}. 
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because of the capitalistic natUre of the work process: the inherent 
antagonism between workers and capitalists, and the need for the 
capitalist to make a profit. This is the case when supervisors keep 
track of workers in order to force them w produce more. If workers 
arrived later, left earlier, socialized on the job, and took more rest 
periods, this would not keep the goods from being produced, though 
of course it would lower profits. In a communist societY workers 
would be attracted to the work, so there would be much less need for 
coercion. Moreover, work discipline would probably be enforced by 
the social pressure of the work group as a whole. rather than being 
the job of a special functionary. In capitalism this is of course 
impossible. because the interests of workers are in contradiction to 
the interests of capital. 

The distinction between the two kinds of supervision is analytic: 
most acts of supervision contain elements of both . To a large extent it 
is impossible to say this act was only necessary for profits, that actwas 
needed to produce use values. The distinction is largely irrelevant to 
capital, which is generally unaware of it. '" Capital wants to make a 
profit, and it matters little to this end whether it does so by improving 
the way of producing the goods or by increasing the exploitation of 
workers. Insofar as capitalists are aware of the distinction, it is in 
their interests to blend the twO kinds of supervision as thoroughly as 
possible, thus making it more difficult for workers to press for the 
elimination of the specifically capitalist control features. 

If a company had twO different sets of supervisors, one group 
which helped produce the goods and had no control functions, 
another which did nothing to help with production and only had 
control functions, then both the reality of the situation and the pos
sible solutions would be clear, and many unions would presumably 
fight on this issue. The actual situation, where essentially all super
visors and officials do both duties in varying proportions, makes it 
harder to end the system, and means that the work of almost every 
official wntains some control functions. The need to CI;mttol and 
exploit workers thus shapes the entire character of capitali'st produc-

*The distinction is fundamental, however, [() those who are inlerested in building a 
socialist society. A widespread awanness of this difference has [0 be one foundation 
fur workers' srnJ&BIes [() control and reshape the production pl'()(ess. 
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tion, and is not simply an appendage that can be removed through 
the abolition of a limited number of officials who do nothing but 
exploit workers. 

Mane notes that ''when comparing the mode of production of 
isolated peasants and artisans with production by slave-labour, the 
political economist counts this labour of superintendence amongthe 

faux /ran of production." An awareness of the inefficiencies of slave 
production caused by the resistance of slaves is fairly widespread. In 
The Political Economy 0/ Slavery Eugene Genovese discusses the 
distorted methods of production which were necessary under slavery. 
Only the crudest hoes could be used; the better quality hoe used in 
the north was too frequendy broken by slaves. Mules had to be used 
instead of horses, even though horses could do more work, because 
mules were better able to withstand abuse. 

The most obvious obstacle m the employment of bet[er equipment 
was the slave himself. In 1843 a Southern edimr sharply rebuked 
plamers and overseers for complaining that Negroes could not handle 
tools. Such a complaint was, he said, merely a confession of poor 
management, for with proper supervision Negro slaves would provide 
proper care. The edimr was unfair. Careful supervision of unwilling 
laborers would have entailed either more overseers than most planters 
could afford or a slave force too small to provide the advantages of 
large-scale operation. (Genovese, 1965: 54-55) 

It is usual for people who study slave systems to be aware of these 
inefficiencies, of the extra cost of supervision which is necessary in 
order to produce with slaves that would not be necessary if produc
tion were done by free wage laborers. (The extra cost of supervision 
is presumably recouped by making the slaves work harder and for a 
lower cost.) People point to this necessary supervision and control as 
one of the key reasons why slavery was inefficient and was superseded 
by a more advanced form of production, capitalism. However, when 
considering the capitalist mode of production the assumption is 
usually made that all of the supervision and control is necessary 
simply because of the cooperative character of the labor process. No 
allowance is made for "the different work of control, necessitated 
by che capitalist character of that process and the antagOnism of 
interests between capitalist and labourer." What is generally admitted 
for slavery (and always seen as open to argument) is rarely mentioned 
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for capitalism-not only is the extra COSt of supervision not granted, 
it is not even considered. In fact. of course, communism-where (in 
Marx's vision) people would work because they want to, and actively 
try to improve production through the use of their talents, initiative. 
and creativity-would be as far superior to capitalism (wage laboc) as 
the latter is to slavery. The bureaucratic control apparatus necessi· 
tared by the opposition of capitalists and workers involves tremen
dous COStS and inefficiencies. 

It is important to stress two points about this Marxist analysis, 
both of which will be supponed and moce fully developed through
out the book. First, in considering the impact of these capitalist 
considerations in shaping the labor process, it would be totally 
inadequate to focus on how many bureaucrats and supervisors spend 
how many hours a day exclusively anempting to control and exploit 
workers. This is one facmr to be considered, but it is only the tip of 
the iceberg. These specifically capitalist ends permeate and funda
mentally shape every aspect of the laborprocess. 

Second, this analysis does not see bureaucracy as something which 
capitalists want in and of itself. In a crucial way, it is not capitalists 
who force bureaucracy on us, it is the class struggle. This struggle is 
not primarily about the distribution of income; most fundamentally 
it is about the control of the labor process. If workers did not resist, if 
they were truly and fully socialized to be happy and obedient, 
capitalists would not need the enormous and complex apparatWi that is 
bureaucracy, nor would they need [Q dinor[ the entice labor process 
to ensure exploitation. If workers could be counted on always to do 
what they were told, even without the presence of an enforcement 
mechanism; if they worked as hard as possible willingly, simply 
because that was what the bargain was; if workers tried always to do 
what their masters wanted, then bureaucracy would be unnecessary. 
Bureaucracy itself is a cost m the capitalist, an extra that must be paid 
for out of surplus value. In a sense, bureaucracy would be unneces
sary if either side could win a final and decisive victory. If workers 
could abolish hierarchy, domination, and exploitation and establish 
communism, then we could dispense with bureaucracy; if capitalists 
could achieve a final solution, with workers so deadened and spirit
less that they reaUy adopted their employers' goals as their own, then 
a great deal of the present bureaucracy would be superfluous. 
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The Rise of Bureaucracy: An Overview 

25 

The Marxist analysis which I have just presented as to the specifi
cally capitalist reasons for bureaucracy should not be conceived in 
static terms. The development of bureaucracy (or the shaping of 
capitalist technology) is a process, not a one-time creation. The need 
to accumulate capital leads to a theoretical necessity. a law of the 
dynamics of capitalism, for capital to (attempt to) take more and 
more control over the labor process." This is a structural necessity. a 
determined development. At the same time, it is essential to em
phasize that this process is not something which takes place in an 
inevitable, ahistorical manner, beyond the will or consciousness of 
the actors involved. t It is a process, not a static structure; it is shaped 
and determined by class struggle, not by some technical necessity 
beyond human will. Neither, however, should this struggle be seen 
as a pure contest of wills where anything can happen, with the con
sciousness of the participants the only determinant of the outcome.:t: 

In The Eighleenlh Brumaire of Louis BonaParle Marx begins with a 
very clear and simple statement ofms approach to history: 

Men make their own history, but they do not make it just as they 
please; they do not make it under circumstances chosen by them
selves, but under circumstances direcdy encountered, given and uans
mitred from the past. The tradition of all the dead generations weighs 
like a nighunare on the brain of the living. (1852; 96) 

Since Marx, however, Marxists have had great difficulty in simul
taneously holding to both sides of this statement: determination, 
but a historically conditioned social determination, not something 
external to any human will or action. Raymond Williams has noted 
that "a Marxism without some concept of determination is in effect 
worthless. A Marxism with many of the concepts of determination it 
now has is quite radically disabled" (1977: 83). Determination must 
b e  understood as the setting of limits and exerting of pressures, not 

'"There are obviously COUllteractiog relldellcies to this. as to any orner Jaw of 
capitalist development. 

tThis is the view explicitly expressed by strueturaliSts such as Louis Althusser and 
Nicos Poulalltzas. for critiques and alternative approocbes, see Thompson (1979) 
and Williams (1977). 

+Jeremy Brecher's book Strikel (972) suffen; to some degree from such an appnli1Ch. 
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as some structural (timeless) necessitY which unfolds in absolutely 
objective conditions. Again to quote Raymond WiUiams: 

The key question is the degree t o which the "objective" conditions are 
seen as externaL. Since, by definition, within Marxism, the objective 
conditions are and can only be tbe result of human anions in rhe 
material world, the real distinction can be only between historical 
obje<:tivity-tbe conditions into which, at any particular point in time, 
men find themselves born, thus the "accessible" conditions intowbich 
they "enter"-and abstract objectivity, in which the "determining" 
process is "independent of their will" not in the historical sense that they 
have inherited it but in the absolute sense that they cannot control it; 
they can seek only to understand it and guide their actions accordingly. 

This abstraCt objectivity is the basis of what became widely known, 
in Marxism, as "economism.·' (Ibid.: 85) 

The economism which Williams refers to has been the dominant 
Marxist position on the tabor process and the problem of trans
forming the relations of production, a position which has been given 
coherence as the theory of productive forces. According to this 
theory, the development of technology and productivity are the 
motor forces ofmstory; new machinery and equipment revolutionize 
production and transform society. Coupled with this is a view of 
technology as neutral in the class struggle, and determinant of the 
relations of production. The development of the productive forces is 
accepted a priori as preparing a basis for socialism and thus to be 
encoura.ged. In essence, capitalism needs to be replaced because it 
has become a barrier to the development of productivity: capitalism 
is characterized by anarchy in production, which must be replaced 
with conscious control through the state. Since production relations 
themselves are not problematic, "the state is viewed as a technocratic 
tool for the control of the economy; this lends itself nicely to a 
'substitutionist' analysis (in which the question of who controls the 
state is overlooked; control by the party is identified with control by 
the state, control by the Central Committee with contrpl by the 
party. etc.)" (P. Clawson, 1975a; 5). Socialism will simply take over 
the productive forces developed under capitalism, and will change 
only the relations of production as narrowly conceived, meaning the 
most abstract sorts of juridical property forms (state ownership, 
planning, etc.) and exchange relations (tbe market). No tbought is 
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given to transforming relations of ptoduction on the shop Hoot or in 
tbe offices. Class struggle in this view is effectively limited to abstract 
electoral or insurrectionary activity, with little or no attempt to 
rransform the means of production, the process of production, or 
the immediately encountered day to day relations of production." 

This book undenakes to refute this economistic theory of produc
tive forces, as well as the bourgeois view of the technological and 
bureaucratic necessity for degraded work. It does so through a 
historical analysis of the process of capitalist development, as well as 
reference to Marx's own work. I attempt to show not only that Marx 
utterly opposed these views, that they are theoretically suspect, and 
that an alternative theoretical conception can be presented, but 
more fundamentally that historically these views do not correspond 
with (he actual development of capitalism. If there is value to this 
work it is because the theoretical statements are grounded in and 
emerge from the historical materials. It is not a question of what one 
or another theorist has written, but of what has actually happened. 
Moreover, it is not simply a matter of the unfolding of some exter
nally determined process. Capitalist development is shaped above 
all by class struggle, and I hope to show that human will and inten
tionality on the part of both parties in the struggle have shaped all 
aspects of production, creating the world in which we live. Capi
talists have not unknowingly or unintentionally degraded work, nor 
has workers' resistance been instinctive or irrational. It matters not 
only what happened, but why it happened. Neither ab$tract theory 
nor mindless empiricism can resolve these questions. 

Obviously, in no sense does this pretend to be a complete or 
definitive study of capitalist development. Even where my own 
research has been the most extensive (for example, on inside con
tracting) I am aware of a host of sources and materials which I 
did not have the time or resources to investigate, and undoubtedly 
further research would uncover many sources of which I am not now 
aware. Moreover. my research has been concentrated in particular 
geographic areas, industries. and time periods. 

It is an inherent tendency of capitalist development for capital to 
take more and more control over the work process. One of the main 

-For excellent critiques of these economic views see Charles Benelheim (1976), 
especially (he preface, and Patrick Clawson (1975a). 
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purposes throughout the book is to document and argue for this 
proposition. My main focus is the United States from 1860 to 1920, 
a period 1 consider crucial, since it introduces a major transforma
tion in the control of the tabor process. However, were the analysis 
to begin in 1860 it would be necessary to take as given some of the 
most essential and problematic aspects of capitalism. It would be 
possible to begin this analysis wich the reasons for, and effect of, the 
putting out system, which tranSformed independent commodity 
producers ineo wage laborers-but wage laborers who continued to 
work in their own homes. had control over how many hours they 
worked, were subject to no work discipline. and could adopt what¥ 
ever schedule, pace, or methods they chose. Instead, I begin with the 
creation of the factory, which forced workers to tabor in a location 
determined by capital, for the length of rime determined by capital, 
at a schedule set by capital, and undet the supervision and work 
discipline of capital. 

Even well after the creation of the factory, capital left the disci
pline and control of the workforce. the task of extracting surplus 
value, to a semi-independent third party. In the 1860s and 1870s, 
inside contracting (which is considered in Chapter Three) was one of 
the most important ways of organizing and controlling production. 
Inside contractors were similar to independent subcontractors. in 
that they sold a product to the company and made a profit on it, hired 
and fired their own employees. set their wages, disciplined them, 
determined the methods of production, often introduced technologi
cal changes, and so on. Inside contractors, however. were employees 
of the company, worked inside the company's building, sold their 
entire output to the company, and used the company's machinery, 
raw materials. and equipment. Inside contracting persisted in many 
places into the twentieth century, but after the 1870s it rarely was 
incroduced in new factories, and as time passed capitalists modified 
the system in ways that increased their control over the production 
process. However, even in factories with foremen rather �an inside 
contractors, the foremen of the late nineteenth century had powers 
similar to those of inside contractors, except that foremen received 
only a day wage and not a profit on each piece produced. 

In important ways the foreman's (or the inside contractor's) powers 
were delegated to workers, especially skilled workers, who made 
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many of the decisions about tbe details of tbe work process. Rather 
than being given detailed orders, specifications, and directives they 
were usually on their own to a considerable degree in deciding how 
to do the work, and their initiative and cooperation were necessary 
to get the goods produced. 

Capital was in a sense forced to attaCk this method of organizing 
production, because workers generally established a social as well as 
a technical control of the workplace. Workers self-consciously and 
collectively enforced output quotas that seemed to them reasonable, 
and which kept the work experience from becoming too miserable. 
Capitalists did not push for more control over the work process 
because they were instinctively vicious and mean. The imperatives 
of the accumulation process forced them to do so or themselves be 
swept aside. 

The power inequalities in capitalism favored the capitalists in this 
struggle, but they did not win the fight either quickly or easily. In the 
1870s and 1880s the main capitalist strategy to increase surplus 
value was the introduction of piecework, which made wages depen
dent on output and thus gave each individual worker an incentive to 
exceed the collectively established output quotas. If a significant 
number of workers did increase output, capitalises woukl simply cut 
the price per piece. The work group as a whole would suffer, since 
everyone would have to work harder for approximately the same 
wage, but the rate busterwould benefit because in the interim period 
he or she would eam a substantial premium. As a capitalist strategy 
this was only a very limited success, because workers learned their 
lessons quickly and thoroughly, and responded by strengthening 
their enforcement of output quotas. Capitalists attempted to add 
various features to the basics of piecework 50 as to increase control 
and exploitation. Piecework both made it more possible for capi
talists to gain knowledge and comrol over the production process, 
and (given worker resistance) made it more necessary to do so if they 
were to benefit from the new ways. Therefore, capitalists introduced 
more extensive record keeping, and attempted to learn about the 
production process so they could reorganize, increase the division of 
labor, or change technology in such a way that output levels could be 
ratcheted up to anew level. Although these strategies were generally 
frustrated by worker resistance, they provided the groundwork for a 
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S'olution (Taylorism) by both permitting and impelling capitalistS to 
study and attempt to control the production process. 

These capitalist offensives were partially successful, but it is neces
sary to understand the underlying characteristic of all these strategies: 
basic decisions about the way in which tbe work was to be done 
remained in the hands of the people who did the work. A distinction 
can be made between craft and bureaucratic organizations of pro
duction: in craft production most or all of the basic decisions about 
how to produce a product are made by persons who are themselves 
direcdy involved in physically producing it; in bureaucratic produc
tion these decisions are made by people not on the work crew. In the 
18805 capitalists tried to take more control of the tabor process, but 
they accepted it as given that basic decisions about how to do the 
work would have to be made by production workers. Therefore, 
production depended on the voluntary cooperation and active initia
tive of workers. Capitalists could not really conceive (much less 
implement) an alternative organization of production: they took it 
for granted that workers would know mqre than anyone else about 
how to do the work and they would therefore retain control of the 
details of the labor process. This was the basic problem capitalists 
faced throughout this period. While workers had such control capi
taliSts could win individual batdes but could not really win the war, 
since each victory tended to leave workers in a position of strength 
from which to continue the contest. 

Frederick Taylor was the capitalist genius who not only recog
nized the problem and devised a solution, but himself led the srruggle 
to introduce the new way. Taylor insisted that it was both possible 
and necessary to create a new category, management, which would . 
learn what workers already knew-how to plan and direct the details 
of the work process-and would use this knowledge to issue detailed 
specific orders to each individual worker. This _required a great 
increase in bureaucracy (which Taylor referred to as "unproductive" 
labor), but in this way workers could be forced to obey capitalist 
directives and increase output. Capital did not want bureaucracy, did 
not introduce it lighdy, unthinkingly, or for transient reasons. Twenty 
years of struggle convinced capitalists that it was impossible to have 
divided control in the workplace: one side or the other must rule. 
Taylor's invention of management and bureaucracy made it possible 
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for capitalists to control the production process. Despite the grave 
problems involved in this step, Taylor insisted it was the only way for 
capital to take control of the speed of production. Capital cannot 
simply do whatever it wants: what it does (and what it does not do) is 
fundamentally shaped by workers' class struggle. 

Readers of Harry Braverman's LabtwanJ Monopoly Capital (1974) 
will recognize that my argument is completely compatible with 
(though not identical to) the position contained in that book. Three 
serious and persistent criticisms ofBraverman's analysis have become 
widespread among people on the left. The formulation here is from 
Richard Edwards, since he makes all three criticisms clearly and 
forcefully, but many other sources could be cited: 

The book accepts or seems to accept writings on mana,gement 
theory as evidence for actual developments on the shop or office floor. 
The moSt important example is Braverman's readins of Frederick 
Taylor's writings as thou,gh they described real processes rather than 
simply Taylor's thinking and theories. The book has therefore taken 
what are clearly ideological sources of information and treated them as 
though the processes they describe were real. (1978: 109) 

{Braverman'sJ view overestimates scientific m�ment'5 impact . 
. . . Taylorism failed to solve the crisis of control because most big 
corporations failed even to give it a try. The extent and incidence of 
scientific mana,gement has always been somethill8 of a mystery, but 
the available evidence suggests that T aylorism was largely confined to 
smaller, usually DOnunionized, enterprises. In any event, me new in

dusuial giants-V.S. Steel, International Harvester, and the others
showed little interest in it. (Ibid.: 98, 101)· 

The ix>9k fails to take account of labor responses to the new forms 
of "degraded" work that employers have developed. In Bravennan's 

·Critical reactions are not limited to these of course: the book also provoked an 
economic analysis of the kind already mentioned. AI Szymaoski, a member of tbe 
Imllf'gtRt SrxiologiJt editorial collective, rejected Braverman's a.rguDlents and favored 
instead a theory of productive forces iD a recent article, wbicb was sUJllDlalized by the 
collective in its winter 1978 issue: 

Szymanski queSrioUll, first of all, the priority which Bravermao gives to class 
srrusgle at the point of production as the dynamic force which underlies 
capitalist social and economic development, wining that sttuggIes over con
rrol of the Jabor process are essentially peripheral. and ultimately subordinare 
to the iDexorable tendencies wbichgrow out of the logic of profit maximization 
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Story, new, fragmented, de-skilled methods of work are developed 
and implemented by capiralists. with drastic effects on workers but with 
little apparent resistance. No impaC[ results from what resistance does 
occur. Unions play no role. and there is no dass srruggle. (Ibid.: 109) 

These are serious criticisms, which in one faem or another. have be
come widely debated (if not fully accepted) on the left. My work pro
vides extensive material and analysis to deal with each of these points. 

The first criticism. the claim that Braverman based his analysis on 
"what are clearly ideological sources of information and treated 
them as though the processes they describe were real," potentially 
undercuts Braverman's entire consideration of Tayl or ism. It is cor
rect that Braverman based essencially his entire analysis of Tayl oris m 
on Taylar's own writings. This is a potentially important criticism, 
but my considerably more extensive research demonstrates that 
Braverman's analysis of Tayl oris m did describe "real processes" and 
not simply ''Taylor's thinking and theories." The criticism turns OUt 
to be relarively unimportant because Braverman was particularly 
insightful in his ability to recognize what partS ofTaylor's work were 
of real importance and what parts were simply ideology; on the 
whole the critics have done linle independent investigation, but 
have simply opposed their assertions to Braverman's limited but 
solid and insightful research and analysis. 

Second, the claim that Btaverman overestimates the impact of 
Tavlorism is based on twO errors. On the one hand, the critics have 
once again made hasty judgments based on inadequate investigation. 
My research shows that even by the strictest criteria Taylotism had a 
giant impact. On the other hand, this criticism is based on a failure to 
understand what was involved in Taylorism. Braverman was coo-

and the dktates ofrechnical efficiency. This includes atejecrion ofBravennan's 
view that existing technologies and forms of industrial organization tellect the 
logi.c of capitalist domination as well as the requirements of tedmical efficiency. 
Szymanski retains the notion of modern technology as a socially neutral and 
essentially progressive force which poses few problems for integration within a 
socialiSt context. Second. Szymanski challenges the priority which Bravennan 
grants to "qualitative" st:r1l88les of workers for control over the immediate 
conditions of their Iabor activity. Such struggles are chanu::terized by Szymanski 
as a backward-looking defense of the individual privileges of a $lIlall minority 
of "craft" workers which inhibilS the more effective suuggle of labot for 
coUective control of the economy throush political means. (1978: 35) 
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cerned nor with the surface appearance of Tayl or ism, with the specific 
mechanics of his system, but rather with the way in which Taylorism 
marked a fundamental change in the control of the labor process. I 
would have thought Braverman made this very clear. '"' However, 
perhaps I can make the point more comprehensible through my 
analysis of pre-Taylor methods of organizing work and pre-Taylor 
offensives by capital. 

The third criticism ofBraverman-that he does not analyze work
ers' activities-is correct, and rhe only one of the criticisms which I 
accept as true and imponant. Again, however, Braverman himself 
recognized this, and on the whole the critics have done no more than 
Braverman himself: they have pointed to the problem, but not helped 
to resolve it. I hope that my account, which is heavily focused on 
class struggle by workers, can begin to address the problem. I stress 
that workers' struggles should not be viewed as simply as "response" 
to Taylorism (it is more nearly the other way around), nor as "resis
tance" to capital's offensive. Workers' activities were not derivative 
from what capital did: they fundamentally shaped what happened. 
Indeed, what capital did (specifically including Taylorism and the 
rise of bureaucracy) is hardly comprehensible except as aresponse to 
workers' success in resisting previous capitalist attempts at control. 

It  is unquestionably difficult to find information on workers' 
activities and struggles. Data of any kind on the actual work process 
is hard to find, but materials that allow us to see and understand what 
workers were doing and thinking are especially so. Often this in
formation must be gleaned from other sources. For example, in 
the 1880s and 1890s a number of journals were founded to tell 
managers how to run their shops and control their workers. From ' 
these articles it is often possible to understand not only what man
agement wanted to do, but what it was that workers were doing that 
posed a problem. Similarly, repons by outside management experts 
called in to reorganize factories often contain plainly biased, but 
nonetheless useful, accounts of what workers were doing. In addi-

• An example nf the confusion and misunderstanding is the fact rhar Richard 
Edwards downplays Taylorism and finds it of comparatively little imponance. Later in 
his book, however, Edwards describes what he considers the really crucial conrrol 
mechanism in  modern industry, what he calls "'bureaucratic conuol,"' and this £Urns 
OUt to be eS$fntially identical to Taylorism as Braverman or I understand it. 
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cion to the obvious bias, reports by outside experts or articles in 
management journals generally did not appear uncil the previously 
existing craft system was under attack, and by this time there had 
often been substantial changes in the way the system worked. 

Material from the viewpoint of those within the craft system is 
harder to come by. There are several sources of such information: 
(1) autobiographical accountS left by workers, or by sympathetic 
observers who worked for a time, (2) union work rules, providing we 
remember that the very existence of a rule indicates that workers' 
ability to control the given practice was under challenge, or there 
would have been no need to formulate the rule, (3) government (or 
even management) reports that gave workers a chance to state their 
case, and (4) government hearings. I have made heavy use of the 
hearings of a special committee of the U.S. House of Representa
tives that was created in the wake of a strike at the Watenown 
Arsenal and charged with examining Taylor's and other systems 
of management and their introduction into government arsenals. 
These hearings took testimony not just from expects and high offi
cials (though they did that too: Taylor himself gave a couple of 
hundred pages of testimony); they allowed workers to testify as well. 
The workers who testified were not representative of the workforce 
as a whole-almost all the testimony came from skilled workers or 
foremen--but their testimony does give us a view of the nature of 
day-to-day production in tbe shop, which is not available in most 
other sources. The congressmen's questions generally-though by 
no means always-were repetitive, uninteresting, and limited to 
"official" sorts of concerns. However, union officials. workers at the 
armories, and the officers in charge were also allowed to question the 
witnesses, and this produced a mass of very interesting material." 

·Since I have made heavy use of the congressional hearings co investigate TayJorism 
and other manll8emenr systems at the arsenals, let me note and brie8.y respond ro £wo 
objections that could be raised ro this data: {l} government arsenals are not rep
resentative of private indusuy. However, the arsenals competed direcdywith private 
industry. the officers often became managers at private companies when they left the 
service, and the workers had worked at (and often discussed) profit-making com
panies. (2)The arsenals, especially the Warenown Arsenal, produced smalJquantities 
of large items such as gun carriages rather than engaging in mass production. This is 
true of me Watenown .Arsenal but not true of some of the other arsenals (for 
example, Rock Island). I would prefer more testimony from mass prodUC!ion in
dustries. On the omer hand, this testimony was taken very late (191l): othecevidence 
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One final note: it could be believed that whatever the reasons 
why capitalists wanted to introduce bureaucracy or technologies 
of control, these would not have persisted-much less become 
dominant-unless they were more efficient than the old ways of 
doing things, I will not take this up at this point exceptto note that, as 
I will argue, this is incorrect, unless the term " efficiency" is given a 
very special class biased meaning, 

indicates that tbis way of organizins production was found to a considerable degree 
even in mass production at an earlier period, but in 191 1 itwas becomiog increasingly 
rare, and tended to hold on more in small batch 50ns of industry (which nonetheless 
were often very large units of capital). 



2 
The Rise of the Factory: 

Technology as a 
Social Control Device 

The bulk of this book focuses on changes in the labor process 
within capitalist factories in the United States from 1860 to 1920. 
But by 1860 many basic changes had been made; some of the key 
problems in capitalist control of the labor process had been solved. 
Were the analysis to begin with 1860, it would be necessary to take 
as given many of the key elements of capitalist social relations. 

Precapitalist Work Patterns 

In order to understand some of the special characteristics of 
capitalist work, it is useful to begin by considering the reasons for the 
creation of the earliest factories. Factories first emerged in the textile 
industry in Britain, so that will be my main focus in this chapter. The 
creation of factories is comprehensible only with reference to some 
background on precapitalist work patterns. Unthinkingly, we tend 
to accept the present organization of work as "natural," to assume for 
example that people will work a fixed number ofbours per week. It 
is easy to forget how recently capitalism emerged: four hundred 
years ago there was essentially no capitalism. For the first million 
years of human existence, people lived in hunting and gathering 
societies, in which work was directed almost exclusively toward 
subsistence. Since such societies usually had no way to preserve or 
store food, bands moved camp frequently to follow food supplies. 
Animals were always moving, and plant foods quickly used up, 
meaning that in most cases it took a large area to suppOrt even a small 
number of people. In general, therefore, gathering was done each 
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day, for that day only, and when hunting provided a large catch, 
funher hunting stopped until the meat was gone-"simply because 
there is nothing to be done with alarge surplus" (Service, 1966: 1 3). 

Today, societies that subsist by hunting and gathering occupy 
marginal territories, continually encroached on by agricultural settle
ments. Since their members live so close to the margins of existence, 
anthropologists generally assumed they had to work long and hard, 
"compelled to spend most of their working hours in the search for 
food and other necessities of life" (Lenski, 1966: 121). Recent field 
studies, however, indicate that large amounts of leisure time are the 
norm even in present-day hunting and gathering societies. One 
quantitative study revealed that "despite their harsh environment, 
[people] devote from twelve to nineteen hours a week to gening 
food." Women spent additional time on food preparation, but even 
this was substantially less rhan women today on the average devote 
to housework (Lee, 1968: 3 1 ;  see also Sahlins, 1968). 

To emphasize simply the amount of work done would be to miss 
the most important part of the difference. Work for hunters and 
gatherers does not have the same kind of compulsive quality as it 
does for us. As one anthropologist quipped, "Hadza men are much 
more preoccupied with games of chance than with chances of game" 
(Sahlins, 1968: 89). It is not that each individual (or nuclear family 
unit) works hard for a few days to build up a hoard, then rests until 
that is eaten and returns to hard work. Essentially all food (and other 
possessions) is shared within the band, which changes the nature of 
work for any individual. Men may not hunt for days, if they feel the 
time is not right (Lee, 1968: 37), while women's gathering activities 
are combined with other activities, so they are not obliged to forego 
time spent with friends or children. 

It is not unusual for a man to hunt avidly for a week and then do no 
hunting at all for two or three weeks. Since hunting is an unpredictable 
business and subject to magical conrrol, hunters sometimes experi
ence a run of bad luck and Stop hunting for a month or longer. During 
these periods, visitiIl8, entertaining, and especially dancing are the 
primary activities of men. (Ibid.: 37) 

Almost ten thousand years ago people began to cultivate plants 
and animals, thus beginning one of the most profound changes in 
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human history. It was no longer necessary to move frequently. since 
agriculture can produce larger food supplies in a given area; it was 
not really possible to move, since the crops required tending and 
harvesting. Thus gradually semipermanent and permanent settle
ments developed, and with them larger populations. At the same rime 
increased food production meant that larger populations could be 
supported in the same area In most areas agricultural societies not 
only can, but must, accumulate a sizeable store, both as seed to plant 
the next round of crops, and as food to live on until the next harvest. 

The change in iaborpnterns was also fundamental Work patterns 
now followed the rhythm of the agricultural year: intense labor for 
weeks on end at planting or harvest time, alternated with periods of 
comparative leisure in between. Agricultural societies varied greatly 
in the tOtal amount of work done. but, without irrigation, it was 
usually impossible to work all year long in agriculture alone. Even 
today in most cases it would be worse than useless to plant immedi
ately after the crops are harvested. Farmers must pattern their work 
on the seasons and labor demands "are generally phased fairly uni. 
formly for the population of an entire region" (Adams, 1966: 41). All 
who work on the land have their periods of intense labor-planting, 
harvesring, or whatever-at more or less the same time, and all also 
enjoy periods of leisure and social activity at the same time. The 
community is tied together by these common rhythms and activiries. 

The rhythms of agricultural work generally are shaped around the 
work year, reflected in a yearly cycle of holidays and religious 
activities, in contrast to the labor patterns of modem industrial 
society, which are shaped around the work week. In medieval Europe 
there were perhaps a hundred days a year dedicated to some saint or 
other, and kept as festivals (Hill, 1967: 148). These saints' days were 
distributed throughout the year, more or less following the rhythms 
of the agricultural year-in slack periods when there was in any case 
little to do there would be many saints' days, and in busy periods 
there would be fewer. 

Capitalist Work Patterns 

About four hundred years ago, handicraft commodity production 
began to become an important part of We stern European (especially 
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British) society. Until this time work patterns had involved a taSk 
orientation: animals hunted, nuts gathered, cows milked, or seeds 
planted. As E. P. Thompson has noted, there is a sense in which taSk 
orientation "is more humanly comprehensible than timed labour. 
The peasant or labourer appears to attend upon what is an observed 
necessity'· (1967: 60). The emerging capitalist time orientation in
volved working by the dock, day in and day out, not because of any 
natural necessity, but simply because there was always a job to be 
done. It is important to note how recent this capitalistic work pattern 
is. We are not dealing with human nature, not even with a practice 
that has characterized most "civilized" societies. HistOrically speak
ing, a capitalist work pattern and a time orientation to work have 
only emerged in the recent past. Both were practically nonexistent 
before 1600, and did not become dominant anywhere until the late 
eighteenth or early nineteenth centuries. 

The technical possibility of continuous labot certainly did not 
mean that it was necessary, or quickly became dominant. In many 
ways, the early manufacturing work rhythm was more similat to the 
laboc patterns of agricultural society than to those of modem capi
talism. As in agricultural societies, the pattern was one of intense 
labor followed by rests; but as in industrial society, this took place 
more or less within the context of a work week, not a work year. 
For example, the Puritans insisted on working on saints· days, which 
were legal rest days, and were therefore punished in coun for these 
infractions (Hill, 1967; 155, 157). Most people (indudiu,g fur 
example, Queen Elizabeth·s ministers) worked on Sundays, but the 
Puritans insisted on rotal abstinence fcom labor on the Sabbath 
(Sunday) at the same time that they were fighting for the right to 
work on holy days. England was becoming a commercial and manu
facturing society, and Puritans felt the need for a "regular day of rest 
and meditation suited ro the regular and continuous rhythms of 
modem industrial society" (ibid.: 146). Just as important as the 
regular day of rest, and just as much of a break with the past, was the 
insistence that the other six days a week should be devoted ro labor, 
week after week, all year long. 

An eighteenth-century weaver offers a typical example of such a 
work situation. The weaver and family might live in a cottage with a 
bit of land for agarden. The cottage was not only where they ate and 
slept, but also their workplace. The man did the weaving, the woman 
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and children the spinning, cleaning, and so 00. The family owned 
their looms, their raw material. and the other tools needed. It was 
almost completely up to them how much to work, how hard to work, 
and when to work. Once each week, on Saturday, weavers would 
take however much cloth they had woven in the previous week and 
go to market to sell it: 

In Halifax, "[he clothiers who work in the surrounding villages come 
to town every Saturday, each bringing with him the cloth he has made . 

. The cloth merchant goes [0 the Hall, and buys from the clothiers 
the white ciO[h, which he gets dyed or dressed according to his 
requirements." (Quoted in Manroll1, 1928: 59) 

Thousands of small producers would come to market each Saturday: 
" 'The clothiers come early in the morning with their cloth . . .  few 
clothiers bring more than one piece,' " since that is all that one person 
would weave in a week (quoted in ibid.: 59; emphasis in original). 

Workers who controlled their own work did not work eighr hours 
a day. five days a week. "The weavers were used to 'play frequently 
all day on Monday, and the greater part of Tuesday, and work very 
late on Thursday night, and frequently all night on Friday' " so as to 
have their cloth ready for tbe market on Saturday (Pollard, 1963: 
256). Moreover, weavers usually continued to help with agricultural 
work, especially during the peak harvest period. An act of Parlia
ment of 1662 begins with a preamble stating " 'The custome hath 
been retained time out of mind and found expedient that there 
should be a cessation of weaving every yeare, in the time of harvest, 
in regard the spinners of yarn, which the said weavers doe use, at that: 
time chiefly employed in harvest worke . . .  ' " (MantoUX, 1928: 63). 
As late as 1827, tbe Manchester Chronicle predicted tbat " 'as tbe hay 
and harvest seasons will of course take off a great number of hands 
from their usual occupation at the loom, the quantity of cloth pro
duced from the handloom will decrease weekly until the end of 
August or beginning of September' " (Bythel� 1969: 59; see also 
Mantoux, 1928: 2 15). 

This brief description has focused on the "pure" case of indepen
dent commodity production. But even before the rise of the factory 
the development of capitalism had begun to destroy workers' inde
pendence and control over production. In particular, by the 1770s 
and 17805, when teXtile factories emerged, most textile workers had 
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already been converted from independent commodity producers to 
wage workers under a putting Out system. Under this system, work
ers continued to own their own looms or spinning wheels, continued 
to work at home when and as they pleased, but no longer owned the 
raw material or sold the product in the market. Instead, the raw 
material was supplied to, and the product taken from, the worker by 
a merchant putter OUt. The putter out might take the wool to one 
worker to be spun, pay the spinner and take the thread to another 
worker to be woven into cloth, pay the weaver and take the cloth to 
another worker to be dyed, and so on. Under this system, which was 
more or less prevalent by the middle of the eighteenth centurY. 
workers continued to have considerable independence over when 
and how to work, but the power relationship had shifted signifi
candy, and workers were employees on a wage subject to much 
more coercion, even though on an hour by hour (or day by day) basis 
their time was under their own control. 

The Rise of the Fattory 

Between the middle of the eighteenrh century and the end of the 
nineteenth century independent commodity production and the 
putting out system gave way to factory production. During this 
period also technology changed drastically, from hand production to 
power machinery. It does not follow, however. that the change in 
technology caused the change in work organization. It is just as 
logical to assume that the change in the organization of work led to a 
change in the technology. or that the two changes were unrelated, or 
that both changes were caused by some third factor (for example, the 
rise of capitalism). This chapter examines in turn three theories 

which attempt to explaio the rise of the factory. The first, technologi
cal determinism, is briefly stated. The second, a simple social control 
cheory. requires more elaboration since it is less commonly accepted 
and more subject to challenge. The third attempts to move beyond 
either of the others into an analysis which incorporates and tran
scends chem both. 
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The Technological Determinist Argument 

The first, and by far the most common, explanation for the rise 
of the factory holds that factories were established when a new 
technology, specifically power-driven machinery, required the use 
of a centca1 power source. The necessity of a ceorcal power source to 
operate the machinery meant that people could no longer work in 
their own homes, scattered all over the countryside, but had to be 
concentrated into a few central locations, so that a large number of 
machines could be operated off of one power source. The workers in 
these new factories had to give up their old work patterns so that work 
could be coordinated and the machinery kept going. This conven
tional wisdom is almost never elaborated or argued-presumably 
the assumption is that this view is so obviously correct that no 
argument need be presented. 

Such a position is a variant of technological determinism: tech· 
nology is seen as an unmoved mover, an independent force without 
class bias. Technology develops not because of its relation to society, 
but as part of some general superhistorical movement-growing 
rationality. the progress of science, or the like. Technology is not the 
creation of any particular group, nor is it developed and applied/o,. 

any particular interest. "" Because it is an objective, inexorable force, 
there are only two ways to relate to it: to identify with the march 
of progress and accept whatever technological changes take place, 
or to oppose technology and progress. According to the tccbnologi· 
cal determinist view, accepting technological change necessarily 
involves accepting certain other social changes and consequences. 
For example. power driven machinery necessarily involves central 
workshops, factory production, repetitive work, central supervision 

·David Noble has pointed out: 

When we trace acertain happening back to apartkular pi&e of legislation, for 
example, rarely do we stop there but instead go on to explore how t!'lat 
legislation came into existence. Yet, when our inquiry takes us back, say, to a 
new machine, rarely do we likewise push on to discover where that machine 
came from. Instead we simply accept it as a given, seconding the often 
self-serving explanations of chose who have designed or deployed it (.some
thing we certainly would nol do in the case of a politician's explanation for his 
or her products). (1978: 4) 
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and control. The technological determinist may agree that some of 
the consequences of factories (or other technological changes) are 
unfortunate, perhaps even deplorable. He or she might even agree 
that the consequences are serious enough that we should oppose the 
use of the new technology. But the technological determinist will 
never agree to consider for whom and in what way the technology 
itself is shaped. will not question whether it is necessary for power
driven machinery to involve central workshops under the discipline 
and control of a capitalist or supervisor." In this view, the neworgani
zation of work was not something that particular interests wanted or 
fought to impose; it was the necessary but unintended consequence of 
the new technology. We know that this new organization of work was 
necessary, because thar is what people at the time adopted. The politi
cal implications are dear-technological necessity decides the char
acter of society. While minor adjustments are possible, it is utopian 
or irrational to want or expect a fundamentally different society: 
utopian because we cannot have the benefits of technology without 
loss of control over the work process; irrational because we would be 
foolish to sacrifice material progress to an outdated social ideal. 

The Social Control Argument 

Only recently has the technological determinist explanation for 
the rise of the factory been seriously challenged. The person most 
responsible for raising the issue and demonstrating its political im
portance is Stephen Marglin, whose provocative article, "What Do 
Bosses Do? The Origins and Functions of Hierarchy in Capitalist 
Production," proposes the view that factories were devised by capi
talists as a means of social control. Though many of his arguments 
have been made earlier-in particular by Kart Marx-Marglin·s 
article has sparked renewed debate. It has, moreover, presented the 

>O'fhis is a quintessentially libecal position. Begin by accepting the "f!lCts" imposed 
by current social organization. Then, without questioning or changin8 any of these 
facts, allow free play to mocality and anemprs to moderate or counteract that which 
this social organization requires. 
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issues both dearly and forcefully. My presentation of this position 
thus relies heavily on Marglin." 

Marglin maintains that the rise of the factory had "little or nothing" 
to do with the need for a central power source to Operate machinery; 
instead, he argues, factories were created so that capitalists could 
better discipline and control their workers. Factories or central 
workshops with large numbers of workers concentrated in a limited 
area under the supervision and control of a capitalist or overseer 
have substantial advantages (from the capitalist's point of view) over 
the putting out system, even if there is no difference in the tech· 
nology employed. In the putting out system, workers could decide 
for themselves how many hours a day and how many days a week to 
work. The result was that workers chose ro have a lot of leisure; 
nevenheless, they were able to earn a subsistence wage, 

Precapitalist laborers worked irregularly, As one employer com
plained: 

"When the framework knitters or makers of silk stockings had agreat 
price for their work, they have been observed seldom to work on 
Mondays and Tuesdays but to spend most of their time at the ale
house or nine-pins . . . .  The weavers, 'ris common with them to be 
drunk on Mondays, have their head-ache on Tuesday, and their tools 
out of order on Wednesday. As for the shoemakers. they'll racher 
be hanged than not remember St. Crispin on Monday , . .  and it 
commonly holds as ions as they have apenny of money or pennywonh 
of credit." (Quoted in Thompson, 1967: 72) 

One commonly recommended solution was a wage reduction, since 
"the poor in the manufacturing countries will never work any more 
time in general than is necessary just to live and support their 
weekly debauches" (quoted in Mantoux, 1928: 69), but such wage 
reductions were found to be either impossible to introduce or 
ineffective in eliciting extra work. Employers' complaints about the 
idleness of workers were a constant refrain in the late eighteenth 
century, but the complaints themselves show that employers were 
not yet in firm command. Josiah Wedgewood, noted as a discipli-

·Marglin !lOced (har his resean:h was still in progress, and the paper was published 
"in its presenr form tosrimulatediscussionandcomment" ( 1974: 33). Whilecriticalof 
his position, I am very much indebted to Matglin for my own analysis. 
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narian, complained in 1772: "Our men will go to the Wakes, if they 
were sure to go to the 0--1 the next. I have not spared them in 
threats and I would have thrash'd them right heartily if I could" 
(quoted in Pollard, 1965: 214). 

Employers also tried to enforce work discipline and speed�up on 
their scattered outworkers by means of the law. "In the eighteenth 
�entury, Parliament twice enacted laws requiring domestic woolen 
workers to complete and return work within specified periods of 
time. In 1 749 the period was fixed at twenty�one days, and in 1777 
the period was reduced to eight days" (Marglin, 1974: 50). The law 
was also used in an attempt to control another serious problem of tbe 
putting out system: embezzlement of materials by workers. 

The problem of embezzlement must be understood in me context 
of workers' traditional rights to a part of me product of their labor, a 
right which was still accepted by many in the eighteenth century. 
The alienation of workers from their product was of course one of 
the four types of alienation which Marx attributed to capitalism. 
Historically, it is clearly related to the development of the money 
wage on the one hand and the modern concept of private property 
on the other, concepts which were still not completely accepted in 
the eighteenth century. even witbin the ruling classes. 

In precapitalist societies the notion of "private" property does not 
exist; at all levels "ownership" is infused with and constrained by 
traditional rights and duties. For example, under feudalism, who 
"owned" a piece of land farmed by a serf? In one sense the lord did, 

since the serf could not sell tbe land and had to give half the product 
to the lord. On the other hand, the serf did because he could not be 
displaced, and he could bequeath tbe land to his children. The 
church had certain rights to the crop as well. If the peasant wished to 
sell his land, even ifhe had his lord's permission, the land had first to 
be offered to the peasant's fiunily, since a sale negotiated without tbe 
express permission of the extended family could be reversed if any 
relative later complained. As one final complication, the community 
also had rights over the land: at a certain date after the grain had been 
harvested cattle were turned loose in the fields, with all the cattle 
entitled to graze on anyone's land. This meant that jf tbe serf tried to 
grow a different crop or use a later harvest date, the cattle could 
destroy his crop (Bloch, 1961). 
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Before capitalism was established, instead of a wage, workers took 
a part of their product, or a part of the raw materials, which they 
either sold on their own oc made into a product which they sold. 
Though this system had prevailed for centuries, in the last half of the 
eighteenth century the emerging capitalist class began to attack oc 
criticize it, since capitalists as a class were attempting to create a 
moral and legal redefinition of the concepts of property and the 
wage. Increasingly "severe and explicit" legislation of 1749, 1774. 
and 1777 tried to stop embezzlement (Pollard, 1965: 46). Despite 
the fact that tbis legislation allowed workers' homes to be searched 
on mere suspicion, and if suspicious goods were found workers were 
legally guilty unless they could prove their innocence, the laws 
proved ineffective (Marglin. 1 974: 51) .  The very severity of the 
laws is a testament to their ineffectiveness, and the difficulties in 
controlling embezzlement through the law. Cases were too hard 
to prove and too expensive to prosecute; each worker would have 
to be prosecuted individually, and evidence was hard to come by, 
even with the right of search. As long as workers controlled theit 
materials and the work process, they had considerable power and 
many options. 

The problem of embezzlement was not so serious as conrrol over 
the hours worked, but it was much more serious than people today 
usually assume. Weavers who received a certain quantity of yarn 
were supposed to return a stated quantity of cloth, but this was never 
easy to enforce. The natural variation in the materials made it 
difficult to predict how much cloth would result, and weavers could 
resort to many tricks (wetting or stretching the cloth, subs'tituting 
cheap material for expensive, etc.). As late as 1824, by which time 
the practice was much reduced, a correspondent to the Blackhllrn 
Mail estimated that one-sixth of the cotton goods produced were the 
product of embezzled materials (Byrhell. 1969: 72, 124-25). At the 
Deptford Docks, shipyard· workers were allowed to take "chips" or 
scrap wood. The navy accepted this as a traditional right, a part of the 
wage, and only tried to restrict workers to one load a day, the atnount 
that could be carried OUt under one atm. Workers fought for the 
right to use both arms and their shoulders (and even for the right to 
have their wives and children help them carry out scrap). "Rightful 
chips" were worth one-third to one-half as much as the money 
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earnings, but workers did not restrict themselves to what the navy 
considered "rightful." Workers were accused of taking the best 
wood for themselves to sell, and leaving the green, warped, and 
unseasoned wood for the navy. Scrap pieces had to be short enough 
to fit between two posts at the exit; the size of this "scrap" determined 
the construction of doors, windows, and stairways of many houses in 
the area. Estimates by naval officials indicated that less than half the 
timber coming into the yard was used in ships; more than halfleft the 
yard as chips. The navy tried to forcibly impose a higher wage in 
place of the right to chips; several times they failed to do so. The 
higher wage was to be a 40 or 50 percent increase over the existing 
wage, and still the workers refused it (Linebaugh, 1975).* 

The social control view emphasizes capitalists' inability, under a 
putting out system, to control workers' hours and their embezzle� 
ment as key reasons for the rise of the factory. Where the law, wage 
reductions, and moral exhortations failed, factories succeeded. As 
soon as capitalists' established factories, embezzlement could be 
easily controlled: workers could be searched when they enteted and 
when they left, and not allowed to take anything out of the work· 
place. Such asimple check could be much more effective than agreat 
deal of costly litigation. There is no technological change involved if 
workers are prevented from directly appropriating the product, with 
the product going instead to capitalises, merely a redistribution of 
income from workers to capitalists. Nonetheless, this factor was 
important enough "for some contemporaries to advocate the use of 

'"Reinhani Bendix is one of the few sociologists to deal with the history of manage
ment attempts to control the workforce. UnfortUnately, despite its title, Wwk ami 
�tlMrily in Indflstry, his work deals neither with work nor authority, but I'l1therwith 
ideologies of management. Moreover, he often writes the kind of history [hat comes 
from believing in the smooth operation of a free marker, and all the ideological 
paraphemalia which goes with that, and proje(ting back as fact tbe way history must 
have been, given that there was a free market. Forexample, here is Bendix' analysis
unsupporced. by any citation-of domestic work and early factories: 

In the household industry, for example, the merchant employer furnished the 
raw materials to each of a number of domestic workers in separate households, 
and their performance could be supervised with accuracy when the finished 
product was delivered and tbe piece rate paid. Under these conditions, there 
was no ··need·· for an ethic of work performance, because this or8=ization or 
production imposed the whole burden of substandard work penonnance 
upon the worker himself, and, hence, did IIOt present a managerial problem. 
(1956: 203) 
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the powerloom largely as a means of reducing the manufacturer's 
losses by embezzlement" (Bythel� 1969; 124). 

Much more important. however, the creation of the factory meant 
that capitalists could decide the hours of labor. Workers were given 
the "choice" of not working at all (and presumably starvi�g), or else 
working on the capitalist's terms, which required employees to work 
twelve or fourteen hours a day, six days a week. Workers could not 
choose to arrive late or leave early, to take a day off once in a while. 
or to work fewer days on a regular basis. These and other options 
either did not exist at all or were offenses, with heavy fines (Pittan 
and Wadsworth, 1958: 234-38). All such decisions were to be made 
by tbe capitalist. 

The rise of factories meant that workers had ro spend about twice 
as many hours a week actually working, but they still earned no more 
than a subsistence wage. As a result, according to Marglin, even if 
weekly wages were marginally higher, capitalists could make far 
greater profits. '"' A given amount of money bought about twice as 
many hours of tabor (even though the same number of workers 
were employed), since each worker worked twice as many hours 
per week. The result was that twice as many goods would be 
produced for a given labor cost, even if there were no change in 
the technology employed. The only difference was that in the fac· 
tory, workers expended far more effort, did more labor, and the 
benefit of this extra labor went to the capitalist. Factories benefit 
capitalists, at the expense of workers, even with no difference in 
technology. Therefore, the rise of factories can be explained because 
it benefited capitalists, and because capitalists had the power to 
impose this change on workers. Marglin's argument is that the 
success of the factory 

bad liule or nothing (0 do with the technological superiority of large
scale machinery. The key to the success of the fac(Ory, as well as its 
aspiration, was the substitution of capitalists' for workers' cancrol of 
the production process; discipline and supervision could and '>did 
reduce costs without being tecbnologically superior. (1974: 46; em
phasis in original) 

"Ail the social conuol posidon requires is that the extrll output from factory work 
was higher than the extra cost for labor. Obviously, the greater the difference, the 
more incentive there was co scan: factories. 
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Marglin's theory is both politically radical and intellectually non
obvious; yet interestingly enough this was essentially the analysis of 
leading capitalists and their ideologues at the time factories were first 
being created. The leading capitalist apologist Andrew Ure offered 
such an explanation for the success of Richard Arkwright, the spin
ning industrialist who above all others was responsible for the crea
tion of the factory. While Arkwright patented the water frame and 
claimed to be its inventor, this claim was proved to be false even 
within his lifetime. The machine had actually been developed thirty 
years earlier by Louis Paul or John Wyatt; several attempts to make a 
success of the innovation had failed. Andrew Ure, writing in 1835, at 
a time when spinning was still the only industry unequivocally 
dominated by factory production, explained why it was Arkwright 
and no other who deserved the credit for the creation of the factory: 

The main difficulty [in the automatic factory} . . .  lay . . .  above all in 
training human beings to renounce their desultory habits of work, and 
[0 idemify themselves with the unvarying regularity of the complex 
automaton. To devise and administer a successful code of factory 
discipline, suited to the necessities of factory diligence, was the 
Herculean enterprise, the noble achievement of Arkwrighc! Even at 
the present day, when the system is perfecdy organized and its labour 
lightened to the utmost, it is found nearly impossible to convert 
persons past the age of pubeny, into useful factory hand5. (Ure, cited 
in Marx, 1867: 399) 

Lest there be any misunderstanding, Ure explicitly explained that 
Arkwright deserves the credit for the creation of the factory, even 
though his technical contribution was nil, since be was the person 
who was mean enough, greedy enough, and strong enough to smash 
the workers: 

If the factory Briareus could have been created by mechanical genius 
alone, it should have come into being thirty years sooner; for upwards 
of ninety years have now {18 35} elapsed since John W yaIl, of Birming
hwn, not only invented the series of fluted rollers (the spinning fingers 
usually ascribed to Arkwright) but obtained a patent for (he invention, 
and erected "a spinning engine without hands" in his native town . . . .  
Wyattwas a man of good education, in a respeCtable walk oflife, much 
esteemed by his superiors, and therefore favourably placed, in a 
mechanical point of view, for maturing his admirable scheme. But he 
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was of a gende and passive spirit, little qualified to cope with the 
hardships of a new manufacturing enrerprise. It required, in fact, 
a man of a Napoleon nerve and ambition, to subdue the refractory 
tempers of work-people accustomed to irregular paroxysms of dili
gence, and to urge on his multifarious and intricate conStructions 
in the face of prejudice, passion, and envy. Such was ArkwrighL 
(Ure, 1835: 16) 

Similarly, Matthew Boulton, later James Wan's partner in the 
manufacture of steam engines, switched from reliance on innumer
able separate workshops to a single factory primarily for organiza
tional rather than technical reasons (Pollard, 1965: 100). Arkwright 
started a majority of the early spinning factories; Boulton made a 
majority of the early steam engines. It is thus very significant that the 
success of these people's factories was seen, by themselves and by 
their contemporaries, as depending on organizational and control 
factors rather than on technical innovation. 

A final argument for the social control view is the existence of 
central workshops that did not involve power-driven machinery. If 
the technological argument were right, and factories were staned 
because of the need to concentrate workers around a central power 
source, there would not have been any concentration of workers 
without an accompanying technical change to power-driven machin
ery. In fact, however, there were a great many cases when the 
organizational change to large groups working under supervision 
preceded the technical change to power machinery. While a tech
nological determinist argument cannot account for such instances. 
they are exacdy what a social control argument would predict. Such 
central workshops were found in a number of industries (Bythell, 
1969: 34), but by far the most important examples were in weaving, 
where handloom sheds 

provided important pre<:edents for the development of the (o[[on
and-worsted-spinrung industries . . . .  There was already a marked 
degree of concentration in workshops and factories by the time 
Arkwright and Hargreaves [originators of the hew machinery} came 
to Nottingham. (Chapman, 1967: 34; see also 99) 

Power looms were not introduced until many years after spinning 
was totally dominated by factories using power-driven machinery. It 
is difficult to establish exacdy how important such handloom shops 
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were, but they were far more than isolated instances. Based primar
ily on sale notices in the local press, Bythell has found evidence of 
handloom sheds in two dozen locations. 

Although (the handloom weaving shed] was never anything like the 
predominant form of organization in cotton weaving, it was not 
negligible, nor was it connned, as H. D. Fong suggested, to fancy 
goods only. According to the historian of Rossendale, in the period 
1815-1830, when " the trade of cotton weaving on the handloom was 
at its briskest, there were at the lowest computat ion thirty weaving 
shops, apart from the looms in dwelling houses, in the forest of 
Rossendale." . . .  Isolated cases have been found with as many as 
150 or 200 handlooms, quite a few with between 50 and 100, and 
a considerable number with 20 or more. (1969: 33; see also Smelser, 
1959: 143) 

Social Control or Class Struggle? 

Under the putting Out system, capitalists tried in various ways to 
make workers do more work., but they were generally unable to 
undercut workers' control over their labor by means of threats, laws, 
price cuts, and so on. The successful attack on the existing balance of 
power was made through the details of the work process. Only by 
changing the organization of work through tbe introduction of the 
factory system was it possible to force workers to do more. In my 
opinion, this social control view is not wrong, merely incomplete. 

This view conceptualizes the process of change as one in which 
one group, employers, were historically active and imposed their 
will on another group, workers, who remained essentially quiescent, 
without will, consciousness, or activity of their own. It is much more 
fruitful, and obviously the only Marxist approach, to understand 
the process as one of class struggle: capitalists tried to impose social 
control in the form of factories. while workers struggled to resist. 
In this struggle, technological innovations were crucial capitalist 
weapons to help change the balance of power. 

It is easy to show that workers resisted the introduction offactories. 
One telling piece of evidence is the simple fact that employers were 
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forced to offer higher wages for factory work. Women in Ireland 
refused to work in factories at eight pence a day though in their own 
homes they were satisfied with four or five pence. Even such tre
mendous wage differentials do not measure workers' resistance: as 
Sidney Pollard notes, "higher money wages by themselves . . .  would 
have been utterly inadequate" to attract a Jabot force--only external 
compulsion, poverty, and enclosures provided workers for the early 
factories (1965: 191). 

The enclosure movement is justly notorious in this regard. and 
enclosures oftcn were instituted explicitly to create dependent wage 
laborers (Thompson, 1963: 217.219; Lazonick, 1974). Beyond this, 
however, in order to recruit a sufficient number of workers it was 
necessary to resort to various kinds of forced and unfree labor." As 
much as one-third of the labor force in early factories was unfree, 
even if we accept the normal capitalist definition of a wage taborer as 
a '"free"' worker (Pollard, 1965: 203). 

There were few areas of the country in which the modern industries, 
particularly the te:«iles, if carried on in large buildings, were not 
associated with prisons. workhouses, and orphanages. . . The most 
widespread cause of the association of the new large-scale industry 
with unfree labour, however, was the massive eroployroem of pauper 
apprentices in private industry. (Ibid.: 192, 194) 

Though these children are called "appremices,'· it would be a mis
take to infer [hat they were taught a [fade which could support them 
as adults. One study of 780 " apprentices" found that only two, or 
one-quarter of 1 percent, were recorded as having been employed as 
adults at the faCtory where they were apprentices. Over three
quarters of the apprentices were children of the poor, who had been 
supported out of the parish poor rates and were given over to 
employers, for whom they were legally required to work for up to 
eight years in order to save the parish the cost of supporting them... 
Less than one in ten of these apprentices was brought to the factory 

*This is in addition to (I) the slave plantations of (he West lndies, which were 
perhaps the earliest large-scale management enterprises to produce commodities 
almost exclusively for the (world) market, and (2) the fact (hat "tiI1 1775, (he workers 
in the coal mines and the salt pits of Scotland were serfs in the full legal sense of the 
word. Bound for life to the coal mines or salt pits, cheycould be sold along with them·· 
(Mantoux, 1928: 74). 
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by parents, relatives, or private individuals." So hated were the early 
factories that "in the beginning the pauper children reptesented the 
only type of labour which in many areas could be driven into" 
factories (ibid.: 195). It would be totally incorrect to see factories as a 
change with benefits obvious to all, which enticed somewhat reluc
tant workers through the promise of marginally higher wages. Nor 
would it be correct to view workers as totally helpless, easily driven 
·to do whatever capitalists wanted. The struggle was a long and bitter 
one, since the conflict was '"between two cultural modes or ways of 
life" (Thompson, 1963: 305). 

Viewing the conflict after two hundred years of capitalism, it 
would be easy for us to forget that these workers were not " harking 
back to a mythical golden age, but [defending] existing social tela
tionships" (Pollard, 1965: 192; emphasis in original). Wage labor, 
the factory system, and a lack of freedom while at work have become 
accepted as the norm, but it was not always so: "We look back 
after wage labour has won a respected position by twO centuries of 
struggle. We forget the rime when complete dependence on wages 
had for centuries been rejected by all who regarded themselves as 
free men" (Hill, 1964: 63). 

As long as workers had any choice, rhey preferred the cottage to the 
factory (see Thompson, 1963: 269-314). In the early days, riots and 
destruction of factories were frequent occurrences (see for example 
Chapman. 1967; Thompson, 1%3: 552-603). Working-class opposi
tion to factories was a powerful force counteracting the capitalist 
wish for factories. In some cases this opposition even forced the 
abandonment of factories and the return to domestic outwork: 

"I found the utmost diS[aste {one hosier reported} on the part of the 
men, to any regular hours or regular habits . . . .  The men themselves 

�Even these imprisoned children resisted the factory: one in six ran away, and one 
in eight were rerumed to rheir overseers or parents. Another one in twelve died 
during their "apprenticeships." Stanley Chapman, who wUected thisdara, lumps all of 
these categories together and without apology or explanation complains about the 
"high degree of Wastase," by which he means that "more rhan a third of the ap
prentices recruited died, absconded, or had to be returned to the overseers, parents, 
or the connections that sent them" (1967: 170). From a capitalist point of view, 
"wastase" is of course anappropriate term. Whether the children died from overwotk 
and abuse, or escaped co freedom and a better life, in either case their Jives were 
"wasted" since tbey did not continue to produce surplus value for capital. 
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were considerably dissatisfied, because they could notgo in and OUt as 
they pleased, and have what holidays they pleased, and go on JUSt as 
they had been used to do; and were subject, during afrer-hours. to the 
ill-natured observations of other workmen, to such an extent as com
pletely to disgust them with the whole system, and I was obliged to 
break it up." (Quoted in Pollard, 1965: 191) 

Resistance and active opposition by workers were sufficiently 
successful to greatly limit capital's ability to impose social control. 
Attempting to achieve control through the details of the work 
process was a great step forward for capital, but purely organiza
tional and control changes were not enough to ensure a speedy 
capitalist victory. Something more was needed. and this something 
was technology. Stephen Marglin believes that "the agglomeration 
of workers into factories . . .  had little or nothing to do with the 
technological superiority of large-scale machinery" (1974: 46). In 
contrast, I would argue that while capitalists instituted factory or
ganization largely to impose control over the work process, they 
were unable to realize this goal without the aid of an accompanying 
technical change, the introduction of power-driven machinery. 

If technology was basically irrelevant to the imposition of capi
taliSt control, factories should have been as likely to appear and 
become dominant in those industries that did not undergo techno
logical change (the spread of power-dciven machinery), as they were 
in industries that did experience maior technological change. A social 
control analysis therefore predicts a similar proportion of factory 
production in the closely linked industries of spinning and weaving 
in, say, 1810, despite the fact that the successful inventions for 
spinning were widely adopted two decades before those in weaving." 

The fact that there were a significant number of instances in which 
capitalists supervised large groups of handloom weavers working 
under one roof is evidence in favor of a social control as opposed to a 
technological determinist argument. The argument cuts both ways, 
however. The social control theory further predicts that there stJ,ould 

�he basic spinning inventions had been made by 1779, tbe powerloom DOt until 
1787. More important. the spinning inventions were quickly adopted-there were 
four to five million spindles in mule spinllingalolle by 1812-butpowerlooms spread 
very slowly-ollly a handful were in use in 1808, and they were not dominant until 
after 1830 (Mantoux, 1928: 242; BythelI, 1969: 5, 74; PoUard, 1965: 51). 

I 

I 
I 

)1 
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have been as much concentrated production in weaving as in spin� 
ning even before the introduction of the powerloom. If anything, 
there should have been more incentive to stan hand workshops for 
weaving, since wages were higher in weaving than they were in 
spinning. This was not at all what happened: concentrated produc� 
tion totally dominated spinning at a time when it was uncommon in 
weaving. Up until 1800 or later, the term "factory" was practically 
synonymous with the term "spinning mill," and there were perhaps 
one hundred such large mills, often employing many hundreds of 
workers (Chapman, 1 %7: 64). While there were handloom weaving 
sheds, and while these were not negligible, they were smaller than 
spinning factories and less common. By 1800 over half of the total 
amount of cotton was spun in factories, whereas it was not until after 
1830 that a majority of the weaving took place in concentrated 
workshops, and even then this was only because the powerloom was 
at last coming into widespread use. There is no question that greater 
technological change was associated with more factories; it is hard to 
see how a social control argument can account for this. 

A Marxist Analysis 

In moving beyond the social control and technological derenrunist 
explanations for the rise of the factory, elements of both views can 
be used in transcending the twO analyses. The technological deter
minist view is correct in its insistence on the importance of tech
nology; the social control view is correct in arguing that factories were 
shaped by specifically capitalist ends. An initial step toward aMarxist 
argument is the recognition that the insights of the social control 
argument must be applied co technology as well as organization. 

For the technological determinist view to be valid, technology 
would have to be independent of social forces, and thus in some way 
inevitable. This implies a lack of choice among available technologies, 
but plainly there is always some selection among technologies. If the 
technology is selected not because it is the best in some objective 
sense, but rather because it is the best for capitalists, then the needs 
of capitalism are more important than "objective" technological 
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requirements in determining the organization of work. For example, 
suppose that two technologies existed that were exactly equal in 
terms of costs and benefits. One was beSt suited to domestic produc
tion, and benefited workers, in that they could do the same amount 
of work in less time or with less effort; the other was beSt used in 
factories and allowed employers to produce more without raising 
wages oc hiring more workers. In a capitalist system, there is more 
incentive to seek OUt, develop. and use the latter kind of technology. 
It is capitalists who have the power to decide which technologies are 
used, and capitalists will obviously prefer technologies that benefit 
them rather than workers." 

The above example is hypothetical, for illustrative purposes. But 
it is not completely fanciful: Hargreaves' spinning jenny was suitable 
for use in domestic production; Arkwright's water frame required a 
factory. The only money to be made off the spinning jenny was by 
manufacturing it and selling it to domestic workers. But tbe jenny 
was an easy machine to copy, and thousands of scattered people 
could easily avoid paying royalties to the inventor. The initial benefit 
of the invention therefore went to thousands of workers. Arkwrigbt's 
water frame could be used only in factories, and factories were large 
enough that it was possible to be sure there was no unauthorized use 
of cbe invention. The main benefit of the water frame therefore went 
to Arkwright (and his partners). Neither inventor started out espe
cially poor or especially rich. At his death, Hargreaves left an estate 
wonh 4,000 English pounds; Arkwrighr's estate was worth 500,000 
pounds (Mantoux, 1928: 218, 232). The difference illustroites why 
capitalists would prefer to develop one kind of invention rather than 
the other.t 

·"No capitalist evecvolumarily introdIKes anew method of production, no matter 
how much more prodIKtive it may be . . . so long as it reduces the rate of profit" 
(Marx, 1894: 264). 

t I ohviously do not mean to suggest that the only relevant difference was the nature 
of the inventions. Ackwright, by all accounts, was a much better businessman; in 
ad.dirion, he died later and. so had. more time to accumulate an esrate. 

To complete the Story, it is worth noriD8 that Cromptoo, whose mule was a better 
machine than either the jenny or the water fcame, and soon became more widely used, 
dedded his invention could not be patented. Rather than trying to keep it secret and 
work it for himself (as a good capitaiistwouid. do), Crompton offered the mule ro the 
public as a gift. A public subscription to thank him for this gift brought only 67 
pounds, and Crompton died poor. 
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An understanding of the way in which capital influences technology 
helps to supplement the correct but incomplete social control model. 
A complete analysis, however, needs to explain nOt only what capital 
did and why. but also the way in which workers' struggles influence 
the dynamic of the process. Such an analysis already exists: it was 
presented by Marx more than one hundred years ago in Volume I 
of Capital. One key contribution of Marx's account of the develop
ment of capitalism is that it distinguishes three stages of production
handicraft, manufacture, and modern industry-and analyzes the 
dynamic that leads from one stage to the next. 

Handicraft production is typified by the medieval guilds, in which 
one person manufactures a complete commodity, performing all of 
the necessary tasks. For example, a person would be a shoemaker, a 
clockmaker, a gunsmith, or a pinmaker. The gunsmith would cast 
the barrel, drill out the bore, make the stock, trigger. lock, and firing 
pin, PUt on the sights, and assemble the whole into a working rifle. 
Similarly, a clockmakerwould make all of the wheels,gears, weights, 
chimes, mechanism, and case for a clock, and a shoemaker would cut 
the leather, stitch the pieces. attach the heels, and complete the 
shoe. Obviously, to be able to make all of the various parts of a gun 
or dock required extensive training, practice. and skill. Becoming a 
gunsmith took years, and people devoted their lives to this handi
craft. Each gun would be individually produced; pans were not 
interchangeable. Gunsmiths made their reputations on the quality of 
the guns they made. 

Although Marglin does not say so, and evidently does not define 
the problem in this way, his analysis concerns what Marx described 
as the transition from handicraft to manufacture. In this transition, 
workers are gathered together into large groups under the discipline 
and control of a capitalist. Even though no new tools or machines are 
introduced, capitalists achieve all the benefitS which are described by 
the social control theory (control over work hours, embezzlement. 
and work rhythms). The point ofMarx's analysis is tha[ this organiza
tional change precedes, both historically and analytically, the tech
nological revolution which is the foundation of modern industry. 
The transition to manufacture is a social, not a technical change. To 
understand why it took place we should look not to technology but 
to the material interest of the emerging capitalist class. 
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The social control aspects of this change represent very important 
gains for the capitalist, and Marx discusses them, but social control is 
not the only gain: there is a technical increase in productivity as well. 
In this central workshop the workers cooperate, each performing a 
detailed pan of the whole. The work remains the same: the same 
processes are performed, with the same tools and equipment, in the 
same way, as before. But the tasks each worker performs change: no 
worker performs the whole opecacion, everyone does amoce limited 
nwnber of processes over and over. Initially there is no change in the 
tools and machinery employed: only the organization of work is 
different. Each worker becomes a detail laborer, performing over 
and over again one (or a few) of the steps necessary to produce the 
commodity. For example. one person casts rifle barrels, another 
drills out the bore. a third makes stocks. and so on. Instead of being a 
gunsmith, a person becomes a rifle stock maker. Only the shop as a 
whole produces the commodity: only due to the cooperation of the 
workers does the object get made. 

Marx, following Adam Smith, argues that the cooperative char
acter of the work leads to real improvements in production. Since 
the workers are all under one roof. less time is needed to trans
parr the unfinished objeCt from worker to worker (1867: 325). 
Workers become more expert at their jobs, and less time is lost 
in changing from one operation to another. The Babbage principle 
so brilliantly explained by Harry Bravetman (974) means that 
employers can reduce their wage bill by buying only the minimum 
skills necessary. Finally. 

the manufacrurins period simplifies, improves, and multiplies the 
implements of labour, by adapting them to the exclusively special 
functions of each detail labourer. It thus creates at the same time one 
of the material conditions for the existence of machinery, which 
consists of a combination of simple instruments. (Marx, 1867: 323) 

Capital benefits from the transition to manufactures both through 
increased social control and through an increase in the good$. pro
duced per hour of Jabor, '"' but these benefits are to a considerable 
extent brought about at the expense of workers. Workers are forced 

·In technical Marxist terms, this leads to a decrease in necessary labor and therefore 
an increase in relative surplus value. 
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to work harder, and are subjected to the discipline and control of a 
capitalist. Their work time is no longer under their own control. Nor 
is this all: "In manufacture, in order to make the collective labourer, 
and through him capital. rich in social productive power, each 
labourer must be made poor in individual productive powers" 
(ibid.: 341). The perfection of the collective laborer, that is. the 
shop as a whole. requires that detail laborers become onesided and 
deficient, specialists in one narrow operation. Man: notes as one 
example the "abnormal development of some muscles,'''''' but by far 
the most important form this crippling of the laboret takes is in tbe 
separation of planning and execution: 

The knowledge, the judgment, and the will, which, though in ever so 
small a degree, ace practised by the independem peasant or handi
craftsman . . .  these faculties ace now required only for the workshop 
as a whole. Intelligence in production expands in one direction, 
because it vanishes in many others. What is lost by the detail laqaurers, 
is concenrrated in the capital that employs them. It is a result of the 
division oflabour in manufactures, that the labouret is brought face to 
face with the intellectual potencies of the material process of produc
cion, as the property of another, and as a ruling power. This separation 
begins in simple co-operation, where the capitalist represents to the 
single workman, the oneness and the will of the associated labour. lt is 

developed in manufacture which cuts down the labourer into a detail 
labourer. It is completed in modern industry, which makes science a 

productive force distinct from labour and presses it into the service of 
capital. (Ibid.; 341)t 

Although Marx does not here use the term, this is plainly an analysis 

-Today, on assembly lines, this abnonnal development of some muscles is a 
requisite of production. This is one reason why workers on assembly lines turn down 
opportunities to switch jobs. Performill8 a particular job develops strength in cemin 
muscles; a new job would take Strength in muscles that are presendy weak; therefore, 
switching jobs means several days of soreness until the new muscles suengthen 
aQd harden. 

tAdam Smith admits these are the effects of the system he recommends. The 
worker's .. 'dexterity at his own particular trade seems in this manner to be acquired at 
the expense of his intellecrua1, social, and martial virtues. But ill every improved and 
civilised society, this is the state into which the labouring poor, that is, the great body 
of tbe people, must necessarily fall.'" Quoting this, Man: 1I0teS, "For preventing the 
complete deterioration of the great mass of the people by division ofIabour, A. Smith 
r«ommends education of the people by the State, but prudently, and in homeopathic 
doses" (ibid.: 342). 
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of alienation; juSt as plainly, modern bureaucracy carries this ten
dency to new heights. 

What Man: is teying to show in his analysis of the three stages of 
production is that the transition from handiccafts to manufacture is a 
social change, which precedes the technological change (to modern 
industry). The period of manufacture still relies on a technical foun
dation very similar to that of handicrafts: the skill, strength, and 
intelligence of the worker using band tools. 

Whether complex or simple, each operation has to be done by hand, 
retains tbe character of a handicraft, and is therefore dependent 
on the strength. skiU, quickness, and sureness, of tbe individual 
workman in handling his tools. The ltandicrafr continues to be the 
basis. (Ibid.: 320) 

It is the organization of work that has changed-now each worker 
does only one detail operation over and over, and the whole is 
controlled and coordinated by capital. There has been an organiza
tional revolution, but no technical revolution. It is not the tech
nological change which has forced industry to adopt a certain form of 
organization; not that machinery, independently developed follow
ing an inner technological imperative. has required organizational 
innovations in order to be successfully used; rather, capitalism has 
selected and developed a certain form of organization which fits irs 
purposes. The new capitalist organization of work "creates the mate
rial conditions for the existence of machinery." Technological devel
opment takes place within the framework of a capitalist organization 
of production. 

The stage of manufactures, however, was not a stable state. Neither 
the very real social control advantages nor the increased productivity 
of this stage were enough to overcome workers' resistance. so that 
manufactures never became the predominant form of organization 
for most industries. Only the technological change, the coming of 
machinery, made concentrated production in a cenrral location the 
dominant form. According to Mantoux, "in spite of its oBvious 
advantages from the point of view of organization and supervision, 
the bringing together of many workmen in large shops had never 
been in general use" (1928: 246). 

Despite the very real benefits capital received from the transition 
to manufactures, there continued to be important limitations. Since 
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each particular operation continued to have a handicraft basis, pro
duction "owed its existence to personal strength and personal skill, 
and depended on the muscular development, the keenness of sight, 
and the cunning of hand, with which the detail workmen in manufac
tures, and the manual labourers in handicrafts, wielded their dwarfish 
implements" (Marx, 1867: 361). The technical disadvantages of 
hand production are serious, but far more important is the strong 
position workers retain. 

Since handicraft skill is the foundation of manufacrure, and since the 

mechanism of manufacture as a whole possesses no framework, apart 
from the labourers themselves, capital is constantly compelled to 
wrestle with the insubordination of the workmen. (Ibid.: 346) 

Workers in capitalism usually try to resist and struggle; a key ques
tion is their ability to enforce their will: if the chances of success are 
small, workers are not likely to engage in continued losing battles. 
(Instead they will choose a different tactic, a new form of struggle.) 
In the period of manufactures, the fact that the workers' skill and 
strength were the foundations of production gave them a very 
powerful position. "'By the infirmity of human nature: says friend 
Ure, 'it happens that the more skillful the workman, the more 
self-willed and intractable he is apt to become, and of course the less 
fit a component of a mechanical system in which . . .  he may do great 
damage to the whole'" (ibid.: 346-47). 

The solution to this problem, as Marx notes, is machines: "it is 
they that sweep away the handicraftsrnan's work as the regulating 
principle of social production" (ibid.: 347). Machinery provides a 
framework independent of the workers. Workers must adapt them
selves to the machinery, while in the stage of manufactures workers' 
skill was crucial so that capitalists continually had to rely on, and 
reach an accommodation with, skilled workers. In manufacturing 
the organizational form had been revolutionized and was suited to 
capital's needs, but the technical basis was still dependent on work
ers' handicraft skill. In the stage of modern industry for the first time 
capital achieves a technology appropriate to its organizational form 
and capitalist social relations of production. 

With the development of machinery and modern industry work
ers become, from the point of view of capital, little more than 
appendages to and servants of the machines. Their skill, knowledge, 
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and ability ace no longer as crucial to the production process. Cars 
used to be made and assembled by skilled machinists, but with the 
coming of tbe assembly line almost anyone can do most of the work. 
This fact greatly increases the capitalist's power vis a vis the worker. 
As Man: notes, in the production of surplus value, workers do not 
work for themselves. but for the capitalist. They do nOt do what they 
want to do, but what the capitalist directs them to do. Workers do 
not make use of the tools, machinery, raw materials, and supplies for 
their own purposes. The purpose of production, from the capitalist's 
point of view, is to produce surplus value. From this Strange perspec
tive (which, of course, dominates modern production), the worker's 
purposes are unimponant. Rather, the worker is to serve the capi
talist's purpose by taking care of the instruments oflabor and the raw 
material and ensuring that "their" goal (actually, the capitalist's goal) 
of acquiring and transmitting value is fulfilled. The purpose of 
production is not for workers to use the instruments of Iabor for 
their purposes; it is for the raw materials and the inStruments oflabor 
to absorb and pass on abstract labor. The worker's task is to serve 
these lifeless objects in "their" quest to embody value, so they can be 
sold as commodities at a profit. This is true of all capitalist produc
tion, but in the stage of manufacture it appears that workers are using 
the tools and raw materials which must do as the workers direct. In 
modern industry there is no such deception: workers quite literally 
must serve the machine and adapt themselves to the machine's 
movement (best seen on an assembly line). Capitalism at last has 
acquired a fitting technical form, with the technology itself embody-
ing capitalist relations of production. 

' 

Every kind of capitalist produccion, in so far as it is not only a 
labour-process, bU[ also a process of creating surplus-value, has this in 
common, that it is not the workman that employs the inscruments of 
labour, but the instrwoencs of labour that employ the workman. Butic 
is only in the fac�ory system that this inversion for che first time 
acquires technical and palpable reality. (Ibid.: 399) 

With machinery the nature of capitalist production becomes per
fectly dear: 

In handicrafcs and manufacrure, {he workman makes use of a tool, in 
the factory, the machine makes use of him. There the movements of 
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the insttument of labour proceed from him, here it is the movements 
of the machine that he must follow. In manufacture the workmen are 
parts of a living mechanism. In the factory we have a lifeless mecha
nism independent of the workman, who becomes its mere living 
appendage. (Ibid.: 398) 

Machinery has both technical and social control advantages over 
the methods of manufacture. Marx strongly emphasized the tech
nical advantages of machinery: it not only allows much greater 
output for agiven expenditure of energy, it also allows cenain things 
to be produced that would not be possible without machinery. For 
example. Marx noted that jt was not until modern industry began 
using machines to construct machines "that it built up for itself a 
fitting technical foundation, and stood on its own feet" (ibid.: 363): 
"such machines as the modern hydraulic press, the modern power
loom. and modern carding engine, would never have been furnished 
by manufacture" (ibid.: 362). That is, machinery makes it possible to 
do things which would otherwise be impossible. 

The technical advantages of machinery are thus crucial, but the 
social control advantages are no less imponant. In Marx's view, tech
nology is not a neutral force, standing outside society and unaffected 
by it. Technology is a part of society, and reveals the character of 
social relations: 'Technology discloses man's mode of dealing with 
Nature. the process of production by which he sustains his life, and 
thereby also lays bare the mode of formation of his social relations, 
and of the mental com;eptiumi that fluw from them" (ibid.: 352). 

Under capitalism. every aspect of society is shaped by the class 
struggle. Nowhere is this more true than in the technology devel
oped under capitalism, since technology is so intimately tied to the 
process of production: 

Machinery not only actS as a competitor who gets the better of the 
workman, and is constantly on the point of making him superfluous. It 
is also a power inimical to him, and as such capital proclaims it  from the 
roof tops and as such makes use of it. It is the most pqwerfNI weapon for 
repressing strike.r, those periodical revolts of the working-class against 
the autocracy of capital . . . .  It would be possible to write quite a 
history of the inventions, made since 1830, for the sole purpose of 
supplying capital with weapons against the revohs of the working
class. (Ibid.: 410-11; emphasis added) 
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Since capitalists are the ruling class, they are the people who shape 
the technology (and ideology) of the society. Inventions are sought 
precisely because of their effect on the class struggle, because they 
allow capitalists to defeat workers. Whenever a group of workers 
achieves a powerful and (relatively) privileged position, capital 
will try [0 smash them. Machinery designed to do this is one of 
the capitalist's most powerful weapons. Macx quotes lire on the 
seifMacting mule: "'This invention confirms the great doctrine already 
propounded, that when capital enlists science into her .service, the 
refractory hand of labour will always be taught docility'" (ibid.: 
41 1). Those workers who cannot be beaten into submission can be 
replaced. Capitalists seek to develop machinery [he purpose of 
which is to replace workers whose strength, skill. and/or organization 
makes it difficult to "teach" them "docilitY" (that is. to smash them). 
Capitalists know that this is one important purpose of machinery. 
Marx quotes a British Parliamentary report: " 'The great advantage 
of the machinery employed in brickmaking consists in this, that the 
employer is made entirely independent of skilled labourers' " (ibid.: 
407). Science and technology are in the service of capitalism, and to 
the extent that they are, one of their most important purposes is to 
repress the working class. 

Marx himself is not entirely consistent in his view of technology 
and machinery. The material I have quoted reveals his basic insight 
that technology is shaped by the needs of capitalism. But at times he 
seems to accept machinery itself as neutral and to argue that we need 
only change the exploitative way machinery is used under capitalism. 
While Marx never argues for this position in the way that he grounds 
the concept of technology as an element in class struggle, at times he 
seems to adopt such a view. 

For example, he writes: "It took both time and experience before 
the working·people learnt to distinguish between machinery and its 
employment by capital, and to direct their attacks, not against the 
material instruments of production, but against the mode i" which 
they are used" (ibid.: 404). '"' This could be interpreted to mean that 
workers thought they could destroy exploitation by actually break-

"It should be noted tbat while it may have taken workers until, say, 1830 tolearn to 
tell the d.ifference, this is something that many social scientists have yet to learn. They 
all too often think that they defend. capitalism by defending machinery. 
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ing the machines, whereas they had to learn that it was the system of 
production which needed to be destroyed. However, Man: seems to 
imply something else; that the machinery developed within a capi
talist social system could be used in a nonexploirative manner if 
it were removed from capitalist pront maximizing control. Marx 
thus contradicts the implications of his analysis in Capital which 
insists that technology and machinery are shaped by specifically capi
talist ends. 

Marx's work may not have been completely consistent in itS treat
ment of technology-sometimes insisting on the way in which tech
nology was shaped by capitalist ends, other times seeming to accept 
technology as neutral-but this is far less of a problem than the tOtal 
consistency of later Marxists, who have uniformly neglected-or 
explicitly denied-Macx's analysis of the capitalist character of 
science and technology. Thus there are painful passages in Lenin 
which praise Taylorism and call on the Soviet Union to adopt it as 
progressive. Stalin wrote in 1938 that "nrst the productive forces 
of society change and develop, and then, depending on these 
changes and in conformity with them, men's relations of produc
tion, their economic relations, change." Trotsky is even more 
extreme: "Marxism sets out from the development of technique as 
the fundamental spring of progress, and constructs the communist 
programme upon the dynamic of the productive forces" (quoted in 
Bettelheim, 1976: 23, 28). It is only recently that MarxistS have 
begun to consider Marx's argument that both the or,ganizarion of 
work and the technologies employed are shaped by specifically 
capitalist principles, and to question, for example, whether assembly 
lines have any place in a socialist society. As Marx's original analysis 
makes dear, there is machinery the entire design and purpose of 
which is exploitation, and which could hardly be used outside of an 
exploitative society. 

One of the most common responses to an argument that tech
nology is shaped to be specifically capitalist is the question: If so, can 
you name me a dozen examples of developed machines that were 
suppressed or destroyed despite tbe fact that they worked perfectly 
well? Why not? Why isn't the history of technology a perfectly 
obvious series of open battles between capitalists and workers over 
which machinery was to be used? 
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These questions are not so hard to answer if we begin by recogniz
ing that they are based on a very inaccurate view of the way in which 
technology evolves (what Mantoux has called "the romantic theory 
of invention"). The entire history of the Industrial Revolution estab
lishes the truth of Mantoux' characterization: 

An idea which flashes suddenly into the mind of a genius, and whose 
application produces no less suddenly an economic revolution, is what 
we mi,ght describe as the romantic theory of invention. Nowhere do we 
find evidence of such creations a nihilo, bursting forth like miracles, 
which only the mysterious power of individual inspiration could ex
plain. The history of inventions is nOt only that of inventors but thataf 
collective experience, which gradually solves the problems set by 
collective needs. (Mantoux, 1928: 206) 

As soon as we understand the nature of invention it becomes 
possible to see why there is little evidence of conflict over tech
nology. If the history of inventions is tbe history of collective ex
perience, which gradually solves the problems set by collective 
needs, then it becomes crucial to know who defines the needs, 
what goals ace being sought, what rewards are being offered for 
what kinds of solutions, what resources are being committed to the 
various available options, and so on. It becomes easy to understand 
how a minor improvement, not particularly significant in itself, but 
as a piece of a problem, would be adopted if it led to a technology 
beneficial to capitalists, but would not be adopted if it led to a 
technology more beneficial to workers than to capitalists. Similarly, 
in cases where the potential reward was great, people would be 
willing to meet with repeated failures and still (they or others would) 
keep trying. 

Capitalists have the resources and the rewards. They decide what 
technology is to be developed and adopted. Therefore, they shape 
this technology in all kinds of subtle and not so subtle ways. This 
shaping takes place in the very process of development. A tech
nology would never be developed if it ran directly counter to capi
talism, if it allowed workers to dispense with capitalists and produce 
on their own, for example, or gave all the benefit of the improved 
process to workers and none to capitalists. From the capitalist point 
of view, such a development would be, at best, a waste of resources. 
Therefore, we can expect no more than ambiguous examples of 
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some options being pursued despite difficulties, while otheravenues 
were not pursued even though they were in some sense promising.· 

For example, William Strutt was one of Arkwright's partners in 
the earliest factories; with Arkwright, he made a fortune on the basis 
of the water frame. Strutt was also one of the early experimenters 
with the mule, which later became the dominant way of spinning 
cotton, since it was capable of giving both strength and extreme 
fineness to the thread, while the water frame could produce only 
coarse thread (Mantoux, 1928: 234). The water frame was used 
exclusively in factories from the very beginning; initially the mule 
was used in domestic production, and only later adapted to the 
factory. Why did Strutt fail to experiment with and develop the 
mule, which was later shown to be technologically superior to the 
water frame? Stanley Chapman, a conservative historian, can see 
only one answer to this question: 

Why William Strutt failed to capitalize his experimentS with the early 
mule remains a mystery, the only logical explanation beill8 that the 
Strutts had so much capital tied up in factory production that they 
were less interested in an invention which, for rhe time being at 
any rate, was a domestic machine. Strutt turned instead to the further 
exploitation of [he established techniques of factory production. 
(1967: 212) 

Given the difference in productivity between factory and domestic 
production, Strutt may well have made a rational capitalist (profit
maximizing) decision. 

A second example of a technological option not being pursued is 
the powerloom. The first powerloom factory, established in 1792 
with four hundred powerlooms run by steam, was totally destroyed 
by a hostile crowd of weavers. For many years thereafter the power
loom was rarely used; sixteen years later there were only about 
thirty powerloom factories, and all of them were small One of 

-In today's energy crisis, for example, capitalists and the governmeU! are devoting 
comparatively few tesources and little effon to certain options--conservation, solar 
energy, renewable resources such as wood--despite their evident promise; large 
sums and major commiunems are made to other optiora-nudear energy. oil shale, 
synthetic fuels-despite their high COSt and environmen[a1 destruction. Perhaps the 
major explanation for this are the differences in who will benefit from, and who will 
control, the energy which is produced. 
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the largest employers of hand weavers at that time, with four 
thousand employees under the puning out system, testified before a 
Parliamentary committee that there would have been ten thousand 
powerlooms at work within ten years of their first use had it not 
been for fear of having the looms destroyed (Bythell, 1969: 3D, 
74-76). Early historians such as Mantoux and Halevy also attributed 
the failure to develop the powerloom to fear of worker activity 
(Mantoux, 1928: 242; Halevy, cited in Bythell, 1969: 6). Historians 
today generally disagree and explain the failure to adopt the power
loom as due to its technical limitations and imperfections. The 
problem with this explanation is that in their early phases most 
inventions have technical imperfections-it is only attempts to use 
(he invention that help work out the bugs. To be convincing, mod
ern scholars would have to show that there were persistent and 
widespread attempts to use the powerloom, which nevertheless 
were unable to solve the technical problems. In the absence of such 
evidence, it is more reasonable to explain the technical imperfec
tions of the powerloom as aresult of its lack of use, which was in turn 
caused by a fear of retaliation by workers. 

The most interesting and important example of the shaping of 
organization and technology to fit capitalist needs is the creation of 
management and industrial discipline. Though it is hard for us to 
realize it today, "the concept of industrial discipline was new, and 
called for as much innovation as the technical innovations of the age" 
(Pollard, 1965; 217). Capitalism confronted a major technological 
and organizational difficulty: the creation of management. 

In the eighteenth century it was generally believed that factories, 
workshops, or other business organizations could not be success
fully run by managers. "This was a powerful argument against the 
enlargement of firms beyond the point at which an intermediate 
stratum of managers became necessary·' (ibid.: 35). Adam Smith, for 
example, argued that firms run by managers were almost certain to 
be failures. 

\ 
The wealth of evidence was overwhelmingly in favour of these views, 
quite apart from the list of fifty-five joint-stock trading companies, 
quoted by the Abbe Morellet in 1769, which had been set up in 
various parts of Europe since 1600, "and which, according to him, 
have all failed from mismanagement, notwithsmnding they had exdu-
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sive privileges." Indeed, looking at the actual rustory of joint.stock 
enterprises, particularly those in mining and manufacturing industry, 
even from the less dogmatic point of view of the twentieth century 

rather than the antlmercantilism of the eighteenth, such a conclusion 
is inevitable. These companies, no mauer how well favoured by royal 
concessions, by monopolies or by technical innovation, came to grief 
almOSt without exception. The wonder was that there should be a 
body of men willing to invest in them in each new generacion, rather 
than that the public should distrust their managers. (Ibid.: 25) 

As Pollard documems, people JUSt didn't think ma.nagemenHun 
companies, or companies above a cenain size, could work-and the 
historical record liP to that point showed these views to be correct. If the 
bourgeoisie had been faint of heart, and had accepted repeated 
failures as evidence of impossibility, we would never have had 

capitalism. But the bourgeoisie used the Hegelian power of negative 
thinking, and liberated themselves, if not the proletariat, from the 
tyranny of facts; they proceeded to do the impossible, by establish
ing successful large·scale, managemem·run enterprises. 

After 1750 developments in marketing and in technology made it 
imperative, if progress was to continue, that businesses shollld grow 
beyond the size which a single proprietor or a small group of partners 
could direcdy overlook. Firms had to cope, and they learm to do so. 
(Ibid.: 36; emphasis in original) 

For "progress" substitute the word "capitalism." The point remains: 
if development was to continue in the same path, the problem 
of industrial management simply had to be solved. It was solved, 
but only after repeated failures. Had development ended up taking 
a totally different path-for example, if domestic industry had 
triumphed over the factory in some way-we would now confidently 
declare that managemem·run large·scale operations were "impos
sible," and had been proven to be such by agreat wealth of historical 
experience. Today, analogous statements are frequently made to the 
effect that worker control of industry is impossible, that we must 
have managers, owners, and buteaucrats-and this despite the fact 
[hat the evidence indicates that worker control is at least as "effi· 
cient" and "productive" as normal capitalist methods, even in the 
distorted and limited conditions of today (see Blumberg, 1973; 
Hunnius et al., 1973). 
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This chapter began with pcecapitalist work patterns, people work. 
ing irregularly. following rhythms that were more or less nature 
imposed, to a considerable degree controlling their own work pat
terns, consuming at least a large fraction of tbe goods they produced. 
It ends with an established factory system: large groups of people 
engaged in cooperative Jabot, a fairly highly developed division of 
Jabor, with work patterns determined by capital, work taking place 
under capitalist supervision, and the product appropriated by capi
taJ. There can be no question that the development of the factory 
was a momentous change, one of the most important in the history of 
capitalism. The creation of the factory system determined the frame
work within which later developments took place. It seemed to me 
important to begin with this, both because the change was crucial, 
and because to start the analysis after the creation of the factory 
would be to take as given some of the most crucial and problematic 
aspects of capitalism. 

However, it would be mistaken to believe that the rise of the 
factory settled all the issues, marked the final and definitive triumph 
of capitalist control over the labor process. Stephen Marglin writes 
that "the factory effectively put an end both to 'dishonesty' and 
'laziness'" (1974: 51). Such a statement is perfectly in keeping with a 
view of social control being imposed, but it is at odds with a Marxist 
perspective, which focuses on the process of class struggle. The 
factory was a giant Step, but the process and the struggle continued 
within the factory, both then and now, an ever-present part oflife in 

a capitalist society, 
The book now shifts time period, location, and industry, to con

sider a particular instance of that struggle among American machinists 
in the period from 1860 to 1920. The analysis focuses on precisely 
the questions which Marglin apparently believes were settled by the 
creation of the factory: continuing class struggle over how much 
work people were to do, in what ways, under what conditions. 
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Inside Contracting, 

a Contradictory System 

A striking illustration of the differences between the factory of 
1860 and the factory of today is the existence of the system of inside 
contracting, an early (postfactory) capitalist way of trying to disci
pline workers and get the most out of them. 

Inside contractors were in most respects similar to independent 
subcontractors. The inside contractor made an agreement with the 
general superintendent or owners of a company to make a pan of 
their product and receive a certain price for each completed unit. For 
example, for gun barrels alone the Winchester Repeating Arms 
Company had separate contractors to do each of the following 
operations: forging, drilling, machining, filing, fitting with sightS, 
and either blueing or browning. Other contractors worked on one 
operation or another to help produce the stocks and lock mecha
nisms. The company also had regular day wage employees who made 
other pacts uf the rifle, inspected completed pieces, and assembled 
the parts into rifles (Bumick, 1952: 208). 

Inside contractors had complete charge of production in their 
area, hiring their own employees and supervising the work process. 
These were not independent subcontractors, however. They did all 
of their business with the company, and the company relied on them 
for the entire production of that pacticular item. More important, as 
inside COntractors they worked inside the factory buildings owned by 
the company, and used the company's machinery. equipment, and 
raw materials. Inside contractors were employees of the company, 
and in most cases they received a day wage from the company as well 
as a certain amount per completed piece. 

A simple example helps illustrate how the system worked. At the 
Whitin Machine Works in Whitinsville. Massachusetts. one of the 

71 
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most imponant manufacturers of textile machinery, Cyrus F. Baker 
was an inside contractor who had. three employees in the period 
from January to March 1874. Baker and his three employees each 
worked about twenty-five days a month, and each was paid at a rate 
of about "2.25 a day, a monthly wage of about $55. Total wages of 
$660 were paid in the quarter, including the wages paid to Baker 
himself. During these same three months, Baker and bis three 
employees produced 370 loom lathes. at a price of $2.25 per loom 
lathe, for a total credit of $832. Since the credit was larger than the 
wages that had. been charged to Baker's account ($660, including the 
wage Baker paid himself), Baker was paid the difference, which 
in this case was $172. During the three months, Baker, like his 
employees, had received about $16') ($5') a month for three months). 
But since Baker was an inside contractor whose production unit had 
done well, Cyrus Baker received an extra $172 for his "job work" 
as a contractor. His income was more than doubled, while his 
employees received no additional payment for their performance. 

In most variations of the system, contractors represented the only 
level of supervision between the workers and the superintendent of 
the entire factory or other top officers of the company. Contractors 
had far greater powers than the foremen of today, as they hired their 
own employees, on whatever basis they chose. (Many contractors, 
perhaps a majority, had members of their own families working for 
them.) They also fired their employees, and determined how the 
work was shared when there was not enough work for t:vt:cyune. 
They set employees' wages, and decided whether or not workers 
were trained, how they were trained, and what skills they learned. In 
addition to these powers over labor, contractors also ordered mate
rials, expedited delivery, controlled the levels of inventory, had sole 
responsibility for deciding on the methods of production, and even 
made innovations and introduced technological change. Finally, they 
supervised the day-to-day work process as do foremen today. 

Great as the powers of contractors were, it is imponant to remem
ber that the top levels of tbe company retained considerable power. 
The price the contractor received was determined by negotiation 
between the contractor and the company, and this price obviously 
had a big impact on the contractor's earnings and the wages he could 
afford to pay his employees. The company had the sole power to 
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determine how many pans it would buy, though this did not abso
lutely determine the day-to-day production level, since the contraC
tor had control over inventory. The company always had a right to 
change the product a contractor made, though contractors them
selves sometimes introduced improvements or cbanges. Finally, the 
company maintained control over certain general policies-whether 
there was to be an eight-hour day or a ten-hour day, what time work 
started, whether or not workers could be union members, and so on. 

Issues and PreJiminan"es 

It is important to Stress that inside contracting is a nonbureau
cratic way of organizing production. The contractor differed from a 
bureaucratic official in a number of ways: in most cases he himself 
did production work as well as supervision, there were no set qualifi
cations, no levels of authority, essencially no written documents or 
files were kept, and there were no codified rules (or very few rules). 
Almost all the characteristics of a bureaucracy are missing, unless 
the term "bureaucracy" is extended to include all nonegalitarian 
organizations.· Thus the system of inside contracting-if it were 
sufficiendy widespread, and found in advanced industcies---<ould 
provide considerable evidence against the view of modem organi
zadonal sociologists presented in Chapter One, which holds that 
factories must be bureaucratically organized in order to operate 
efficiently on a large scale and to employ modern machinery. 

Even the few "bureaucratic" rules and procedures which did 
exist usually were evaded. Consider the situation at the Whitin 
Machine Works: 

In 1886 [he shop was sdll as loosely decenttalized as in 1860. Theo
redcally, full control over operations reposed in [he superintendency, 
but in actual practice the superintendent was more a coordinator than 
an administrator, for his principal duty was to keep individual depart
ments working together smoothly and in harmony. Real authority in 

--mere is no question that inside contractinsWtJS hierarchical, as will be discussed 
later in the chapter. 
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the shop rested in the hands of department heads who brooked no 
interference in the conduct of their departments' affairs . . .  

Theoretically, {each department head} was required by the shop's 
building orders to comply with a number of restricting regulations, but 
in actual fact he ran his department with independent autonomy. Al
though he was required by the building orders to requisition forgings 
and castings "in such quantities as shall be determined by the Super
intendent" and was expected to include areport of"a1J spare pieces of 
Castings or Finished Work on hand," in actual practice he seldom did 
either. So well was he acquainted with the pans needed for the machines 
made in his department that he could place his foundry and forge orders 
from memory without any reliance on £he superintendent. Most depart
ment heads took pride in their ability to have hidden away in some 
obscure bin a srare of spare parts on which to rely in a pinch. To ac
cumulate such a store they often rook it upon themselves to turn out a 
larger nwnber of pieces than an order called for. (Navin, 1950: 1 39-40) 

The system of inside contracting, or job work, raises a number of 
questions. (1) Was the system widespread and imponant, Ot is it just 
an unusual curiosity? (2) Are there any special chacac:teristics of the 
industries where the system was found? For example, was inside 
contracting limited to the most backward and small-scale industries, 
Or did it also exist in technologically advanced industries? (3) Was 
inside contracting capable of handling or generating technological 
progress and improvements in productivity? (4) What was the scale 
of inside COntracting? How many employees did COntractors have, 
and how much money did they earn? (5) Within a plant or industry, 

was there a difference between the kind of work contractors did and 
the work done by other employees? Specifically, did contractors do 
only skilled work while regular employees did unskilled or semi
skilled work? (6) What were the class relations between contractors 
and their employees, and between the owners (or other top officials) 
and contractors? (7) How and why did the system end? 

Extent and Nature o/lnside Contracting 

How extensive was the system of inside contracting? If it was 
unusual or unique it might still be interesting as a test case showing 
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alternative possibilities, but it would not be that valuable in attempt
ing to understand the organization of work at that time. In fact, 
however, the system was very widespread. It was onc of the key 
systems, perhaps the most important such system, in the transition 
to the modem organization of production. 

Inside contracting is not just an American phenomenon: Sidney 
Pollard found the system to be common in Britain. It was dominant 
in mining with large subcontractors employing a substantial number 
of workers. In the cotton industry a large number of skilled workers 
each employed a few assistants, usually children. A survey by the 
Factory Coaunission in 1833 showed "that almost exactly half of the 
20,000 child workers investigated were still employed by other 
operatives, the other half being employed by the firm; among spin
ners alone, however, 8,136 operatives under the age of 18 were 
hired by other workers, and only 1,043 direct by the firm" (Pollard, 
1965: 25-26; 56-58). Subcontracting was also important in iron 
works, pottery, building, civil engineering, and transport. Indeed, 
Eric Hobsbawm has written that piece mastering (a British name for 
the system) and subcontracting are "almost invariable concomitants 
of rapid capitalist industrialization in its early stages" (1964: 356). 

In the United States, I have found substantial evidence that indi
cates that inside contracting was widely used. The data I present 
should be considered as a very minimal statement of its prevalence, 
not only because of the limitations of my research, but also because 
the system was so commonly accepted that people at the time often 
did noc think it necessary to note its use. For example, an 1880 pub
lication of the Singer Sewing Machine Company describes the factory 
and production process in great detail, department by department, 
building by building, explaining what workers did, how many tons of 
iron were used each week, how dose the tolerances were, and so on. 
The account does not make any mention of inside contracting, 
however, even though Singer production was organized around 
inside contractors (see also Roland, 1897, 12: 997). 

Inside contracting dominated the iron and steel industry. In 1910 
John Fitch wrote tbat the contract system "was a method of hiring 
labor which prevailed in the early eighties and which still exists in 
some of the independent mills" (1911: 99; see also Roland, 1897, 
12: 994; Davis, 1922; Stone, 1974; Montgomecy, 1976). Iron and 
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steel plants were among the largest-fifteen of the seventy largest 
plants in 190O-and most advanced of their day. 

Among small arms producers inside contracting was said to be all 
but universal. In the 1860s the Colt plant employed about 1,500 
persons " to whom they pay monthly over $80,000 or nearly a 
million of dollars a year. " 

Almost the entire manual labor of the establishment is performed by 
comract. The contractors are furnished room, power, material, heat, 
light-while they furnish muscle and skill-themselves and subordi
nates being all subject to the immediate government, as prescribed by 
the code of rules laid down by the company. They number several 
hundred-some particular manufacturers requiring only their indi· 
vidual exertions, while orhers employ from one to fony assistants. 
Many of them are men of more than ordinary ability, some have 

been connected with me concern since it was first established, and 
have rendered themselves pecuniarily comfortable by their exertions. 
(Bishop, 1864, 111412) 

Inside contractors were also used at the Winchester Repeating Arms 

Company (one of the seventy largest plants in 1900), Remingcon 
Arms (227 rh largest in 1917), as the main form of organization at the 
V.S. government arsenal at Harper's Ferry, and in exceptional cir
cumstances at the arsenal at Springfield (Deyrup, 1948: 101, 207-9; 
Buttcick, 1952; Williamson, 1952; Navin, 1950; Nelson, 1975: 7). 

Many of the largest and most famous machine shops (factories 
which themselves produced machines) used inside contracting: 

Lowell (one of the seventy largeSt of 1900), PUtt and Whitney 
(1,200 workers in 1900), and Whitin (1,  700 workers in 1900) (Gibb, 
1950; Roland, 1897, 12: 995; Navin, 1950: 546). 

A miscellaneous set of other important companies, many of which 
made and assembled interchangeable parts, also used the contracting 
system: Reed and Barton silversmiths (800 employees in 1887), 
Baldwin Locomotive (13,000 workers, making it one of the four 
largest in 1900), Waltham Watch (one of the seventy largest of 1900), 
and Singer Sewing Machine (more than 4,000 workers in 19(;)0, one 
of the twenty largest of 1900, used the system from 1863 to 1883) 
(Gibb. 1943: 70-71, 272; Converse, 1903; Bingham, 1903; Roland, 
1896-1897; Moore, 1945; Waltham Watch Company records). 

The list of industries and companies where inside contracting was 
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used proves that the system was not confined to backward or small
scale industries. On the contrary, those establishments which are 
known to have used inside contracting are among the leaders of the 
V.S. industry of 1860 or 1880. Not only were they among the 
largest companies of their time, but they were also technological 
leaders of their day. 

Specifically, many of these companies used interchangeable parts. 
Not only was the "concept of interchangeable parts the basis for 
mass production which was to revolutionize industry and society" 
{Ferguson, 1967; see also Lampard, 1967: 303), but interchangeable 
parts were "the very essence of American technology" (Oliver, 
1956: 1 37). They probably represented the most important American 
contribution to the technology of the nineteenth century. Before 
the development of interchangeable parts, if a rifle Ot a musket 
malfunctioned during a battle, it was impossible to fix it with a part 
taken from another gun. Only a trained mechanic with the proper 
tools could make the part that was needed, and find a way to make 
the part fit. Unless parts can be interchanged, it is obviously impos
sible to have mass production in the sense we use the term today. 

The development of interchangeable parts, which in accordance 
with the romantic theory of invention is often erroneously attributed 
to EH Whitney (Woodbury, 1960), was actually a long process with 
many small steps. What was considered interchangeable in one 
generation would be rejected out of hand by the next generation. 
According to Charles Fitch, Eli Whitncy's standard of interchange

ability was within one-thitty-second of an inch, while the standards 
of 1880 (when Fitch wrote) were within half a thousandth of an inch 
(1883: 2; see also Roe, 1916: 141; Deyrup, 1948: 194). The preci
sion necessary for full interchangeability could be achieved only 
through the use of specialized high-qualiry machinery. Improvements 
in interchangeability depended on the continuous development of 
new and better machinery, techniques and gauges, for only in this 
way could standards of accuracy be improved. 

This continuing improvement in interchangeability is not the kind 
of thing that makes its way into general history texts. It involved a 
myriad of "small" improvements, the more important of which are 
the substance of histories of technology, the less important of which 
are forgotten. This development of, and improvement in, inter-
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changeability took place above all in the small arms industry, which 
pioneered successive advances in measurements, gauges, and stan
dards of interchangeability. The arms industry necessarily worked 
hand in hand with machine shops and the machine-tool industry. 
Increases in precision (and therefore in interchangeability) were 
possible only through improvements in the machinery that pro
duced the parts. This is to say that interchangeable pacts were 
pioneered and developed in precisely those industries that are known 
to have relied on inside contracting. Small arms were produced 
almost entirely under the contracting system and most of the im
portant machine shops are known to have used contractors. The firSt 
industries to follow small arms in the use of interchangeable parts 
also relied on contractors. The Waltham Watch Company was the 
first company anywhere in the world to produce watches through 
extensive use of machinery and interchangeability, and is said to 
have refined the system to new levels of accuracy. Locomotives were 
first made from interch3.Qgeable parts by Baldwin Locomotive. In 
sewing machines Singer was the most important company from the 
early 1860s on. The first typewriters were produced by Remingron, 
which had excess capacity after the Civil War and no demand for its 
rifles. The places which are known to have used inside contracting 
were on the cutting edge of capitalist industry of 18600r 1880. They 
were not only among the largest enterprises, they were also the most 
advanced technologically. It was these industries which were looked 
to as examples of the best the United States could produce. 

In fact, these were almost the only industries in which the United 
States technology led the rest of the world. At the Crystal Palace 
exhibition in London in 185 1, the American exhibits were at first the 
object of scorn. Soon, however. the American exhibits made of 
interchangeable parts began to attract attention and admiration-the 
McCormick reaper, Hobbs' locks, Robbins and Lawrence's rifles 
erne various pans made to interchange" as stated in the official 
catalogue) (Rosenberg, 1969: 7, 17). 

, 
There was one American exhibit which exceeded all others in capturing 
the fascinated attention of visitors: Colf s repeating pistols. . . .  Colonel 
Colt himself was accorded the singular honour of an invitation to 
address the Institute of Civil Engineers--apparendy the fust Ameri
can to be so honoured . . . .  The meeting was somerhing of a major 
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event. It was attended by high ranking members of me British military 
establishment. eminent members of the engineering profession. and 
by such American dignitaries as Abbott Lawrence, me American 
ambassador, and RobertJames Walker, former Secretary of the D.S. 
Treasury. (Ibid.: 15-17) 
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The British, in fact, were so impressed by the American exhibits 
that they named interchangeable parts "the American system." 
As a direct result of the exhibition, the British sent a high level 
committee of trained observers to study the American arms in
dustry and suggest improvements for British arsenals. The British 
ended up buying 20,000 interchangeable Enfield rifles and 157 
machines for the manufacture of arms (Roe, 1916: 1 38). With 
this machinery the British began to produce interchangeable partS 
for themselves. 

Technological Change and Mass Production 

Contracting dominated many of the largest and most advanced 
firms of the mid- to late nineteenth century. The system was 
especially prevalent in those industries that were mose technologi
cally advanced. It might still be argued, however, that contrac
tors had difficulty with technological change. that these were the 
leading industries despite the presence of contractors. nO[ because 
of them. 

In fact, however. observers at the time saw contractors as the 
cause of technological improvement in these industries. It was obvi
ously to a contractor's advantage to find a way to CUt costs, since the 
price from the company was fixed, at least for a year or so. When the 
Singer company introduced new machinery they also introduced the 
contract system: 

These contractors were entirely in control of the work. They received 
with the contract small tools enough to equip the machine tools in 
their own depamnents, but the IiSe of these small tools was optional 
with them; each contractor kept up his own tools. and. if he desired 
improvements in the tools. made mem himself with his own tool-
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makers. of which each contractor kept a larger or smaller force at his 
own expense. (Roland, 1897, 12: 997)* 

Contractors made use of their resources to good effect. A 1904 
study by the Bureau oflaboc reported that 'The statement of one of 
the manufacturers of a New England town as to the operation of the 
contract system in his plant was to the effect that the contractors and 
subcontractors under the old regime had invented nearly every 
labor·saving machine in his establishment" (U.S. Commissioner of 
Labor, 1905: 1 36). Probably the best study of the interchangeable 
parts industries in the United States was made for the Bureau of the 
Census in 1880 by special agent Charles Fitch, who concluded that 
the invention of the special machine tools used in the small arms, 
sewing machine, and related industries resulted from the system of 
contract labor (Deyrup, 1948: 149). According to Fitch: 

It is to their {the inside contractors] imerest and profit to increase tbe 
productiveness as largely as possible, and to tbe devices of this class, in 
the development of minor details to secure the greatest result from 
the smallest outlay, the improvement in productive efficiency in this 
and in kindred manufactures is largely due. The system of employing 
head machinists by piecework or contract may almost be esteemed as a 
germinant principle in the development of special machinery and a 
higher productive efficiency in the manufacture. (Quoted in ibid.: 149) 

Some of these improvements resulted in significant new devices 
which were patented. For example, Henry Woodmancy, one of the 
contractors at the Whitin Machine Works, made a number of inven
tions, and assjgned the patents to the company in return for particu
larly liberal concract rates (Navin, 19'50: 143). But in many cases the 
improvements were the kind of "minor" tinkering that never get 
patented, and yet are a crucial part of continuing improvements in 
productivity. For example, a foreman at the government arsenal at 
Springfield, where contracting was not used, was sent to study 
Remingron, where contracting was used, and reponed: 

In looking over the works of Remingron & Co., it is easily seen �ow 
they accomplish so much, with such limited facilities. In tbe lirstplace. 

WJbe same situation existed at Winchester. "Most of the COntractors were excellent 
and ingenious mechanics, who operate.;! their own machine shops and had enoush 
time to experiment" (Wiiliamson, 1952; 89). 
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the work is all contracted to a few men. These men make their own 
tools and fixtures . . . .  These contractors are good mechanics, and are 
always studying m make improvements, by which they can simplify 
the operations, and produce more work, thus increasing their profits. 
In starring the milling of the frame, they had the same trouble that we 
found in getting power enough to drive the mills for the purpose of 
cutting out the inside. But instead of increasing the size and width of 
the pullies, they reversed the cone pully on the COUnter shaft over the 
machine, thereby running twO belts over the twO larger grades of the 
cone they increased the power sufficiently to overcome the difficulty. 
I mention this as one of the many operations that might be cited, 
showing the simplicity with which they accomplish an object, and save 
expense. (Deyrup, 1948: 208) 

The result of these continuing improvements was an equally 
continuous fall in the prices of the items contractors produced. 
Contractors were called such because rhey contracted with the com
pany to produce cercain goods at a stated price. The company and the 
contractor bargained over this price, which was periodically adjusted 
(usually once a year). The new price was almost always lower than 
the old price. Henry Roland, in an article which basically opposed 
the use of rhe contract system, admitted that "its use insures a 
constant reduction in the cost-price of work." Harold Williamson 
constructed an index of the rates received by COntractors at the Win
chester Repeating Arms Company. This index dramatically docu
ments the extent to which contractors improved productivity and 
Cll[ costs: it dropped from 100 in 1880 to 71.6 in 1890 to 51.0 in 
1900. In JUSt twenty years contractors cut their prices in half. 

Contractors were not simply innovators. Their contemporaries 
credited them with being good managers as well. They reached this 
conclusion on the basis of examples such as this one from the Pratt 
and Whitney machine shop: 

In case of an order for some half-dozen machines which could not be 
undertaken by the contracmr who usually built them, as his depart
ment was full, the order was given to another department filled with 
workmen of a slightly higher grade than those employed by the 
contractor to whose department the job ordinarily would have gone, 
with the result of 70 per cent increase in COSt over the contractor's 
race, while the work was not up to the contractor's standard. Here 
were better mechanics, taking them at a machine-shop estimate, and 
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in a high-grade shop with che best facilities procurable, thoroughly 
experienced in che special line [0 which the lor of machines demanded 
belong; and yet these good men in this good shop produced inferior · 
work at a very greatly increased cost-price. It was such instances as 
these which gave the contract system its prestige, and kept it in force 
for many years, in spite of the certain features inseparable from the 
system and extremely unpleasant ID mana,gers. (Roland, 1897, 12: 995) 

Similarly. an article by John Converse rells of an incident at the 
Baldwin Locomotive Works where a broken elevator prevented a 
contractor from doing his work. 'The contractor was losing money. 
as he could not turn out his tanks. The elevator was running inside 
two days; in the ordinary course of events two weeks would probably 
have been taken to put it in working order" (1903: 664). These 
examples were offered by knowledgeable observers as representa
tive of the typical experience with contracting. 

While the companies and industries that used inside contracting 
were advanced for their day, and produced precision equipment, it 
might still be argued they did so only by crearing fine hand-crafted 
individual objects. This view is implicit in Arthur Stinchcombe's 
work, for example. Srinchcombe offers what could be taken as an 
acceptable definition ofbureauctatic production: 

{It} may be defined by tbe criterion mal:boJh me produuandthework 
process are planned in advance by persons not on the W(}rk crew. Among 
the elements of tbe work process planned are: (1) the location at which 

a particular taSk will be done, (2) the movement of tools, uf Ulal:eria.b, 
and of workers to [his work place, and the most efficient arrangement 
of these work-place characteristics, (3) sometimes the particular move
ments to be pe.rfonned in getting the taSk done, (4) the schedules and 
time allotments for particular operations, and (5) inspection criteria 
for particuJar operations (as opposed to inspection criteria for final 
products). (1959: 170) 

While this is a reasonable definition of bureaucraJic production. 
Srinchcombe calls it a definition of mass production. thereby �ply
iog that it would be impossible to mass produce if people ori the 
work crew made the basic decisions.· COntractors (who were on the 

5Note that Stincbcombe has taken the problem of whether mass production must 
be bureaucratic production and simply defined it out of exisren(e (a typkal sodologist's 
ploy). Oddly, the anicle is tided "Bureaucratic and Craft Administiarion ofProdu(
lion," but offers no definition ofbureaucratk production. 
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work crew) and their workers made all the decisions Stinchcombe 
enwnecates (in varying degrees, depending on the industry, company, 
etc.), and so by Stinchcombe's definition cannot have represented a 
form of mass production. Daniel Nelson, a historian, also has implied 
that contracting was incompatible with mass production: 

In firms that expanded slowly and continued to require highly skilled 
shop workers at crucial points, the {contrac[} system was retained, 
often into the twentieth century. In other companies that increased 
outpu[ and adopted mass production methods more rapidly, the con
tract system soon fell into disfavor. (197'5: 37) 

Historical evidence demonstrates that inside contracting, a non
bureaucratic system, was capable of mass production and rapid 
increases in output. At Winchester. for example. half of the gun shop 
consisted of contraCtors and their employees. Winchester produc
tion in 1880 was 26,000 guns; in 1890 it was 79.000; in 1900 it was 
164,000; and in 1904 (the last year before contractors began to be 

gradually phased OUt) it was 225,000: a production increase of more 
than 800 percent in twenty-five years (Williamson, 1952: 460, 478). 
A second example is that of the Singer Sewing Machine Company, 
which sold 2 1,000 machines in 1863. In that year the company 
introduced new machinery and inside contracting � the means of 
organizing production. Perhaps contractors were seen as necessary 
to get the full benefit of the machinery; in any case contractors were 
introduced at the time that the technology became more complex. In 
four years sales doubled, in two years more they doubled again, and 
again the following twO years, so that in 1871 Singer sold 181,260 
sewing machines. It took seven more years for sales to double again, 
reaching 356,432 in 1878, and the next year the figure was 431,167 
(Singer Sewing Machine, 1880: 34; Roland. 1897, 12: 997)." To 
place these figures in perspective. it is useful to realize that the 
General Motors Lordstown plant. famed for its efficiency, produced 
323,000 Vegas in 1971 (Rothscbild, 1973: 69). 

It should be emphasized, moreover, that not only are there 

• Another example of mass production and rapid in(:reases in ou!put under inside 
wntracting is the Colt company during the Civil War: outpUt went from 73,000 
guns in 1861 to 188,000 in 1863. The Springfieid Armory introduced (:onrracting 
spedficaUy to achieve a rapid in(:rease in output; once the increase was achieved 
contracting was again phased out (Deyrup, 1948: 182, 191). 
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numerous examples of inside contracting being used for this kind 
of mass production, but the items produced were sophisticated. 
machines made out of high-precision interchangeable parts. Singer 
insisted that their machines were precise "to the thousandth part of 
an inch" (Singer Sewing Machine, 1880: 70), and standards in the 
arms industry were even more rigorous (Fitch. 1883; Smith, 1885). 
How then could this be done? Was inside contracting a form of 
bureaucratic production? 

The system of inside contracting definitely was a hierarchical one, 
in terms of decision making and regulation, as the rest of this chapter 
will document. However, hierarchy is not synonymous with bureauc
racy. Bureaucracy is a Weberian ideal type; the question is not 
whether it is present or absent, but rather the degree to which the 
characteristics of bureaucracy are present, the extent of bureau
cratization. Most of the characteristics of bureaucracy were either 
absent or only minimally present in the system of inside contracting. 
A key factor that distinguishes bureaucratic from nonbureaucratic 
systems is whether production decisions are made by members of 
the work Crew or by full-time officials who themselves do no produc
cion. Contractors were actively involved in production, and most of 
the basic decisions about production were made by people (including 
contractors) who themselves produced the goods. There were very 
few rules which applied to contractors, essentially no chain of 
authority to regulate or limit the coercive means at the disposal of 
contractorS, no methodical provision by central authority "for the 

regular and continuous fulfillment of these duties and for the execu
tion of the corresponding rights" (Weber, 1958: 196), and often 
no written records by the larger enterprise on the activities of 
(he contractor's unit. Central authority in general was virtually 
absent from inside contracting. Above the contractors there was 
usually only a superintendent with a couple of assistants, and even 
the superintendent served primarily to coominate the contracrors, 
not to control or direct them. All these fundamental aspects of 
bureaucracy were absent or only mimimally present in the systeln of 
inside contracting. 

Closely related to the presence of a central authority is the degree 
of overall centralization. Studies of bureaucratic organizations at
tempt to assess the degree of centralization or decentralization by 
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determining at what level decisions are made. How high in the 
organization do you have to go before an official has the complete 
right to hire or fire someone, to give raises, to spend money (and 
how much), without checking with any higher official? Are thete 
rules that have to be followed (for example, regarding hiring rela
tives)? In the inside conttacting system essentially any and all such 
decisions could be made by the first level above the worket, by a 
contractor who might supervise only two or three employees. And 
no one could question the contractor's right to make any decision, 
no matter how OUtrageous it might appear. The system was therefore 
extremely decentralized. Today it is difficult to find any employee 
with this degree of autonomy: even the head of a multinational 
division (for example, within General Motors the president of 
Chevrolet), would be subject to more rules and would be answerable 
for many decisions (i.e., hiring telatives at high salaries). 

Since inside contracting was not bureaucratic, modern organiza
tional specialists would have trouble understanding how it could 
mass produce and especially how it could mass produce items made 
of interchangeable parts. For interchangeability to work each piece 
had to be identical, and mesh with any other piece. To further 
complicate matters, frequently several contractors worked on the 
same item. At Winchester, "for example, gun barrels first had to be 
forged, then drilled, machined, filed, fitted with sights, and finally 
either blued or browned. At Winchester a separate contractor was in 
charge of each of these operations by 1880" (Bunrick, 1952; 208). 

This obviously made it difficult to locate the difficulty if any prob
lems developed. Despite this, contracting, with its very loose central 
coorrol, produced the goods. It could do so because pieces were 
made to such exacting standards (one-thousandth of an inch or 
closer), and because the company always inspected the work after 
each operation, whether the part was made by contractors or by 
ordinary day laborers. No company could trust contractors, fore
men, or individual workers to produce parts which were always 
acceptable. The company itself always hired inspectors who checked 
the work between each of the operations, and the worker or contraC
tor received credit only for those pieces which passed inspection. 
Usually contractors were charged a penalty for those pieces which 
did not pass, since this meant that the earlier work of others had also 
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been wasted. For example, while the government arsenal at Spring
field resisted the introduction of the contract system, it did so 
because it feared "conflicting loyalties rather than inferior workman
ship, since the type of workers employed and the form ofinspection 
used were the same under both systems" (Deyrup, 1948: 161). 

The autonomy of contracting units regarding production decisions, 
the weakness of the central regulating authority, and the degree of 
decentralization of decision making are politically significant as indi
cations (very partial and inadequate) of what a socialist society could 
do. All the bureaucratic layers which exist today obviously were not 
necessary to coordinate the work and produce the goods. 

Scale 0/ Operations 

The basic facts about inside contracting-the extensive use of 
the system, the advanced character of the industries where it was 
employed, and the ability of contractors to generate technological 
change-not only demonstrate its historic imponance but also pra
vide solid evidence against the view that bureaucracy is necessary in 
order to use sophisticated machinery or achieve mass production. 
For a political assessment of the system we need to understand its 
class relations: to what extent did contractors act as managers or 
capitalists. and to what extent as privileged workers? To begin to 
answer this, consider the size of contract units and the scale of 
operations. A contractor with a hundred or more employees and 
with earnings six or ten times those of his average employee pre
sumably did more managing than producing. On the other hand, a 
contractor with one or two employees probably did more producing 
than managing. 

At the Waltham Watch Company during the period 1867-1870 
the superintendent received $250 a month, and the up-and-coming 
person who soon afterward became superintendent received $292 a 
month. These were the highest salaries, and with the exception of 
five contractors to be discussed, no one received as much as $400 in 

any month during these four years. Unfortunately, the only data we 
have for Waltham Watch is the gross amounts received by each 
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contractor. The company simply delivered this sum to the contrac· 
[or: it made no attempt to determine or record how many employees 
the contractor had, what wages they received, or how much the 
contractor kept for himself. The lowest paid of these five contractors 
received an (lflerlJge of more than $500 a month, and four of the 
five received an average of well over S 1,000 a month.· During 1869 
and 1870 E. H. Owen received about $5,000 a month. at a time 
when the highest salaried official earned less than S300 a month. 
Since the company required no further accounting, it had no formal 
way of knowing, nor can I know, whether E. H. Owen had fifty 
employees earning an average of$l00 amonth each, or two hundred 
employees earning an average of .$25 a month each. Nor was the 
company likely to know whether Owen himself was earning $1,000 
or $ 15,000 a year. 

The Waltham Watch data thus emphasize the large size of some 
COntracting units. Without this solid payroll data, Henry Roland's 
account of the situation at Singer Sewing Machine during the 1870s 
might appear unbelievable. According to Roland, "while some of the 
very small contractors made as little as $2,000 per year, some of the 
larger ones, running two hundred or more men each, made more than 
$10,000 a year" (1897, 12: 997). Unquestionably these are large 
figures, both for the number of workers and for the earnings of the 
contractor, but Singer was one of the largest, fastest growing, and 
most fabulously profitable companies of the age. E. H. Owen at 
Waltham Watch received over $60,000 in 1870, which would have 
allowed him to hire one hundred workers at $500 a year each (agood 
wage at the time), and still keep SIO,OOO for himself. Obviously, 
contractors running operations of this size have to be seen more as 
managers than as workers. 

Company records for Winchester rifle confirm the large size of 
some contracting units, and also offer evidence on the earnings of 
both contractors and their employees. However, this data also dem· 
onstrate thar not all contractors were this kind of semimanager. In 
addition to five large contractors (with fony employees and incomes 

-In 1870, for example, Charles Moore received $8,091 ,lames T. Shepard received 
$19,947,]. B. Goading $35,578, I.eonatd Gceene $30,011, and E. H. Owen $61,579. 
Similar but generally sJightly lower figures were recorded for 1867. 1868, and 1869 
(Waltham WatCh Company records). 
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of S5 ,000), there were also eight medium and five small contractors, 
the latter averaging just two employees and earning only $1,400. 

Table 3.1 
Winchester Repeating Arms Cumpany GlIn Shop Contracltws, 1881-1889 

lArge Medillm Small 

Average number of contracwrs 
Average annual total received 

by contractors $35,900 $9,500 $2,700 
Average annual number of workers 43 I I  2 
Average annual pay of workers I 700 I 650 I 570 
A versge annual income of contractors $ 4.800 $1.740 $1,430 

SOIIm: Adapted from Williamson (1952: 480) and Buudck (1952: 216), 

The Whirin Machine Works records emphasize a point which is 
suggested by the earlier data: COntractors were not necessarily high
pay quasi-capitalists (see Table 3.2). Many job workers worked 
more or less alone, either without any help or with only a couple of 
employees. While such an arrangement might be very different from 
that of a contractor with forty or one hundred employees, in both 
cases the person was classified as a job worker or contractor. The 
contractor who worked with a single assistant is as much a part of the 
reality as the giant units with one hundred employees. The complete 
range of sizes, down to and including contractors with no employees, 
is one aspect of the situation which must be stressed. 

T oIm receivtd 
by contractor 

Below $2,000 
12,000-15,999 
'6,000 and above 

Table 3.2 
WhiJin Machine Work.! 1874 

Nmnbero/ Contractors' Average nllMber 
ronlrllclors llIItrage ;nromt 0/ employees· 

8 1 952 0.5 
14 $1,575 5.0 

9 $1,640 14.0 

Source: Payroll, job work, and contcactor-employee record books, Whirln Machine 
Works Collection, Baker Library, Harvacd University. 
� contracrs were shared by twO people. In those cases I have considered all of 
the employees together as one unit, but have split the job work earnings iD balf, 
addill& half to the wages received by each of the two contractors. 
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The complementary aspect which must also be stressed is that the 
largest units were often as large as the average enterprises of tbe 
1870s and 1880s, when manufacturing concerns were far smaller 
than they are today (although even today a business with one hundred 
employees would not be considered negligible). The average number 
of employees for all industries in 1870 was only eight. and in 1880 it 
was less than eleven. Even in the industries with tbe largest units, 
many contracting units were about the same size as whole com
panies: in 1880 the average foundry and machine shop had twenty
nine employees, the average sewing machine company had ninety 
employees, lirearms had one hundred twenty-four, icon and steel 
had one hundred forty, and watches (not including Waltham) had 
one hundred forty (U.S. Census of Manufactures. 1880). While 
contractors were not the equivalent of independent businesses since 
they had little of their own capital involved, they were responsible 
for more than JUSt employee supervision. They selected and main
tained the machinery used, planned and routed the wotk. controlled 
inventory, ordered materials. hired and fired workers, and so on, in 
addition to their responsibilities for production per se. 

Related to the problem of the scale of inside contracting is the 
question of the relative importance of contracting in those factories 
where it was used. Contracting always coexisted with regular day
wage employees working under foremen. In the three companies 
whose records I have examined, contractors employed about One
quanec (Waltham), one-third (Whitin), and one-half (Winchester) of 
the [Otal workforce." 

Understanding Contractors in Class Terms 

Any analysis of inside contracting's significance must include nOt 
only the parameters of the system-the mechanics of its operation. 

-Daniel Nelson says, "At the Winchester Company no more than half the total 
employees were ever under the contract system at one time" (1975: 36). ThilI 
statement is contrad.icted by the only existing evidem:e, which shoWJ that in thirteen 
out of fourteen years from 1881-1894 gun shop contractors had more than half the 
gun shop payroll. Since no records survive for the ammunition shop (though it is 
known to have used contracting), it is plainly inappropriate to compare gun shop 
contractors to total employment (Williamson, 1952: 478). 
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the extent of its use, the characteristics of the industries in which itwas 
used, and the size of unies-but also the class relations involved. Some 
people have tended to see inside contractorS as workers, others as man
agers. In fact, of course, contractors were both workers and managers 
(as aIL students of the system recognize to one degree or another). 

A current political debate focuses on the issue of what is variously 
called "the professional-managerial class" or "contradictory locations 
within class relations" (Ehrenreich and Ehcenreich, 1979; Weight, 
1978). In this debate, as in much other discussion of class in the 
modem world, people often imply (or explicitly state) that class used 
to be a clear and unequivocal concept-almosr everyone could be 
unmistakably identified as belonging in one of two (or three or four) 
classes-but now the situation is muddled; class is no longer such a 
useful term because there are so many people who cannot be clearly 
classified. The only nineteenth·century group which is seen as not 
easily classified into one of the two main camps is the petty bourgeoi. 
sie, and they are fairly easily demarcated. 

The system of inside contracting shows that class has never been a 
simple concept. There has never been a golden age for Marxist 
academics when everyone could without effon be pigeonholed, 
when class as aconceptwas so unmistakably accurate that no thought 
was required and no problems encountered. 

Contractors were in a supremely contradictory situation within 
class relations: on the one hand they managed workers and made a 
profit on each piece produced; on the other hand they often did 
production work, were generally regarded by capitalists as more-or
less workers, and they bargained antagonistically over contract prices 
in much the way that pieceworkers do. Contractors were capitalists 
in relation to their employees and workers in relation to their 
employers. The contradictory nature of the situation is a useful 
starting point, but it is not really a question of "class location." The 
term implies that there is a (structural) map identifying each class on 
the basis of certain enumerated characteristics or variables. No 
matter how well this is done," it inevitably tends to make class a�tatic 

-Erik Olin Wright provides a good atrempt to do what should not be done. Wright 
is aware tbat class is a relationship and he explicirly cautions: 

It is important IlOt to interpret the categories in these typologies as constituting 
discrere, empirical •. group$""" This would certainly be a viobtion ofPoulanczas"s 
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(structural) category, instead of a dynamic relation. At tbe most, 
"class location" provides a rough and tentative beginning. From then 
on, however, progress is to be made by analyzing the historical 
dynamic in order to see what happened over time, rather tban by 
refining static categories. 

In any case, although contractors were pulled both ways, it would 
be a mistake to locate them as either workers or managers. To do so 
is to attempt to impose twentieth-century categories and modes of 
thought on a nineteenth-century world. It is anachronistic to say. as 
does Daniel Nelson, that '"puddlers and rollers were also basically 
workers rather than managers" (1975: 39). This distinction assumes 
that workers do not manage and managers do not work, whereas the 
basic point about craft production in general and inside contracting 
in particular, a point which must be grasped if ninereenth-century 
work is to be understood, is that skilled workers controlled the 
details of the work process. They planned the work and they did the 
work, they supervised and they obeyed. Even when discussing inside 
contractors one cannot draw a clear line between "a manager" and 
"workers." Small inside contractors might not have even a single 
full-time helper, while large contractors might have more than one 
hundred employees, with a complete range between these extremes. 
A modern tendency is to specify criteria that will allow us to dearly 
designate some contractors as workers and others as managers or 
capitalists, perhaps with a middle range yet to be determined. 

In one sense tbis is a useful approach. but a nineteenth-cenrury 
observer would have been more likely to classify all of these people 
as contractors, and this approach also captures an important part 
of the nineteenth-century reality. As David Monrgomery (1972) has 
shown, people in the mid-nineteenth century did not think in terms 
of a working class and a capitalist class. During the 18608 and 1870s in 
the United States, people were likely to think in terms of "producers" 
or '"labor"-includingworkers, contractors, and factory owners-and 
oppose them to "speculators" or "financial monopolists"-including 

view of social cWses. The purpose of tbe typologies is to highlight the 
relationships among the various criteria, not w rum the analysis of classes and 
class suuggle into astatic exercise in categorization. (1978: 44, 46) 

Yet ultimately this is what he (and Poulantzas) doe$. The great: fault of such analyses is 
precisely their static quality. 
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bankers and railroad magnates. The widespread existence of inside 
contractors was undoubtedly one of the factors leading to this kind 
of terminology. and the way of viewing the world which it suggests. 

Most of the rest of this chapter attempts to understand the con
tracting system in class terms. There are several parts to this analysis. 
First, inside contracting is compared to the helper system, which was 
very similar in important ways, and yet significantly djfferent. Second, 
the wages and earnings of contractors and their employees are 
compared, and it is demonstrated that there were very large differ
ences. Third. more descriptive information on the relations between 
contractors and employees is introduced. To avoid the conclusion 
that contractors were essentially managers, the next section focuses 
on the relations of contractors with tOP managers and owners, a 
situation in which contractors appear as workers. Finally, the system 
of inside contracting is assessed more generally, and the problem of 
why it was ended is analyzed. 

Two alternative positions can be identified in modern analyses of 
inside contracting. In Katherine Stone's and David Montgomery's 
work the helper system and contracting are viewed as one basis of, 
and important evidence for, workers' strong position in the nine
teenth century. There were many different forms of contracting, and 
the variant on which they focus was considerably more collective and 
less hierarchical than the contracting that is my main focus. As pre
sented by Stone and Montgomery, the common form of contracting 
in the steel industry involved a contract with the work group as a 
whole; the work group then decided on what proponion of the total 
each of them was to receive (although the shares were far from 
equal). Another variation, fairly similar to this, existed at the Baldwin 
Locomotive Works of Philadelphia, ar Reed and Barton silversmiths, 
and in the machine shop of the Winchester Repeating Arms Com
pany. There were no fixed, permanent contractors; rarher, any senior 
employee could contract for a particular job or for a limited period 
of time. The contractor would pick employees from among those 
already working in the shop; their wages were then charged atrunst 
the contractor's account. The contractor could set the employees' 
wages, but obviously he could not pay them lower wages than they 
were accustomed to, or else they would not be willing to work with 
him. A worker might well be the contractor in charge for one job, 
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and the employee of another contractor for the next job (Buttrick, 
1952: 216-17; Bingham, 1903: 40-41; Converse, 1903: 663-64). 
Stone and Montgomery thus focus on contracting as a source of 
strength for workers. a basis of what can in some sense beconsidered 
a form of workers' control. For the kinds of contracting they con· 
sider this is a reasonable characterization and useful starring point. 

A very different analysis is offered by John Foster (1974). Foster's 
analysis is particularly appropriate to my main focus, permanent con· 
tractors who received much higher incomes than their workers, al· 
though to a lesser extent the same approach can (and should) be ap· 
plied to all forms of contracting. Foster argues that contractors were 
an aristocracy of tabor, a group of workers with high wages and an 
incentive to support capitalism. These contract workers then served 
as taskmasters and pacesetters for the rest of the workforce. Though 
contractors might appear to be similar to the old craft elite, there is a 
crucial difference: "instead of enforcing discipline against the man· 
agement they were now to do so on its behalf" (Foster, 1974: 231). 

Foster argues that the rise of contracting in England between 1840 
and 1860 was related to changes in the labor force and the methods 
of production. During the period that contracting was introduced, 
the proportion of skilled workers "in the Oldham industry declined 
from about 70 to 40 percent (with equivalent increases in the number 
of labouring and semi·skilled jobs). The number of juvenile jobs 
also went up" (ibid.: 227). In at least a couple ofimponaminstances, 
there were strikes against (he introducrion of the contract system. 
Less skilled workers were more militant than, and opposed to, 
skilled workers. Contractors and other skilled workers lived lives 
apart from the rest of the working class, orienting themselves to and 
becoming a part of a different culture. These were the people who 
attended church, taught in Sunday schools, and participated in the 
temperance and adult education movements. Temperance kept them 
out of the key institution of the working--class culture, the pub. 
Sunday school and adult education gave them opportunities to learn 
what the bourgeoisie wanted to teach them. 

Foster's argument is interesting and persuasive;'" and serves as a 

"'Unfonunately, the evidence he presenrs is only suggestive, not adequate [0 
SUbSfllDriate his claims. It seems dear from his own presemaIion that the situation was 
somewhat more complicated than he indicates. 
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useful counterpoise to the dominant view in the U.S. left, which sees 
contracting as strong evidence for workers' control. However, I 
think Foster tends to lose sight of the impottant point that aristocrats 
of labor are still laborers. They do not simply become agents of 
capital, "enforcing discipline . . .  on its behalf." To regard them in 
this way is to make as serious an error as is made by Katherine Stone 
when she refers to skilled workers and capitalists as "panners in 
production." It seems to me that the basis for an understanding of 
(he helper system and inside contracting must be a recognition that 
they represented an attempt to control the craft system from the 
inside. Capitalists left the craft system basically intact, but attempted 
to give selected workers a special incentive to cooperate with capital 
and management. 

The nature of this strategy is crucial. As this chapter will attempt 
to show, contractors came from the working class and were viewed 
in important ways as part of the working class (to the extent that such 
a conception began to emerge). Their technical training and initial 
workplace socializacion came from workers. Moreover, as contrac
tors their relationship to capital continued to be basically antagonistic, 
and capitalists at least continued to view contractors primarily as 
workers. Thus, while contractors may be viewed as agents of control, 
they are totally different than capitafs current agents. Today lower 
level white collar personnel (to some extent) as well as engineers, 
professionals, managers, and supervisors are very sharply differen
tiated from workers. The technical training and the general socializa
tion of the key agents of control takes place in schools, outside of the 
workplace, in a social setting that is shaped by capital, not workers. 

The HelperSystem 

There is no clear line separating inside contracting and the helper 
system, and the people involved did not necessarily see them as 
separate, but at tbe extremes tbe differences are clear. A contractor 
who simply supervised tbe work of fifty or one hundred subordinates 
is clearly different from a skilled worker who was assisted by one 
helper. In tbe glass botde industry, for example, each glass blower 
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used to have a " maId boy" and a "cleaner-off'; "The maid boy 
operates the maids into which the glass is blown, and the cleaner-off 
removes the particles of glass that adhere to the blower's rod" 
(Ashwonh, 1915; 30). The glass blower could not do the work 
without help, though of course the help could have come from other 
trained glass blowers, working each position in rotation. If these 
workers were hired by the company, and paid by the company, then 
there would be only a slight resemblance to inside contracting. 
However, frequently these helpers were both hired and paid by the 
skilled worker, to whom they were solely responsible. Since such 
skilled workers were usually paid on a piecework basis, the worker 
was in a sense a small inside contractor. 

There are two reasons not to regard such skilled workers as 
contractors. First, the scale of operations was uswilly small-such 
workers almost never had more than half adozen helpers, and in many 
cases only one. Second, these skilled workers were usually strong 
union members. Many of the strongest unions of the nineteenth 
century were organized by mule spinners, glass bottle blowers, 
potters, puddlers, rollers, and molders, all of whom used helpers in 
their work. Journeymen who controlled the hiring and pay of their 
helpers often used these powers to coerce the helpers into joining 
and supponing the union. 

Skilled workers not only planned the work, they also directed and 
controlled the labor of unskilled workers. 

Ironmolders, glass blowers, coopers, paper mlK:hine tenJcrli, locomo
tive engineers, mule spinners, boiler makers. pipe fitters, ty]Xlgraphers, 
jiggermen in poueries, coal miners, iron collers, puddlecs and heaters, 
tbe operation of McKay or Goodyear stitching machines in shoe 
factories, and, in many instances, journeymen machinists and fiuers in 
metal works exercised broad discretion in the direction of their own 
work and that of their helpers. They often hired and fired their own 
helpers and paid the latter some fixed panion of their own earnings. 
(MontgOmery, 1976: 487--88) 

The extent of this control was indicated by John Ashworth, who noted 
that "for years there has been a clause in the national constitution [of 
the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel, and Tin Workers] pro
viding that 'all men are to have the privilege of hiring their own 
helpers without dictation from the management'" (1915: 75). 
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Skilled workers had various options they could adopt in regard to 
helpers. One might expect them to want as many helpers as possible, 
so as to do only the most skilled work, thus maximizing their own 
earnings and reducing the amount of heavy or diny work they 
themselves had to do. Had skilled craft workers adopted such a 
strategy (and it was appealing to some) they would have been on the 
way to becoming inside contractors, and would truly have been 
anistocrats of tabor, participating in the exploitation of their fellow 
workers, collaborating with employers in attempts at speed-up. It 
might appear that the more they controlled and directed their helpers, 
the more control the skilled workers had of their own work, and 
the stronger their position vis a vis capital. This is approximately 
David Montgomery's position when he argues that "the functional 
autonomy of craftsmen rested [in part] on the supervision which 
they gave to one or more helpers" (1976: 487). In contrast, many 
craft workers of the time recognized the helper system as an attaCk 
on their autonomy, not asupport of it. Employers were the ones who 
favored the use of helpers, thus preventing craft workers from 
pracricing all aspects of the trade, restricting them to the work 
defined as ·'most highly skilled," and coercing them to become 
pacesetters and low-level managers. Craft workers. and especially 
craft unions, generally opposed and tried to limit the use of helpers, 
insisting they do the work themselves (Ashworth, 1915: 16-18, 76). 
Glass bottle blowers, window glass workers, steel rollers, molders, 
plumbers. steamfitters. and machinists all tried to restrict the use 
of helpers. 

Unions generally insisted that the employer pay the helper, so the 
journeyman would not have any material incentive to maximize 
production. For example, the Iron Molder.s'Journa/ of 187 3 declared: 

We desire here and now to say that it is against the spirit and intent of 
the law, is against justice and common sense, is., in fact, unconstitutional 
for any member of the Iron Moldecs· International Union to employ a 
helper and pay him out of his earnings. No helper can be employed 
unJess paid by the proprietor of the shop, and no piece molder can rUn 
a helper, whethet employed by himself or his employer. (Quoted in 
ibid.: 68) 

This struggle to limit or eliminate the use of helpers took place not 
simply between workers and capitalists, but within the working class 
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itself. Individual journeymen often wanted to maximize their own 
earnings; the craft as a whole tried to collectively force its members 
to be workers only, with no material incentive to exploit other 
workers or maximize output. For example, the machinists' union 
provided that "'journeymen members refusing to do any kind of 
work belonging to the trade simply because it may be rough or dirty 
shall be subject to a fine or expulsion'" (ibid, : 39). It is important to 
note both sides of what is involved in this rule: on the one hand, 
some machinists plainly tried to avoid rough or dirty work and have 
helpers do it for them; on the other hand, the union as a whole was 
opposed to this practice, and insisted that its members do all the 
work, both pleasant and unpleasant, skilled and unskilled, which 
belonged to the trade. Such a policy helped avoid divisions in the 
workforce, maintain solidarity in the face of employer offensives, 
control access to the trade, and reduce employer incentives to 
introduce new technology (since the new machine would have to be 
run by a full-pay craft worker, not a low-pay helper). 

Relations 0/ Contractors and EmpbJyeeJ 

Unlike skilled workers who collectively limited the number of 
helpers in an attempt to increase solidarity, permanent contractors 
took on wage workers, thereby gaining a suongmaterial incentive to 
enforce discipline and maximum output. Such contractOrs were 
separated from their employees in income, power, autonomy, and 
prestige. Payroll data on the comparative earnings of contractors and 
their employees give some illustration of this separation, as long as 
we remember that the numbers are only an indication of the rela
tionship, not ameasure of the categories called classes. 

The best records for this purpose are those of the Whitin Machine 
Works, in Whirinsville, Massachusetts, one of the largest runeteenth
century manufacturers of textile machinery in the United States, 
with 574 employees on its May 1869 payroll. Thirty-three of these 
people were contractors, and they employed about 150 full-time 
workers, so that about one-third of the workers were either contrac
ton or their employees. About one-third of the total workforce 



Table 3.3 
WhiJin Machine Works 'Cl 

inride Contractors and Iheir Employees, 1874 00 

Name T olal mei1llli hy ContractfJ1' Contra(lors' Employees 

ronJrac/fJ1'and total wage job nllmber average 
emplDyteS income �,k wage 

William Taylor $ 333 333 192 $ 141 '" 
� 

Theodore Lawton 480 480 331 149 � A. W. Paine 901 901 Si4 387 
George: B. Searles 1,030 919 391 528 .5 ($111) � 
Welcome Hewitt 1,575 1,403 730 673 .3 ($172) '1 

• 
Lewis Smith 1,635 1,229 489 740 $406 � 
A. W. Thomas 1.789 1.399 57l 828 1 - 390 it-John H. Aldrich 1,913 917 220 697 1 +  823 
George: P. Fisher 2,497 1,834 665 1,169 1.3 500 � Q. B. Moulwn 2,582 674+ 524 150+a 6 318 � 

Joseph G. Alien 2,779 1,626 643 983 2 577 " 

Henry C. Peck 2.790 %6 670 296 3 608 � 
Joshua T. Caner 2,863 1,718 625 1,093 2+ 520 � 
Quin Wade 2.945 1,161 522 639 5 356 
John and 809 433 376b 

Abraham Sf;hofield 3,457 942 566 37rJ> 4 426 

James Hopkins 3,519 1,825 634 1,191 3 565 
B. L M. Smith 3,709 1,553 485 1,068 7 308 
eyrus F. Baker 3,739 1,706 589 1,1l7 3 678 



Name Total recdlled by Contractor Contractor!' Employee! 

conlraclorand I()tal wa" joh number average 
employees income work wage 

Robert Foster $ 4,274 $2,005 $658 $1,347 12 331 
Carlos Heath 4,737 2,351 473 1,878 4 596 
Willard Hopkins 5,790 2,565 473 2,092 6 537 
John Harriogroo 5,870 1,897 489 1A08 12 331 
Warren Smith 6,059 3,034 5" 2,489 8.5 353 

Frederick Houghton 6,198 1,436 384 1,052 10 476 -
J. H. Burbank and 780 567 213b � 

John Flannigan 6,486 718 505 213b 16 312 � 
David Smithc 7,018 1,093 "5 649 1 3  500 r, 
Oscar Taft 8,334 2,142 573 1,569 12 516 � 

• 
George L. Bathrick 9,530 1,884 m 1,349 22 348 

� 
� 

C. H. Warfieldc 11,179 1,759 '" 1,208 23 400 " 
Henry Woodmancy 1 1,414 1,516 52O 996 16 619 �. 
James and 1,825 478 1,347b 

Charles Pollock 15,223 1,853 506 1,347b 23 502 

Soum: Payrol� job work, and contractor-employee record books, Whitin Machine Works collection, Baker Library, Hacvard 
Univer:sity. 

Job work records forO. B. Moulron bave only one entry for 1874. The rest of tbe records are apparently missing, but it is possible 
that this is all that be earned. 

b. In those cases where twO people shared one conrract, I have divided the job work earnings evenly between them, though I have no 
way ofknowill8 if the twO contractors ageed on an even divis.ion, or if one of the twO (say, tbe father) was the senior partner, perhaps 
taking all of the job work earnings, and the other (say, the son) was the junior partner. '0 

c. David Smith and C. H. Warfield shared a contract for part of the year. I have divided everything from tbat period equally, and added '0 
it to their record in the last balfof tbe year. 
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earned $2 or more per day (only 2 percent earned $3ocmore),and I 
have taken this as an indication of skilled labor. The lowest wage 
frequently found in the shops was 63t aday,· Two. dollars a day, six 
days a week, all year long would produce earnings of about $600, bur 
given the irregularity of employment I have taken average earnings 
of$500 as a rough indication of skilled wo.rk. 

Table 3.3 shows the earnings of Whitin contractors and their 
employees for the year 1874. The nest column, "total received by 
contractor and his employees," indicates the size of tbe total unit, 
though at Whitin the employees received their wages directly from 
the company paymaster, so the contractor did not actually handle all 
this money. The next group of three columns gives the coQ.tcactoc's 
total income for the year, and breaks this down into the day-wage 
and job-work totals. The contractor was guaranteed the day wage 
even if he lost money on job work. The "job work" column gives the 
amount the contractor had left after his and his employees' wages 
were deducted from the tocal value of what they had produced (that 
is, job work is the excess of the contractor's sales to the company 
over costs incurred). Finally, the last two columns show the average 
number of employees and their average wage. Estimates of the 
average number of employees shouJd be treated with some caution, 
since there was considerable turnover, variation in the number of 
days worked per month, and many employees who fairly regularly 
worked many days fewer than the rest of the unit. 

As the table indicates, the total sum involved in the various 
contracting units varied considerably, with two contractors receiving 
less than $500 and three receiving more then $10,000. On the other 
hand, there is very little variation in the wages received by con
tractors. All but the smallest contractors earned wages of about 
$500 a year, the same figure I have taken as an indication of a 
skilled worker. The earnings from joh work (their profits as con-

"The reason for tbe odd wage rates is dw: rhe wages were expressed in shillings and 
pence, not dollars, even rhough this was the UDiced States iD the 1860s and. .18705. A 
rate of 12 s. was $2 aday; the lowest rate was 35.90., or63t aday. Although'the rares 
were expressed iD shillings and pence, the toWs were given in dollars. 

Also Dore that these wage rateS should nor be compared to those elsewhere without 
remembering tbat the WbirlD Machine Works was iD a small rown, nor a metropolitan 
area, and most of tbe hous.ing was provided by the company at comparatively mod
erate cosr (for moredetail on procedures see Qawson, 1978: 293 ff.). 
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tractors) show considerable variation, from less than 5300 to more 
than $3,000. 

At least for this kind of contracting-which was probably as 
prevalent as the group contract found mmuch of the Steel industry
it is clear that contractors were well above the bulk of the working 
class in terms of income, whether we want to characterize them as 
aristocrats of labor or as quasi�managers. Although contractors had 
many very highly skilled employees, only one employee of a con
tractor earned $750 or more in 1874, while thirty OUt of thirty-four 
contractors did so.· The mean income for contractors was Sl,408; 
the median was $1,436. Since the highest wage found anywhere on 
the payroll was $4 a day, the mOJt that a salaried employee could have 
earned is $1 ,250 (working six days a week, fifty-two weeks a year), or 
less than the average contractor. The average contractor made more 
than three times as much as the average employee. This is not simply 
a statistical anifact, the result of a few contractOrs making a lot of 
money: in every instance the contractor made substantially more 
than even his highest paid employee. and in all but two instances the 
contractor made more than twice as much as his average employee. 
At Winchester Repeating Arms Company the income differences 
were even greater than at Whitin, because some contractors ran 
larger operations than any at Whiun. Even small contractors, with an 
average of two employees. received well over twice what their 
employees earned ($1,430 compared to $570). As can be seen from 
Table 3.1, large contractors, with an average of more than forty 
employees, earned almost seven times as much as their average 
employee ($4,800 compared to $700). 

These large differences in earnings make it extremely unlikely 
that contractors were being paid for their skill in producing goods, 
i.e .• as workers. If they had been, there would be no sharp discon
tinuities between the earnings of the most highly skilled workers and 
those of contractors. The large break in earnings indicates that 
contractors' earnings were due largely to their supervision and direc
tion of other workers. Thus a fundamental basis of the hign incomes 
received by contractors was that they were Dot simply receiving an 

"The one employee who did roay have been about to become acontractor, replac
ing tbe person he worked for. The four who did DOt include one contractor for whom 
data on job work earnings are missing; two of the other three had no emplnyees. 
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income for their own production; they were receiving a part of the 
surplus value produced by workers under their direction. 

Marxists measure exploitation in terms of the rate of surplus 
value, which is equal to surplus labot divided by necessary labot. 
Ignoring substantial theoretical difficulties. this could be quantified 
in terms of the categories in the Whitin payroll as job-work earnings 
divided by employees' wages, if it is assumed that the contractor's 
wage was equal to the value of the goods he produced and his 
job-work earnings came from his employees' surplus labot." This 
assumption does not hold for every contractor, and is not particu
larly meaningful for those with two or less employees, since these 
contractors probably produced their full share of the goods and their 
job-work earnings included surplus value which they produced. 
Leaving aside contractors with two employees or less, the rates of 
surplus value are still remarkably high. In only four cases is the 
rate of surplus value below 20 percent, and in only twO cases is 
it 1 0 percent or less. More commonly, it is 50 percent or more. For 
example, Willard Hopkins had job�work earnings of $2,092 from 
total employee wages (six workers) of $3,225, for a rate of surplus 
value of 65 percent. John Harringron had job�work earnings of 
$1,408 from twelve employees who earned a tOtal of $ 3,97 3, for a 
rate of surplus value of 35 percent. Plainly, contractors have to be 
seen as participating to a significant degree in the exploitation of 
their employees. The job�work earnings can only be understood as 
surplus value; they are far tOO high to rep.tcsent the value of the 
contractor's labor power. 

At the same time it is imponanr to remember that the contractors 
received only a part of the surplus value produced by their workers, 
and probably not the largest part. The Whitins did not operate the 
company for the benefit of their contractors. The company made a 
substantial profit, which also came from the surplus value produced 
by its workers. Profit records do not begin until 1876, but in the 

6'J'bis assumes chat a COntracto{'$ day wage was equal to the value of all he p.oduced. 
not just the value of his Jabot powe{. Since contractors' day wages were about averoge 
for skilled worken, if the contractor produced. full time and did no mana,ging (which 
would happen ifhe bad no employees) be would produce a significant amount of the 
surplus value whicb be received as job-work earnings. On the orher hand, if a 
contractor managed full rime and did no production, nor only his job-work earnings 
but his day wage also represented surplus value. 
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period 1876-1885 (ten years) the company declared dividends 
averaging $ 1 15,200 a year. In addition, the net worth increased in 
this period by $451,000, so that total estimated company profits 
were $160,300 per year. Since employment during this period 
continued at about the same level, this meant that the company made 
average profits of more than $250 per employee per year (compared 
to average employee earnings of under $500 a year, a rate of surplus 
value of more than 50 percent), in addition to the surplus value 
which the contractors kept. Even this is not the full measure of the 
surplus value extracted from Whitin workers: beyond this the state 
as well was supported out of surplus value, some of which came from 
Whicio workers (Navin, 1950). 

This large difference in incomes was paralleled by a large difference 
in power. 00 an assembly line today, both foreman and employee 
are hired by the personnel office of the company, atwage rates set by 
some higher level in the company. The methods of production are 
determined by the technology of the line; innovations in technology 
are made by production engineers. Even the speed of the line is 
determined at a higher level. Decisions about layoffs foUow rules 
negotiated between the company and the unions. The foreman 
almOSt always lacks the unilateral power to fire. 

By contrast, the contractor of 1870 personally hired all his em
ployees, in most cases without having to follow any rules or guide
lines. Control over hiring gave the contractor great power both inhis 
family and in the community at large: 

A conttactor would hire those who lived near his own home, and in 
many cases the names of half a dozen of his own relatives were on the 
payroll. For this reason, a large contractor was an important figure in 
his neighborhood. It was not at all unusual for a youngster who wished 
to become an apprentice to a comractor, to mow the latter's lawn and 
do all sorts of odd jobs for the privilege. (WiIliamson, 1952: 91) 

The contractors of 1870 also had unilateral power to set employee 
wages. They often paid one or more of their employees more than 
they paid themselves; most paid at least one employee as much as 
they themselves earned. Wage rates were governed by custom or 
rules-in any case no employee at Whicin received more than $3 a 
day or less than 50� a day-but contractors could and did give their 
employees extra pay, perhaps as a piecework bonus, perhaps as a way 
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of sharing job work earnings. About one-third of all conttactorsgave 
extra pay to at least some employees, sometimes comparatively 
insignificant sums, in a few cases almost as much as the wage itself. In 
general. people with high daily wage rates were much more likely to 
earn extra pay than those with low daily rates. The two contractors 
who paid out the largest sum in extra pay (Carlos Heath, four 
employees, an average of $HO each; Henry Woodmancy, sixteen 
employees, an average of $135 each) were also two of the contrac
tors whose employees had the highest average wage. 

Contractors had control over work assignments (as do foremen 
today, to a limited extent) and training. At a time when work 
experience was a far moce imponanr qualification than education, 
the contractor could decide which employees should be trained as 
skilled workers and which should do toutine work. The significance 
of this is dear, since contractors were recognized as an important 
force in training skilled mechanics. 

While contractors had some power to control inventory, they 
were also very dependent on the company's production. The earn
ings of contractors, especially large contractors, fluctuated widely 
from year to year, depending on business conditions. At the Whitin 
Machine Works, this is Henry Woodmancy's income for the years 
1888 to 1891: 

IBBB - $5,216.51 
IBB9 - $7,931.7B 

IB90 - $6,277.35 
1891 - $3,254.21 

At Winchester, the earnings of large contractors went from an 
average of less than $3,000 in 1881 to an avera.ge of more than 
$6,000 in 1884. stayed over $4,000 for a few years, dropped to 
almost $2,000 in 1889. stayed low for many years, then climbed to 
more than $10,000 in 1898 (Buttrick, 1952: 212). 

It is possible that companies forced contractors to bear the brunt 
of recessions, thereby lessening the effect on their own profits. For 
example, at the Waltham Watch Company, the annual report dated 
March 27, 1862. explains the policy of 1861: 

The object this year has not been to make money, which with about 
one third of tbe usual sales was clearly impossible, but rather so to 
conduCl tbe factory as not to create new debt, to keep in employ the 
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principal hands and to lose by such contracted operations as little as 

migbtbe. 
The loss as proved by the accountS has been $4.010.8'). that it is not 

larger. is owing in a great degree to the extreme generosity of the 
contract hands, who with bU[ one or two exceptions in te<:ognition of 
the extraordinary state of things, allowed their contracts to be sus
pended during the entire year and accepted from one quarrer to one 

half less pay than that to which the company was legally bound. At 
least ren thousand dollars have been saved to the company by these 

worthy unselfish men. The officers also voluntarily abated a similar 
proportion of the salaries to which they were entitled. (Quoted in 

Moore. 1945: 42) 

The evidence for this is not at all clear, however. Workers in general 
usually bore the brunt of a recession, and the presence of conttactors 
may nO( have made much difference; the fall in the contractors' 
income would be only a dramatic illusttation of what would have 
taken place anyway. At Waltham Watch, for example, in every 
depression the company made drastic CUtS in workers' wages, intro
duced new machinery, increased the pace oflabor, and so on. In the 
depression of 1857 the factory was closed down for a month, and 
reopened with wages cut in half. The same general policy was 
followed in the depression of the 1870s and in 1891 (ibid.: 30, 
7>-75,82-ll5). 

There was a wide gulf in income between contractors and even the 
most highly skilled workers. But was it these skilled workers whom 
the contractors supervised? Daniel Nelson has made such a claim: 
"In the arms industry, as in others, jobs assigned to contractors 
involved difficult precision work and demanded highly skilled work
men and dose supervision" (1975: 36).John Duncan argued exactly 
the opposite, claiming that contractors fix "wages at the lowest 
possible point the men will agree to take," so that "unless the work is 
of such a nature that a rather low type of worker can be employed 
and taught the tasks to be done" the system would not work (1911: 
219). The Whitin data allow us to see wbether contracting was 
confined [0 jobs done by bighly skilled workmen, as Nelson argues, 
or was limited to unskillelj work, as Duncan claims. The-evidence 
dearly shows that both are wrong. Duncan is completely off the 
mark-eleven contractors pail average wllBCs of more than $500 per 
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year, the figure I have taken as an indication of skilled work and an 
amount earned by the top third of the workers in the plant. 

On the other hand, against Nelson, there were eight conttaetors 
who paid average wages of less than S 360 a year, and even this figure 
conceals the large number of employees at very low wages. For 
example. B. L. M. Smith had seven employees, whose average was 
$ 308 for the year. Ofhis seven employees, one was paid $2. SO adar, 
one $1.67 a day, and five were paid at the lowest care in the works, 
63\t a day. Assuming that wage cares are in any way aguide to the skill 
level of the employees, it is not tenable to argue that contractors 
supervised only skilled workers." Other evidence confirms the wage 
data: contractors were used in situations where items were mass 
produced out of interchangeable parts; while this work was certainly 
not mindless or simply repetitive, it is likely to have been more 
routinized than other production, and is definitely not a case of 
contractors running operations whose main purpose was research 
and development. Another indication of the "unskilled" nature of 
contract work is that contractors often supervised women: this was 
apparently the case both at Waltham Watch and in the ammunition 
shop at Winchester rifle. t The inability to specify what sort of work 
contracting controlled is itself a significant finding: contracting was 
not a specialized tool, but a perfectly normal method of organizing 
production, which could work well for any type of work problem. 

The data on incomes show that there was a gulf between con� 
tractors and their employees. Good information on the subjective 
aspeCtS of relations between contractors and their employees is 
difficult to find: this information was obviously not likely to become 
part of any official records. There are, however, certain kinds of 
quantitative data which at least indicate some of the factors which 
must have shaped class relations. Two factors in particular emphasize 

'"Nor can it be claimed, as Nelson does, that contrao::ting persisted when companies 
required "hisbly skiUed shop workers at crudal points" (1975: 36) but disappeared 
quickly otherwise. B. L. M. Smith, the contrao::torwhoseemployees eatned the ftlJ#lfJI 
wage, was one of the last fourconrractors left at the Whitin Machine Works (Navin, 
19'0: 149). Also note ti1lU: since many contractors had more than forty employees it 
seems inappropriate to chacacterize it as desjgned to ensure "dose supervision." 

tobviously there is nothing about women themselves ID indicate that the work 
they did was unskilled, but in the social context we can assume that work done by 
women was at least considered ID be relatively unskilled. 
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the likelihood of noneconomic ties between contractors and their 
employees, and thus the contradiCtory situation of the contractors: 
on the one hand, driven by economic motives and realities to exploit 
their workers; on the other hand, connected to their employees by 
many different kinds of social relations such that they had to take 
account of each other in more than economic terms. 

The first factor emphasizing the noneconomic ties of contractors 
and their employees is data about who contractors hired. Aside from 
the obvious (but as yet undocumented) fact that contractors tended 
to hire their friends, they also hired their relatives. About one 
contractor in five had someone with the same last name as the 
contractor on the payroll. This is of course a minimal estimate of the 
hiring of relatives, since contractors might have hired their in-laws, 
nephews, cousins, or other affinal kin, which would not appear from 
the last names. Contractors often paid their relatives very high 
wages, even those who had titde experience or who worked irregu
larly. For example, in 1874 Joseph Allen's employee John Allen 
received $3 a day (which put him in the top 2 percent of the plant'S 
employees) even though he had not worked anywhere in the plant 
five years earlier, and probably did not have much experience or 
seniority. Contractors also hired the relatives of other contractors, in 
what may often have been reciprocal arrangements. The fact that a 
contractor's employees included his friends, his friend'schildren, his 
own children, his brothers, his neighbors, and so on, must have 
served to check the extent to which the relationship could be one 
of naked exploitation. In addition, it is not unlikely that many 
employees boarded with the contractors for whom they worked 
(Katz, 1975; Modell and Hareven, 1973; Nelli, 1970: 56-66; Gibb, 
1943: 1 36). People probably had many different kinds of social rela
nons, and had to take account of each other in more tban economic 
terms. In many ways a contractor probably should be compared not 
just to a foreman, but also to the head of a patriarchal household. 

A second factor creating noneconOnllc ties between contractors 
and their employees was the fact that contractors had once been 
skilled workers, and skilled workers could reasonably hope to be
come contractors. At any given time, about one-sixth of the workers 
earning $2 a day or more were also contractors. The evidence clearly 
indicates that it was such highly paid workers who became contrac-
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tors. Despite the rewards available, contractors were not former 
company officials or the college educated children of stockholders. 
In 1874, at the Whitin Machine Works, nine people were contrac
tors who had not been so in 1869. Eight of these rune had been on 
the company payroll as wage workers in 1869. the employees of other 
contractors, People who were employees together must frequently 
have fanned friendships. may well have discussed how the unit 
should be run. For example. when Feed Houghton was promoted to 
contractor he lowered his own day wage and raised the wages of the 
ocher skilled workers in the unit. 

Among skilled workers, the possibility of becoming a contractor 
undoubtedly influenced class relations, since the position and in
come of a contractor were substantially above those of an ordinary 
skilled worker. A 1903 article on the Baldwin Locomotive Works 
attempted to answer a question which the article said had dominated 
a meeting of the National Civic Federation: "By what singular good 
fonune, or by what surpassing subtlety and skill, has the Baldwin 
Locomotive Works been able, in the seventy·two years of its opera· 
tions, utterly to avoid strikes and all labor troubles, and, with more 
than 1 3,000 men on its pay rolls now, to have proved invulnerable to 
proselyting labor unions?" The answer was twofold: all promotion 
was from within, and heavy use was made of the contracting system. 
At Baldwin people contracted for a particular job, called on the 
foreman for workers (using people already employed in the plant), 
paid the workers for that job, and then might disband the group. 
This meant that a large number of people were contractors at one 
time or another. 

Throughout these sixteen acres of buildings. four and six stories 
high, there are scores of such small groups of workmen. The contrac
tor, always an elderly man who has spent many years in the shops, and 
could be entrusted, if need be. with the superintendency of the works, 
clad in the familiar checked jumpers, sits at his crude desk figuring, or 
moves among his men keenJy calculating how the work goes on. 

The men know him, trust him, and respect him. And therein lies the 
illustration of the inspiration that came to Charles T. Parry, whose 
workmen know that if they loaf they will hurt the fum. but they will 
hurt that contractor first. and he is one of them. Shrewd? Indeed, it isa 
stroke of genius. And then. on the other hand, working in such dose 
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[Ouch with a boss, (he men know (har their own rights will be pro
tected, that they will have every possible chance for advancement and 
pay. (Bingham, 1903: 40) 

The contracting system makes the contractor as well as his em
ployees less likely to oppose capital: "It is a curious study in human 
nature to behold how a little authority transforms a man" (ibid.). 

Such factors pushed contractors and their employees to cooperate 
with each other and relate in noneconomic ways, but the contra
dictory character of their situation meant that other factors pushed 
contractors to exploit their workers. Most basic was the reality that 
contractors had a strong material interest in maximizing output, 
whatever the effect on their employees. For example, when the V.S. 
government arsenal at Springfield, Massachusetts wanted to intro
duce a new water-powered machine to turn gun stocks, tne workers 
who had been making stocks feared they would lose their jobs and 
therefore refused to use the machine, insisting it was wonhless. 
Given the social relations of society and of the plant, the workers had 
every reason to take this position: if the machinery succeeded it 
would not lighten their labor or increase their earnings. but many of 
them would be out of work. The arsenal feared that its workers 
would successfully sabotage the new stocking machine, and so arsenal 
offidals introduced a contractor, who then had every incentive to 
make a success of the new machine (Deyrup, 1948: 97). 

The extent of mobility from wage labor to contract statuS may 
have reduced the economic exploiciveness of contractor-employee 

relations, but the possibility of permanently escaping the working 
class by becoming a successful businessman pushed contractors to 
keep driving their employees. Workers who became contractors had 
the possibility of using their incomes and positions as contractors to 
start themselves in business. At least one of the most important 
machine shops of the nineteenth century, Pratt and Whitney, was 
started by two former contractors. Mter a spell as a contractor else
where, Francis Peatt joined Amos Whiroey at one of the most famous 
nineteenth century "universities" for the training of mechanics-the 
Colt arms factory. (Amos Whitney's father also worked at Colt.) In 
1854 Whitney and Pratt both left Colt for the Phoenix Iron Works, 
"where they worked together for ten years, the former as a con
tractor, the latter as superintendent. Whjtney was earning over 
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eight dollars a day when he left Colt and took up the new contract 
work which offered at the beginning only two dollars a day" (Roe, 
1916: 177-78). In 1860 Pratt and Whitney rented space and began 
manufacturing-but they continued to work at the Phoenix Icon 
Works. They expanded rapidly and in 1862 took in a third partner, 
each of the threecootribucing $1,200. (In 1870, eight years later, the 
mean capital for a1l manufacturing establishments was only $8,400, 
so their enterprise. while small, was not unusually so.) Still Pratt and 
Whitney continued to work at the Iron Works, with the third partner 
taking charge of the shop. Not for another two years did they leave 
their previous positions. which presumably were providing them 
with money to live on and capital to invest in their new business. The 
fact that they could bold both jobs simultaneously for four years is 
obviously an indication of the power contractors had to come and go 
as they pleased. Pratt and Whitney's business expanded rapidly: 

From $3,600 ill 1862 their net assets grew in four years to $75,000, 
and during the three years following [hat they earned and put back 
into the business more than S100,ooO. In 1869 the Pratt & Whitney 
Company was formed with a capital of S350,000, later increased 
to $500,000. In 1893 it was reorganized with a capitalization of 
$3,000,000. (Ibid.: 179) 

The route from skilled worker to contractor, and from contractor to 
manufacturer, provided real possibilities for upward mobility.· 

So far the evidence I have presented on subjective relations all 
tenJs [u indicare contracting should have been an ideal system from 
capital's point of view. Contractors apparently had huge incentives 
to maximize output and keep costs to a minimum, thus ensuring 
capital an agent in the work group. If personal relations between 
contractors and employees were good, this could itself be an im-

·Herben Gutman (1976b) has shown char many locomotive, iron, and machinery 
manufacturers in Patterson, New Jersey in me period 1830-1880 started life as 
workers. Guanan' 5 article makes no mention of inside contracting, but it seems very 
likely mat many of the people who beoune successful manufacturers had prepared (or 
this by being inside contractors. As contractors meywould have gained experience'in 
managing production, and mey would have bad me opportunity to accumulate capital 
far more rapidly than could be done on workers' wages. Contracting was very 
common in exactly those industries where Gutman found substantial upward 
mobility, and contractin,g seems an ideal preparation for beginning a small business. The 
connection between contracting and mobility in these industries should be investigated. 
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portant barrier to class-conscious action by workers. The fragmenta
tion of workers among a large number of contractors, with conditions 
varying greatly from contractor to contractor, must have made it 
difficult to achieve solidarity. All of these are arguments as to why it 
would be difficult to unionize under a contracting system, and yet 
there must be another side to the story, because Henry RoJand 
insisted that while "strikes may be rare under a contract system . . .  
there is still a feeling of antagOnism, growing OUt of opposing in
terests, which is unfavocable to the best results" (1897, 12: 9%). 

Moreover, Winchester took a key step toward abolishing the con
tract system (specifically, the contractor·s power to hire) as a direCt 
response to a union organizing drive. Evidently the fragmentation 
and personalistic relations made it more difficult to enforce unifonn 
capitalist policies just as they made it harderto achieve working-class 
solidarity." The International Association of Machinists "attempt at 
organization seems to have greatly disturbed the management," 
which responded by taking control of hiring. The superintendent 
screened all employees and used a veto power specifically to exclude 
possible union organizers or militants. "From the beginning (the 
superintendent's] clerk made a special notation after the names of all 
those swp�ted of union activity and all those fired for reasons 
which would militate against rehiring. The notation used is rather 
amusing-ROBAL, which is LABOR spelled backwards" (Buttrick, 
1952: 218; Williamson, 1952: 135). It seems likely thatatleastsome 

contractors, many of whom bad friends and relatives among the 

workers, were willing to tolerate the union. It is easy to imagine how 
difficult it could make life for the company if there were militant 
union activists who were beyond company discipline (on firing, 
wages, outpUt. being away from theit work, etc.). 

Relations 0/ Contractors and Top Officials 

A focus on the relations between contractors and their employees 
emphasizes the large gap between them and indicates the incentives 

r:rhese coruracton may have resembled the SIIIIIIl eutrepteooutS smdied by Herben: 
Gunnan (1976b), people who had penonal connections ro workers and tended ro side 
with them in strikes. 
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contractors had to move toward becoming managers or officials 
rather than workers . Compared to their employees contractors seem 
much like managers or capica1ists, but the comradicrory nature of 
their position is evident in the fact that compared to their employers 
contractors seem much like particularly powerful and (potentially) 
troublesome workers. 

If a determination were made based solely on income, large 
contractors at least would be classified as belonging in the same 
category as the very highest managers and officials. At the Win
chester Repeating Arms Company, for example, during the 18805 
the average annual income of the president was S 14,200, and the 
average top official made $7,600. Contractors made nearly equiva
lent sums: the largest CODrracWt made an average of SIO.800, and 
the average large contractor $4,860, incomes which are far closer to 
top management than to the average worker's $700 or less.· 

However, while contractors' incomes and degree of autonomy 
'suggest an equality with management, contractors were apparently 
seen by workers, and even more so by managers, as being closer to 
the working class than they were to managers and officials. At the 
Baldwin Locomotive Works workers would not strike because this 
would hun the contractor and "he is one of them" (written by an 
adviser to management). When George Marston Whitin calculated 
what income his contractors "should" earn, he referred to contrac
tors sometimes as "job workers," sometimes simply as "workers." 

The ba.'1ic relationship of antagOnism centered around the bargain
ing between contractors and company officials over the contract 
price, which was in many ways similar to workers (especially piece
workers) bargaining for higher wages. Periodically, in many cases 
once a year, the contract price would be reviewed. Either the old 
price would be allowed to stand, or a new price would be "agreed" 
upon. If there was an adjustment, the new price was always lower 
than the old one. Since the company knew very little about how to 
manufacture the item in question it was difficult to tell if the contr�-

• As anorber comparison, the ave,.. srockholder received '3,090 from Winchester 
dividends, and. the two largest stockholders (descendena of the founder) each received 
$40,000 a year. The stockholders obviously did not do any work co earn their money. 
and they may well have had other investments. Since the cop day � was only about 
$5 a day, workers' incomes could not 80 above about $ I ,500. 
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tor and his employees were doing their best orwere restricting output 
and holding back innovations. The contractor's greater knowledge 
about production was one source of his power in the bargaining 
process. In some situations the company did not even know what 
income the contractor was receiving, and when a contractor made a 
number of different items he could be making a large profit on some 
items and taking a loss on others. 

Contractors knew (just as workers on piecework know) that if 
their incomes appeared inordinately high, the company would cut 
their contract price. They therefore tried to keep their apparent 
profits as low as possible whenever a price cut seemed likely. For the 
same reasons, a contractor would not want to introduce atechnologi
cal innovation which reduced the COst of manufacture until after a 
price for the coming year had been agreed on. Price cutS were an 
important feature of the contractor's world. For example, in 1869 
C yeus Baker was paid $2. SO for each loom lathe he and his employees 
finished. In 1870 the rate was cut to 52.25. Though this cut is "only" 
10 percent, there are few companies today that could survive an 
across the board price cut of 10 percent. Moreover, contractors' 
rates were often cut by substantially more. At Winchester between 
1876 and 1880 "the price paid for polishing gun parts was cut over 
40 per cent, case hardening and the manufacture of screws and sights 
each 45 per cent. Drilling and machining barrels, the receiver shop, 
and the contractors making small pacts and gunstocks were similarly 
dealt with" (Bunrick, 1952: 2 1 1 ). A contractor's ability to keep the 
company from cutting his prices must have been one of the keys to 
success in contracting. Without this ability a contractor might soon 
be poor or out of business, even if he produced high-quality goods, 
managed his workers well, kept down production costS, and con
tinually made improvements. 

The contradictory nature of this bargaining process is best summed 
up by Henry Roland, writing in 1897 in Engineet'ing Magazine: 

First of aJt, the contractor is and must be supreme in his depanment; 
he must fix the wages of his men, must have absolute control of them, 
must hire and discbarge his help at will, and so becomes in effe<:t an 
independent ruler in the territory of the m�mem. If, as is the case 
in some shops, the management deals solely with the contractor, and 
delivers into his hands the savings of his depanment in a. iump sum, 
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the contractor paying his own men, then the management is wholly 
ignorant as to the compensation obtained by the contractor himself 
and of the COSt of the work to the contractor, who keeps his own books. 
and is, in every sense of the word, an independent power, and a power 
which must obviously be (reared as an equal, although actually oc
cupying the anomalous position of a belligerent inferior. The interests 
of the contractor are directly opposed to those of the management, 
and the yearly "adjustment" of prices, always involving a reduction of 
the contractor's prices. is a constant source of perplexity and dis
satisfaction to both parties. The management sees the comranoe, in 
spite of the yearly CU[ in prices, constantly drawing larger pay than he 
could obtain as a foreman, because he seems always able to improve 
his methods so as to reduce the cost afms product to himself; hence 
the management believes that the contractor holds his improvements 
in reserve, and is, in effect depriving me concern of the use of valuable 
methods of reducing cost known to himself alone, and kept back to 
neutralize the effect of future reductions in prices. The contractor is 
nOt unmindful of his own efforts in reducing the COSt of work, which 
he rightly believes to have resulted greatly to the benefit of the 
mana,gement, and to jusdy entitle him to a portion of the increased 
profits arising from diminutions of COSt effected by his skill and 
ingenuity. Hence the contractor, like the piece-work man whose 
piece-price is constantly reduced, finally ceases to exen himself, and 
makes his own gains so small as to ensure himself a,gaiost reduction. It 
is very dear, therefore. that the contract system does not tend to 
develop ideal conditions of harmonious relation between the conuac
tor and them�ment . . . .  (1897, 12: 99'5-96) 

The bargaining with the owner or top official over contract rates 
put contractors in a position very similar to otdinary workers dis
puting piece rates. While some factors may have pushed contractors 
to become like top managers or capitalists, this bargaining process 
forced contractors to recognize that in imponanr respects they were 
in a position very similar to ordinary workers, and were often treated 
accordingly. Moreover, in any dispute over contract rate cuts, the 
contractor was likely to find allies in his employees (who would wish 
to avoid having their pay CUt) at the same time that he was in confUct 
with capital. 

' 

Contractors' contradictory situation was a result of being middle
men for capitalists who had not yet taken over the full responsibilities 
of capitalists. In attempting to understand the contradictory narure 
of inside contracting, and the dynamic of the worker-contractot-
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capitalist interaction, one of the best places to begin is with Harry 
Braverman's statement that "such methods of dealios with labor 
bore the marks of the origins of industrial capitalism in mercantile 
capitalism, which understood the buying and selling of commodities 
but not their production, and sought to treat labor like all other 
commodities" (1974: 63).- For example, if the Waltham Watch 
Company could contract with P. S. Bartlett co make the "P. S. 
Barclett" style watch for $9, and could sell the watches for $12, the 
company essentially could operate like a merchant not at all con
cerned with production (the company at that time was actually 
owned by people who had been and continued to be large-scale 
merchants). With production costs determined in advance, all the 
company had to watch was overhead (including machinery), mate
rials, and sales. At the Whitin Machine Works "with the cost of labor 
pre-determined, the owners found that they had co watch only 
material costs, especially the cost of pig iron, to know at what level to 
quote machinery prices" (Navin, 1950: 146). Capitalism, in this 
form, was simply a matter of buying low and selling high. While 
bourgeois economists at that time, and even today, understand 
capitalism in that way, as something that happens.in the marketplace, 
Marx pointed to the underlying relation: capitalism as such only 
emerges when there is buying and selling of that very special com
modity, labor power. The success of any individual capitalist de
pends as much on his or her success in the buying and selling of 
commodities as it does on ability to extract surplus value, but the 
success of the capitalist class can come only through the extraction of 
surplus value from the working class. 

�I disagree with some other aspectS ofBraverman· s discussiollofinlide contraCting. 
Braverman lumps together the putting out and inside contracting systems, and says 
these "systems were plagued by problems of irregularity of production, loss of 
materiab in transit and through embezz.lement, slowoen of manufacture, lack of 
uniformity and uncertainty of the quality of the product. But most of all, they were 
Hmited. by their inability to change the processes of production" (p. 63). This state
mo;:nt is questionable in its application to the putting out SYSlem, but is almost 
completely inaccurate in its description of inside contraCting. as the above chapter 
attempts to demODlitrate. Braverman bas bere believed conventional sources on 
subjects that were not centtal. to his investigation" Most ofBraverman" s brilliant book 
is distinguished. precisely by its rejection of the cooventional wisdom, but in this 
instanee he tOO has fallen prey. This is simply another example of the difficulties 
i n  creating a new analysis, and a demODlitration of the hegemonk power of the 
conventional wisdom. 
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As long as the details of the production process were not under 
the direct control of capitalists, capitalism was weak and only par
tially developed. It is not only that the contradictions are more 
obvious when one group of people do all the work of producing 
(including the planning and coordination) and another group takes 
most of the benefits. More important than these concerns about 
legitimation is the actual control of the production process. The 
fundamental task of capital is to extract surplus value and accumu
late capital. Under the system of inside contracting this was done 
for capital by a quasi-autonomous power, rather than being fully 
under the control of the capitalist. Thus contracting is essentially a 
transitional stage. 

The dynamic of capitalism is to rake more and mote control 
over the Jabot process (although struggles by workers are a crucial 
counteracting tendency). This tendency is as evident in the evolu
tion of the contracting system as it is in its eventual replacement and 
the rise of Tayl or ism. Originally, the contractor had essentially total 
control, and the company knew almost nothing about the contrac
tor's operation. At Waltham Watch, for example, the contractor of 
1870 was simply given a sum of money based on the contract price 
and the number of units delivered. The contractor had complete 
control over this money and paid his employees. The company had 
no records or formal way of knowing the number of the contractor's 
employees, their names, their earnings, or how much money the 
contractor kept for himself. A similar system prevailed at Winches
ter until the depression of the 1870s. In 1881 Winchester began to 
keep "full" records, but even then the company only knew how 
much each employee was to receive as determined by the contractor. 
It could not tell whether pay was by the day or the piece, how many 
hours the employee had worked, or how many pieces he or she had 
produced.· In the absence of records it was obviously very difficult 
to squeeze the contractors---the company could not even t-ell which 

''At Winchester, women were 25 percent of the total worlc:force, and. 50 perc�htof 
the workers in ammunition production (Williamson, 1952: 84). This must have had. a 
substantial impact on the relations of contraCtors and. employees in the ammunition 
shop. Unfortunately, re<:ord.s for the ammunition shop d.o not survive, though 
apparendy the same set of rules and. proced.ure& governed. contractors in both the 
ammuoitioo and. gun shops. 
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contractors had large earnings and which were barely making a living. 
Henry Roland provides a dear statement of how and why this 

system was changed, citing the history of the Singer Sewing Manu
facturing Company: 

At first each contractor hired, paid, and discharged his own men; with 
them the company had no dealings whatever, exercising over them 
only general authority in the matter of shop regulations . . . .  It will be 
seen that, with this order of things, the management could be kept in 
almost total ignorance of the real course of affairs in any contractor's 
department, and, in point of fact, was kept in ignorance so far as the 
contractors could avoid giving information. 

This led very naturally to a dose scrutiny of the situation, and 
resulted, first, in the payment of the comractor's men by the company 
directly. This looked like a very innocem and unimportant change, 
but it was really the thin end of the wedge which was ultimately to 
deprive the contractor of his profits. As soon as the company paid the 
workmen, it had correct information as to the piece-cosr of the work, 
and could also, of course, discover which pieces were high and which 
low in price, in view of the labortime consumed in production. Hence 
the company became able to approximate more closely to the contrac
tor's possibilities of cost reduction for the next year, and so could 
more intelligently "adjust" or reduce the prices offered in the annual 
contract. (1897, 12: 998)· 

This is a dear statement that bureaucratic record keeping was intrO
duced as part of an attempt to control employees, not to improve 
the competitiveness of the company's pricing, not to improve the 
product. Though at first this record keeping and control strategy was 
very simple, over time it was forced to expand remarkably. 

This record keeping allowed the company to gradually reduce the 
earnings of the contractors. A clear demonstration of this process is 
the rate-setting procedure at the Whicin Machine Works. George 
Marston Whitin made no attempt to learn about production so as to 

-Note once again the opposing approaches adopted by inside contractors and craft 
unions. Unions insisted that the beSt approach was to enfon:e equality and solidarity 
so that DO worker had either tbe ability or [he temptatioll to put themselves above 
other workers and/or participate in their exploitation. Conrractors attempted to 
become small-scale capitalists, maximizing their power over their employees. The 
above quote demOll5trates one of the main problems with this appl'OllCh: big capi
taliSts always tend to drive out small. 
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establish a "fair" price based on a scientific determination of the 
difficulty of making an item, how well the company could do if it 
made the part itself, or anything of like kind. Instead Whitin tried to 
establish a "fair" income, the amount a contractor-worker "should" 
earn, based on his class position. Rates were systematically cut, since 
Wbicin saw no reason why contractors should earn significantly more 
than skilled workers. Wbicin 

gradually reduced the level of jobbing rates until they yielded low net 
returns. A memorandum book kept during the closing months of 
1890 shows dearly how he went about making his reducdons. First he 
estimated what income he thought a certain "job worker x" {contraC
tor xJ should receive commensurate with his ability. Then he com
pared that "fair" income with the income "worker x" was likely to 
receive during the year at going job rates and under existing business 
conditions. If it looked as rhough the " fair" income of " worker x" 
ought to be 25 per cent less than his "likely" income was going to be, 
Whidn reduced all the jobbing rates in "worker x's" department by an 
appropriate amount. (Navin, 1950: 148) 

At Winchester the same approach was used: according to Buttrick 
one of the main difficulties with inside contracting "was the problem 
of controlling the income earned by each contractor so tbat in
come would match the individual's position in the social hierarchy" 
(Buttrick, 1952: 210). 

At Winchester, as at the Whitin Machine Works, as time went on 
lift:: wa:; madt:: more Jifficuh and less remunerative for contractors. 

Contracts were renegotiated more regularly and scrutinized more 
carefully. Contractors' incomes were sharply reduced; contractors 
became reluctant to bid on certain jobs. "After 1890, the position of 
some of the large contractOrs was weakened by dividing the jobs 
among two or more individuals" (Williamson, 1952: 1 36). The 
largest contractor was made tbe new superintendent. and used his 
knowledge and experience to weaken the position of contractors. In 
addition to reducing their incomes, he did this by interfering with 
contractOrs' control over their workers. As a first step, "he in�isted 
that every contractor and every worker be on the job when the plant 
opened in the morning. He had the gates locked one minute after 
the whistle blew so that late-<:omers had to walk through his office 
before going to their jobs" (Buttrick, 1952: 2 14), Much more im-

1: 
I 
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ponant, soon thereafter contractors lost their complete control over 
hiring (at Whitin around 1890, at Winchester around 1900). Hiring 
passed from the control of the contractor to the superintendent's 
office. As previously discussed, at Winchester this was an explicit 
attempt to control a union organizing drive. 

It is important to note how late the system of contraCting remained 
as a major way of organizing production. Though its importance may 
have begun to decline as early as the 1870s (at Waltham Watch it was 
ended in the 1870s, and at Singer Sewing Machine in the 1880s). it 
persisted into the twentieth century at many machine shops. indud� 
i08 Pran and Whitney and the Whitin Machine Works, at Baldwin 
Locomotive. at many arms factories, including Winchester, and in 
some of the steel industry. At Winchester, for example, records on 
the contract system survive only for the gun shop, though the 
cartridge shop and machine shop also used the contract system. The 
gun shop had about one�half to two�thirds of total employment. Gun 
shop contractors alone received 32 percent of the 101a/ payroll as late 
as 1904. which probably mean they accounted for half the payroll in 
the gun shop. Thereafter the contracting system was quickly phased 
out-by 1908 contractors had only 10 percent of the total payroll, in 
1912 they had only 7 percent, and in 1914 there were no contractors 
left. Even after this. however, a variation of the contracting system 
continued to be used in the machine shop at Winchester "long after 
the system was discarded elsewhere in the plant" (ibid.: 216), that is. 
after World War I. 

Why was the system of inside contracting abolished? The twO 
most important reasons were, first. the attempt to shift income from 
contractors to the company, and second, the wish to establish and 
maintain an "acceptable" social hierarchy. Neither considerations of 
efficiency nor dissatisfaction with inside contracting's technical capa� 
city to perform the work were significant issues at the time. 

The first and most obvious reason was that contractors made a lot 
more money than would foremen fulfilling approximately the same 
function. At Winchester large contractors had an avef38C of forty
three employees and earned an average of $4,800 per year; at the 
Whitin Machine Works contractors had an average of seven em
ployees and earned an average of $1,408 per year. At Whitin the 
highest pay received by any day-wage employee Was $4 a day, and 
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less than 1 percent of the workers received this much. Even had 
foremen been paid twice what their average employee eatned-and 
by the standards of that day or this those would be high wages for a 
foreman-they would have been receiving far less than contractors. 
The savings to the company could easily amount to $20,000, $30,000, 
or $ 100,000 a year. Any company would be only too happy to add 
this much to their annual profit. According to Henry Roland. it was 
for exactly this reason that Singer ended the contract system. Con· 
tractors' earnings "in all cases [were] vastly more than they could 
have obtained elsewhere fortheic services" (Roland. 1897. 12: 997). 
With tighter controls on contracting, "it was true that the price of 
work was annually reduced, and that the quality of the work steadily 
improved, but the company did not view tbe great gains of the 
contractors with any approach to satisfaction" (ibid.: 998). 

It seems dear that since contraCtors were earning such high in
comes, replacing the well-paid contractors by comparatively low
paid foremen should have cut COSts, assuming that the company 
could manage the work as efficiently as the contractor. The only 
instance chat I know of where records were kept is the Winchester 
Repeating Arms Company. 

Henry Brewer, one of the college-trained executives who had come 
with the company, was superintendent of the cartridge shop.- He kept 
a careful record of costs on all jobs during the two or three years after 
they were taken off contracts and compared it with similar costs under 
the contract system. According [0 his account . . . .  «I had expected 
tbat we would produce the goods cheaper . .. but [0 my surprise I 
found tbat in practically every instanCe costs were increased . . . .  I do 
not know what the Gun Depart ment experience was but I think it was 
somewhat similar." (Williamson, 19';2: 138) 

The problem, obviously, was that the college-educated company 
executives could not run the work as efficiently as the contractors. 
The laner were so much more efficient that they could take home 
large incomes for themselves and still produce the work (hellpet' 
than the company. However, thanks to Taylorism and the ma'nage-

-Note that Brewer's information is about the canridge shop, where '50 pen:ent of 
the workers were women. while cbe only surv� records on comracriDgat Winchester 
are for the aun shop. 
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ment movement, by 1910 "management" (in approximately the 
sense we use this word today) was able to do almost as well as 
contractors and workers. 

However, even had Winchester or other companies known that 
the abolition of conttactingwould not cut cOStS in the shon run, they 
had other reasons to end the system. One of the main reasons did 
involve technology and technological change, although it was asocial 
not a technical reason. The inside contractor was in total charge of 
production in an area, and hence was the person to introduce tech
nological changes. He was also the person who benefited from such 
changes: ifbis contract price were set for the year and he introduced 
an innovation in January that halved the cOSt of production, he 
would make a fonune during the rest of the year. The company 
would get no benefit from this technical improvement until the next 
time that contract prices were "adjusted," that is, lowered. In fact, 
unless the company was keeping a record of how much the contrac
tor's employees earned (by disbursing the money to each employee 
per the contractor's order), it might never know that the contractor 
had found a way to reduce his costs and increase his profits. Thus if 
technological change were equally rapid under the twO systems, and 
if at a given point in time a company could abolish conttacting and 
replace it with day-wage foremen, there was a considerable incentive 
to do so: technological change would not be any greater, but the 
company would get more of the benefit and its employees (specifi
cally, contractors) would get less. Henry Roland offered this as 
one of the main rationales for abolishing contracting: the experience 
of the Singer company "shows that, with fixed-pay foremen, the 
cost reduction is fully as constant and rapid as it was under the 
contract system, and this saving comes sooner to the owners" (1897, 
12, 999). 

If the first reason to abolish contracting was to shift income from 
the contractor to the company, a second powerful reason to elimi
nate the system was the social anomalies it created. A small pan of 
this problem was the actual and potential variation in the earnings of 
employees. Since each contractor set his own wage rates, workers 
doing basically the same work, and possessing roughly comparable 
skills, might receive very different wages. A successful contractor 
might pay generous wages while someone who was struggling would 
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pay low wages. This variation might lead to discontent and hostility, 
which would be directed against the company as well as the contractor. 

A much more serious problem, from the point of view of the 
officials of the company. was the income and social position of the 
large contractors. Large contractors frequently earned more than 
high company officials. At Winchester, for example, there was an 
influx of young, college-trained executives during the 18905 and 
early 19005 (Williamson, 1952: 137), who earned less than the 
older, less educated, contractors. This created "a feeling that the 
large contractor enjoyed an economic and social position in the 
community that made it more difficult to secure the loyalty and 
cooperation of the company's own administrative staff' (ibid.: 136). 
This problem was the reason for the introduction in 1887 of a bonus 
system for the benefit of the officets. 

More than thirty years after contract system was abolished, John 
Buttrick interviewed management officials who remembered the 
pre-1914 period. While these people all insisted that trouble with 
the labor force was the reason for abolishing contracting, "in the 
course of almOSt every interview . . .  we were told of contractors 
driving to work in fine carriages, carrying canes, and sporting stick
pins. Such men, it turned out, had delegated all the dirty work 
in their departments to assistants and were 'outmanagering' the 
managers" (Buttrick, 1952: 217). Some of the large contractors 
apparently wished to be considered on a par with managers and 
officials, but the officials were not willing to accept the contractors. 
At the Winchester plant in 1900, only one company official rode 
to work-Mr. T. G. Bennett, the president of the company, the 
founder's son-in-law, and che husband of one of the twO largest 
stockholders (Williamson, 1952: 131,  1 34). All other company 
officials walked to work. Some of the contractors, however, "came to 
work in fancy horse-drawn carriages, wearing frock coats, and Sport
ing diamond stickpins, spats, and gloves. These individuals not 
uncommonly had sub-foremen under them and supervised their 
departments at arm's length" (ibid.: 1 36). During this period, eS'sen
dally all foremen and the great bulk of superintendents continued to 
do manual work-teaching and demonstrating, setting up machines, 
trying out a new process, and similar activities. Dressing up was one 
way contractors could prove to the world that they did no manual 
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work, and of course the carriage and general splendor demonstrated 
chat they had the income to be above the working class. Company 
officials resented the contractors and refused to accept them as 
equals. It is easy to see why officials would want to end a system 
which produced such rivals for position and prestige, both in the 
plant and in the community. 

The foremen who replaced contractors received much less pay, 
had much less prestige, and were clearly of lower social standing than 
company officials. This made it likely that contractors would quit 
rather than become foremen. At Winchester considerable efforts 
were made to get contractors to stay on: a bonus system for foremen 
was made to resemble the profit earned by contractors, foremen 
were permitted to reject workers sent from the hiring office by 
the superintendent, and foremen's recommendations were usually 
enough to get someone hired. '"In spite of these rather heroic efforts, 
over half the contractors quit rather than be transfonned into fore
men" (Buttrick, 1952: 220). This is the more remarkable when it is 
remembered that for some years before contracting was actually 
abolished the system had been under attack, with the earnings and 
powers of contractors steadily being reduced. At Waltham Watch 
four of the five large contractots stayed on as foremen aftet con
tracting was abolished, but Waltham abolished contracting during 
che depression of the early 1870s, and other jobs may have been 
hard to find. 

Conclusion 

It is interesting to note that many of the attacks on inside con
tracting would be just as valid if applied to capitalism itself. Thomas 
Navin has argued that under cQ[itracting, it was in the contractor's 
direct material interest to hold down the wage of his workers, since 
any wage increase came out of the contractor's pocket. 

No doubt most job workers directed [heir attention chiefly tOward the 
level of wages they paid their men, for there at least they could watch 
figures which they knew had a dose connection with lheir dollar 
income . . . .  As longas a job supervisor could dictate how much he was 
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willing to pay a man, he was probably slow to grant a raise, for by the 
very nature of the system, individual raises were virtually taken from 
the job-worker's pocket. (19')0: 143) 

Navin's argument is perfectly cortect as far as it goes. However, the 
argument applies with equal force to any employment for wages 
under a capitalist system. If this is an argument against tbe contract 
system, it is just as much an argument against the capitalist system. 

Henry Roland complained about the subcontractor system, in 
which tbe contractor divided up his operations and let them out to 
subcontractors. According to Roland, " by the subcontraCtor system 
tbe principal contraCtor became almost an idler, drawing a large 
sum of money for merely nominal service" (1897, 12: 998), Would 
Roland say tbe same thing of a plant superintendent who super
vised many foremen or contractors? Would organi.zacional theorists 
accept this characterization of high company officials and managers 
(not to mention stockholders)? 

The most in�eresting such example, however, concerns the very 
question of the contractor's inefficiency. Why should any believer 
in the capitalist system expect contracting to be inefficient? Yet 
almost all do. Contracting is simply a system which carries the 
marketplace right inside the factory. Ordinarily, inside the factory 
the product of one worker is not a commodity to the next. That is, 
one worker does not forge a rifle barrel and then sell it to the next 
worker, who drills it out and sells it to a third, who machines it and 
sells it to a fourth, and so on. The product usually passes from one 
worker to another quite routinely, with no financial transaction, 
sales pressure, or demands for recompense. The worker who has 
forged the barrels makes no demand at all on the worker who will 
drill the barrels; he or she just passes them along, without greed or 
jealousy. In capitalist society outside the factory transactions are not 
so simple. No one parts with a commodity without receiving its 
equivalent in value. Supporters of capitalism are as outraged when 
it is suggested that the marketplace could be brought insid� the 
factory as they are when it is suggested that the market CQula be 
taken out of society altogether. It would plainly be "inefficient," 
"chaotic," "anarchic," to have a factory organized without a strong 
despotic central power (for even under contracting, workers sold 
their products to a central capitalist, not to other workers), JUSt as it 
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would be "tyrannical," "inefficient," and "despotic" to have a society 
without a market. 

The same bourgeois mind which praises division of labour in the 
workshop, life-long annexation of the labourer to a partial operation, 
and his complete subjection to capital, as being an organisation of 
labour that increases its productiveness--that same bourgeois mind 
denounces with equal vigour every conscious attempt to socially 
control and regulate the process of production, as an inroad upon such 
sacred things as the rights of property, freedom and unresuicted play 
for the bent of the individual capitalist. It is very characteristic that 
the enthusiastic apologists of the factory system have nothing more 
damning to urge against ageneral organisation of the labour of society, 
than that it would rurn all society into one immense factory . . . . 

In a society with capitalist production, anarchy in the social division of 
labour and despotism in that of the workshop are mutual conditions 
the one of the other. (Marx, 1867: 337) 



4 
Craft Production 

and IM:>rkers' Control 

Inside contracting is basically a special instance of me craft system 
of production which dominated most industry in me mid-nineteenth 
century. Both historically and analytically, therefore. it might logi
cally be discussed mer a consideration of craft production. How
ever, I have presented the material in me reverse ordet because I 
have found. from attempts to discuss the subject. that many people 
:find it hard to believe that a craft organization of production was 
dominant even after the emergence of factory organization and 
developed capitalist production. Understanding the scale and impor
tance of inside contracting in nineteenth-cenrury industrial America 
forces us to realize the tremendous differences between that era and 
this. It then becomes easier to understand the general character of 
nineteentb-century craft production. In many ways the most signifi
cant fact about inside contracting is that it was not considered 
unusual in the nineteenth century for a simple reason: it did not 
differ greatly from most of the other production of that time. 

Power in the Workplace 

The foremen of 1880 were far mote similar to me inside con
tractors of that same year than to the foremen of today, differing 
from the contractors primarily in that they did not have a direct 
material interest in the level of production. Foremen obviously 
wanted a. good production record, since this would help to ensure 
their security and advancement. Moreover. they occasionally re
ceived bonuses based on output, but this was infcequenr and small 
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in scale. Thus, unlike the case with contractors, the income of 
foremen did not necessarily increase in reJation to the productivity 
of their workers. 

In other ways, however, the powers of the foreman were close to 
those of inside contractors. Foremen hired and fired their own 
employees, kept track of the hours they worked, determined their 
rates of pay, trained them, and controlled layoffs in slack periods. 
In many cases these powers persisted until World War I, and 
occasionally beyond. However, a mere thirty years later, in 1945, 
a study showed that almOSt all foremen had lost these powers. In 
only 3.5 percent of the companies surveyed did the foreman have 
the complete right to hire, in 29.5 percent the foreman had no 
right to hire, and in 67.0 percent the foreman had the final say 
after initial interviewing and selection by the personnel depanment. 
Similarly, only 10.5 percent of the companies gave their foremen 
the complete right to discharge, while in over half of all the com
panies the actual discharge had to be made by the personnel depan
ment or the foreman's superior at the foreman's recommendation 
(in the rest of the cases the foreman could discharge after other 
forms of consultation). Only one foreman in seven had the com
plete right to raise pay or promote within his depanment, and only 
one foreman in ten had the complete right to discipline (Kolker, 
1948, 95-96). 

The foremen of the 1880s not only had almost absolute control 
over labor, they also decided what materials to order. They con
trolled the inventory of raw materials and necessary equipment, and 
usually of the finished product as well. It was generally their respon
sibility to keep track of production in other pans of the shop in order 
to make sure the needed pans were delivered in time and to expedite 
delivery when necessary. As late as 1921 outside consultants hired 
to report on the Waltham WatCh Company noted: "We found each 
foreman operating his department as though it were a plant in 
itself-he determined largely his own production; hired his own 
personnel; and he purchased his own materials, largely" (Moore, 
1945, 1 15). 

In sum, essentially all aspects of the production process were 
under the nominal control of foremen. In a 1910 report on a govern
ment arsenal, the colonel in charge noted: 
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It is difficult to enumerate the duties and responsibilides of a foreman. 
As a rule his duties are not specific beyond seeing that the shop keeps 
running. He is supposed to see that men are supplied with material to 
work upon, to assign their jobs, [0 give instructions as to how the work 
should be done, to suggest or supply any special tools or fixtures if any 
are required, to see thar the tools in his department are kept in good 
order and condition, to see that work is delivered from other depart
ments when needed, and that proper effort is being made throughout 
the shop, to look after discipline, and, in addition to a considerable 
amount of clerical work. to shoulder many other details which perhaps 
need not be mentioned. (U.S. House ofRepresentarives, 1912: 112; 
Wheeler is here quoting his earlier report.) 

The foreman was a powerful figure nOt simply in relation to his 
workers, but also with respect to higher authority. As with contrac
tors, there was essentially only one level of authority above the 
foreman. In many cases, each foreman operated what was quite 
literally a plant unto itself. At the Whitin Machine Works, for 
example, the deparnnents were 

set up on the basis of produCl rather than of fun,tion. All card parrs, 
for example, were made and assembled in one area instead of being 
turned in one department, milled in another, and ground in a third. 
Under a single supervisor's direction, a complete machine might be 
manufactured from castings [0 the assembly of nnished\parrs--in the 
case of the more complex machines a separate department might take 
over the nna! erection. (Navin, 1950: 139) 

What: higher authority there was tried to ensure cooperation be
cween foremen, not to give them specific orders or directives on how 
to run their operations. At Reed and Banon, this task fell to the 
owners of the company: 

One of the functions of Reed and Brabrook was to ensure cooperation 
between foremen. In many cases this was no easy task, for these czars 
of production exhibited highly individualistic tendencies and brooked 
little interference from anyone . . . .  Because the foremen were chosen 
for ability and experience rather than for their qualities ofleadershjp, 
a certain amount of friction occurred both in and between depart
ments. (Gibb, 1943: 284-85) 

When foremen and higher authority did quarrel, it was not neces
sarily the foreman who lost. Aaron Oennison, the founder of the 
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Waltham Watch Company (but not the owner) was forced to leave 
the company because ofadisputewith aforeman (Moore, 1945: 45). 
At Reed and Barton: 

On one occasion superintendent Nathan Lawrence objected to some 
process which Charles Minchew, boss plater, was using. One word 
borrowed another. Finally, Minchew ordered Lawrence OUt, and told 
him he would kick him OUt if he came into the department again 
that month. Lawrence immediately reported the incident [0 George 
Brabrook [one of the three top officials}. Thinking it over a moment 
Brabrook replied, "Well, Mr. Lawrence, the foreman of the plating
room has the reputation of carrying through with his word. If 1 were 
you, I think I should keep out of that department for the rest of the 
month." (Gibb, 1943: 284) 

The great powers of foremen made them imponant figures, both 
in the shops and in the community at large. In some cases foremen 
went to considerable lengths to demonstrate their authority and 
position. At Reed and Banon silversmiths, for example: 

On all occasions {foremen} deponed themselves with great dignity, 
and the foremen customarily reponed for work attired in silk hats, 
cutaway coatS, and attendant accessories. Men in the departments 
always were careful to address their bosses with a respectful "Mr." 
(Ibid.: 284) 

This may have been the exception rather than the rule, however. For 
example, the Waterrown Arsenal hearings (discussed below) make it 
clear that foremen and workers were usually on friendly terms with a 
rough egalitarianism which did not deny the foreman's authority. 
This was important to workers, since a despotic foreman could make 
life miserable for his employees (see Nelson, 1974b; Ozanne, 1967). 

It is important to emphasize that foremen did not attain their 
positions because of their abilities or training as office workers or 
managers, but rather because they had been successful and respected 
skilled workers. Not office derks Or college graduates, but molders, 
machinists, carpenters, and rollers became foremen. Even as fore
men they continued to involve themselves direcdy with production, 
rather than JUSt supervising. They set up machines for workers, tried 
new machinery or processes themselves, and saw this activity as a 
central part of their job. Katherine Stone has shown that around the 
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turn of the century foremen had to be taught not to do these things, 
but rather to simply direct the work of others (1974: 81). Similarly, 
when the Watenown Arsenal tried to abolish the craft system and 
replace it with a Taylar-inspired form of organization, Dot only the 
foremen but even the plant superintendent had to be kept from 
doing work on the shop floor. The colonel in charge testified: 

When {Mr. Nelson} firs[ became head of the planning division {the 
Taylar system center focdireccing the work} he was accustomed to the 
old way of doing things, and the temptation was, of course, to do a 
great many things on the floor in the old way. The result of that was 
that sufficient attention on his part was not being given within the 
planning room, where we thought his effons were beSt utilized. (U.S. 
House of Representatives, 1912: 396) 

As George Gibb says, "In the first place, the foreman was a master of 
his trade. Not only was he the head of the depanment. but usually he 
was the best workman in it. That, indeed, constituted the main 
reason why he had been chosen boss" (1943: 284). 

ThePowerojW...ker, 

In terms of its formal procedures and structures of authority, 
the labor system of the nineteenth century looks much like that 
of today: at that time as at this, workers had to obey their foremen, 
foremen had to obey their superintendents, and superintendents 
answered to still higher authority. The most easily visible difference 
is that foremen had almOSt all the powers now held by a far greater 
number of managers-personnel directors, research and develop
ment scientists, engineers, efficiency experts, inventory controllers, 
foremen, timekeepers, bookkeepers, and other white<ollar work
ers. Yet this formal difference between nineteenth- and twentieth
century production, important though it undoubtedly is, is less 
significant than the fact that workers controlled many of the details 
of the work process. 

While nineteenth<enrury foremen had general control over all 
aspeCts of the production process, they could rarely make every 
decision that was theoretically theirs. For example, on June 10, 
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1873, iron puddlers in Troy, New York went on strike against an 
arbitrary foreman, who "had refused to assign a puddler to a furnace 
he had been working at and insisted he could move or discharge any 
worker at his pleasure" (Walkowitz, 1974: 431). That is, a strike 
was provoked when a foteman tried to actually make the decisions 
which were fonnally his, since these decisions were normally made 
by workers. 

Hearings of aspecial comminee of the U .5. House of Rep res en ta
tives to investigate the Taylor and other systems of managemen� 
indicate the nature of the actual relationship. Testimony at these 
hearings makes it clear that while workers and foremen preserved 
the fiction that all decisions were made by the foreman, this was not 
in fact the case. Undoubtedly foremen accepted the responsibility 
for all such decisions, and felt that any merit or blame was theirs, but 
the actual methods and decisions came from the workers-the fore
man only gave his approval and endorsement. Colonel Wheeler, in 
charge of the Watenown Arsenal, listed the many duties of the 
foreman and went so far as to say: 

"The direct result was , , , [har [he foreman, instead of performing 
such work as he was best fitted for. by his mechanical training and 
experience, was confined to a desk or to an office to such an extent that 
work on the floor of the shops was gready neglected. and ali a rule. 
took care ofitself," (Quoted in Aitken. 1%0: 123) 

The actual testimony makes it clear that this was a considerable 
exaggeration-a part of Wheeler's program of denigrating the old 
system and praising the system he was introducing-but there is an 
important measure of truth in this analysis, Many of the foreman's 
nominal powers were in the hands of the workers, 

Officers at Watenown Arsenal were trying to introduce Taylor's 
scientific management system, which aimed to give each worker 
explicit instructions on howto do the work; workers resisted. One 

'"This committee was appointed and the hearinss held as a result of the opposition 
of workers at the U,S, government arsenal at Wacenown, Massa.chusens [0 attempts 
of the officers at the arsenal to introduce TayJor's "sciencilic �men(," Of (he 
three congressmen, one became secrenu'Y of Iabor and IIDOtber secretary of commerce, 
both under President Woodrow Wibon. Thousands of pases of testimony were 
taken, moscly from people who worked at the government arsenals, 
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worker testified about an instance where he thought the instructions 
he was given would not do the job adequately. 

I could not do the work as it should be done. and the foreman came 
along the floor, and I spoke to him about it, and he said, "How would 
you do irr' Well. I told him instead of running the heavy chip on 
the bigh speed {his instructions} that I would run it at a lower 
speed with more feed and get benee results. So he told me to go 
ahead, and Mr. Merrick [the scientific managemem "expert"} came 
along, and he asked me why I changed it. Well, I told him I had 
orders from the foreman that 1 could do it. (U.S. House of Repre
sentatives, 1912: 432) 

The worker, not the foreman, decided the original method was 
wrong; the worker, not the foreman. asked to change the method; 
the worker, not the foreman, suggested an alternative. The foreman, 
however, gave the needed approval and supponed his worker. When 
the scientific management expert objected, the worker, the fore
man, the expen, and the superintendent of the plant all participated 
in a test. The group of them, according to the worker, "tried the 
scientific way and we tried the foreman's way"-the "foreman's" 
way, even though the worker had suggested it-and found the 
"foreman's" way to work better. "So I believe I was told to leave the 
machine the way the foreman fixed it, or the way we changed it to" 
(ibid.; emphasis added-the two are apparently equivalent). The 
worker persisted in giving the credit for his own suggestion to the 
foreman: "So they finally came to the conclusion after all that the 
foreman was right, and they left it that way." 

Other instances of the same phenomenon recur in the testimony. 
When new shop rules prohibited workers from making their own 
decisions, they nonetheless were confident enough to first take 
considerable time and effon to reset the machine, and only after
ward ask the foreman's blessing (ibid.: 372, 445), 

The fact that workers, not foremen or inside contractors, made 
most of the decisions which were formally the responsibility of the 
supervisor, is the reason why I characterize the nineteenth<enrucy 
labor system as craft production, Harry Braverman has argued that 
the most crucial distinction concerning labor is not the usual one of 
blue collar and white collar, not even that between mental and 
manual labor, but is rather the distinction between those who plan 
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the work and those who carry it out (see Braverman, 1974: espe� 
dally 315-19). Bravennan argues that in the modern corporation 
cbese are two very different groups of people, though at one time the 
same people did both activities. Similarly, Arthur Stinchcombe 
(1959) uses this distinction as the basis for the differentiation between 
craft production and bureaucratic administration. In bureaucratic 
administration cbe work process as well as the product itself is 
planned in advance by persons not on the work crew. In craft 
production, on the other hand, most aspects of the work process are 
r;ietermined by workers in accordance with the empirical lore that 
makes up craft principles. Craft production depends on the know� 
ledge and skill of people directly involved in the process of produc� 
tion, who both plan and carry out the necessary tasks. Stinchcombe 
deals only with cbe construction industry in the mid�twentieth 
century, which makes the craft system appear to be an isolated 
instance of limited importance. In fact, however, as Braverman 
recognizes, most work used to be organized on a craft basis, if by 
this we mean that the same people planned and executed the work. 

As an example of the work process associated with a bureaucratic 
administration of production, consider modern automobile pro
duction. The first decisions are usually made at the very top of 
the company. Do changing demographic, economic, or competi
tive factors indicate the need fot a new car, and if so, to what 
image should it appeal (powerful-sexy-sporty versus small-cheap
economical versus whatever)? Some decisions are made and general 
principles are given to the research and development division which 
decides on the general design and produces a prototype. Throughout 
this process the top levels of the company are consulted continually; 
they usually choose between the various possible options. If the idea 
is adopted, engineers plan the production of the car. New machinery 
is created or old machinery is reset. Engineers plan the sequence of 
operations, and if necessary the factory is reorganized (or a new 
factory is built). Efficiency experts determine the exact movements 
that each worker should make. Even the speed of the line is set by 
high officials. The quality of the cars is determined by high-level 
decisions about the materials used, the operations to be performed, 
and the length of time workers are to be given for each operation. 
No one on the shop floor, not even the foremen, need plan any 
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aspect of the work process. All the workers need to do is stand 
at their machines and work, doing the same operation over and 
over. The company would feel that something had gone seriously 
wrong if this work required any but the most minimal thought." 
The company doesn't want worker input even if it could help 
improve the quality or construction of the car (see Watson, 1971). 
The number of units produced, the level of inventory, and so 
on are decided on by economists, executives, and inventory con
trol personnel. 

This paradigm of modem production is in stark contrast to 
nineteenth-century craft production. In the nineteenth century, 
workers, foremen, or inside contractors-all of whom were directly 
and intimately involved in the actual process of production-would 
frequently be the ones to introduce a new product or design. At the 
WaItham Watch Company, the "'e. T. Parker" and '·P. S. Bartlett" 
watches were named for the inside contractors who designed and 
produced them. When the Whitin Machine Works found that it was 
legally required to pay a royalty for the use of any spindle showing 
freedom at its bolster bearing, the company wanted to devise a new 
spindle in order to avoid the royalty payment. This new spindle was 
designed for the company not by an independent expert or a college 
trained engineer, but by one of the company's own inside contrac
tors (Navin, 1950: 194). At the Winchester Repeating Arms Com
pany, until 1886, when a laboratory was introduced, the develop
mc:::nt and pruductioll of priming mixtures was entrusted to the 
primer shop foreman, "'who had long experience in the work." He 
tried out new mixtures empirically, and recorded the results and 
formulas in a "little black book." "'This information was available 
only to the foreman, who kept it a closely guarded secret," with the 
result that high management didn't dare nre him (Williamson, 1952: 
143). At Reed and Barran silversmiths foremen "passed judgment 
upon new designs" (Gibb, 1943: 284). In all these cases, even the 

·Even here, it is not poslible to kill all buman initiative and creatiVity, though 
capitalism has done its best to do so. Worlc:ers find ways to win at least some slight 
degree of control over their speed; often workers find new and better ways to do the 
work, mmetimes even designing new toob and equipment for tbe purpose. (These 
new methods must be kept secret from the company, O.fworkers would be required to 
increase their output accordingly.) (See Walker and GueSt, 1952; Houbolt and 
Kusrerer, 1977; Garson, 1975: Chapter Seven below.) 
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products to be manufactured were decided on by people direcdy 
involved 'in the production process, 

Whether or not workers designed the product, they did plan 
the work process. At an early period, before the Civil War, 
workers were simply given a pattern musket, fot example, told 
[0 make duplicate parts that would interchange, and left to plan 
the work. 

By the 1911 hearings at the Watectown Arsenal, there was a 
well-developed system of drawings and limit gauges. The foreman 
was given a set of drawings for the parts his workers were to make; he 
then decided who should make each part (which involved selecting 
the machinery to be used), and distributed the drawings w the 
appropriate workers. The use of drawings, specifications, and gauges 
did not mean that the worker's skill and expertise were no longer 
necessary, however. In order to know how to make the part, maChin
ists had to study the blueprints and drawings. It was impossible 
to say how long it should take to understand any particular drawing, 
so the men had to be left alone until they understood what needed 
to be done. 

When a man has got a job of work, he will very often take the drawins 
out and lay it before him on the bench, and I have seen a half hour's 
time and an hour's time spent entirely with the man's face over the 
drawing. . . .  Now, as foreman of the room I can not take the drawing 
away from the man, but I must wait until the man understands it. You 
know that some men are able [Q grasp those things quicker than other 
men and I must wait until they see [he things dearly. (U.S. House of 
Representatives, 1912: 319) 

There was no way that such a worker could be rushed. If he did not 
understand the drawing, he would be almost certain to ruin an 
expensive and valuable piece of work. Understanding the drawings 
was not by any means a simple or mechanical task: "if the drawings 
are not made in detail, if they are made in assembled groups, in 
sections, or in some other way, they [workers] certainly have got to 
have foresight to read them" (ibid.: 319). Workers did not simply 
have a hard time understanding the drawings, did not simply have 
to have the foresight to plan the work carefully, they had w use 
their knowledge and experience to supply information that was 
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not on the drawings but which was crucial to the successful comple
tion of the job.· 

Mr. Redfield. Is it your experience that drawings are commonly blind 
in the respect thar matters are omitted from them which it is assumed 
the mechanic will himself supply but which are an important part 
of the work? 

Mr. MacKet:n. There are some cases of that kind in agreat many of our 
drawings. (Ibid.: 319) 

Workers who spent an hour studying a drawing might also quite 
justifiably want to talk to other workers about the problem, get their 
advice, check to be sure they had made the correct interpretation. 

The "blind" drawings of the Watectown Arsenal, which required 
the workers to perform operations and make pans even though 
these were not called for on the drawings, were not by any means an 
example of mismanagement. Congressman Redfield was himself a 
manufocrurec. and lacee secretary of commerce in Woodrow Wilson's 
cabinet. The very fact that he knew to ask about this practice indi
cates that it was typical. The common practice was to give workers 
instructions which, if interpreted and executed in literal fashion, 
would lead to total disaster. For example, in an 1885 anicle in the 
American MachiniJt Oberlin Smith suggested an innovation for use 
in "average" machine shops. (Guns, sewing machines, locks, and the 
like already made use of limit gauges which took care of the problem 
he was dealing with, he explained.) When a shaft had to go inm a 
hole, the common practice arthat time was to insttuct the workers to 
make both the shaft and the hole one inch wide. As Smith pointed 
out, actually the workers would not do so, or the shaft could not fit 
into the hole. Either the hole or the shaft had to be out of specifica
tion; it could make a difference which one was. Smith's suggestion 
was that workers be instructed to make a hole of one inch and a shaft 
of .999 inches, with a maximum variation of .0004 inch, so that even 

+It would be a mistake to believe that this was simply a result of the primitive nature 
of production and blueprints in 1911. Even in modem automObile prodw:tion. 
despite all the caution and effon that goes into planning, engioeers do not foresee all 
the problems involved in the layOUt of the production process. Once production 
actually beps, workers keep finding bugs and problems. This is one of the main 
reasons why the first cars produced for any new model are always full of bugs and 
assembly defects. 
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with the smallest permissible hole and the largest permissible shaft 
there would still be .0002 inch oflooseness. "It is obvious that such a 
system would produce much better results than the present one of 
instructing the workman to make a hole of one inch and a shaft of 
one inch, leaving him to disobey orders by using his individual 
judgment as to the variations" (1885: 1). 

At the same time that the worker swdied the drawing, he was 
planning the work and deciding how to set up and run the machine. 
For example, the same amount of material could be removed on a 
lathe at a slow speed with a deep CUt as could be achieved at a higher 
speed with less cut. Mathematically these twO choices might be 
eqUal, but in actual practice they were not. Workers had to use their 
skill and expertise to determine the optimum relationship between 
all of the variables which had to be considered-the speed, feed. 
depth of cut. shape. sharpness. and temper of the rool used. tbe 
hardness of the material, the amount of power applied to the machine, 
the desired quality of the finish. and so on. These decisions were 
all part of the worker's job. When Frederick Taylor wanted to 
incorporate in his system a way to make these determinarions for 
the workers, he was forced to create a slide rule which rook into 
consideration sixteen different variables (U .S. House of Represen. 
tatives, 1912: 449). Mr. Nelson, the master mechanic (plant super· 
intendent) at the Warertown Arsenal, saw the ability to make these 
decisions as the difference between a skilled and a semiskilled worker. 

The Chairman. Is it your judgment that matters of that kind, of speed 
and feed. should be determined with some latitude left to the work· 
man himself? 

Mr. Nmon. Yes, to a mechanic. 

The Chairman. Workins in conjunction with his foreman? 

Mr. Nelson. If I used a handy man"' I believe I should dictate the speed 
and feed for him. 
The Chairman. But if you use a skilled workman you think his judg· 
ment ought to be utilized? 

Mr. Nelson. His judgment ought to be utilized. 

···Handy man" (or sometimes "specialist") was the tenn used by machinists to 
denote what we «>day call a semiskilled worker. 
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The Chairman. You suppose when you employ a skilled workman at 
the wages of askilled workman that you are paying him for his skill, do 
you not? 

Mr. NelIon. I am paying him for his skill. 

The Chairman. Budf you were llsinga handy man you would expect to 
have to direct him? 

Mr. Nelson. I would expect to direC[ him and lay out a routine for him 
to work to. (Ibid.: 509) 

So far this discussion of nineteenth-century production has de· 
scribed the production of a new item, which of course involves more 
variability and requires more skill and planning than does ordinary 
routinized production. But even "ordinary" and "rounne" work 
situations required a great deal of planning and skill by the pro
duction worker. To begin with, it would be a mistake to view the 
"ordinary" mass production situation as one in which nothingcbanged 
fo.r a period of twenty years. For example, during the 1860s and 
1870s Singer doubled its production of sewing machines about 
every four years, and this can hardly have been done without drastic 
changes in the work process. In general, the nineteenth century was 
a period of rapid advances in machinery, methods, and technology, 
which involved frequent changes in the nature of day-to-day work. 
Even aside from increases in output or changes in technology, 
nineteenth- as well as twentieth-cenrury industry introduced new 
models, styles, and products. In 1889 there were only two typewriter 
companies; by 1909 there were eighty-nine separate companies 
(Bliven, 1954: 94-95). Edward Hess, one of the employees of Royal 
Typewriter, was granted l40 patents on various typewriter featUres 
(ibid.: 90). New models and features were constandy being intro
duced. In the eight years from l858 to l865 the Waltham Watch 
Company introduced five new styles of watch. By l88l they made 
twenty-one grades, in l886, thirty-six grades, in l89l, fony grades 
and in l896, fony-five grades (Moore, 1945: 77). This focuses 
only on the companies which mass produced the most standa'rdized 
products. For companies that made larger and more variable items, 
such as machine shops or locomotive works, there was probably 
even more variation. In bureaucratic production planning for a new 
item is the responsibility of engineers, research and development 
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scientists. and other nonproduction workers, so tbat the develop
ment of new products generally does not significantly involve pro
duction workers. In the nineteenth century the development of 
these products, and tbe decisions about how to begin production. 
were far more likely to be made by shop-floor workers. Instead of 
having a minority of employees who do nothing but develop new 
prod\lcts, as is the case today, a much larger numbet of workers had 
at least some significant involvement with planning the production 
of new items. 

Even when the product remained the same. variation was possible 
in a number of other elements of the work ptocess. For a machinist. 
for example. the quality of the castings he was given to machine 
might vary tremendously, and this variation might demand adjust
ments on the part of the machinist. Similarly. in an age when iron and 
steel quality was much less standardized than it is today, the hardness 
of the metal could vary significantly from week to week. and this 
again required adjusanents. For other kinds of workers. for example. 
iron puddlers. the variations in the materials could be the key 
element in the production process. Pig iron containing silicon, 
sulphur, and phosphorous-impurities which made the iron brittle
would be put into a puddling furnace and a fire. made by burning 
bituminous coal. would be stoked for roughly thirty minutes, until it 
melted the iron. James 1- Davis' account gives a feel for the way in 
which even during "routine" production an iron puddler had to 
combine judgment and knowledge on the onc hand with physical 
strength and skill on the other. 

For the next seven minutes I " thickened the heat up" by adding iron 
oxide [Q the bath. This was in the form of roll scale. The furnace 
continued in full blast till that was melted. The liquid metal in the 
hearth is called slag. The iron oxide is putin it to make it more basic for 
the chemical reaction that is to take place. Adding the roll scale had 
cooled the charge, and it waS thick like hoecake batter. I now 
thoroughly mixed it with a rabble which is like a long iron hoe . . . .  

My purpose in slackening my heat as soon as the pis iron was melted 
was to oxidize the phosphorous and sulpbur ahead of the altbon.Just 
as alcohol vaporizes at a lower heat than water, so sulphur and phos. 
phorous oxidize at a lower heat than carbon. When this reaction 
begins I see light flames breaking through (he lake of molten slag in my 
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furnace . . . .  The flames are caused by the burning of carbon monoxide 
from the oxidation of carbon. The slag is basic and takes the sulphur 
and phosphorous into combination. thus ending its combination with 
the iron. The purpose now is to oxidize [he carbon, too, without 
ceduciug the phosphorous and sulphur and causing them to return to 
the iron. We want the pure iron [0 begin CryStaUizing Ollt of the bath 
like butter from the churning buuermilk. 

More and moce of the carbon gas comes out of the puddle. and as it 
bubbles out the charge is agitated by its escape and [he "boil" is in 
progress. h is not real boiling like the boiling of a reakeuie. When a 
teakenle boils the Water rurns [0 bubbles of vapor and goes up ip. the 
air to [Um to water again when it gets cold. But in the boiling iron 
puddle a chemical change is raking place. The iron is nOt going up in 
vapor. The carbon and the oxygen are. This formation of gas in the 
molten puddle causes the whole charge to boil up like an ice-cream 
soda. The slas overflows. Redder than strawberry syrup and as hQ( as 
the Jiery lake in Hades it flows over the rim of the hearm and OUt 
through the slag-bole. My helper has pushed up a buggy there to 
receive it. More than an eighth and sometimes a quarter of the weight 
of the pig iron flows off in slag and is carted away . . . .  

For twenty-Jive minutes while the boil goes on I stir it constantly with 
my long iron rabble . . . .  Little spikes of pure iron like frost sparks 
glow white-hot and stick out of the churning slag. These must be 
stirred under at once; me long stream of !lame from (he grate plays 
over the puddle. and the pure iron if lapped by these gases would be 
oxidized-burned up. 

Pasty masses of iron form at me bottom of me puddle. There they 
would stick and become chilled if they were not constantly stirred. 
The whole charge must be mixed and mixed as it steadily thickens so 
that it will be uniform throughout. 

The charge which I have been kneading in my furnace now has " come 
to nature," the stringy sponge of pure iron is separating from the slag. 
The " balling" of this sponge into three loaves is a task that occupies 
from ten to fifteen minutes . . . .  I am balling it into three parts of equal 
weight. If the charge is six hundred pounds. each of my balls mdst 
weigh exactly twO hundred pounds . . . .  I must get the three balls, or 
blooms, out of the furnace and into the squeezer while me slag is still 
liquid so that it can be squeezed out of the iron. 

From cold pig iron to finished blooms is a process that takes from an 
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hour and ten minutes, to an hour and forty minutes, depending on the 
'speed and skill of the puddler, and the kind of iron. (1922: 90-1 13) 

Great strength and the ability to endure the terrible heat were 
necessary in order to do the job, but the key element was the 
worker's skill and judgment. How much coal to shovel in the fire, 
how to regulate the vents to get the beSt draught, how much iron 
oxide to add, how to stir, how much slag to draw off, how to make 
three equal balls at the right time, how to get them out and into the 
squeezer at the right time, these were all elements which varied with 
each batch. Although the product was always wrought iron, and the 
raw materials were always pig iron, coal, and iron oxide, and al
though the methods stayed much the same for many years, tbe 
worker was constantly planning the production process. 

For machinists, after making all of the decisions about how to 
do the work and setting up the machine, the worker still had to 
fit up for the job. Colonel Wheeler quoted a management expert's 
repon on some other, nongovernmental, shop in order to illustrate 
a frequent practice, one which he believed to exist at the Watenown 
Arsenal in 1910: 

In the usual shop, with some machines iying idle, if a man atamachine 
wants a dog or a bob or a dwnp the easiest way for him to get it is toga 
to the nearest idle machine and help himself; and this is what he 
usually does, except that he usually takes two, if available, and StOWS 
one away near his machine for possible future use. When the idle 
machine is wanted, much time is losr in supplying it with the necessary 
equipment. Again. a new man is taken on and put at one Df the idle 
machines and given a job; he does not know the shop and he hunts 
around for the necessary equipment . . . .  He goes from one man to 
another. trying to get the necessary equipment. (U.S. House of 
Representatives, 1912: 113) 

This is obviously a hostile description of the situation. and neither 
Colonel Wheeler's nor the "expert's" assessment of the efficiency of 
the system can be accepted as unbiased. It does indicate. however, 
that it was the worker's responsibility to get the necessary partS, 
and it shows the extent to which sociability and cooperation were 
necessary in order for workers to do their jobs well. 

In the system described above there is no reference to central 
storerooms. In fact, such Storerooms almost always existed. In the 
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18705 and 18805 these storerooms were generally open to all 
workers, who could simply take what they wanted. As time went 
on the controls over these rooms were generally increased. For 
example, at the Watectown Arsenal in 1911 the bolt and strap room 
was still left open. "Each man is allowed to go in there oc send a 
helper in there and take what he wishes and return it when he is 
through using it." This was because bolts and straps were compara
tively inexpensive. Until the introduction of the new management 
system, "as far as possible each machine had a full complement of 
tools excepting special tools." If workers needed special rools, 
or were missing tools which they should have had, they either 
borrowed them from other machinists, or got them from the tool
room. Under the new management system introduced around 1910, 
the policy was "to keep all tools in the tool room and draw tools 
only as required by check" (ibid.: 318, 331). Even this system 
obviously allowed the worker to walk to the toolroom when neces
sary. The aim of scienrific managemenr was, as far as possible, to 
have the necessary tool for each job brought to the machine by 
unskilled workers. 

In addition to securing the necessary tools and equipment. workers 
might also need to take the time to have their tools sharpened and 
tempered. It used to be the custom for the machinist himself to go to 
the shop and have his tool tempered and wait there while it was being 
done. Rather than having tools sharpened to standard specifications 
and available to workers when needed, workers would take their 

tools and have them ground and tempered to the specific require
ments of the job they had before them. Obviously, considerable 
time was "lost" (from a capitalist point of view. that is; the worker 
probably enjoyed the break and the opportunity to talk to other 
workers) waiting for tools to be prepared, but there were com
pensating advantages. For one thing, such tools would do the work 
better, since they were adapted to the particular material. speed, 
and so on that the job required. Perhaps as important. this meant 
that the tools-even though owned by the company-stayed. with 
the worker, so that "under the old system when a man got a good 
lathe tool or agood planer tool, it was the custom to take care of that 
tool, and he thought almost as much of it as he did of the dollars he 
earned" (ibid.: 333). 
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Workers had still other miscellaneous duties and responsibilities 
connected with the production process. If their machines did not 
work properly it was up to them, with the assistance of their foreman, 
to fix them. These were the sons of situations when foremen worked 
on the shop floor, putting their knowledge and experience to use in 
difficult or unusual situations. Nonetheless, workers frequently knew 
more than their foremen: 

The machine went wrong and we worked on the machine quite a while 
before we found OUt the cause of its actions . . . . The foreman did not 
understand the machine any more than myself, he was unable to show 
me what was the matter with it until we worked on it between us and I 
found out the cause myself. (Ibid.: 443, 445) 

On this particular job, because of the problems with the machine, it 
took the machinist "three or four days to rig up," and he worked on 
the job for three weeks in total. 

Substantial time was spent on activities other than working at the 
machines in ordinary production. Workers insisted that they had to be 
allowed sufficient time "to attend to any accidents that might take 
place, such as the slipping of belts, or the breaking of the machines, or 
anything of that SOrt." When the management of the Rock Island 
Arsenal set the piece rates, they allowed a worker "about twO 

hours for grinding tools, etc.," although they argued that this was 
"an excessive amount." Workers opposed setting any production 
limits, arguing: 

A man is not a machine, and even a machine does not always maintain 
the same speed or power. Tools will get dull and have to be taken out 
of the machine, ground, and reset; belts breakand have to be repaired. 
Sometimes the nonproductive movements that are necessary are quite 
as great as the productive ones and sometimes more so. (Ibid.: 839) 

The power that workers had over the process of production made 
it difficult for management to control them. It was impossible to 
specify in advance how long it should take a worker to understand a 
paccicular blueprint or drawing, and it was pointless to hurry the 
worker since errors of understanding could prove extremely costly. 
Workers studying drawings would probably want to talk to other 
workers to check their understanding. Doing this could save time 
and avoid errors-but it also meant that it was hard for management 
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to control workers' movements in the shop, hard for supervisors to 
know when workers were legitimately discussing the work and when 
they were "illegitimately" socializing. The problems for manage
ment were endless. If one wockerwere talking to another, this might 
be a needed consultation about the meaning of a blueprint, it might 
be a question about the possible location of a tool, oc it might simply 
be socializing. Similarly, a worker wandering around the shop might 
be engaged in a legitimate search for a necessary tool, might be going 
for necessary materials or fixtures, might be taking a tool to be 
sharpened, or might be out visiting. Even a worker sitting around 
doing nothing could be waiting foe a tool to be sharpened or a 
foreman to find him a new job. 

Class Struggle 

The dynamic of capitalism forces capitalists to continually increase 
their effocts to extract the maximum amount of surplus value. In the 
early nineteenth century employers were not generally rational 
profit maximizers. Their accounts and controls were in a primitive 
state, and even relations with employees were not necessarily based 
on capitalist economic criteria The companies were small; they were 
often controUed by people who themselves worked and were inti
mately involved with workers and the work process. At Reed and 
Banon, for example, "Charles E. Banon remained a solderer to the 
end. Henry G. Reed's interests grew broader, but were bounded on 
one side by the plating vats and on the other by the teaware depart
ment and Parkin's designing room" (Gibb, 1943: 147-48). This 
continued through the 1850s and into the 1860s, even though the 
company had 125 employees in 1860 and 336 employees in 1865. 
Perhaps as a result, wages in the factory were set on a social. not a 
rational capitalist, basis: 

, 

Except for the apprentices no definite wage scales were established in 
the factory. Wages were a matter of individual bargaining. and the 
primary determinant of a man's pay was his length of service. A 
young man turning out ten pieces a day, as compared with one of his 
older associates who produced eight, could not offer the addi_ 
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nonal production as reason for an increase to (he older man's level of 
wages. (Ibid.: 283) 

In the early nineteenth century, managers and capitalists were nor 
always dear about the fundamental opposition between their in
terests and those of their workers. In 1833 Thompsonville carpet 
weavers went on strike, and "personal relations were so good tbat 
some of the strikers were employed by the agent on his farm" 
(Notton, 1952: 24). Similarly, in the great Lynn shoe strike of 
1860, the strike committee of the Mechanics Association "solicited 
contributions from the bosses to the strike fund. Shoemakers were 
not surprised when several manufacturers actually subscribed to 
pay; leading the list was a boss who 'agreed to be taxed $300' " 
(Dawley, 1976: 83). Capitalists were quick to abandon these orienta
tions, however, as strikes made dear the fundamental opposition. 
The Thompsonville carpet management broke the strike by bribing 
the union president with a supervisory position, arresting the other 
leaders, and importing scabs. The shoe manufacturers, with one 
exception, did not come through on their pledges to the strike fund. 
Instead, they broke the strike by hiring scab Jabor. The workers felt 
betrayed, with one leader concluding tbat the strike showed " 'the 
interest of capital is to get as much labor for as little money as 
possible' "(quoted in ibid.: 85; Nonon, 1952: 25). By 18700r 1880 
all capitalists, and almOSt all workers, had learned this basic lesson. 

Workers, on the other hand, were not nearly so single-minded. 
Corporations were, and had to be, overwhelmingly concerned with 
profit maximization. Workers pursued many goals. All other things 
being equal, they wanted as much money as possible, obviously. But 
chey also wanted shoner work hours, acomfortable work pace which 
would not leave them exhausted at the end of the day, a chance to 
socialize during the work process, varied and interesting activity, the 
oPPOrtunity to use their full skill and potential, and a chance to 
produce quality goods in which they could take pride. All of these 
and more went into the concept of "a fair day's work for a fair day's 
pay," a phrase thar recurs continually in every late-nineteenth
century discussion of the work day. Custom, in one form or another. 
was an extremely important force in regulating what workers should 
and should not do, what they should and should not be paid (see 
discussion below; Thompson, 1963; Hobsbawm, 1964). Workers 
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had to balance a number of concerns, and the result sometimes 
emphasized high wages, sometimes short hours, sometimes varied 
and interesting work, sometimes the opportunity to socialize. These 
decisions were made not by individual workers. but by the work 
group as a whole, which struggled to enforce the decisions on the 
employer and on one another. 

Workers' skill and expertise combined with their conrrol over the 
details of the work process gave them a great deal of leverage in 
every aspect of this struggle. It was not so much that they would 
absolutely refuse to do something-although skilled workers were 
hard to replace, and a work stoppage was a powerful threat. More 
important, workers could sabotage or evade an order through their 
comrol over the productive process, As an example of the problems 
this posed for management, consider the following case of a dispute 
at the Watertown Arsenal between the officers in charge (manage
ment) and the molders (skilled workers). This particular struggle 
concerned the quality of the work. In this case-and it was one 
common nineteenth-century situation--management"s complaint 
was that the workers were turning out work that was too good. The 
officers in charge wanted lower quality, and therefore cheaper, work 
produced; the molders resisted and insisted on maintaining stan
dards. Their pride in themselves and their craft demanded it. 

Management insisted that it had a right to set the standard of 
quality, but had to admit that in practice they were unable to do so. 

Major WiliiamJ. We have a system of inspection for all of those 
castings, and the castings must pass that inspection to be accepted. We 
aim, ourselves {management], to set our standard of work. 

The Chairman. May I ask, Major, in that connection, whether instruc
tions, oral or written, have been given to the workmen in connection 
with tbe finishing of these maids? 

Major W iliialRS. Yes, sir; I have given instructions to that effect myself. 
My own personal experience is they do too much finishing. 

The Chairman. Were instructions of that character given to the wa"'rk
men prior to the time of the introducing of this premium system? 

Major Wiiliams. I have been after it for about three years. I have 
spoken to the workmen about it time and time again. (V.S. House of 
Representatives, 1912: 134) 
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The most important pan of this dispute concerned the nailing 
of maids. Ordinary nails were used to reenforce the molds and 
increase their burden-bearing power. On at least one occasion, 
management-probably frustrated from years of having instructions 
ignored-ordered a complete halt in nailing as a test case. Gustave 
Lawson, a molder employed in the foundry, testified about his 
experience, under questioning by another molder,John O'Leary, a 
representative of the union. 

Mr. D'Leary. Are you familiae with what is known as a top carri88t!? 

Mr. LawJon. Yes, sir. 

Mr. O'Leary. Do you recall some time ago, in (he making of these 
carriages, that some one approached you and suggeSted or instructed 
you that you were using roo much time in nailing the job? 

Mr. Ltiwson. Yes, sir. 

Mr. D'Leary. Who was thar person? 

Mr. LtiwJon. Larkin, the foreman of the foundry at that time. 

Mr. O'Leary. In carrying out his instructions what did you do? 

Mr. Lawson. He came to me at 1 1  o'clock and he says, 'There are 
orders from Capt. Horsefall rbar: you shall stop nailing the cope," and I 
says, "Well,Jack," I says, "I won't StOP nailing." "Well," he says. " go  
ahead and stop it." I said, 'That is going to hurt my character." 

Mr. O'Leary. You mean your reputation as a molder? 

Mr. Lawson. Yes, sir. I told him if I stopped nailing thar cope my 
efficiency would be hurt, because that is what we go by here. "Well," 
he says, "you go ahead and do as I tell you; it is an order from 
Capt. Horsefall you do so;" and in about a half an hour afterwards 
he came back and he says, "You start to nailing that again," he says; 
"part of those castings are almost gone; they have scabs all over 
them." (Ibid.: 148) 

Management was forced to concede that "the nailing of a steel 
casting is an accepted practice. The thing that we endeavor to conrrol 
is the number of nails that are put in" (ibid.: 150). While this might 
appear a trivial saving in time, it was not. Preparation of the mold 
was a time-consuming operation. Typically, workers wllo had been 
taking twelve hours to nail and finish agiven quantity of molds were 
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ordered to do this in seven hours, thw requiring them to produce 
almost cwice as much. 

The congressional hearings were very loosely run; anyone could 
ask a question of any witness. One day the hearings were held inside 
the foundry. and Major Williams, in charge of production, tried to 
establish by questioning a molder that the reduced nailing had not 
affected the quality, but in the end was forced to fall back on a 
reassertion of his authority. 

Major Williams. Did you nail that mold? 

Mr. HickJin. Yes, sir. 

Major Williams. Has it less nails in it than formerly? 

Mr, Hick/in. Well, I was told to reduce the nails, and, of course, I did;" 
but I have seen some scabs on the castings. 

Major WilIiams. Which castings? 

Mr. Hick/in. Well, I have seen several on [he gun-lever arms that had 
scabs on them. 

Mr. D'wry. By scabs you mean what? 

Mr. Hick/in. Where it is cut. 

Mr. O'wry. Why does that happen? 

Mr. Hicklin. For the want of nailing on. 

Major Witliam.r. I would like to state, as being in eharge of the shops, 
that it is my business to detennine whether or not the product is 
satisfactory, and not the molders. (Ibid.: 144-45) 

The molders could not agree, however. They were concerned 
about their reputations as molders, and took pride in producing 
quality work. Workers did not accept management's right to set the 
quality and level of output; they would not agree to produce a 
greater number of lower quality items. One molder, when asked 
what affect piecework would have on wages, ignored the question 
and said tbe problem witb piecework was "it makes them [wotkers] 
become inferior workmen . . . .  And that will be the case for me if I 
have to be speeded up. I don't think I will stand for it; I value my 

-Remember that Major Williams had been after the workers for three years, 
speaking to them time and time !!pin. without: success. 
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reputation yet" (ibid.: 207; see also 279-80). To the moIders the 
relevant fact-which they took trouble to establish at the hearings
was that Major Williams had never been a molder, had no practical 
experience in the trade, had never worked at the bench or made a 
maid, and had never been trained in the craft (facts which Major 
Williams could not deny). As one molder summed up the dispute 
between Gustave Lawson and the officers in charge (see above): 

Now, the poim I wanted to bring out is that a military officer, who is 
not a molder, would nO[ be competem to instruct a man whom you 
testify is probably the beSt moMer in the arsenal and recognized as one 
of the best molders in this vicinity. (Ibid.: 151). 

That is, these workers rejected the very concept of management as 
an occupation and a skill separate from expertise in the work itself.· 

It is important to consider disputes about quality, both because 
they were important in and of themselves and because they reveal 
the attitudes of the two sides and the nature of the Struggle. The 
main focus of struggle on the shop floor. however, unquestionably 
concerned the speed of production. Workers decided among them
selves on an output level. and enforced it on each other. This was set 
at what workers considered a reasonable speed of production, a 
speed considerably below what they knew to be physically possible. 
Workers put strong social pressure on each other not to exceed the 
agreed output level, since that would make other workers look bad, 
and would subject them to strong employer pressure to increase 
their speed. At the end of World War I, Charles Walker, a Yale 
graduate, took a job as a common laborer in a steel mill. It took the 
other workers a while to teach Walker the correct work pace. At first 
he went tOO fast, and was encouraged by others to slow down. 

So I slowed up on my wheel-barrow loads. 5a[ on the handles, and spat 
and talked, till I found I was going tOO slow. There was a work-rhythm 
that was neither a dawdle nor a drive; if you expecred any comfort in 
your gang life of twelve hours daily, you had best discover and obey its 
laws. It might be, from several points of view, an incorrect rhythm, 
bur, at all events, it was a part of the gang mores. And some of its 
inward reasonableness often appeared before.the day was out, or the 
month, or the year. (Walker. 1922: 93-94) 

·For a British example of (his same son of dispute ar about the Hme period $ee 
Thompson, 1963: 236. 
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Workers wanted to maintain a comfonable work pace, one which 
would allow them to live a reasonable life, both at work and at 
home. Even when they were offered increased wages for higher 
productivity, they still refused to increase their output. 

The Chairman. Have you any objection to the premium system at all? 

Mr. SJackhollse. Yes, I have objection to it-that to come up with the 
time on the card I have got to move along pretty lively. 

The Chairman. But you get additional pay if you do move along faster? 

Mr. SI(JckbfJuJt. Yes; but I am satisfied with aday's pay fora day's work, 
and I don't want toga home at night feeling like I would lay down by 
the machine when I got through my work. (U.S. House of Repre
sentatives, 1912: 302) 

Mr. Srackhouse readily admitted that he could work fast enough to 
meet the output goal set for him, but be did nor want to, and extra 
wages were not enough to change his mind. 

In the nineteenth century it was generally accepted as legitimate 
for ordinary workers to have the kind of control over their work 
time which today is the special privilege of college professors, top 
managers, and similar elite personnel. The following somewhat 
romanticized version of the mid-nineteenth century reality appeared 
in Engineering Magazine in 1896: 

The nearest approach to a strike in the Whitin Shops occurred when 
the ten-hour law was passed in Massachusetts. The workmen asked for 
[he ten-hour day from the member of the Whitin family at that time in 
charge, and it was given them, with the information that the works 
would be fenced in, and provided with locked gates. The working 
hours had been nominally eleven; if a workman was five or ten minutes 
late, it was not noticed, and. if a hand wanted a piece of pie in the 
forenoon, he simply walked out of the shop to his home for it. The 
mail came to the little post-office across the road from the works at five 
in the afternoon, and, of course, nothing was more reasonable· .. than 
that a workman should go over to the office to see if be had any 
imponant leuers. There are to-day fish in the pond, and fur and 
feather on the hills about Whitinsville, and in tbe old days many of the 
hands took their guns to the shop with them, and a flock of ducks in 
the pond, or even a muskrat swimming across, was the signal for a 
shootinsexpedition. (Roland, 1896, 12: 78-80) 
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The fence and locked gates, the end of the ability to take a break 
when and as they chose, caused mass resignations in afom of strike. 

An extreme example of this son of workers' control is that of the 
hat finishers, who "considered it oppressive to work without breaks, " 
"jealously guarded their right to drink," and stopped work to play. 

When times were dull, they turned their shops into recreation rooms, 
and played card games, checkers, or quoits; indeed "no finishiusroom 
would be complete without a checker board and a deck of cards." Even 
in busy times, hatters broke up their work with frequent diversions. 
Salesmen regularly went through the shops sellius iewelry or other 
wares, while job-hunters from outside wandered about renewius old 
acquaintances." Meanwhile, the finishers themselves walked through 
the factories, from department to department, visiting with neighbors 
and friends . . . .  

When work was not piled up too high, hatters left their shops to play 
baseball Or to go on a clambake. Danbury finishers found the lure of 
the great outdoors to be so Strong that they left for picnics even 
without their bosses' permission during the summer of 1886. So 
passionate was the Orange men's love for baseball that they played 
when they had ample work to do. (Bensman, 1979: 109-11;  for 
another example see Oeyrup, 1948: 162-63) 

By 1911,  at the time of the congressional hearings investigating 
government arsenals, these rights were much less common and 
generally had been much reduced even where they existed. Even so, 
Congressman Redfield. himself a manufacturer. and later secretary 
of commerce, assumed that workers would have rights which workers 
today would hesitate to ask for. For example. he could not believe 
that workers were not allowed to go over and look out the windows. 
and wanted to know if an exception was made at least on circw days. 
At the Rock Island Arsenal hearings he also had trouble accepting 
the rules about talking: 

Mr. Alifas. Is it not regarded by most of the workmen that it is almOSt 
an impossibility for a man to refrain from tallcing all day long? 

Mr. GIIsla/son. Well, the statement is made by my fellow workmen 
that it is an impossibility for a man to refrain from talking all day long, 
and that, funhermore, they would not stop . . . .  

-rile bat finishers themselves controlled hiring: to be hired a journeyman bad to 
have another journeyman vouch for him. 
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Mr. Redfield. I want to get a little clearer understanding for the com
mittee of what this system is. What do you mean by a rule against 
talking? That, of course, does not mean, as I understand it, that 
you can carry on long conversations, but do you mean that you are 
forbidden by this rule from speaking to an adjoining workman? 

Mr. Gustajson. It does; anything that does not pertain to your work. 

Mr. Redfield. You could not say to him, "That was a fine show we saw at 
[he [heater last night"? 

Mr. GNstafion. No, sir; you are not supposed to say that. 

Mr. IUdjieU. Now, is that literally so, [haryou are not supposed to talk 
about anything at all? Do you want us to understand (hat you are 
under a system where the only words that are supposed la pass your 
lips all day long relate to the actual work of the arsenal? 

Mr. GlIslafton. Yes, sir; that is what we are given to understand. (U.S. 
House of Representatives, 1912: 908, 910) 

Since in general workers wanted to do "a fair day's work," they 
resisted instructions that called for too little as well as too much 
work. A molder at the Watenown Arsenal, for example, testified 
that he received such instructions. "I felt a little bit ashamed of 
myself," he said, and he therefore explained to the person in charge 
how and why he should do more work (ibid.: 247). By the nature of 
the case, however, it was much more common for workers to resist 
management pressures [0 do more than they deemed reasonable. 
Management poinced to figures showing how much could be done in 
a few hours (or minutes), and then multiplied those figures out to 
achieve a day or a week's output level. The workers at the Rock 
Island Arsenal replied by noting: 

A race horse may be able to travel amilein 2.40or 2.20 minutes, as the 
case may be, but it does not follow that: he can travel 2 miles in 5.20 or 
4.40 minutes, or double the time required to travel the nut mile, to 
say nothingof8 miles in eight times tbe 2.40 or 2.20 minutes. Neither 
can a man keep up a pace for eight hours a day, day after day, tbe s'lUDe 
as he could for 30 minutes or an hour. (Ibid.: 866, statement "of tbe 
federated employees of tbe various shops at the Rock Island Arsenal"; 
see also U.S. CommissionerofLabor. 1905: 206) 

Probably the major shop floor struggles of the period concerned 
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this resistance to production speed-up. When workers were told to 
do more than the amount decided on by the work group, they often 
simply refused: 

Mr. Fitzgeraid. He said he {Merrick. the scientific1llllll8&Cmentexpert] 
wanted that amount per hour? 

Mr. White. Yes; he said I could do it and be wanted it and that was all 
there was to it. I told him I was not goiog to kill myself for him or 
any other man in order to turn OUt that amount. (U.S. House of 
Representatives, 1912: 444) 

Another worker explained that he could meet the output goals set 

for him by a scientific management expert if he worked without 
resting, but insisted that this was ridiculous: 

He would have to work there every second of the eight hours, and if 
there is any man who can do that I don't believe I ever saw him. I never 
saw a man who can stand right in the same place allday and work every 
instant for eight hours. (Ibid.: 453; see also 509, 'j16) 

As it happens, this was said in 1911, at exactly the time that Henry 
Ford was creating the assembly line, which forced workers to do 
what this machinist believed to be impossible and ridiculous. 

It is important to understand that, whether the question was one 
of speed or quality, workers were not simply maximizing their 
individual pleasure. As a class they enforced, through a variety of 
social means, policies which they collectively SUpPOrted. Since the 

pressure from employers was to increase output to the greatest 
possible extent, worker activity usually aimed at penalizing workers 
who produced too much. But workers did not earn power and 
respect in either the work group or the community by producing 
inadequate amounts of inferior quality goods. No one more bitterly 
attacked the craft system than Frederick Taylor (see Chapter Six), 
but part ofTaylor's genius was the fact that he understood that the 
craft system was an altemarive (and viable) social system which 
regulated production, rather than a simple anarchy which left a void 
that could easily be filled. Taylor was an upper-class person who 
went to work in a factory (owned by friends of his), became a 
machinist, and was almost immediately promoted to foreman, at 
which time he began his lifelong struggle to destroy the craft system 
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and worker control. Taylar is wonh quoting at considerable length, 
both because of his own importance. and because he provides one of 
the dearest and most conspicuous descriptions of the way the craft 
system operated: 

As was usual then, and in fact is still [191l} usual in most ofthe 
shops in this country, the shop was really run by the workmen. and not 
by the bosses. The workmen together had carefully planned juSt how 
fast each job should be done, and tbey had set a pace for each machine 
throughout the shop, which was limited to about one-third of a good 
day's work {i.e .• the maximum possible}. Every new workman who 
came into the shop was told at once by the O[her men exacdy how 
much of each kind of work he was to do. and unless he obeyed these 
instructions he was sure before long to be driven out of the place by 
the men. 

As soon as the writer was made gang-boss, one after another of the 
men came to him and talked somewhat as foUows: 

"Now, Fred, we're very glad to see that you've been made gang
boss. You know the game all right, and we're sure that you're not 
likely to be a piece-work hog. You come along with us, and everything 
will be all right, but if you try breaking any of these rates you can be 
mighty sure that we'U throw you over the fence." 

The writer told them plainly that he was now working on the side of 
the management, and that he proposed to do whatever he could to get 
a fair day's work out of the lathes. This immediately started a war; in 
most cases a friendly war, because the men who were under him were 
his personal friends: but nonetheless a WiU", which a.o; time went on 

grew more and more bitter. The writer used every expedient to make 
them do a fair day's work, such as discharging or lowering the wages 
of the more stubborn men who refused to make any improvement, 
and such as lowering the piece-work price, hiring green men, and 
personally teaching them how ro do the work, with the promise 
from them that when they had learned how, they would then do 
a fair day's work. While the men constantly brought such pressure 
ro bear (both inside and outside the works) upon all those who starred 
to increase their output that they were finally compelled ro do about 
as the rest did, or else quit. No one who has not had this experienie 
can have an idea of the bitterness which is gradually developed in 
such a struggle. In a war of this kind the workmen have one expedient 

"The "personal friendship" WIIS apparently a figment ofTayloc's imagination, or a 
deliberate lie. 
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which is usually effective. They use their ingenuity to contrive various 
ways in which the machines which they are running are broken or 
damaged--apparently by accident, or in the regular course of work
and this they always lay at the door of the foreman, who has forced 
them to drive the machine so hard that it is overstrained and is being 
ruined. And there are few foremen indeed who are able to stand up 
against the combined pressure of all of the men in the shop. In this case 
the problem was complicated by the fact that the shop ran both day 
and night. 

The writer had two advama,ges, however, which are not possessed 
by the ordinary foreman, and these came, curiously enou,gh, from the 
fact that he was not the son of a working man. 

First, owing to the fact that he happened not to be of working 
parents, the owners of the company believed that he had the interest 
of the works more at hean: than the other workmen, and they there
fore had more confidence in his word than they did in that of the 
machinists who were under him. So that, when the machinists repotted 
to the Superintendent that the machines were being smashed up 
because an incompetent foreman was overstraining them, me Super
intendent accepted the word of the writer when he said that these men 
were deliberately breaking their machines as a pan: of the piece-work 
war which was going on . .  

Second. If the writer had been one of the workmen, and had lived 
where they lived, they would have brought such social pressure to 
bear on him that it would have been impossible to have stood out 
against them. He would have been called "scab" and other foul names 
every time he appeared on the street, his wife would have been 
abused, and his children would have been stoned. Once or twice be 
was begged by some of bis friends among the workmen not to walk 
borne, about twO and a half miles along the lonely path by the side of 
the railway. He was told that if he continued to do this it would be at 
the risk of his life. In all such cases, however, a display of timidity is apt 
to increase rather than diminish the risk, so the writer told these men 
to Say to tbe other men in tbe shop that he proposed to walk home 
every night right up that railway track; that he never had carried and 
never would carry any weapon of any kind, and that they could shoot 
and be d-. (1911:  48-52) 

As Taylar knew full well, he had succeeded only because he was a 
member of the upper class: had this not been the case, the owners of 
the works would not have supported him during the transitional 
period when his policies were counterproductive. Even more impor-
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tant, had his social life and friendships been rooted in the working
class community, he could not have stood the pressure. Tayloewent 
to tbe Philadelphia Cricket Club rather tban to the corner saioon, he 
won the struggle for control of the workplace, and still he bad doubts 
as to whether the struggle had been worth it: "For any right-minded 
man, this success is in no sense a recompense for the bitter relations 
which he is forced to maintain with all of those around him. Life 
which is one continuous struggle with other men is hardly worth 
living" (ibid.: 52). 

Class Consciousness Versus Political Consciousness 

Historical evidence thus indicates that throughout the nineteenth 
century workers maintained a high degree of control over the work 
process, control which they struggled to preserve and enforce, often 
intentionally evading or circumventing management's wishes and 
orders. Despite all this, however, workers did not theoretically 
develop or aniculate their right to control the work process. In 
practice, they often made demands which in effect denied capital's 
right to control labor. In some ways, for narrow particular situations, 
they were willing to argue that management had no right to interfere 
with work. But American workers did not go on to develop an 
analysis that defended their right to control production; much less 
did they see the need for an international struggle to take the 
offensive in fighting for worker control of production. With some 
important exceptions, workers tended to concede that management 
had a right to give orders that workers should obey. The same 
workers who conceded management's right to give orders then 
struggled to evade or sabotage these orders. 

Lenin made the distinction between a trade union consciousness, 
which workers could (he said) attain on their own, and a revolu
tionary consciousness, which had to be brought to them by a revolu
tiOnary party. I have always found this one of the most objectionable 
parts of Lenin's work. Subsequent vulgarizations of this position 
(lacking Lenin's revolutionary honesty and willingness to change) 
have been used to justify some of the crassest and most vulgar sortS 
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of Stalinism. It is a fundamental perversion of Marxism to see 
consciousness as separate fcom the process of struggle, and to treat 
"correct" consciousness as an actual object which can be "given" or 
"brought" to people by some person, party, or group which some
how stands outside the class struggle. 

Nonetheless, I think Lenin was getting at an important distinction, 
fundamental to an understanding of the American craft system of the 
late nineteenth and early rwentieth centuries. It would be ridiculous 
to say that workers at this time did not have class consciousness. 
They were very aware of themselves as a group with interests that 
were opposed to the interests of managers and employers. They 
clearly saw the need to unite as a class and enforce on each other 
collective decisions about the work process, and they succeeded 
remarkably well in doing do. However, in practice they seem to have 
accepted the capitalist system, and to have assumed that they would 
continue to operate within it. In my opinion, this is an impossible 
position: as long as the capitalist system continues, concessions or 
reforms won within that system will be shon lived and subject to 
continual attack. Either capital or labor must win the struggle, and 
workers who believed that they could get along within capitalism, 
preserving the victories they had won withoutpusbing for the over
throw of capitalism and the creation of socialism, were suffering 
from a dangerous delusion. The dynamic of the situation is crucial, 
and unless workers can continually push for new victories and the 
eventual creation of communism, they are certain to lose. 

Nineteenth-cenrury American craft workers, however, conceded 
that management had the right to give orders. They even conceded 
that management had a right to know all about the work (U .5. House 
of Representatives, 1912: 308). Most of the time, when workers 
were given an order they objected to, they did not refuse to obey it. 
They might object, but having registered their objection they would 
then circumvent or sabotage the new procedure, as was done in the 
case of nailing molds. When workers did refuse to obey an order, 
they did not usually deny management's right to give orders, they 
simply claimed that it was impossible to obey the order. For example, 
when Mr. White was ordered to speed up he claimed that it would 
not be possible to meet the quota set for him unless he worked 
continuously, and he claimed this was impossible. 
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Even when workers denied management's right to know about the 
work and/or to control the work process, they generally did so on 
narrow and defensive grounds. For example, during the Watertown 
Arsenal hearings there was a discussion of the old and new methods 
of keeping tUne, which were essentially identical, with the major 
exception that the new system required workers to dock in and out 
under the eye of the planning room, while the old system operated 
on the supposition that workers and foremen could be trusted, so it 
could be supposed that all the time the card was out the worker had 
been engaged in the production of that item. The following exchange 
then ensued between Congressman Redfield (himself the owner ofa 
manufacturing company) and Mr. Crawford, a machinist: 

Mr. Retifield. Now, Mr. Crawford, as an illustration of the supposition 
system take this actual case and tell me how you would meet it on what: 
you yourself call the supposition system In a certain cotton mill 
running certain looms, after many years the foreman began to trunk 
that there was a lot of rime wasted in walking about. He tried but he 
could not find out. He had no means of measuring, except his supposi
tion. So he got the means of measuring, and he found that his weavers 
were walking 12 miles a day; and having that knowledge as against his 
former supposition, he so rearranged his looms that they walked but 3 
miles. Now, do you object to his using an instrument to find out that 
the men were doing 9 miles of useless walking? 

Mr. Crawfrmi. Well, 1 worked at the weaving business myself. That 
was in my early days before I Went into [he machine business., and 

when 1 worked at the weaving business I was paid by the cut and I 
don·r know what concern it was of my employer·s how many miles 1 
walked as long as I got out the work. He was paying me for the work 
done and not for the time 1 was employed. 

Mr. Redfteld. I am very glad to have you tell me how you were paid, but 
the question that I asked you was whether you objeCted to having it 
found out accurately that the weavers were walking 9 useless miles. 

Mr. Crawford. Well, under the conditions I described I do not see how 
they are affected by it at all I was simply taking it out of my own legs 
and not out of his pocketbook. 

Mr. Redfteid. Do you object to having it found out accurately that you 
are wasting time? 

Mr. Crawford. I was not wasting time. 
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Mr. Reafield. You were not one of those men, perhaps. 

Mr. Crawford. I was not wasting rime. 

Mr. Redfield. Stil� I asked the question, do you object in such a case to 
the manufacturer finding out accurately where waste of that kind is 
going on; and if so, why do you object? 

Mr. Crawford. Well, I will tell you. I think when systems of that kind 

are introduced they are apt to be abused and .abused to the detriment 
of the workman. 

Mr. Redjield. Then it is the abuse you object to rather than the use, is 
that it? 

Mr. Crawfrmi. Abuse and the use both, because the one follows (he 
other . You can not have the one without the mher. (Ibid.; 421) 

Mr. Crawford obviously had a high degree of class consciousness, a 
realization of the extent to which his interests were different from, 
and opposed to, those of his employer (and employers in general). 
He did not think it was any ofms employer's business how he did the 
work, he objected w his employer finding OUt how far he walked, 
and when pushed he even stated that the abuse of the system was 
inherenr in the use of the system. However, these views were 
apparently unrelated w any general political position: he did not 
assen labor's right w control work in general, but only under the 
specific circumstances of piecework, when changes in the work 
process did not in theory change the cost w the employer; it was 
only when pushed that he stated the use of the system necessarily 
involved abuse as well. 

The lack of a revolutionary political consciousness was the Achilles 
heel of the American craft system. Workers had actual contIol over a 
whole host of decisions, and to a considerable degree over the work 
process as a whole, but they did not defend this control as their right. 
Workers allowed owners (and, to the extent they existed, managers) 
to issue orders, and would have publicly stated that they were 
obeying those orders. Workers simply used their control of the 
details of the production process to circumvent those orders they 
opposed, relying with false security on their belief that only workers 
could control the work, so that management's theoretical right w 
give orders did nO[ in practice amount to anything. By not con
sciously formulating as a set of political demands the rights of labor 
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to control the work process they were open to any employer offensive 
based on management's legitimate right to give orders. Once manage� 
mene learned how to do the work, workers had no developed culruce 
or consciousness to deal with a situation in which they were given 
precise and detailed ordees, rather than simply general directives. 

WorkerJ' Control: Romanticized or Real? 

It would be easy to romanticize the siruation described in trus and 
the previous chapter. The late nineteenth century could be viewed 
as a time when there was "workers' control" of industry, a son of 
early socialism. I have argued that workers controlled many details 
of the work process, had comparatively varied and interesting work, 
used their expenise and creativity during the work process, and had 
a great deal of control over the rhythm and activities of the working 
day. Today, workers do not have these forms of power and cootrol, 
and many workers and unions would correctly consider them to 
represent agreat victory. For obvious reasons, there is a tendency on 
the left today to view this period with a kind of nostalgia. 

The twO authors who have done the best work on this topic, David 
Montgomery and Katherine Stone, both have at times slipped 
into this nostalgic and romanticized view of the situation, and an 
examination of their work therefore provides an opportunity to 
forestall some possible misunderstandings of my own analysis. 
Stone's excellent article, "The Origins of Job Structures in the 
Steel Industry," not only renewed interest in the contract system 
and attempted to undetstand its significance as more than a his
torical curiosity, it also provided a pathbreaking analysis of the 
system's destruction, and of the creation of a bureaucratic job 
hierarchy. Stone analyzes the steel industry, but feels that "the 
conclusions . . .  are applicable to many other major industries in 
the United States" (1974: 93). Montgomery's work on ma�hine 
production is an imponant contribution both on a theoretical level 
and through its rich and detailed evidence. 

In the steel industry the contract system seems to have been 
much more under the control of workers than it was in indus-
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tries producing interchangeable parts. According to Stone and 
Montgomery, steelworkers selected representatives through a union 
who bargained with the plant superintendent. The workers then 
met together to decide how much each would receive. According 
to MontgOlllery: 

The iron rollers of the Colwnbus Iron Works, in Ohio, have left us a 
dear record of bow they managed their trade in the minute books of 
their local union from 1873 ro 1876. The three twelve-man rolling 
teams, which constituted the union, negotiated a single tonnage rate 
with the company for each specific rolling job the company undectook. 
The workers then decided collectively, among themselves, what portion 
of that rate should go to each of them (and the shares were far from 
equal, ranging from 19\4, cents, out of the negotiated $1.13 a ton, for 
the roller, to 5 cents for the ronout hooker), how work should be allo
cated among them, how many rounds on the rolls should be undertaken 
per day. what special arrangemenrs should be made for the fiercely hot 
labots of the hookers during the summer, and how members should 
be hired and progress through the various ranks of the gang. To put it 
another way, aU Jm boss did WaJ to DIIY the eqllip1TUnl and,.aw materiau 
and IeU lhefinished Prodllct. (1976: 48&-89; emphasis added) 

To me, Montgomery has gone too far: his conclusion is not only in
accurate as an assessment of this particular example, but also mis
leading as a characterization of the general situation. The boss did a 
great deal, even if the goods could have been produced JUSt as well 
without him. The capitalist controlled plant openings, closings, 
size, construction, and location. 'To buy the equipment and raw 
materials" is to control, or exert great influence over, the technology 
employed. Workers might have considerable power to resiSt the 
introduction of new technologies they opposed, but in tbe steel 
industry they probably had very little opportunity to introduce 
technologies: the scale and expense would at a minimum require tbe 
owner's cooperation and consent. Therefore, these technologies had 
to be developed within the framework of a capitalist system, in 
which profit is more important than workers' comfort or similar con
siderations. This fact alone meant that change in the work process
and change is an incessant feature of capitalist society-was likely to 
favor owners rather than workers. 

The boss's sale of the finished product gave him a measure of 
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control over the way the steel was distributed or used and, within 
constraints imposed by the market, over the amount that was pro· 
duced. More important, the boss kept the proceeds of sales and this 
amount far exceeded what any worker received. The boss, then. did 
not provide a simple service in buying the equipment and raw 
materials and selling the product; rather, this was the basis for a 
position of great power: control over profits, the accumulation of 
capital, and the use to which that capital was PUt. The capitalist's 
position of power greatly overshadowed any actual contribution he 
made to the production process. 

Scone is even more extreme in hee conclusions about the signifi- .\) canee of workers' participation in the production process. Under tbe � ,  
COntract system as it  prevailed in steel, she argues, skilled workers 
were "partners in production," and therefore "the problem of worker 
motivation did not anse." In such a situation skilled workers "set 
their own pace and work load without input from the bosses." How 
hard workers worked became "an issue of class struggle" only after 
this system ended (1974: 69-70; emphasis added; see also Brecher 
and Costello, 1976: 30). 

I am not sure what Stone means by saying that skilled workers were 
"partners" in production. By her account, workers completely or
ganized production and did all the work; capitalists took the product, 
and kept most of the sale price as their profit. What sort of "partner
ship" is this? I can understand why Andrew Carnegie liked to say that 
he and his workers were "partners in production" (Stone, 1974: 64), 
but the fact that some workers made high wages, and were able to do 
as they pleased as long as they produced a sufficiently high rate of 
profit is hardly enough reason for Stone to accept this as a partnership. 
Capitalists are always saying that workers and capitalists are partners 
in production, meaning that what benefits one will benefit the other, 
and workers should therefore do whatever the capitalist wants. Marx 
exposed the falsehood of this claim, arguing that there were opposing 
class interests, and showing that when the worker cooperates" with 
capital he or she creates capital and the domination of capital. The 
harder the worker works, the more capital he or she creates for tbe 
owner. Under capitalism, the productivity oflabor can be raised only 
through the accumulation of capital; this means increasing domination 
of the worker. In sucb circumstances no partnership is possible. 
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Stone's assertion that the problem of worker motivation did not 
arise under the contract system and that how hard workers worked 
became an issue of class struggle only after it ended would be true 
only if capitalism worked as its apologists claim, through economic 
incentives and the operation of a free market. Stone does claim that 
"the price was determined by the market" (ibid.: 64), but this view is 
naive. Workers bargained with capitalists to determine the contract 
price, and the power balance between employers and workers was 
probably a crucial factor in determining the "market price." This is 
dramatically illustrated by the fact, reported by Stone herself, that in 
addition to the sliding scale which pegged the contract price for labor 
to the selling price of steel, the contracted labor price specified a 
minimum rate below which wages could Dot fall, no matter how low 
the selling price of steel. This provision was absolutely crucial, since 
" 'the negotiated minimum piece rates . . .  became the de facto 
standard rates for the organized sector of the industry during most of 
the period from 1880 to the end of the century' " (Doeringer, 
quoted in ibid.: 65). 

It is even more dubious to hold that the sliding scale (or piece
work) meant that the intensity of lab or was no longer an issue of class 
struggle. Capitalism has always used force as well as material incen
tives; wages in general and payment by results in panicular have 
never been enough to make workers strive for the maximum output. 
Both workers and employers knew thar if the intensity of !abor 
increased this would lead to a fall in the COntract price. not a rise in 
wages. The intensity of lab or. the question of whether workers were 
doing all they were capable of, was perhaps the single most im
portant issue of class Struggle. This is especially clear for piecework 
(see Chapter Five), but it was also the case in the COntract system in 
steel. The employers' problem was precisely the difficulty, under 
these systems, of increasing the intensity of labor. 

There are two more fundamental reasons why the nature of 
workers' control as it existed under the craft and contract systems 
cannot be regarded as anything but an extremely vague, partial, and 
inadequate indication of what would be involved in a true system of 
workers' control. First of all, workers did not control the society at 
large. In an article criticizing the romanticized view of nineteenth
and early twentieth-century production, Jean Monds argues, "What 
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Montgomery and HintoD call 'workers' control' is really equivalent 
to the defensive devices built up by workers through years of scruggle 
at (he point of production" (1976: 82). I do not agree with Monds' 
assessment-many of the practices of craft workers must be seen, 
both historically and analytically, as much more than defensive 
practices-but it does serve as an important corrective. The "workers' 
control" of the 18805 and 1890s took place within a capitalist system, 
where capitalists controlled the state and workers' victories were 
always under assault. Comparatively few workers were unionized, 
capitalists won most of the strikes and decisive confrontations 
(Homestead. Haymarket and surrounding events, Pullman, etc.), 
union activists were often effectively blacklisted, and an open shop 
drive destroyed many of the unions that did exist around 1900. In 
this context, even the victories workers won were often distorted by 
the necessity of defending themselves against employer assaults. For 
example, Stone cites the following passages from a company history 
to show that the 1889 union contract at Carnegie's Homestead mill 
"gave the skilled workers authority over every aspect of steel pro
duction there"; 

Every department and sub-depatonent had its workmen's "commit
tee," with a "chairman" and full corps of officers . . . .  During the 
ensuing three years hardly a day passed that a " committee" did not 
come forward with some demand or grievance. If a man with a 
desirable job died or left the worb, his position could nOl be filled 
without the consent and approval of an Amalgamated comminee. 
The method of apponioning the work of regulating the turns, of 
altering the machinery, in short, every detail of working the great 
plant was subje<:t to the interference of some busybody representing 
the Amalgamated Association. Some of this meddling was specified 
under the agreement that had been signed by the Carnegies, but much 
of it was not; it was only in line with the general policy of cbe union, 

The heats of a turn were designated, as were the weights of the various 
charges constituting a heat. The product per worker was limited; the 
proponion of scrap that might be used in running a furnace was fix'ed; 
the quality of pig-iron was stated; the puddler's use of brick and fire 
clay was forbidden, with exceptions; the Iabor of assistants was defined; 
the teaching of other workmen was prohibited, nor might one man 
lend his tools to another except as provided ror. (1974: 64) 
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This statement does show a great deal of control by workers over the 
work process, of course, but it also indicates the extremely defensive 
nature of this control. This myriad of rules would not have been 
necessary had workers actually had control over the production 
process. Each rule is an indication that workers were under assault 
on this issue, and were forced to formulate a rule to prevent an 
employer policy which they opposed. At the same rime, these rules, 
precisely because they were defensive practices, introduced real 
inefficiencies into the production process. For example, rules that 
prohibit the teaching of other workers or the lending of tools may be 
regarded as necessary to preserve the positions of certain groups of 
workers, but if workers really were in control they would have no 
reason to adopt such policies, and plenty of reason to oppose them. 
Work would be much pleasanter and simpler if people were allowed 
and encouraged to share both knowledge and equipment. 

The limits to "workers' control" are dear in the way the system 
ended. The end of the contract system in steel did not come from an 
inability of workers to manage production, nor even because workers 
lost the struggles on the shop floor. State power was in the hands of 
capitalists, and this was crucial. As Stone's article documents, the key 
factor was the Homestead steel strike, which was intentionally pro
voked by the managers of Andrew Carnegie's Homestead plant. The 
strike was smashed through violence and state power, the contract 
system was abolished, and "workers' control" was ended. Capitalists 
had been unable to defeat the system inside the works, but they did 
not limit themselves to this kind of economic attack: capitalists 
controlled the state and used this control againSt workers. 

A second reason why the contract system as it existed in the 
nineteenth-century United States cannot be regarded as a socialist 
model of workers' control is the fact that it sustained substantial 
inequalities among workers. Both foremen and inside contractors 
possessed, at least nominally, virtually dictatorial powers. Needless 
to say, both officials were picked by the bosses, not by the workers. 
Even when workers contracted as a group, the standard practice in 
steel and not uncommon for machinists, there is every indication 
that they were not agroup of equals. Wage differentials are only one 
indication of the greater power and privilege of the more highly 
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skilled workers; as is always the case in America. these coincided 
with racial, sexual, and ethnic cleavages. In other words, "workers' 
control" meant that a minority of workers-cornparatively highly 
paid, white, male, born in America-comrolled work for them� 
selves, and also for a larger number of lower paid, less skilled, largely 
immigrant workers. Before any assessment of the system can be 
made, it is important ro investigate the relations between skilled 
and unskilled workers, and the way the system looked from the 
perspective of the unskilled. Montgomery offers some evidence on 
this question, but he makes no systematic attempt to consider the 
implications of the problem. Nor have I found evidence which 
significantly addresses this issue, and that remains acentcal weakness 
in my argument, and an areain need offurther research. Undoubtedly 
there were many instances of craft workers oppressing the unskilled, 
and other cases where workers maintained solidarity and defended 
each other. Paul Buhle reports a particularly intriguing example from 
the Rhode Island Knights ofLabor. After a victory on one issue, 

suddenly, the Assembly swelled to more members than any ball in the 
area could hold. Particular secrors of the plant, such as the female 
inspectors known as buclars, gained an especial reputation for resist
ing encroachmems on their autonomy. The Assembly moved toward 
administering the shop-floor life as a whole, by establishing the pace, 
cooperation between workers, and evaluation of the final product. 
Supervisors complained that they now lacked the authority only the 
union could provide In disciplining the work force. Within limits, the 
Wanskuck Knights had achieved "workers' comrol." What happened 
here over a period of months strongly resembles David Montgomery' S 

description of craft workers reasserting their prerogative to conduet 
the work processes in their own way--except that Wanskuck workers 
were moscly female, hardly "skilled" by any existing craft definitions, 
and evidendy united across lines of job classifications. (1978: 53) 

Until the situation of the unskilled is adequately investigated no full 
understanding of late nineteenth-century production will � pos
sible. A lack of evidence, however, should nOt lead us to implicitly 
deny the reality or significance of the problem. 
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Undennining the Craft System: 

Early Management 

The extent w which craft workers controlled both the technical 
details of the work process and the social order of the workp1ace 
posed serious problems for nineteentb-century capitalists. Man: 
discllssed the (earlier) era ofhandiccafts as a period when the work 
possessed no framework other than the skill of the workers and in 
which capital therefore had difficulties in asserting control. By con
trast, Marx said, in the stage of modem industry the machinery itself 
provides a framework that makes capital to a considerable degree 
independent of workers' skills. This is not a question of static 
scruccures at two different points in time. but of a process. In the 
period I am studying there was a large amount of machinery, which I 
have argued was indispensable for capitalist control, but it provided 
only islands of conewl in the flow of production. In imponanr ways, 
the social relations of the late nineteenth-century United States craft 
system very much resemble Marx's description of the social relations 
of the handicraft era of the eighteenth century, even though the craft 
system used large quantities of highly developed machinery. The 
overall framework of control (which Marx attributed to machinery) 
emerged only toward the end of the period as scientific manage
ment, or Taylorism, developed a bureaucratic framework. 

This process involved the gradual creation of management and 
industrial bureaucracy, phenomena which did not really exist in, say, 
1870, but which had a firm foothold by, say, 1920. Oneindexofthe 
increase in management is the number of articles published on tbe 
subject during the period from 1870 to 1900, from an average ofless 
than one article per year in tbe early 1870s to an average of about 
twenty-five articles a year in the late 1890s (Linerer, 1959: 65-68). 
Many magazines intended to help develop management methods 
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were founded or expanded during this period, and associations that 
held meetings and published materials were formed. 

This chapter focuses on three aspectS of the capitalist effort to under� 
mine the relative autonomy of workers and speed up production: piece
work, improved record keeping, and technology. Each of these was 
inseparable from the development of man.agement, and each was par
tially successful, in that it weakened or destroyed some part of the craft 
system. However, these early management initiatives shared a com
mon weakness: they were based, albeit unconsciously. on the assump
non that workers (and their immediate supervisors) would continue 
to control production. These new systems gave capital added weapons 
to use in pressuring workers, but they concinued to rely on workers 
to make the basic decisions about how to plan and do the work and 
thus remained dependent on their initiative, skill, and cooperation. 

Cumulatively, the early m.anagement movement that is the subject 
of this chapter greatly weakened workers' control over the speed 
and organization of production, but it was unable to make the 
qualitative leap to a different system because it had no alterna
tive conception of how production could be organized. Implicitly, 
it accepted that only workers were capable of making the basic 
decisions, and therefore workers had to be allowed considerable 
autonomy and control This movement provided the necessary foun
dation forTaylorism, but Taylor's genius lay in the fact that he (based 
on the experience of the early management movement) made tbe 
qualitative leap to a recognition that as long as workers had this 
degree of knowledge, autonomy, and control, capital would never be 
able to have things its own way. Therefore, he confronted cbe need 
for a different organization of production, based on the creation of a 
separate group (managers, engineers, clerks) to direct and control the 
work process. On the one hand, Taylor's system was possible only 
because of the management movement that preceded him, but on tbe 
other hand, the genius and necessity ofms contribution can be under
stood only in contrast to the limited vision of his contemporacit;S. 

Simple Piecework 

Probably the major means by which capitalists sought to reduce 
the power of craft workers was the institution of piecework in place 
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of inside contracting and all-powerful foremen. As Henry Roland 
noted in 1896: "In most cases the effort now is to replace the 
contractor by fixed-pay foremen, and to put the hands on piece-rate 
pay, thus exactly reversing the former method of paying the hands 
by the day and the contractor by the piece" (1897, 12: 401). In 
paying workers according to the number of items they produced, 
management tried to appeal to individual workers, rather than to the 
group and its leader. Thus they no longer operated through semi
autonomous incermediaries but instead tried to directly control and 
keep track of individual workers. Before the introduction of piece
work, ma.nagement had not even cried to monitor the performance 
of individual workers; "the pressure to produce or set the pace was 
encirely on the foreman who drove the men" (Kolker, 1948: 91). 
With the introduction of piecework, the rewards and penalties for 
performance were directed at the individual worker. The company 
took more direct control over production, made it more difficult for 
workers and foremen to make deals and reach informal understand
iogs (Norris, 1899: 576), and so undermined their power indirectly 
as well as directly. Even in its simplest form piecework was in
separable from increased managemenc record keeping, since it was 
necessary to record how many pieces were produced by each worker. 

In theory, piecework was simple. The company set a fair price fot 
each unit of completed work (say, the average cost on the last few 
equivalent jobs) and workers were paid according to their output. If 
workers could increase output, either by extra exertion or by im
proved methods of their own devising, they would receive higher 
wages. Capitalists would benefit as well, even iflabor COsts stayed the 
same, since the extra output per hour would mean falling unit costs 
for machinery and output. Thus, even with a constant piece price 
capitalists would get substantial benefits.· 

In practice, piecework never worked this way, since employers 
always cut the price they paid workers. Capitalists would adjust 
piece prices to a level that allowed workers to earn somewhat more 

• A simple example makes the point dear. If workers produced 100 gears a day, and 
if (:osts were 3� agear for Iabor and 3t agear for the use of machinery, buildings, land, 
and overhead, total costs would be 6t a gear. If workers doubled their output their 
wa,ges would rise from $3 a day to $6 a day, and the COst per gearwould fall to 4. 5t (3t 
for Jabor, 1.5t for madiinery, buildings, land, and overhead), a 25 penent reduction 
in toral (:Olit despite a (:onstant Jabor cost. 
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than their day wage-so they would continue to have a material 
interest in high output-but only about one-third more, no matter 
how great the increase in output. Almost all employers insisted that 
they would never cut a price once it was set, yet every employer did 
cut prices. As}. Slater Lewis explained in Engineering Magazine, in 
using piecework 

we obtain, it is true, an immediate definition and limitation of cost, 
coupled with a strong and direct inducement for the employee to 
exert his best endeavours to increase and intensify production. At 
least. this is the theory; but in practice it is a true statement of the 
result only within very narrow limits . . . .  There inevitably comes a 
time-if the workman continues to improve in skill, or to give evidence 
of a continuous and successful application of intelligence to his 
work-when the gains of the workman appear excessive compared 
with his former earnings as a mere supplier of labour by the hour. 
The employer would be more than human who did not, at this stage, 
ask himself the question. "Have I not made a mistake in fixing 
prices?" When this question is answered affirmatively. a reduction of 
rates inevitably follows. The suzerain power insists on remodeling 
the convention, and the result is frequendy-not peace, but sore· 
ness. (1899: 203) 

Employers could cut rates in dozens of ways other than changing 
the piece price for a worker who continued to perform the same 
operations. New employees could be assigned to the job at a lower 
rate while the old workers were transft:rred elsewhere, informa
tion about output on one job could be used to lower the initial price 
on new work, and any sort of minor change could be made the 
excuse for large price cuts. 

The gearing up of amachine, or the increase in the number of cutting 
points, a slight change in the tools, jigs or materials. an equally slight 
change in [he shape or size of the product or in the method of 
handling it-any of these things may be sufficient . . . .  By an exten
sion of this method, entirely new classes of work can be readily 
created, unskilled tasks lopped off from skilled work and given � new 
and lower rating, still without cutting the rate. (Hoxie, 191 S; 85) 

Unless workers collectively restricted output they were likely to 
find themselves working much harder, producing much more, and 
earning only slightly higher wages. For example, the Rock Island 
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Arsenal mass produced McClellan saddles. Until the time of the 
Spanish-American War (1898), workers receivingaday wage ofS2.25 
shaved the side bars on eight to ten saddles a day. These workers were 
then put on piecework at an initial rate of 17 t a saddle (compared to 
the day-wage labor cost of 22.Sf/. to 28i). At first the workers could 
not even make their day rate, but by virtue of hard work, ingenuiry 
and (probably) reducingqualiry, they soon more than doubled output. 
The rate was repeatedly cut (from 17i to 1 5f/. to 12f/. to 8t and finally 
to Si), and workers COntinued to increase their output so that by the 
end they were producing sixtY-five to seventy saddles a day, an in
crease of 6S0 to 700 percent, for which they received about 50 per
cent more than their day wage. These rate cuts and this increase in 
output took place even though the product remained exactly the same 
and no new machinery or methods were introduced (U.S. House of 
Representatives, 1912: 824-35). Bitter experience tall8ht workers 
that this was the rypical outcome; their protests are found throughout 
the pages of these hearings. In a separate investigation, the international 
president of the machinists' union stated: "I have no record nor do 1 
know of a single instance where piecework or similar plans have been 
introduced where the prices were not reduced and again reduced and 
again reduced, until the employee has been urged to his utmost limit 
mentally and p�ysically" (U.S. Commissioner ofLabor, 1905: 121). 

Workers quickly developed responses to the piecework system. 
From cumulative experience they learned that if their earnings ex
ceeded what they would have earned on aday rate by more than a cer
tain percenrage, they could expect their rate to be cut. In 1904 at afac
tory employing 2,700 workers "it was reponed (amongtbe employees} 
that the proprietor had said that the proper earnings fot a machinist 
were about $2.60 per day of ten hours, and with this standard before 
them the employees endeavored to restrict their earnings to that 
amount" (ibid.: 208).· As one union official summed up the situation: 

�U$ual.ly workers restricted output by slowing the pace during the working clay, but 
in some cases they did so by leaving when the quota was reached. One employer, 
whose workers were nonunion and for the moSt pan boys, wid the Bureau ofLabor: 

When they get their stint done they go home, no matter what the rush may be 
for the work and no matter what inducement we offer them to Stay and do 
more. You couldn't hire one of those men nor one of those youngsters to do 
anomer pie<:e if you offered them four times their regulu rate per hour. (U.S. 
CommissionerofLabor, 1905: 139) 
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Pieceworkers know that prices are set according to aday scale. That is, 
the firm fixes its piece prices so tbat a man can earn about so much a 
day, If men earn more the pie<:e price is cut . . . .  With such ideas in the 
heads of employers don't you think the workman is an ass who would 
kill a job by earning more than the firm will stand? Unions have 
nothing to do with this. J[ is human nature, and JUSt as prevalent 
among nonunion men as among union workmen. (Ibid.; 120)-

With rare exceptions. the only workers who maximized output 
under a piecework system were those who had DOt learned the 
consequences. The worker who reported about McClellan saddles, 
where a 700 percent increase in output brought only a 50 percent 
increase in wages, explained they had "always worked on a day 
rating, and . . .  never worked on piecework at any time, and this is 
tbe first piecework some of these men had ever done" (U.S. House 
of Representatives. 1912: 835). In 1904. one company told in
vestigators from the Bureau ofLabor of what they saw as an example 
of restriction of outPUt. They had had a worker, "an officer of the 
Frame Fitters' Local Union and one of the most arrogant agitators of 
the bunch;' who averaged $2. 35 aday. Afterasuccessful lockout, he 
along with many other workers was dismissed. 

He was dismissed permanendy when the works started in September. 
1901. and a green man put in his place with instructions to work the 
job for what there was in it. developing during the year what could be 
done, to pay his helpers $1. 75 and $2 per day of 10 hours. and the 
result has been that without undue exertion he has been able toeam at 
his individual wage from $36 to $39 per week during the past year. 
The job was, of course, cut in two for this year and he will continue to 
earn a very satisfactory wage. amounting to $3 or $3.25 per day from 
now on. (U.S. CommissionerofLabor, 1905; 204) 

As the authors of the government repon nOte: "Here 'a green man 
. . .  with instructions to work the job for what there was in it; 
succeeded by his energy. push, and skill, by close attention to the 
interests of his employer and great fidelity to the trust impo�d. in 
reducing his own earnings 50 percent in 12 months, by doubling the 

·In public pronouncements employers sometimes denied they did. this, but very 
frequendy even they admitted this was the situation (see V.S. House ofRepresenw,
lives, 1912:823--32,926-27;U.5. CommissionerofI.aboc, 190'5; I36;RoIand, 1897, 
14: 227) 
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output" (ibid.; see also V.S. House of Representatives, 1912: 871). 
Workers often claimed that under piecework the employers paid 

only for what they got, which meant that the workers were working 
for themSoelves in a sense, so it was "'nobody's business how much or 
how little we do'" (quoted in V.S. Commissioner of Labor, 1905: 
205). Obviously this was a specious argument. Capitalists thought it 
was their business how much workers did and made incredible 
efforts to determine maximum output. When capitalists could prove 
there was restriction of output they used this to justify a cut in the 
piece price. A large part of the continuing piecework struggle corn· 
prised management attempts to prove that the existing output levels 
could be increased, since if that could be demonstrated, workers 
were not generally willing to argue or fight for a lower quota. The 
simplest and most primitive way of doing so was through some SOrt 

of demonstration, either by a manager doing the work, or by 
persuading a worker to become a rate buster. 

The Rock Island Arsenal attempted a management demonstra· 
tion. HoweveT, workers maintained a reasonable work pace--nOt so 
fast as they could have worked, but not so slow that rhey could be 
challenged easily. In one case, when the workers refused to do a job 
because they believed the piecework rate had been set too low, the 
officer in charge did the work in order to show them up. Manage
ment concluded that the officer had demonstrated the reasonable
ness of the rate and wrote this in the only official report of the 
experiment, but workers came to very different conclusions, as 
emerged in questioning of Mr. John son , acarpenter, by Mr. Alifas, a 
union spokesman: 

Mr. Alt/as. I would like to ask the witness whether Captain Lund ever 
tried to demonstrate that the work could be done in the time that had 
been set? 

Mr.}ohnson. Yes, sir. Captain Lund did nO[ think we were right in our 
work, he thought we were not fair. Now this happened on a day when 
I was absent attending a funeral; I was off in the morning four hours 
and came back at noon, and he had just gone through the work. He 
stated to the men that he was a cabinetmaker from the old country and 
that he knew something about woodwork, and that he was going to 
show us how to do the work, and tharit could be done. And he gets the 
inspector to get the glue ready and have it fixed and have his material 
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in shape so that when Mc. Winters held the dock OD him he could 
go ahead.. 

I was noe there, but when I came back at noon the excitement was 
going on and they told me all about it, that he starred something about 
10 o'clock and he kept it up until noon, and in trying [0 perform this 
work he worked so hard that he JUSt sweat all over, he pulled off his 
coat, his vest, collar, and necktie, and he went at it like he was going 
imo a prize fight; he wanted to demonstrate to us that ircould be done. 
He was literally soaked with sweat; the sweat ran from his legs and 
through his pams and bubbles of sweat stuck out all over his forehead, 
and he looked in a fearful shape. And Mr. Winters and the man that 
was there figured OUt (he time ofCapmin Lund's own trial and he was 
not able to accomplish more than a few cents over the day rate . . . .  

Mr. AN/as. Did (he men regard that as being a SOrt of sweatshop 
system if they had to work like that? 

Mr. Johnson. They certainly did. (U.S. House of Representatives, 
1912: 845) 

The work was not good enough to pass inspection, and Captain Lund 
himself admitted tbat he had sweat during the work and been sore 
afterward (ibid.: 853). Workers may have been restricting their 
output, but as one union official put it, some employers "think the 
workman who does not have to go home every night in an ambulance 
is restricting his output" (U.S. Commissioner ofLabor, 1905: 207). 

Management preferred to use rare busters for such demonstrations 
because they were more likely to keep at the work than a manage
ment demonstrator. Rate busters were the rare exceptions who were 
willing to exceed work group quotas even though they realized what 
the consequences would be for others. Whereas restriction of out
put was in the interests of workers as a class. each individual worker 
had alarge incentive to exceed the quota and become a rate buster. A 
rate buster could double his or her income, certainly during a 
transitional period, until other workers increased their output, and 
possibly permanently if other workers held to the quota (in �hjch 
case management might be willing to let the rate stand as cheap 
"proof' that they would nOt cut rates), 

The Watertown Arsenal hired such a rate buster, named Edge
comb, and he was one of the factors in the molders' strike that 
eventually led to the congressional hearings. He achieved pheno-
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menal rates, in part by producing lower quality work, omitting 
certain finishing or reinforcing steps which other moldecs considered 
essential. But this was possible only with management encourage
ment and assistance: he monopolized the ccane, refusing to share it 
as did the other molders; he took sand tbat another molder had 
prepared; and he was allowed to keep his helper continuously when 
other molders shared helpers. When tbe foreman tried to challenge 
this Edgecomb cursed him-normally grounds for discharge, but 
here overlooked by the officers in charge (U.S. House ofRepresen
tatives, 1912: 140-226). Until he was eventually dismissed (since 
he was a Canadian citizen and hence not eligible for government 
employment), the rates he achieved scared other workers into in
creasing their output, though they said the extra speed came out of 
their bones. 

Numerous inci4nts of this kind led workers to develop a class 
awareness of the need to restrict output. Each individual did not 
have to have this experience in order for workers as agroup to know 
that unlimited production was a hopeless approach. The concept 
of class means that workers shared such experiences, and tbey 
developed a common viewpoint and approach, a common conscious
ness, as a basis from whicb to confront experiences or proposals."4 
Although workers generally knew that tbey could have produced 
substantially more, they understood that it was not in their interests 
to do so, since in the long run their wages would not increase, buttbe 
intensity of Iabor would increase. The "green man" who managed to 
CUt his piece rate in half by doubling his output, was green not only in 
the technical aspects of the work, but also in his social understanding 
of the way the shop operated. In this same shop, most of the workers 
understood piecework. As a result 

their earnins:s were remarkably uniform, the range beins: from $2.58 
to $2.62. The reason everywhere given by the men for the limit was to 
stop the cutting of piece prices. The limit had been in force before 
the unions were formed, and resulted from the multiplicadon of 
such cases as is described above, These men had been "green men" 
formerly, or their father:s had, and the lesson had been learned, as one 

• At the WaterroWQ ArseQaI hearings, worker afrerworker explained that he did QOt 
believe the arsena1 IIllUlagemen['s claim<; becaw;e of his or othees' experiences with 
piecework on previow; jobs, working for private employees. 
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of them stated, that "unlimited production means unlimited reduction 
in these piece-price shops." (U.S. CommissionerofLabor. 1905: 2(4) 

Workers not only understood the problem in class terms, they 
acted as adass to enforce restriction of output. The best evidence of 
worker success in enforcing output levels is the simple fact tbat in 
most cases all of the piecework employees earned essentially the 
same amOUDt, a result that would be practically impossible if each 
individual worker independently tried to do his or her beSt. At the 
Rock bland Arsenal, for example, records showed that during each 
of four test days spread over six months, each of the twenty-seven 
polishers earned a minimum of 53.41 and a maximum of $3.52 for 
eight hours' work. Earnings for four hours were exactly half of those 
for eight hours. The harness makers employed drawing the leather 
covers on bayonet scabbards after they had been rawhided each 
produced exactly 400 covers in fourteen hours (not 399, not 401). 
At the Springfield Arsenal, barrel welders, the only group for which 
there are consistent records, all produced the same number of 
barrels each month, despite absences. differences in individual 
ability, and so on (U.S. House of Representatives, 1912: 870-71;  
Deycup, 1948: 1 10). Regulation and restriction of output was so 
widespread and significant that the Bureau of labor prepared a 
special 900-page report on the subject. 

This uniformity of output did not just happen by chance. Workers 
collectively decided on production levels. in many cases through 
informal discussions. in other cases through formal shop meetings of 
all the workers (as was done by the hat finishers), in still other 
instances by elected shop committees (see Bensman, 1979). 

For instance, it is admitted by the polishers in the {Rock Island} 
Armory that they have a table. actual or understood, giving the 
number of pieces of each operation that they must polish in order 
to give them about 43% cents per hour. or $3.50 per day; they 
will do that number and no more. If they are given a numbef of 
pieces tbat is not a multiple of one-half hour·s work, as set fOrth 
in that table, they will do the multiple number and return the remain
der to the inspection room without completing them. (U.S. House of 
Representatives, 1912: 868) 

Workers' moral code and sense of class solidarity required that they 
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refuse to break a rate, even if this meant they lost their own jobs. 
According to one worker's testimony: 

About 20 years ago I went to work for Brown & Sharpe Manufacruring 
Co., Rhode Island [one of the most important machine shops in the 
country}. Before vacation there was agendeman, 1 should judge about 
50 years old, making a job; getting $1.75 for it. When I came back 
after twO weeks vacation, which they have there in the summer time, 
the job tbat this gentleman had made for $1. 75 was handed to me, and 
I was told that itwas only Si 1.50. The jobwas cut and I wouldn·taccept 
it; I had to quit my job ifl didn't make it for $1.50, and I quit. I put my 
clothes on and I deliberately walked out. (Ibid.: 207) 

Not everyone adhered to these standards freely and willingly, 
since individual workers had strong incentives to exceed the work
group norms. In order to enforce output quotas it was definitely 
necessary for some workers to pressure and coerce ochers. At the 
Rock Island Arsenal, a worker 

was engaged in the manufacture of fencing masks for the purpose of 
establishing a piece price, it being known by the officer in charge thar 
he was an honest, trustworthy man {read: a rate buster}. Upon the 
completion of a number of jobs the federated employees of the 
harness shop tried to force him to turn in [Wo hours more rime on 
each job than it acrually took. He Stated that he could not stultify 
himself and was tined $2 [more than half a day's pay} by the union. 
He would not pay his fine and either resigned or was expelled from 
the union. (Ibid.: 871) 

The officers at Rock Island knew of at least two other cases where 
workers had been "compelled to resign by petty persecution" be
cause they would not obey the collective decisions of the work 
group. In other places unions lectured and even fined workers: "fast 
men are called down by the shop committee, and very often by men 
not on the committee. and told that they are 'killing the job; ete." 
(U.S. CommissionerofLabor, 1905: 112; see also 198-210).'"' 

·1 have barely touched here on an extremely important question: How did the 
working-class community constitute itself 50 that it was able to maintain this degree of 
control? Decidins on a level of output was much easier than enforcing this level, but 
the problems were still immense; for example, cominuins tecllllological chan,ge 
meant that workers had to continually change their outpUt levels. In the absence of a 
formal union structure-and a great deal of output restriction rook place even where 
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Despite this self-conscious class activity workers did not generally 
go on to develop a political analysis or an open defense of their 
actions in restricting output. Publicly, they claimed that since they 
did as much work as could reasonably be expected, increases in 
OUtput would have to come at the expense of quality. For example, 
one worker claimed: "An increased output when prkes ace cut does 
not mean that there were restrictions before; it means that there is 
now a slighting of the work" (ibid.: 120). It undoubtedly was true 
that production speed-ups led to strong pressures to reduce quality, 
and workers preferred to make goods they could be proud of, but to 
argue that increases in output could come only from decreases in 
quality is to assume that the intensity of labor cannot be increased, 
and plainly this was not the case. In most cases, the unions were as 
unwilling as tbe workers to argue publicly for restricting output. In 
one factory, for example, a new worker did a task in thirty-seven 
hours which had previously been done by a member of the union 
shop committee in forty-three hours. and was told by the committee 
to stick to the forty-three hours. When interviewed by the Bureau of 
Labor the union official said: 

The committee had no right [0 do anythi08 of the son. The local lodge 
and the local business agent of the district would not indorse this 
for one minute, and if it ever comes [0 the grand lodge it will certainly 
not be indorsed. . . .  It might just as well be understood, once and 
for all, that . _ we will not permit, if we know it, any of our lodges 
or shop committees [0 restrict or pUt a limit on a man's day's work 
for him. (Ibid.: 139)" 

there were no unions-how did workea reach agreement on producrion quotas? It is 
even more amazing that workers were able m enforce me quotas mey set. Capitalists 
had tremendOuS rewards and uncrioos which they did not hesitate m use-not only 
material incentives from unrestricted production, but also the power to promote or 
fire. Despite this, me working class was usually able to control output, a testimony to 
the strength of tbeir culture and cOOllIluniries, 

Much more work needs m be done m understand bow these processes operated, 
not only the culrura1 underpinnings, but tbe day-to-day enforcement mechanisms. 
We also need m understand bow new workers were socialized m accept\these 
practices, particularly s.ince mis was a cim.e ofbigb inunigrarion. To wbat extent were 
immigrants coerced and intimidated by skilled "American" workers, and m what 
extent did they willingly support and become pacto( this worker structure ofcontrol? 
What was the effect of ethnic, racial, and sexual divisions in the workforce? 

·Even in 1900 unions tended m limit class struggle, cbanneling it inm "acceptable" 
forms, and accepting many of the ground rules proposed by capitalists. 
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Since there was no openly articulated rationale for reducing out
put, the piecework struggle turned into a series of holding actions: 
whatever level of output was achieved quickly became the norm. 
Management might suspect that workers were restricting output, 
but however strong their suspicions, suspicion was not usually a 
sufficient basis to begin what amounted to a war over piece rates, 
a war involving much disruption and hostility, with management 
not really knowing what was and what was not possible. Workers 
were usually successful in resisting piecework, but even occasional 
slips could cause production rates to be ratcheted upward. David 
Montgomery cites the fact that in both 1867 and 1902 iron puddlers 
had production quotas, but there was a 104 percent increase in the 
quota during the thirty-five-year period (1975: 489). Similarly, a 
union official reponed: 

The restriction of output, or fixing the limits to earnings on piece
work, began 10 years or more before there was a union here. In 1863 
in these piece shops men used to earn from $4 to $8 a day. The (uning 
began in the early seventies, perhaps 1869. To-day we do 50 percent 
more work for $3 a day. Even the man who earned $8 in 1863, and was 
never suspected of restricting his output, would have to do more now 
than he did then to live or to hold his job. (U.S. Commissioner of 
Labor, 1905: 206) 

In both these instances, and in others like them, workers were not 
necessarily working twice as hard (although that certainly happened): 
there may have been technological change. In any case, over the long 
run production quotaS did not remain fixed, and the movement was 
always toward more production. 

Piecework was often an effective strategy for capitalists, but it is 
important to note that it still relied on workers' initiative, ability, and 
knowledge of the details of the work process; management neither 
told workers how to do the work, nor offered technical advice and 
instruction. Piecework in its simplest form, or combined with the 
use of cate busters, represented an admission by management that it 
was in practice unable to force workers to obey orders, for if workers 
had been willing to obey orders, there would have been no need to 
offer them material incentives to do what they were in any case 
supposed to do (U.S. House of Representatives: 1912: 99, 164). 
Management still had little or no role in the production process, 
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other than to pit workers againSt each other: a main purpose of the 
system was to destroy the class solidarity of the workers. 

Evidence shows that workers realized this. They opposed piece
work not only because it led to speed-up. but also because of 
the jealousy, dissension, and hostility it created. The two were 
inseparable, of course. 

As a rule, pie<:ework creates jealousy amongst the men, and one fellow 
will say. ''There is a fellow making a quaner more than I am making," 
and another one will make 35 cents more, and it creates petty jealousy 
amongst the men, and there will always be one or two in the bunch 
who will overstep the limit, and it naturally urges the others on, and 
then they ace all going at the same dip. (Ibid.: 832; see also 235) 

A former president of the machinists' union made this his major 
objection to piecework: "It is bound to create an enmity and stir up 
discord between men . . .  in the shops, consequently the men can not 
be as friendly as they should be'" (V.S, Commissioner of !.abor, 
1905: l15). A worker at the Rock Island Arsenal testified that 
piecework made everyone concerned with themselves. whereas he 
hoped "that all brothers will take care of brothers and try to bring 
them along with them'" (U.S. House of Representatives, 1912: 920). 

Worker testimony reveals the value placed on cooperation. At the 
Watettown Arsenal, before the rate buster came, the workers had 
cooperatively regulated the shops, and had been unconcerned with 
their personal records if they were doing work that contributed to 
the shop as a whole. Maiden testified that they all shared a single 
crane to bring heavy material to them, each surrendering it to the 
others in accordance with accepted custom. The rate buster, how
ever, with management support, refused to yield the crane, holding 
it idle for long periods so as to be sure to have it available when next 
he needed it. 

Workers gave evidence of further cooperation when one testified 
that the time card records of the time it had supposedly taken them 
to do a job might be very inaccurate in any given instance btk:ause\ 

one worker might have gone to help another without bothering to 
get stamped off of one job card and on to another (ibid.: 253). 

Workers claimed, quite plausibly, that destroying cooperation 
through piecework created real inefficiencies and obstacles to pro
duction. A worker in a government shipyard explained: 
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They were working under this system and having a cenain amount 
of work to do; each man was endeavoring to get out his amount 
of work, to get a record of the number of rivets driven, the number 
of holes drilled, and each individual man was absolutely intent upon 
getting out the work for his own record. There was absolutely no 
regard . . to the other men . . . .  It seeemed to be the end and aim 
of each one to increase his own efficiency. There is where we believe 
the vital principle comes in-that there should be team work rather 
than that the individual should get OUt the greatest, the highest amount 
of labor; and that it should be by voluntary cooperation with the 
workers working together in cooperation. and that they should work 
together in harmony to get out trus work. Not only will it make the 
work better and make it run along more smoothly, but at the same 
time it will lessen the danger of accident . . . .  {Here follows an extended 
example from his work, showing that since workers were only con
cerned with their own production they dropped hot rivers, tools, and 
boards that could-and in come cases did-fall on the men below.} 
And I want to bring out in that connection that it is not alone the fact 
that the system is not perfected that causes that, although that might 
be responsbile for part of it. but at the same time it is inherent in the 
principles of the system itself. (Ibid.: 527) 

Despite the inefficiencies produced by workers pursuing only their 
own ends, piecework could still be more profitable for capital, if 

it caused workers to exert more effort without equivalent increases 
in pay. Thus both capitalists and workers realized the imponance 
of the struggle. As Mark Perlman put it in his study of the machin
ists' union: 

Piecework was nO[ merely "payment by results"; it was predominandy 
a new concept of the job . . . .  The fight against piecework was more 
than a blind fight a&ainst technological development; to the unionists, 
it was a fisht for the preservation of the dignity of the craftsman and 
such economic bargaining as he possessed. (1961: 28-29) 

So widespread, and so crucial. was the struggle against piecework 
that the head of the machinists' union "estimated that 50 per cem 
of the strikes and 60 per cent of the strike benefits paid out were asso
ciated with the issue" (ibid.: 30-31; see also Norris, 1899: 689 ff.). 

In sum, piecework was a prebureaucraric capitalist initiative that 
attempted to destroy workers' social control of the workplace with

out putting something else in its place. Instead of workers' coopera-
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tive organization of production, loosely coordinated by custom and 
collective decisions, the piecework system was an attempt to make 
each worker fight the others for the greatest possible individual 
output. Such a system was never really achieved, and it probably 
could not have been made to operate successfully, but to capital this 
at first seemed the only way to break workers' power and dictate the 
pace of production. 

Record Keeping and the Development 0/ Managemtnt 

Piecework was only the most visible element of a more genecal 
class struggle in which capitalists were attempting to change the 
management and control of workers and production. Despite its 
potential, piecework by itself was inadequate and could well make 
things worse, since it gave workers a strong incentive to hold down 
the level of production at the same time as management relinquished 
its theoretical right to complain about the way employees spent their 
time. Workers plausibly could argue that since they were being paid 
only for what they produced, it therefore COSt capital nothing if they 
chose to talk, work at a moderate pace, or take a break. As one 
management expert warned. piecework "is evidendy unsatisfactory 
and dangerous in a weakly organized works with an inexperienced" 
management (Darlington, 1899a: 449). 

To realize the potential in piecework and make it an effective 
strategy for capital, it was necessary to give workers detailed speci· 
fications rather than general directives. Essentially this meant the 
creation of "management," the necessary basis for a new and different 
way of directing and controlling production. The emerging category 
of "managers" were being called on to do new things. The old 
supervisors tended to coordinate the works loosely; they served as 
the most skilled workers to help solve particularly difficult ,prob
lems, and exercised personal power to keep workers to their tasks 
and to control the work process. Supervisors continued to think in 
the old ways; in particular. they continued to focus on the formal 
wage rate. Publications for the emergent group of managers (such as 
Engineering Magazine) repeatedly stressed that wages should no 
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longer by the primary focus of attention. More general aspects of 
management were far more important: 

Disputes a5 to wages between employers and workmen are of very 
much less impottafice than quesrions as to restricrion of trade and 
management of works. Supposing half the cost of an engine consisted 
of tbe engineers· wages (and, generally speaking, it is less than this), 
a 5 per cent rise or fall would only mean 21,1 percent on the cost, 
whereas methods or policies which make men work in a less efficient 
manner may double, or treble, the cost of labour. The settlement of 
questions as to the difference between piece and time work, of the 
questions of agreater number of machines being worked by one man, 
and sriU more imponant, of the question of substituring machine for 
hand labour-these, and numberless other matters that are often in 
dispute in English workshops, are therefore far more vital than mere 
rates of wages. (Browne, 1899: 408) 

The growing lit.erature on management, which increased from 
about one anicle per year in the early 1870s [0 about twenty-five 
articles per year in the late 1890s, both reJiecred the rise of a new 
breed of managers and itself contributed to this process. These 
articles often discussed ideas and proposals that today would be seen 
as obvious. In 1886, however. it was a considerable advance when 
Henry R. Towne, president of the Yale and Towne Manufacturing 
Company, presented a paper entided 'The Engineer as Economist" 
which stressed that engineers had to consider economic costs and 
benefits as well as engineering efficiency.· Articles on bookkeeping 
not only presented improved systems, they had to begin by ex
plaining why employers should keep records and how they could 
make use of them (since most employers did not understand book
keeping and tended to dismiss it). 

Even the basics of how to avoid giving workers an issue to organi%e 
around were presented as progressive innovations: 

{At the Yale and Towne lock works] the method now in use for 
reducing cost is to divide the whole force of workroent into small 

·As David Noble (1977) shows, this was only a small pan of a widespread 
movement to have engineers become COSt conscious and begin to think lilc:e busi
ness executives. 

tTo iudse by the pictures accompanying the rext, the overwhelming majority of 
workers were acrually women. 
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groups. in no case embracing all the OCCUpanH of any one room, 
and. by careful observation of the operations of each group. decide 
upon possible reductions in piece-prices paid to workmen without 
lowering their total earnings beyond possible recoupmeot by the use 
of improved means of production., or by increased diJi8ence on the 
part of the workmen themselves. The foremen are paid by the day. the 
workmen by the piece. Change is made in the price paid to only a 
single group at one time; it is the intention to adiust prices once a year; 
by using the whole year's time, and hence affecting very few workers 
at once, this method of reducing piece-prices is followed without 
difficulty. It probably could not be followed without a new force 
of hands each year, if the reductions were made on the same day 
throughout tbe enUre establishment. (Roland, 1896, 12: 408-9) 

Such ankles, basic as they may appear by the management stan
dards of today. helped capitalists and managers develop a common 
class awareness of tbe problems facing them and of the range of 
possible solutions. 

The effective use of piecework required capital to make three 
interrelated changes, which interacted on each other and developed 
as rime went on. Capitalists at this time did not have a clear concep
cion of an alternative to the craft system of organizing production, 
but the piecemeal changes they introduced led them toward scientific 
managemenc and bureaucracy. Each of these changes favored the 
expansion of the emergent group of managers, and the management 
functions that were theit responsibility. First, in order [0 be able to 
put workers on piecework, it was necessary that management have a 
clear idea of the various jobs that needed to be done. how the work 
was divided, what each worker did, how much time was required for 
each operation, how the work was laid out, which workers did whi�h 
jobs, and so fonh. Second. if only for payroll purposes, the company 
had to keep track of the output of individual workers, rather than 
keeping records only on foremen and their work groups. If nothing 
else changed. this meant a substantially more elaborate set of records. 
Third. if capital was to get the maximum benefit from piece*ork, 
someone who understood the work process had to study and use 
these records. in order to determine the ways in which changes 
could be made and the groups of workers to whom pressure should 
be applied. The management experts of the time were very much 
aware that piecework required a complete change in the method 
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of running a shop, and stressed the need for makins a set of 
interrelated changes: 

[Piecework] requires a thorough draughting office system, that- the 
drawings be complete, accurate, and correcred [Q date, and show all 
that is to be done on the piece. Also, a highly organized "piecewotk" 
office and a system of estimates. observations. records. and compari
sons, resulting in a definite knowledge of what length of time the work 
should take . . . .  

The success of these systems depends almost entirely on the 
thoroughness and accuracy with which the value of operations can be 
detennined, while this in turn depends upon the nature of the work, 
the organization of the draughtingoffice and " p1ece-work" office. and 
upon the methods of dividing the operations imo their elements and 
of recording the results of each ticket, so that the infonnation can be 
available in various combinations of old elements for new work, for 
which rates may be required. (DarlingtOn, 1899a.: 448--49) 

Piecework and related changes required much more elaborate 
records and multiplied paper work and bureaucracy. Many of 
the old-style supervisors did not understand the need for these 
changes, which were intended not simply to have a record of what 

had happened, but rather to serve as an active tool in controlling 
production. As]. Slater I.ewis explained in "Works Management for 
Maximum Production": 

A great many persons entirely miss the point of advaJUIlge to be gained 
by a carefully elaborated system of records in (he internal adminis
tration of works. Old ideas die hard, and, since the COSt of operations 
is still the principal element in such records. it is assumed that [Q 
produce more accurate "cost accoums" is the whole end of the refonns 
proposed. "Our costs are quite sufficiem for us; we know what our 
work costs us in labour and materials; we know what [Q seU at," 
is the usual reply one gets when urging the utility of more modem 
methods. Now, apart from (he fact that no system of cost accounts 
which lfUre/y registers material and labour is any trustworthy guide to 
[he ptofitableness--or the reverse-of any particular "line" where the 
margin of profit is very small, or where widely-different classes of 
work are concurrently passing through the same shops, the object of 
modern methods of record is quite other than that of a system of COSt 
accounts. That it fulfiIls the functions of this is quite true; but it has 
much more extended and even much more important aims. 
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The real object of modern organization is to streogthen [he adminis
trative arm in its control of routine, and to keep it closely informed as 
to fluctuations in sectional and departmental efficiencies. (1899: 63) 

Elaborate records were necessary not because of the need to keep 
track of the cost of production, not because price competition with 
other capitalists required an exact determination of the best-selling 
price, not even in order to decide which lines oc items produced 
were the most profitable. It was conceded that the old methods of 
COSt accounting were generally adequate for these purposes. The 
demands of the class struggle were what required much moce 
elaborate records and procedures. If workers were to be controlled, 
the speed of production to be forced to its maximum, and costs to be 
cut to the minimum. management had to have the information on 
what aspeCtS of the work process could be speeded up. This point 
was emphasized in an article entitled "CoSt Keeping Methods in 
Machine Shop and Foundry"; 

There are two objective points in cost keeping. The first is the de
termination of a price at which the factory production can safely be 
offered on the market; for this purpose, gross sums suffice. The 
second point sought is lessening of production costs, and, to obtain 
this highly desirable result, the most minute anainable subdivision of 
cost is demanded. Hence, in all cases. the beginner in COSt keeping is 
inclined to open as few accounts as possible. because gross amounts 
will serve his first purpose of discovering a safe selling price, while the 
experienced COSt keeper will subdivide his expense acCOUnt even 
down to ultimate items. This may appeal. at first sight, to be a mere 
slavish regard for minuteness of detail; it really arises from his knowl
edge that production expenses cannot be reduced in gross, but must 
be attacked in small parts. A mana&er cannot reduce expense 'by 
notifying his subordinates of his general desire to do so; he must 
point out the exact items which shall be lessened, and before he 
can specify any reduction, at any point, he must know all the com
ponent parts of the cost of that detail. Hence, the experience� cOSt 
keeper may divide the expense acCOUnt into a hundred, or ro.ore. 
subordinate accounts, while the inexperienced cost keeper may keep 
his expense in a single account, or, at most, divide it under a very few 
heads. (Roland, 1898, 16: 20B) 

In beginning the move away from issuing workers only general ' I ,11 'I 
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orders and directives and toward detailed specification and control 
of particular actions, improved record keeping was a crucial first 
step. The records could be used with varying degrees of sophistica
tion. To be most effective, they required a manager who knew the 
details of the work and could issue specific orders about exactly what 
should be changed. On the simplest level, managers began with the 
time it took a worker or group of workers to do an operation and 
compared that with the time it had taken to do the same operation in 
each past instance, with the aim of insisting that current performance 
match the best that had been achieved in the past. 

Workers responded by themselves keeping records of past output, 
and trying to ensure that there was no variation that could provide an 
opening for management demands to increase production (or justifi
cation for piece-rate cuts that forced increases in output to maintain 
earnings). In the simplest case, workers simply prepared a table 
showing how many pieces they had to produce in a day (or hour, or 
whatever) in order to make a specified daily wage. When workers 
made a variety of items, they kept track of their time on each item 
and fought any cuts in the time allowed: "We always kept our own 
time in a book and when we had a job come out with a time card we 
always put down in the book the actual rime, and if the job came back 
and the price was cut we would beat it down to the office and down 
there they would go back and look up the other one and we would 
ask why the job was cut" (U.S. House of Representatives, 1912: 
304). At the Rock Island Arsenal, one worker explained, "each and 
every man has a time book where he keeps his time and keeps tab on 
these things, and I do myself' (ibid.: 807). 

A more complex use of the records involved comparing one group 
of workers to another. Given the way many factories were organized, 
it was quite possible that there were workers making screws, let us 
say. in many different areas of the shop (or in a large factory, in 
entirely different buildings). If the items produced were exactly 
identical, the comparison was simple. Even if the products differed 
significantly, a manager who understood the work could compare 
the two situations. For example, screws come in many different 
lengths, with varying numbers of threads per ioch, with assoned 
kinds of heads and thicknesses of shank, and so 00. If the daily 
output for workers in one area of the plant was one thousand screws, 
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three inches long, with ten threads to the inch, and in another area of 
the plant was one thousand screws, one and a half inches long, with 
ten or fewer threads to the inch, this would indicate that the second 
group of workers should be studied, and presumably would be 
pressured to increase their output. 

A still more sophisticated use of data from record keeping came 
with the use of outside consultants, which allowed capitalists to 
make comparisons even becween workers in entirely different areas 
of the country. For example, at the Watertown Arsenal hearings 
workers complained about the setting of rates. Dwight Merrick, tbe 
SI S-a-day Taylar system expert who set the rates,'" testified that he 
knew the work could be done in the time he specified, because he 
had set hundreds of rates on the samesJones and Lamson machine at 
other shops, and men had produced the output he specUiedt (ibid.: 
447). Scientific management carried the process of rate setting to its 
logical conclusion: 

There are those who make aprofession of lime study and who tabulate 
for general use the elementary results. In scientific managemem shops 
also records are kept of elementary times derived from their own 
time study work. These records obtained bOth within and without 
the particular shop are coming to be used in the setting of new 
tasks . . . .  The matter, that is to say, becomes an office process. 
(Hone, 1915: SO-51) 

Record keeping was also advocated as a way of controlling then and 
deception. An article by Henry Roland offered many anecdotes and 
examples to demonstrate the importance of good record keeping, 
and of increasing the division oflabor by having separate workers in 
charge of the toolroom and the stores. In one case a folder in a book 
bindery made an error on twelve thousand sheets. 

{She} took the sotcher and coverer into her confidence, and the three 
girls. all on piece-work, passed the books through to completion, had 
their piece-work books checked up with credits for the work, passed 

"The time-study man was thus halfway between the skilled worker who received $3 
or ,4 a day and the Taylor system expert who supervised the entire system and 
received $50 a day (Aitken, 1960: 94. 106). 

tTbe experts undoubtedly made plenty of mistakes, as was demoosrrared at the 
Watertown Arsenal hearings. These records and this experience, however, provided 
important guides in assessing the problem areas in the shop. 
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the greater part of the spoiled twelve thousand copies down the soil 
pipe, and took the remainder out of the bindery at niglu in their 
clothes and lunch baskets. (1898, 15: 468) 

In the early 1860s the Rock Island Railroad shops in Chicago had 
seven or eight hundred workers. With the aid of undercover inves
tigators who hired on as workers and were shifted from one part of 
the shop to another, one Saturday afternoon the company searched 
many workers as they left the shops, and demanded that all workers 
give up the keys to their tool boxes. 

More than eight hundred dollars' worth of "company" material was 
taken from the workmen at that single search, including samples of 
nearly everything used in making freight and passenger cars and 
locomotives. Two of the blacksmiths. father and son, Englishmen, twO 
of the best men in the forge-shops. were found to have carried out, by 
some undiscovered method, an anvil, a large old-fashioned smith's 
forge bellows, two vises, a large lot of mogs, files, axes, fullers, 
formers. sets, hammers. and sledges, and, in addition, more than ten 
tons of bar iron and steel. They intended soon to start a shop on their 
own account. (Ibid.: 468-69) 

Roland offered a dozen other examples of the same sort, all 
involving deceit and antagonism. none involving catching an inno
cent and unintended error. While he admitted that in particular 
instances where small quantities were involved "the time expenditure 
in keeping the record may be many times more than the value of the 

material delivered," he insisted that over-all it was necessary to 
designate special personnel to control materials, dispensing them 
only on written orders and keeping accurate records. 

These numerous anecdotes are given as showing more plainly and 
conclusively than any argument could do the absolute necesiity of a 
complete bookkeeping and checking system in the shop and factory, 
with a sufficient clerical force to carry out all details with prompmess. 
Short accounts make long friends. It is not enough to have areliable 
method of handling work and keeping track of it in the shop. There 
must be frequent balances and actual counts. (Ibid.: 469-70). 

Preventing theft through the creation of special toolroom and 
storeroom clerks--when previously tools and stores had been open 
for any worker to take what they needed-is one example of a still 
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more "advanced" use of the record keeping inspired by piecework. 
Once special toolroom derks had been introduced-largely as a way 
of controlling theft-it was only another small step to have workers 
Stop coming to get their own tools, and instead hire more helpers or 
derks whose job it was to bring the appropriate tools. Another more 
important step in the same direction was the introduction of unskilled 
workers whose only job was to grind tools to standard shapes, in 
place of having skilled workers grind their own tools to the special 
needs of the particular job chey had before them. Once trus process 
began there were many other similar steps which could be taken
one authority held that "the special object of a polishing department 
is to remove from the lathe hand an operation which can be per
formed by unskilled labor" (Outerbridge, 1896: 652; see also Drcun. 
1899. 17, 598). 

As Harry Braverman (following Nicbolas Babbage) has shown, 
capitalists have an economic incentive to increase the division of 
labor in this way even if the new system is technically the same as the 
old system. If eight skilled workers. each paid at the rate of.$ 3.00 a 
day, and each spending one hour a day grinding tools. can be replaced 
by seven skilled workers at $3.00 a day and one unskilled worker at 
$1.50 a day, capitalists can save about six percent of their wage bill. 
The unskilled worker spends all of his or her time grinding tools. 
and each of the skilled workers has an extra hour a day to do skilled 
work. Exactly the same work is done, but the capitalists pay less 
money for wages. 

Or such at least is the theory. In practice, capital only benefits if 
the new low-paid unskilled workers are kept busy most of the time, 
and if they ace able to save time for skilled workers. For example, the 
employment of new unskilled workers to bring tools, bolrs, straps, 
and so on to skilled workers could be an effective use of the Babbage 
principle if managers were able to plan the work so as to keep 
everyone busy. However, if skilled workers all assembled their tools 
and materials the first hour of the work day, and if no alt�rnative 
arrangements were made, the unskilled tool fetchers would have 
nothing to do after the first hour, and they would nOt significantly 
reduce the demand for skilled labor. Since such unskilled workers 
were almost by definition people who could not do a variety of the 
required tasks, and were not trained to plan the work and be self-
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directing, in order for them to be kept busy at their limited tasks, 
someone else had to plan the work for them and direct their labor. 
This reinforced the need for the managers who had introduced the 
unskilled workers. Managers had to be able to understand the work 
sufficiently to know what would happen when a change was made, 
had to be able to plan alternative methods, and bad to know how to 
keep and interpret records tbat could determine the profitability of 
proposed changes. 

Technological Change 

Technological change was another weapon that capital used to 
weaken or attack the craft system. Increases in the division of 
labor and the introduction of machinery reinforced each other. As 
capitalists became more knowledgeable about. and more involved 
in, the labor process they split off various operations which could be 
done by machinery or unskilled labor. The two went together: 
unskilled workers were able to do the tool grinding in part because 
of the development of automatic machinery intended for this pur· 
pose; at the same time, developing the machinery made sense because 
managers were keeping records on work times and calculating how 
much they could save if unskilled workers ground tools. 

There is no question that technological advance brings many 
important benefits, allows the production of more use values for a 
given amount of labor, improves the quality of the product, and so 
on. This is widely recognized, so the point need not be belabored. 
Less widely recognized, however, is the fact that technology is also a 
crucially imponant means by which capitalists attempt to control the 
labor process. Moreover. the twO ace related: it is amistake to begin 
with an opposition between twO different kinds of technological 
changes. one a "purely technical" advance (whatever that may be) 
allowing goods to be produced cheaper and with less effort, and the 
other designed solely to increase the speed of labor and the degree 
to which the capitalist controls the labor process. The introduction 
of technology allows the capitalist to undersell other capitalists and 
capture a larger share of the market. thereby increasing profits and 
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the accwnulation of capital. Competition with other capitalists is 
thus an imponant spur to continued technological innovation. But 
this does 00[ affect the argument that technology was used in order 
to increase the speed of production and better control workers: both 
are important factors in lowering the cost of production. 

This reflects one of the fundamental starting pointS of Marx's 
analysis: the twofold nature of the commodity under capitalism. A 
commodity is and must be both a use value and an exchange value. 
If a commodity was not useful no one would want it. and it would 
have no exchange value; if it were useful but no human labor was 
necessary in order to appropriate it then no one would have any need 
to exchange for it (as is true, for example, of the air). A commodity 
must be a unity of both these aspects. Capitalists do not first produce 
use values and later produce exchange values. It is neimer fruitful 
nor reasonable to look at a given commodity and ask, "Is this 
primarily a use value or primarily an exchange value?" 

Marx emphasized that the commodity could not have mis twofold 
character unless me labor which produced the commodity also had 
this twofold character. Marx also mentioned the twofold nature of 
supervision within the capitalist production process-supervision to 
coordinate work and produce use values as opposed to supervision 
to control workers and produce a profit. Similarly, in a capitalist 
system technology has this twofold character. Capitalists introduce 
technological change because they believe it will aid them in the 
process of capital accumulation, and the success of such change is 
measured by its ability to do so; whether it succeeds for technical 
reasons, or because it reduces wages, or because it increases me 
intensity of labor, is almOSt irrelevant to the capitalist. 

An obvious but highly imponant example of me way technology is 
shaped for capitalist ends is the fact that capitalists made special 
effons to reduce the amount of high-paid skilled labor. and to have 
the new machinery be operated by low-paid unskilled tabor. This 
is reasonable in terms of profit maximization, but wim 4ifferent 
goals it might be just as reasonable to make special effons to 
develop machinery to replace the least interesting work, or the most 
dangerous work, or the most degrading work. One nineteenth
century expen noted: "It is well known that the planing machine 
requires the highest skill in its manipulation, if anything like accurate 
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surfaces are desirable and expensive 'fitting' is to be avoided. Conse
quently it is important to do away with planing as much as possible." 
In its place the aumor advocated a different method. the advantage 
of which was that "by this memod the removal of metal is accelerated 
three or four times. and sevenry-five per cent of the work is done by 
unskilled attendants" (Orcutt. 1899, 16: 706). 

That cost was, and is, a very important reason to develop or adopt 
technologies that use unskilled labor reflects the logic of capitalism, 
which views workers as tools to be used in capital accumulation. 
Since workers in a capitalist system ace only tools, it is irrational 
within such a system to consider whether one kind of work is more 
interesting, pleasant and creative, and helps people to develop these 
qualities in themselves. If one production process produces a given 
commodiry at 99� per piece, but requires workers who are mindless 
robots, it is still unquestionably superior to another process mat 
produces the same commodity at $1 each, and uses workers who can 
give free play to their creative abilities. As one turn-of-the-century 
writer swnmarized the situation: "Viewing men as tools, every added 
unused power or abiliry is a detriment" (Aroold, 1896: 1094). An 
unskilled worker could grind tools, so a qualified machinist who did 
so was not using his full powers. To the capitalist, mis was a "waste," 
a positive detriment, since a worker was regarded as a means to the 
end of increased profits and the further accumulation of capital. For 
obvious reasons, workers took a different view of the situation; since 
the work was more interesting and pleasant when they performed a 
variety of tasks, since there was no technical superiority of one 
system over another, and since they viewed themselves as human 
beings rather than as tools for the accumulation of capital, workers 
preferred the more varied organization of work. 

Laber costs were only one part of the use of technology to increase 
profits. Control can hardly be separated from cost-if capitalists 
cannot adequately control their workers, workers demand more for 
themselves and this leads to increasing costs. A series of articles on 
the technical history of changes in machinery found the greatest 
advantage of the fully automatic machine tool to be that operators 
were replaced easily enough that output did not depend on their 
"whim." By contrast, the skilled operator "is indispensable in the 
case of the semi-automatic or self-acting machine tool, and . . .  is 
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wholly intractable and ungovernable, and can and does make work 
COStS large or small at his own pleasure" (Roland, 1899: 182), This 
still reflects a concern with cost, but it reiterates the fact that formal 
wage tates are less important than the extent to which workers 
control the work process and their own time. 

Workers' struggles could have a giant impact on the extent to 
which machinery was developed or adopted. On the one hand, the 
existing wages helped determine whether or not it was profitable to 
introduce machinery. Suppose machinery could be devised to do a 

given job foe $750. If the workers doing that job were receiving 
$500, the machinery would not be introduced; if workers managed 
to increase their wages to $ 1  ,000 by militant struggle, the machinery 
would then become profitable. 

On the other hand, workers' struggle for control of one or anothet 
aspect of production could limit the extent to which capital intro
duced machinery and new methods. Turn-of-the-century manage
ment literature carried many articles comparing American and 
European (especially British) workers, with the unvarying theme 
that American workers were far more willing to accept new methods 
and new machinery. For example, in 1899 one author repotted: 

A large Ametican manufacturer is sending large quantities of a superior 
article to England. That shipments may be made in a morc compact 
form, he has established works in England for putting together pans 
machined in America. On a recent visit to the English factory, he 
observed the manner in which the work was done. Calling the foreman 
to one side, he told him that he could show the workmen how they 
could, with the same effon and working the same number of hours, 
earn from 25 to 30 per cent more in wages, and asked jf it would 
not be advisable to do so. The foreman thought it was a good idea, and 
spoke to the men. On calling next day, much to the surprise of the 
American. not a man was at work, and it was three days before work 
was resumed, and then only on the condition that no innovations 
would be attempted. (Orcutt, 1899, 16: 929) 

Obviously, in suth a shop workers could simply prevent the \ntro
duetion of new machinery (at least for a time-if other workers 
allowed the introduction of the machinery soon all shops would have 
to do so or go bankrupt). Even if the machinery could be introduced 
in Europe, capitalists had less reason to do so: 
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It is a fact. verified by statistics and the statements of many American 
makers of machinery who have successfully introduced their machines 
imo European countries. that. under European conditions and when 
handled by European workmen. American labor-saving and automatic 
machinery turns out from 30 to 50 per cent less than is produced by 
the same machinery in America. I am told that the royalties on the 
McKay boot-sdtching machines. paid on me products turned out. are 
one-third less from the machines in operation in European countries 
than from those in operation in America.. I know that. on certain 
machines for the production of bicycle parts. operations which are 
regularly performed in America in from sVt to seven minutes usually 
take from ten to twelve minutes in the hands of European operatives. 
This is due chiefly to inefficient labor and the want of properly-trained 
tool makers to keep the machines in a high state of efficiency. It is also 
stated that the product of the Singer works at Glasgow is no greater 
than that of the works in America, although they employ one thousand 
more operatives. (Orcult. 1899. 16: 927-28; see also 17: 391) 

Thus the nature of the workforce obviously had a giant impact on 
the development and introduction of technological innovations: 
machinery would be introduced at a slower rate in Britain, since the 
machine cost as much but brought smaller benefits. One writer 
argued that these "racial traitS" had to be a primary consideration in 
designing machinery (Williams. 1895: 96)." 

Workers' struggles could thus slow the rate at which technological 
innovations were introduced. They could also propel capitalists 
into introducing machinery that otherwise would not have been 
developed, or not developed for many more years. In extreme cases 
the desire to control workers could outweigh capitalists' concern for 
technological efficiency and lead to actions that seem "irrational" 
from the point of view of marketplace capitalism. The struggles at 
McCormick Harvester in the 1880s indicate that one great advan
tage of labor-saving machinery-the fact that it "never goes on 
strike" (Orcult, 1899, 16: 707)--could override considerations of 
operating cost. 

McCormick Harvester was one of the largest and most fabulously 

• Americans are a race, Englishmen are a race, Germans are a race, and so on-a use 
ofthe tenn ·'race" that has gone out offashion, but one which is no less justifiable than 
the belief that the differences between American whites and American blacks are 
·'racial·· in a biological sense. 
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profitable companies of the late nineteenth century." Moldecs made 
up only about 10 percent of the workforce, but at least in terms of 
wages they were the pacesetters for the entire workforce. Since the 
wage increases they won were granted immediately to all the other 
workers as well, the extca money received by malders was only a 
fraction of the cost of raising wolders' wages. 

During the depression of 1884-1885 the management cut wages, 
despite the fact that the company had posted record profits of 
$1.75 million (71 percent net on the stated capital investment). In 
the spring production rush the molders called a strike JUSt for 
molders. The company was confident of victory, and welcomed the 
opponunity to teach the workers "a lesson." Molders' sense of class 
consciousness and class solidarity was strong enough that at first the 
company was unable to recruit any molders to work in the factory, as 
emerges from the following two telegrams: 

To). F. Udey, Agent, Sterling, Illinois: 
The gentleman you sent in to us as aMolder, Mr.Jas. McBride, did not 
remain over an hour or two until he packed his valise and skipped. We 
took special pains to get him into the Works by his riding with Mr. 
McCormick in his buggy. We can hardly imagine his purpose in 
coming at our expense and taking the course which he did. If you are 
able to do so try and collect back his Rail. Road fare. 

To Tom Braden, Agem, Des Moines, Iowa: 
Outofthe lot of men you sent us yesterday but two of themsbowed up 
in Chicago. Mr. C. Allen and his brother, the balance baving deserted 
on the way. We find it is not safe to ship these critters at our expense 
unless nailed up in a box car or chained. We were unable to get 
the Messrs. Alien inside our gate today, and presume tbat before. 
we shall be able to do so they will also disappear. (Quoted in Ozanne, 
1967: 1 5 )  

After some time and much effort, the company managed to recruit 
twenty-five scab molders to replace the ninety striking mqlders. 
Until this time molder pickets had allowed all other workers to enter 
the plant, only keeping out molders. At this time they called out all 

·In 1900 McCormick was one of the twenty largest U .S. companies, with more man 
4,000 workers. The successor company, Inrernational Harvesrer, is still one of me 
thirty largest industrials. 
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workers, who responded in huge numbers, and the strike was very 
effective. Pickets beat up would·be scabs, trolley drivers refused to 
bring workers into the plant, Pinkerton agents were beaten and were 
unable to keep the gates open, the police and politicians refused to 
help the company. The company remained adamant, but at this point 

Chicago capitalists became thoroughly alarmed lest this rising tide of 
union defiance start ageneral conflagration. At this junccure, Philip D. 
Armour, capitalist elder and head of the well-known meat-packing 
firm, tactfully notified young McCormick that he would like to talk 
with him. In a friendly way, Armour discussed several strikes which he 
had experienced. He blundy told the young executive that the public 
was holding him (Q blame since there had been no such occurrence in 
his father's time. Armour then advised him 10 settle the strike even 
if it meaD[ paying the men what they asked, since the situation was 
developing into "open war." (Ibid.: 17) 

The strike had become serious and widespread enough that, in the 
opinion of an important capitalist leader, all of Chicago faced at least 
the possibility of "open war." McCormick immediately settled the 
strike, ending by having to concede all the demands at issue. 

Given that the molders were well organized and militant, that they 
led the rest of the workforce, and that the company found it virtually 
impossible to hire molders who would side with the company instead 
of the union, the company decided it would have to find a way to 
completely dispense with molders, or else continue to wrestle with 
an organized and militant workforce. Young McCormick concluded, 
"'I do not think we will be troubled by the same thing again ifwe take 
proper steps to weed out the bad element among the men;" (quoted 
in Ozanne, 1967: 20) and he made it dear that the "bad element" 
meant the molders. The only possibility seemed to be machinery, 
and within two weeks the company was making plans to use machin· 
ery to replace all of the molders. The company had nOt previously 
intended to use molding machines, and there was no assurance 
that the machines would be able to do the job. Nevertheless, the 
company spent $500,000 (at a time when skilled machinists earned 
$3 a day) on molding machinery, and three months later closed 
the foundry for two months in order to install the machines. Since 
the purpose of the machines was nor to cut COStS but rather to 
smash the union, the company did not buy one or twO machines 
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to test their effectiveness. The initial purchase, made just weeks 
after the strike ended, included enough machines to handle total 
production. The machines were so inadequate that it was unclear 
whether they could be made to work at all; they produced poor 
quality castings, and fifteen molders had to be hired "when it became 
evident that the molding machines could not produce certain types 
of castings" (ibid.: 21).'" 

Moreover, in addition to the high cost of the machinery itself, 
its adoption, cathet than lessening labor costs, more than doubled 
the cost of tabor, since so many unskilled workers were required. 
Foundry tabor costs increased from $3,000 a week with skilled 
molders and no machines to $8,000 a week after machines replaced 
the skilled workers; in terms of percentage of payroll COSts, foundry 
labor increased from 18.8 percent before the machines to 31.0 per· 
cent afrer the introduction of machinery. 

Bad as the machines were, they were good enough to allow 
McCormick to smash the molders union. In 1886, a year after the 
first strike, the molders, who by then were no longer employees, had 
managed to unionize about 1,000 other workers (out of a total 
workforce of 1,380). The second strike made it cryStal clear that the 
company's overriding goal was to break the molders' power: three of 
four strike demands, including one for a substantial wage increase, 
were conceded. The only demand on which the company would not 
compromise was a closed shop for molders. Even though they had 
won their own demands the other workers voted to strike in suppon 
of the molders, and a long bitter strike ensued, which the company 
eventually won. t Profits for the year were less than half what they 
had been before (down by more than $1 million), but the company 
had thoroughly smashed worker opposition. 

People often find this example disturbing and believe it to run 
counter to any explanation except one based on McCormick's per· 
sona! psychology. McCormick. it is said, did not smash the workers 

·The molding machines were abandoned after three yean, and tbe company sued 
the manufacrurer in an attempt to recover its investment (Ozanne, (967: 27). 

tT oward the end of this strike strikers attaCked scabs and smashed. plant windows, 
and the police responded. by killing rwo strikers and wounding several, A meeting 
called to protest police brurality was held at Haymarket Square. At tbis meeting a 
bomb was throwlI, killing sevell police. The thrower was never found, but four 
anarchist leaders were hanged, and there was a wave of repression. 
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because that would allow him to make more money; he smashed the 
workers even though this reduced his profits. I would argue, how
ever, that McCotmick operated well within the bounds of capitalist 
rationality. The general manager had welcomed the first strike, 
saying "we have many men employed who have been with us for 
years without a lesson" in the futility of resistance against the 
company (quoted in Ozanne, 1967: 14). When workers won the 
first strike it taught everyone concerned a very different lesson. 
McCormick probably expected the machinery to work better than it 
did; nonetheless, he was quite rational to believe that it was wonh 
S I  million to teach the workers that when push came to shove the 
company, not the workers, would win. Otherwise, the company 
would have paid even greater COStS over the next several years in 
various kinds of low-visibility, nondramatic inability to force its 
workers to obey company orders. 

Machinery was obviously a very powerful weapon in capital·s 
attack on the craft system-Marx called machinery "the most power
ful weapon for repressing strikes" (1867: 41O}-but it was not 
a complete solution. First of all, machinery could not simply be 
conjured up. at will to meet any problems: McCormick's molding 
machines produced much lower quality, at much higher cost, and 
a less profitable company could not have afforded to use them. 
Capitalists often would have liked machinery to replace particularly 
intractable or high-paid workers, but frequently there was nothing 
available. Beyond this, however, [he introduction of new machinery 
did not by itself necessarily lead to the anticipated benefits. 

The modern view of machinery and its inherent potential for 
control of workers is dominated by the image of the assembly line. 
On an assembly line, by far the most important task of foremen and 
supervisors is simply to be sure that workers remain at their jobs, 
because if they do so the assembly line will determine most other 
aspects of the work process. If a worker's job is to put on the left rear 
wheel and tighten it down, and a String of cars comes off the line 
without their left rear wheels, or without the bolts having been 
tightened, it is very easy for management to tell what the problem is. 

But the assembly line, a creation of the early twentieth century, 
was a qualitative breakthrough. Its use as a symbol of machinery in 
general leads us to overestimate the extent to which nineteenth-
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century machinery controlled the work process. Machinery was 
widely used, often very sophisticated, and much of it even automatic. 
But these machines existed as isolated parts of the work process, 
connected only through the activities of workers; there were very 
few connections between one machine and anomer. Even if a machine 
was fully automatic. when the product came out of that machine it 
still had to be transported to the next machine and set up in that 
machine-even if the next machine was fully automatic. Machinery 
could solve the problem of controlling the speed of production for 
one particular operation, but capitalists had not yet developed 
machinery to the point where it controlled speed for the shop as a 
whole. As a result, one expen cautioned: 

It is not merely sufficient that the technical ponion of such operations 
be modernised. Automatic and stop-machines will not of themselves 
produce either a large or an exaa ouput, but must be themselves 
made pan of a sysrem arranged [0 suit the changed conditions of 
work in order that their real superiority may become available. 
(lewis. 1899: 67) 

And another expert warned that "the whole establishment must be 
brought into harmony with this class of machinery, or its introduction 
will noc be productive of cbe best results" (Orcutt, 1899. 16: 707). 

The fact that sophisticated machinery existed as isolated islands in 
the production process, combined with the very different moral and 
social aunosphere in the workshops, meant that there could be 
tremendous variations in the amounts produced. Even on automatic 
machinery, the set-up process often required considerable skill, and 
the worker could not be rushed. One worker explained the ways 
he could slight the work even though the machine was fully auto
matic, and other workers made it clear that when they had. been 
assigned to operate that machine they had spoiled work simply 
through a lock of skill or experience (U.S. House of Representa
tives, 1912: 282, 284). 

Machinery was introduced to control tabor and the spe'ed of 
production. By having certain rules built into the machine-the 
quality of output, the speed at which the machine was to operate, and 
so on-the need for supervision and control was reduced. At the 
same time, the more machinery was used, the more important it 
became to control workers and increase me division of IaOOr. If a 
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worker was paid 301t an hour and the machinery (and other over� 
head) cost the capitalist another 1O� an hour, an hour the worker 
spent talking or sitting around cost the capitalist 40t. However. if 
extensive new machinery were introduced, even if the worker's 
wages stayed constant at 301t an hour (and they might well increase 
because of the added responsibility), the machine cost could increase 
[Q 30t an hour, in which case an hour the worker spent doing �hat 
he or she wanted could cost capital 60t, a SO percent increase. The 
same logic coerced capital to increase the division of labor as it 
introduced new machinery. If skilled workers spent an hour a day 
doing things that could have been done by unskilled workers (finding 
tools and equipment, grinding tools, moving the work to the next 
station) capital could always CUt itS wage bill by using unskilled 
workers to do these things. However, when the cost of machinery 
and overhead became an imponant part of total costs, capital had a 
double incentive to use unskilled labor, since the skilled worker 
doing these other things was not using his or her machine, and the 
cost of the idle machine might be as great as the wage differential 
between skilled and unskilled labor. The cost of the machinery made 
it more imponant than ever to have close supervision, so that the full 
benefit could be drawn from the machinery. Machinery, introduced 
as a solution [Q the labor problem, became itself the most impottant 
reason to increase attention to the labor problem. To take an extreme 
case, it could literally be more profitable for a capitalise to employ a 
second worker whose only job was to make sure the 6rst worker 
stayed at work continuously. If there were a ten-hour work day, and 
the machine cost $20 a day, and wages were $3 a day, then a worker 
who spent two hours a day away from the machine (for any purpose, 
including needed work activity) COSt the company $4 aday in unused 
capacity on the machine. TIlls would make it worthwhile for the 
company to hire an extra worker for the entire day simply to make 
sure that the first worker stayed at work continuously. While I do not 
mean to suggest that such an example--or such a solution-was 
historically significant, it is important to indicare the way in which 
machinery changed the economics of supervision. This was the 
context in which Taylorism emerged. 



6 
Scientific Management and the 
Dictatorship of the Bourgeoisie 

I have argued that while piecework, improved record keeping, 
and technology all weakened the craft system, both separately and 
together, they were not completely successful in destroying that 
system. Employers of course constrained workers in various ways, 
and demanded that the goals of capital accumulation be met, but 
within this general framework, employers continued to assume 
tbat for the most part workers would direct and control the work 
process-which is to say that employers themselves in some sense 
accepted the foundation of the craft system. As long as this was true, 
changes produced only temporary solutions; only an alternative 
method of organizing production could provide a "final solution." 

One individual stands far above all others in the contribution he 
made to solving this critical problem facing the capitalist class. 
Frederkk Winslow Taylor at once excelled in three different re
spects: (1) he produced by far the beSt analysis of the existing 
situation, an understanding of the nature of the problem conftonting 
employers; (2) he developed the solution for this problem, an alter
native means of organizing and structuring the production process 
and the relations of production; and (3) he was himself the most 
imponant person directing the implementation of the policies he 
proposed. Frederick Taylor was the Napoleon of rhe war against 
craft production, directing some battles himself and acting through 
lieutenants in other cases, but he was more than that. He was �o the 
theoretician who comprehended the situation and explained the 
solutions to the problems that had baffled so many before him. 
Taylor represented the unification of theory and practice in the 
cause of the capitalist class. 

While it is crucial to understand Taylor's unique place in the 
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struggle to control production, it is just as impottant to realize 
that he cannot be viewed in isolation. As the last chapter demon
strated, there was a management movement before Taylor came to 
prominence. A.number of journals were concerned with the ques
tion of management, and dozens of authors produced hundreds of 
articles on the subject. Taylor participated in this movement almost 
from its very beginnings, serving as a commentator at the session of 
(he American Society of Mechanical Engineers at which Henry 
Towne delivered ''The Engineer as Economist," the paper that more 
than any other marks the large-scale beginnings of the management 
movement. Initially, however, Taylor was only a minor participant; 
it was ten years before he delivered a paper of his own. 

By the early 1900s Taylor had become the dominant figure in the 
management movement. Roben Hoxie's 1915 invescigationof man
agement systems for the Industrial Commission begins by noting: 

Mr. Taylor is usually credited with being the founder of scientific 
management and has been almOSt universally recognized as its leading 
exponent . . . .  In fact, the T aylor system has been and still is regarded in 
most quarters as scientific management par excellence and practically 
identified with the more inclusive term. (1915: 7) 

Similarly, the congressional investigation of government arsenals, 
the testimony from which I have quoted so frequently in these 
pages, was tided "A Special House Committee to Investigate the 
Taylar and Other Systems of Shop Management. "  Although Taylor 

did not coin the term "scientific management"-it was invented by 
Louis Brandeis in a railroad rate dispute-the term quickly became 
totally identified with Taylor's policies.· 

Taylor not only dominated the management movement ofhis own 
time; his methods and theories continue to be by far the most 
imponant in determining the organization of industry today. Harry 
Braverman has stated this position most dearly and forcefully: 

It is impossible to overestimate the imponance of the scientific 
management movement in the shaping of the modern corporation 
and indeed all institutions of capitalist society which carry on labor 
processes. The popular notion that Taylorism has been "superseded" 

·Copley claims that Taylor originally used the rerm in discussions with Brandeis, 
and Brandeis picked up the term from Taylor. 
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by later schools of industrial psychology or "human relations," that 
it "failed "-because of T ayior' s amateurish and naive views of human 
motivation or because it brought about a storm oflabor opposition or 
because T afiar and various successors antagonized workers and some
times management as welI-or that it is "outmoded" because certain 
Taylorian specifics like functional foremanship or his incentive-pay 
schemes have been discarded for more sophislicated methods: all 
these represent a woeful misreading of (he actual dynamics of the 
development of managemenr. 

The successors to Taylar are to be found in engineering and work 

design, and in tOP management; the successors (Q Munsterberg and 
Mayo are to be found in personnel departments and schools of indus
trial psychology and sociology, . . .  If Taylorism does not exist as a 
separate school today, that is because, apart from the bad odor of the 

name, it is no longer the property of a faction, since its fundamental 
teachings have become the bedrock of all work design. (1974: 86-87) 

These remarks of Braver man's have been widely questioned; they 
are worth quoting at length because in many cases they anticipate 
subsequent criticisms and refute them in advance. Braverman has 
precisely understood the essence of Taylorism; his critics have for 
the most part failed to understand what it was about, although 
Braverman told them clearly and well. While I will not deal with the 
nature of modem work processes, I hope that by clarifying the 
situation that existed before Taylor, and by emphasizing what was 
different and significant about Taylorism, I will demonstrate the 
truth of Braver man's insights. 

One comment needs to be made at once, however: Braverman's 
words. at least in my reading of them, refer only to the fact that 
Taylorism dominates modem management, is the strategy pursued by 
capital. The contrast drawn is between Taylorism and any other form 
of management orientation. As Braverman himself acknowledged, 
his work did not examine workers' consciousness and struggles, did 
not attempt to assess how successful capital was in imposing its 
wishes on the shop floor. Thus, it may well be true that the or�jza
tion of modern factories does not correspond to Taylorism in its 
pure form, and this is an important point. It is not, however, a 

refutation ofBraverman, who insists only that Taylorism dominates 
engineering, work design, and top management-which together 
make up only one side of the work process. 
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Even in the period before 1920, Taylor's system had agiant impact 
on American industry. Some ofBraverman's critics have argued that 
Taylorism was influential only as an ideology. not as a practice. Were 
this the case we would expect Taylor's works to have been widely 
disseminated to a popular audience, but not taken seriously by 
engineers and managers. The reverse was true: his writings were not 
bestsellers, but they were taken seriously by the people in a position 
to put the ideas into practice. Most of his papers were delivered 
to an audience of engineers. and printed in the major engineering 
journal Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical En
gineering. Engineering Magazine, the leading journal of the manage
ment movement, almOSt never reprinted articles that had appeared 
elsewhere, hut it did so for Taylor's first major article, stating: 
"We regard it as one of the most valuable contributions that have 
ever been given to technical lirerature, and by reason of that fact 
. . .  we deem it eminently fitting to accord the paper that distinc
tion which its importance and originality unquestionably merit" 
(1896, 690). 

While Taylor's published books and papers were very influen
tial, they were only one of the ways in which his ideas were spread, 
and the ideas were less importanr than the widespread introduction 
of the system. Taylor's ideas were put into practice at a number of 
important companies, Taylor himself introduced his system at 
many places, including the Midvale Steel Works (where he was 
employoo fue many years as chief engineer), the sixth largest com
pany in 1917, and the Bethlehem Steel Corporation, the third 
largest company in 1917. Fairly early on Taylor retired from actual 
direccion of the implementation of his system, but continued to 
select disciples to do these tasks, Taylor corresponded with these 
disciples and discussed with them rhe detailed plans for particular 
companies. The inner circle of Taylor disciples introduced his 
system at Westinghouse Electric (no. 17 in 1917),jones and Laugh
lin Steel (no. 19), Pullman (no. 25). American Locomotive (no. 62), 
Winchester Repeating Arms (no. 144), Cucris Publishing (no. 166), 
Remington Typewriter (no. 182), Plymouth Cordage Company (no. 
2 38), Amoskeag Mills (no. 292), Yale and Towne (no. 388), a 
number of the largest railroads (which are not classified in lists of top 
industrials), and more than 35 other companies which I have not 
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been able to identify as among the tOP 500 of the period (Nelson. 
1974a., 1975; Navin. 1950).· 

This only begins to list the companies that introduced some of 
Taylor's ideas. induding only tbose that followed the expens' direc
tions and introduced the rnore-or-less complete Taylar system. A 
number of other management consultants believed that they were 
introducing Taylar's system (perhaps with some modifications) but 
were not accepted by Taylor, either because of a lack of purity in 
introducing the system in its entirety, or because of personality 
conflicts. Some of these experts, such as Frank Gilbceth oc Harring
ton EmersoD, were important figures in their own right. Taylar was 
constantly being asked to recommend experts to help in the installa
tion of his system, "and when it came down to cases in these years, it 
always proved that Taylor had only four experts to recommend; 
namely, Barth, Gwm, Hathaway. and Cooke." The demand fot 
Taylor's system was so great, however, 

that men who once had been employed under [Taylor), and at the best 
knew only a few fearures of his system, were, even in the period 
between 1906 and 1910, setting themselves up as full-fledged Taylor 
experts; while regular engineers who professed to be his friends and to 
honor him for his achievements were in secret telling business men 
they could introduce his methods without his " elaborate ritual"; that 
is, could get the same results by taking "shon cutS" which would save 
much time and money. (Copley, 1923,11: 356-57) 

A further importam source ofTaylor's influence was his personal 

contacts with engineers and businessmen, Taylor saw himself as a 
missionary or prophet, and was always eager to tell people about his 

I 
system. Even in the 1880s, a Baldwin Locomotive Works (no, 4 in ' 
1900) executive who rode the same train noted that Taylar was 
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;' : . n IS ater years, once e gaD to e lamous, ay or 
established himself in a residence, called Boxly, and invited all who 
were interested to visit him. 

Among the pilgrims to 80x1y were engineers. industrial and coll�ge 
executives. men and women interested in all phases of educational and 
social work, army and navy officers, representatives of other govern-

4They may have been so, since there are many problems of identification involved. 
This is a minimum list of top companies introdudngTaylori$IIl. 
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menr depanmenrs. and editors and writers. At first they came siogly 
and in small groups. But later. especially after 1910, they often came 
in panies of as many as twenty.five or thirty. Regular days eventually 
were set for their comings; usually they gathered twice a week; the 
hour appoinred being in the forenoon so that they would have plenty 
of time for visiting the Tabor and Link·Belt plantS in the afternoon 
{where the Taylor system had been installed}. (Ibid .• 11: 283) 

The talk Taylor delivered at these visits became standardized, and 
lasted for more than two hours of rapid.6re delivery, during which 
the audience was not allowed to interrupt. Only at the end were they 
allowed to ask questions. For those who were interested. in his 
system Taylor happily offered. free advice-"the day hardly was long 
enough to hold the time that he would spend with them" (ibid. :  
286-87). For example, Taylor spent a lot of time over a period of 
years advising the Packard Motor Car Company (no. 121 in 1917) 
about his system (ibid.: 353-55). 

Taylor's influence also spread through various institutions. One of 
the people who came to hear Tayloc's lecture was Edwin F. Gay, the 
first dean ofHarvard's Graduate School of Business Administration. 
As a result of this visit to Boxly, together with conversations with 
Taylor supporters, Gay decided to base Harvard's program on the 
Taylor system. 

Taylor himself opposed the idea, since he believed his system 
should be taught in workshops, not universities, but when Harvard 
went ahead anyway he gave his grudging acquiescence, helping to 
determine the curriculum and eventually giving a series of lectures. 
By the time he lectured at Harvard his works were so well known 
(and he was so repetitious), that the bulk of his time was devoted 
ro answering questions. Dartmouth's business school also made 
the Taylor system "the basic element of its instruction in manage· 
ment," sponsoring a three-day conference for 300 participants, 
mostly businessmen and engineers, with Taylor as the lead speaker 
(ibid., 353, 392). 

Finally, Taylor and his followers came to dominate the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers (Taylor was its president in 1906), 
the leading professional association, through which engineers at a 
host of companies and in most of the leading engineering schools 
were exposed to Taylor's work and principles. 
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The result of this widespread influence was that elements of 
Taylorism found their way into companies where no cenified Taylar 
system expert introduced them. Consider, for example, one oc twO 

of the threads connecting Taylar to the autO industry: 

In 1909 [Tayiar} made a speech of more than four hours at the 
Packard plant, deeply impressing the bead of the oorporation, H.B. 
Joy, and other officials. Packard at once instituted or accelerated 
scientific job analyses, and by 1913 the plant had been largely ''Tay10r. 
iud." late the following year Taylar apin visited Detroit. this rime 
addressing more than six hundred superintendents, foremen, and 
others drawn from industries all over the city, He was told that 
quite off their own bats, without special prompting or counsel, 
several Detroit manufacturers had anticipated his ideas. 'This is most 
interesting," Taylor commented, " as being almost the first instance in 
which a group of manufacturers had undertaken to install the principles 
of scientific management without the aid of experts." (Nevins and 
Hill, 1954: 468) 

Similar developments took place at Ford. 

Of the group interested in the development of moving assembly lines, 
Clarence W. Avery had the broadest grasp of the subject and showed 
the most intelligent initiative . . . .  He read widely, knew the latest 
European and American advances in engineering, and kept in touch 
with the ideas of men like Fredrick W. Taylor. In his fifteen yeatS 
with the company he was to rise to be foreman, superintendent, 
and chief development engineer. "Among us all," writes one of the 
experimental room staff, "he was known as pushing the assembly 
line." (Ibid.: 474) 

Between about 1880 or 1890 and 1920 or 1930 the organization 
of production in American industry was transformed. The changes 
made--from some son of workers' control of the details of the work 
process to the creation of management that gave specific orders, 
directed the work, and monitored the details of performance--are 
what are crucial. and who in particular gets the credit (or biame) 
is in some sense unimponant. But during tbe period these changes 
were taking hold Taylar was the dominant figure, and certainly his 
contemporaries saw his contribution as central and overriding. In 
assessing Taylor's imponance it must be understood that the period 
in which he lived, the period in which his system was most a focus of 
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controversy, is not necessarily the period in which the system was 
most rapidly or most widely adopted. Thinkers do not necessarily 
have the greatest impact during their lifetimes, nor do revolutions 
work their changes in a few brief years. No one would so limit an 
assessment of Marx's importance, for example. I think Richard 
Edwards (1979) in his analysis of the ongoing struggle for control of 
the workplace. misses the impottance of Taylorism for just this 
reason, considering it a failed experiment from which much was 
learned. Yet when Edwards describes "the predominant system of 
control (in capitalist organizations today], giving shape and logic to 
the firm's organization" he calls this "bureaucratic control" and says 
that it "constituted the most important change wrought by the 
modern corporation in the labor process." The "bureaucratic con
trol" that Edwards finds to be so important has its foundations in 
Taylorism, and is in fact simply a modern refinement of that which 
Taylor originated and introduced. 

Tay/or's Background 

Since Taylor's analysis of the problem facing management, and his 
recommendations for solving it. came out of his background and 
experience, his life and work are worth considering at some length. 

Frederick Winslow Taylor came from an old and respected family 
of Philadelphians, part of a group which came close to being an 
American aristocracy. His grandfather was a merchant who had 
amassed a fortune in trade with the East lndies and retired at 
thirty-eight to a country estate of four hundred acres, whereupon 
he became the largest landholder in Bristol County and a promi
nent banker. His father graduated from Princeton in 1840, took 
an M.A. at the same university. and was admitted to the bar in 
Philadelphia in 1844. His brief and half-hearted law practice was 
soon abandoned, and he lived as "a gentleman of leisure, the 
Philadelphia counterpart of the English 'squire' " (Kakar, 1970: 
12-13). By the time Fred was eighteen he had traveled widely in 
Europe with his parents, had been to school in Paris and Berlin, 
spoke French and German fluently, had graduated at the head of 
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his class at Exeter, and had passed his entrance examinations for 
Harvard with honors. 

However, he complained of failing eyesight mat made it impossible 
to study and decided to forego Harvacd to become an apprenrice 
patternmaker and machinist. late in 1874, at the age of eighteen, 
Taylor started work at the Enterprise Hydraulic Works, a small 
pump manufacturer, owned by social acquaintances of his family 
(ibid.: 28, 36). TayIar worked without pay the first year, for $1.50 a 
week the second and third years, and for $3.00 a week the fourth 
year. (At that time the average wage at the Whidn Machine Works 
was about $1.50 a day.) At the same time, however, Taylor lived 
with his pacems in one of the most exclusive parts of Philadelphia, 
was a member of the Philadelphia Cricket Club. played tennis and 
cricket with his old friends, sang tenor in a choral society, took pan 
in amateur theatricals, and took summer vacations camping with 
others in his social circle. After completing his apprenticeship. Taylor 
went to work as an unskilled taborer at Midvale Steel. The owners 
were friends of his father-Fred always addressed one as "Uncle 
William," and the other's son, Fred's doubles partner in tennis, 
was later his brother-in-law (ibid.: 41). After a brief stint as a clerk. 
Taylor worked as a machinist for two months, and then was pro
moted to gang boss. Within six years he went from gang boss to 
foreman of the machine shop, to master mechanic in charge of 
repairs and maintenance throughout the works, to chief draftsman, 
to chief engineer. "Evidently his later promotions mainly represented 
the taking on of additional duties, for at all times he remained the 
operative head of the machine shop" (Copley, 1923, I: 1 16). Taylor 
undoubtedly had important abilities, but his promotions were pri
marily because he was a friend of the owners; in fact Fred and 
his doubles partner "had great dreams of eventually controlling 
Midvale" (ibid.: 117). (These dreams were destroyed in 1886 when 
his friend's father sold his share of the company.) 

Taylor's unique situation, an upper-class social background \om
bined with a number of years in the shop as an ordinary worker, 
was crucial for the development of his system. While Taylorworked, 
he apparently tried to identify with the workers, at least in external 
mannerisms. "He imitated their dress and manners and always 
regretted that he could not learn to chew tobacco. More imponant, 
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to the consternation of his Puritan family and friends, he learned to 

swear" (Kakar, 1970: 36). On the one hand, Taylor was perfectly 
capable of realizing that workers were human beings very much like 
his schoolmates and upper-class social acquaintances. In later years, 
in a lecture at the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administra
tion, Taylor explained: 

Now, I assume that most of you gentlemen are not the sons ofworlcing 
men, and that you have not yourselves worked during any long period 
of time, at least, with worlcing men, and on the same level with them. 
The fact is, that in all essential matters. they are JUSt the same as you 
and 1 are. The worlcing man and the college professor have fundamen
tally the same feelings, the same motives, the same ambitions, the 
same failings, the same virtues. And a momel.lt's thought must convince 
any one of the truth of this fact, since the college professors of the 
present are universally the descendants of the worlcing men of the 
past, while the descendants of the college professor are sure, in the 
course of time, to again rerurn to the working classes. We are all of the 
same day, and essentially of the same mental as well as physical fibre . 
. . . Any man who is intimately acquainted with the working classes 
of the United States must have profound respect for them. (Quoted in 
ibid.: 37) 

On the other hand. Taylorwas equally capable of some of the most 
outrageous remarks about workers. stating that they were opposed 
to all change simply because itwas change, calling them tOO stupid t9 
understand the science of such work as shoveling or loading pig iron, 
explaining that the average pig-iron handler was too stupid to learn 
to shovel (let alone become a machinist or manager), declaring that 
high wages would be wasted in dissipation, and the like. It would be 
too simple to say that one position was his real view and the other 
was for public purposes; Taylor was capable of thinking and acting 
on either of these contradictory positions. 

Whatever view he held about workers' intellect and ability, 
Taylor never adopted their social outlook, attitude toward work, 
or political orientation. As long as Taylor was a worker, he obeyed 
the social code of the work group and restricted output. He might 
have done some more than others, but· "not enough to cause my 
brother workmen to feel that I was breaking rates and making 
a hog of myself, as they would put it" (quoted in Copley, 1923, 
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I: 157).· But as soon as Taylor became gang boss, which happened 
shonly after he starred wotk at Miclvale, he began a war to destroy 
the restriction of output. In Tay tor's own words: 

We who were the workmen of [ the machine shop of me Midvale Steel 
Works} had the quantity output carefully agreed upon for everything 
that was turned OUt in the shop. We limited the OUtput to about. I 
should think, one·third of what we could very well have done. We felt 
justified in doing this, owing to the piecework system-that is, owing 
to the necessity for soldiering under the pie<:ework system-which I 
pointed out in my testimony yesterday. 

As soon as I became gans boss the men who were working under me 
and who. of course, knew that I was onto the whole game of soldiering 
or deliberately restricting outpUt, came to me at once and said, "Now. 
Fred, you are not going to be a damn piecework hog, are you?" I said, 
"If you fellows mean you are afraid I am going to try to gee a larger 
Output from these lathes" I said, "Yes; 1 do propose to get more work 
OUt," I said, "You must remember 1 have been square with you fellows 
up to now and worked with you. I have not broken asingle tate. I have 
been on your side of the fence. But now I have accepted a job under 
the management of this company and I am on the other side of the 
fence, and I will tell you perfecdy frankly that I amgoingto try togeta 
bigger output from those lathes." They answered, "Then, you are 
going to be a damn hog." (1912: 79-80) 

Taylor was great enough to learn from his experience as a worker 
that there were two sides to the fence. Both sides were rational, both 
sides pursued their own interests, but he, Freclerick WinslowTaylor, 
was unequivocally on the side of managers and capitalists. 

T aylor's Analysis 

The system Taylor devised to break the power of workers was 

developed during years of struggle with the workers of Mid vale SteeL 

·Taylor later said be was mistaken IQ have restricted output. Even ubis rare were 
cut. he should have kept on striving (or maximum outpUt: "I was wrons:. It would have 
paid me and the other people [his fellow workmen} to have taken our cut and gone 
right ahead" (quoted in Copley. 1923. 1: 214). 
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This bitter struggle was probably the most important experience in 
Taylor's life, and he returns to it again and again in his writings. 
It was the foundation for his analysis of the problem confronting 
the capitalist class. 

Taylor's analysis of the situation that existed before his system 
shows the nature of the problem as capitalists saw it. In considering 
Taylor's analysis it is again important to emphasize the extent to 
which Taylor dominated the management movement of his time. A 
description of the existing situation and the problem facing manage
ment featured prominently in all ofTaylor's writings and talks, and 
these were the main source of his inBuence. To cite Taylor is not the 
equivalent of quoting some obscure slaveholder's reservations about 
slavery: it is to cite the person who was accepted at the time, 
accepted above all by capitalists themselves, as the foremost analySt 
of the problem confronting the capitalist class. Taylor demonstrably 
articulated and developed the consciousness of the capitalist class, 
and based on this analysis Went on to lead capitalistS in a major 
change. A presentation ofTaylor's analysis can serve as a summary of 
what I have been trying to demonstrate in the last three chapters. 

To begin with, Taylor frankly recognized that workers possessed 
more knowledge of the production process than did management. 
Taylor noted that the management of his day implicitly accepted this 
fact, along with the fact that workers would control the details of the 
work process. More important, he saw that this was inherent in the 
organization of that work process. 

This mass of rule-of-thumb or traditional knowledge may be said to be 
the principal asset or posseuion of every tradesman. Now, in the best 
of the ordinary types of management, the managers recognize ftaIlkly 
the fact that the '500 or 1000 workmen, included in the twenty to 
thiny trades, who are under them, possess this mass of traditional 
knowledge, a large part of which is not in the possession of the 
management. The management, of course, includes foremen and 
superintendents, who themselves have been in most cases first-class 
workers at their trades. And yet these foremen and superintendentS 
know, better than anyone else, that their own knowledge and personal 
skill falls far short of the combined knowledge and dexterity of all the 
workmen under them. The most experienced managers therefore 
frank.ly place before their workmen the problem of doing the work in 
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the beSt and most economical way. They recognize the task before 
them as that of inducing each workman to use his best endeavors, his 
hardest work. all his traditional knowledge, his skill, his ingenuity, and 
his good will-in a word, his "initiative," so as to yield the largest 
possible return to his employer. The problem before the manage
ment, then, may be briefly said to be that of obtaining the beSt 
initiative of every workman. And the writer uses the word "initiative" 
in its broadest sense, to cover all of the good qualities sought for from 
the men. (Taylor, 1911:  32-33) 

As long as workers knew more than managers, as long as workers 
made crucial decisions about how to do the work, management 
would have to find a way to get workers' voluntary cooperation. 

Piecework was an attempt to make it in workers' financial interest 
to cooperate with their employers in achieving the maximum possible 
output. However, since employers were ignorant of the actual time 
it took to do the work. it was in the interests of the worker to 
"soldier," or take longer to do the work than was in fact necessary 
(ibid.: 18). Taylordid not try to deny what his experience asaworker 
had taught him: restriction of output was a sensible, rational policy 
from the workers' point of view. 

TIlls loafing or soldiering proceeds from [Wo causes. First, from the 
natural instinct and tendency of the men to take it easy. which may be 
called natural soldiering. Second, from more intricate second thought 
and reasoning caused by their relations with other men, which may be 
called systematic soldiering . .  

The narural laziness of men is serious, but by far the greatest evil from 
which both workmen and employers are suffering is the systemati, 
so/dieting which is almost universal under all of the ordinary schemes 
of manil8ement and which results from a careful study on the part of 
the workmen of what will promote their beSt interests. 

The greater part of the systemati,sIJ/dieting is done by the men with the 
deliberate object of keeping their employers ignorant of how fljSt 
work can be done. So universal is soldiering for this purpose that 
hardly a competent workman can be found in a large enablishmenr. 
whether he works by the day or on piece work, conlface work, or 
under any of the ordinary systems, who ... does DOt devote a consider
able part of his time to studying just how slow he can work and still 
convince his employer that he is going at a good pace. 
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The causes for this are, briefly, that practically all employers de
termine upon a maximum sum which they feel it is right for each of 
their classes of employees to earn per day, whether their men work by 
the day or pie<:e. 

Each workman soon finds out about what this figure is for his particu
lar case, and he also realizes that when his employer is convinced thata 
man is capable of doing more work than he has done, he will find 
sooner or later some way of compelling him to do it with little or no 
increase of pay. 

Employers derive their knowledge of how much of a given class of 
work can be done in a day from either their own experience, which 
has frequently grown hazy with age, from casual and unsystematic 
observation of their men, or at best from records which are kept, 
showing the quickest rime in which each job has been done. In many 
cases the employer will feel almost certain that agiven job can be done 
faster than it has been, but he rarely cares to take the drastic measures 
ne<:essary to force men to do it in the quickest rime, unle.s he has an 
actual record proving conclusively how fast the work can be done. 

It evidently becomes for each man's interest, then. to see that no 
job is done faster than it has been in the past. The younget and 
less experienced men are taught this by their elders, and all possible 
persuasion and social pressure is brought to bear upon the greedy and 
selfish men to keep them from making new records which result in 
temporarily increasing their wages. while all those who come after 
them are made to work harder for the same old pay. 

It is under piece work that the art of syStematic soldiering is thoroughly 
developed; after a workman has had the price per piece of the work he 
is doing lowered two or three times as a result of his having worked 
harder and increased his OUtput, he is likely entirely to lose sight 
of his employer's side of the case and become imbued with a grim 
determination to have no more cuts if soldiering can prevent it. 
Unfortunately for the character of the workman, soldiering involves 
a deliberate attempt to mislead and de<:eive his employer, and thus 
upright and Straightforwatd workmen are compelled to become more 
or less hypocritical. The employer is soon looked upon as an antagOnist, 
if not an enemy. (1903; repeated 191 1 : 19-24) 

Taylor considered these points so imponant that he repeated them 
word for word in both his major books. He was thus willing to admit 
what many employers tried to conceal, that capitalists restricted 
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wages to the maximum which they thought workers "should" earn. 
Rate busters are admitted to be "greedy and selfish men." In one of 
his accounts of the struggle at Midvale. Taylor recounted: 

His workman friends came to him continually and asked him, in a 
personal, friendly way. whether be would advise them, for their own 
beSt interest. to turn out more work. And, as a truthful man, he 
had to tell them that if he were in their place he would fight against 
turning ow any more work, JUSt as they were doing, because under 
the piecework system they would be allowed to earn no more wages 
than they had been earning, and yet they would be made to work 
harder. (191 L 52) 

Taylor. however, was not a worker. He was amanager, an engineer, 
and both from social background and personal preference he was 
completely on the side of capital. Recognizing that workers behaved 
rationally did not cause Taylar to side with the workers. On the 
comrary. itwas part of his attempt to understand the work process in 
order [() better control workers in the interests of capital; it was a 
fundamental reason why his analysis was superior to the analyses of 
other management experts of the time. On the basis of modern 
accounts ofTaylor's system or of the problems with workers' conrrol, 
we would expect Tay tor to have locared the problem in workers' 
inabiliry [0 handle sophisticated processes and advanced technology. 
In his early works, which were presented as papers at the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers and were addressed almost exclu
sively to an audience of engineers and shop managers, Taylur hardly 
mentions this as a problem. As he became more prominent, and his 
writings became a source of controversy and contention, he argued 
that "scientific management" would develop the "one best way" of 
doing the work, a way that would be superior to the average methods 
then prevailing, but this argument always occupied a subsidiary 
place. Taylor not only admitted but proclaimed that the main reason 
for his system was that workers, acting as a self-conscious social class, 
deliberately restricted output to an agreed-upon level. Since, as 
Tayloc admitted, workers were being reasonable in delibetately 
restricting output, rhere was no point in trying to reason with them. 

The only solution, therefore, was to change the nature of the work 
by creating "management," something which up to that point had 
had only a protean existence. The first step in this process was for 
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management to learn what workers already knew: 'The first of these 
principles of scientific management is the deliberate gathering in 00 
the part of those on the management's side of all of the great mass of 
traditional knowledge, which in the past has been in the hands of the 
workmen" (Taylor, 1912: 40). Taylor readily admitted that "the 
knowledge which the workmen had . . .  was in many cases quite as 
exact as that: which is finally obtained by the management" (ibid.: 
41): he did not say that workers lacked adequate knowledge to 
produce the goods well, or call on management to systematize and 
perfect the knowledge necessary for production but which no one as 
yet possessed. N�the problem was that workers had the know
ledge. If there was to be a science of management at all it was 
necessary that management learn what workers already knew. 

Why did management need to acquire this knowledge? Because 
as things tben stood workers controlled the work process. 'The 
underlying philosophy of all of the old systems of management in 
common use makes it imperative that each workman shall be left 
with the final responsibility for doing his job practically as he thinks 
best, with comparatively litde help and advice from the manage
ment" (Taylor, 1911: 25). 

As long as this was true, Taylor said, workplace authority would be 
divided. Workers would decide on the level of OUtpllt and the 
methods of production they thought best. In order to overcome this 
"che management must take over and perform much of the work 
which is now left to the men; almost every act of me workman should 
be preceded by one or more preparatory actS of the management" 
(ibid.: 26). Taylor is explicitly calling here for the creation (or vast 
expansion) of what can only be called bureaucracy in industry; he is 
doing so because it will allow tighter control of workers' activity, 
hence of the speed of production, hence of the rate of exploitation 
and capital accumulation. The creation of bureaucracy is not some
thing which Taylor cherished in the abStract, but something to which 
he was driven because of successful worker resistance to all his (and 
others) previous anempts to increase the speed of production. 

For management to take over work that previously had been done 
by workers involved planning the work in advance, hence creating a 
planning room, a central focus wherever Taylor introduced his 
system. "All possible brain work should be removed from [he shop 
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and centered in the planning or laying-out deparonent" (1903: 98). 
"Brain work," i.e., planning and making decisions, necessarily in
volves control over many details of the work process, and workers 
used this control to further their own aims, as well as those of their 
employers. By removing brain work from the shop floor, workers 
could be controlled in a way that had never before been possible. 

The planning room did not necessarily mean changes in the work 
or i n  the order in which it was done. It merely enabled management 
to specify in advance exactly what each worker was required to do. 
Workers received a detailed set of written instructions specifying 
these tasks and how long they should take. Frequently the instruc
tions required workers to do exactly what they had done before, but 
even if the machine was set up in the same way and used the same 
speeds and feeds, these were now determined by the planning room, 
not the production worker (or the foreman). Elaborate records and 
bookkeeping were called for both to develop these specifications 
and to be sure that workers did exactly as [hey were ordered. Even if 
nothing else changed (and frequently noming else did change) this 
was a revolution in the work process. 

This new organization of work required the creation or expansion 
of bureaucracy: 

The fourth [and last} of the principles of scientific management is 

perhaps the most difficult of all of the fout principles of scientific 
managemem for the average man to understand. It consists of an 
almOSt equal division of the aC[ual work of the establishment between 
the workmen, on the one hand, and the management, on the other 
hand. That is, the work which under the old type of management 
practically all was done by the workman, under the new is divided into 
two great divisions, and one of these divisions is deliberately handed 
over to those on the management's side. This new division of work, 

this new share of the work assumed by those on the managements 
side, is so great that you will, I think, he able to understand it hener in 
a numerical way when I tell you that in a machine shop, which, for 
instance, is doing an intricate business-----I do not refer to a marlufac
turing company, but, rather, to an engineering company; that is, a 
machine shop which builds a variety of machines and is not engaged in 
manufacturing them, but, rather, in CODSmlCting them-will have one 
man on the managemem's side to every three workmen; that is, this 
immense share of the work-one third {sic; one-founh}-has been 
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deliberately taken out of the workman's hands and handed over lO 
(hose on the management's side, And it is due lO this actual sharing of 

the work between the two sides more (han to any other one element 

that there has never (until this last summer) been a single strike under 
scientific management. In a machine shop, again, under this new type 
of management there is hardly a single an or piece of work done by 

any workman in the shop which is nOt preceded and folJowed by some 

act on the part of one of (he men in the management. All day long 

every workman's acts are dovetailed in becween corresponding acts of 

the manasement. First, the workman does something, and then a man 

on the management's side does something; tben the man on the 

management"s side does something, and then the workman does 
something. (Taylor, 1912: 44--45) 

The need for management to displace workers as the group with 
the knowledge of and control over the work process was the essence 
ofTayloc's vision, but he backed this central idea with an extensive 
analysis of the steps to use in implementing his program. These fall 
into three general categories: (1)  an increasing division of labor, 
(2) a major speed·up, and (3) a number of technical changes. 

The major change in the division of labor was the vast expansion 
of the management side, the removal of all brain work from the shop 
floor to the planning room. Taylor readily admitted that his system 
called for a great increase in the number of nonproducers (as he 
called them), but insisted that "no manager need feel alarmed when 
he sees the number of non-producers im;ct:asing in proportion to 

producers" since this system would ultimately result in lowering 
production costS (1903: 122). Similarly, Bacth, a Taylor disciple in 
charge of installing scientific management at Watectown Arsenal, 
warned the officers in charge that "the Taylor system called for what 
was likely to strike the uninitiated as an astonishing number of 
'non-producers' " (Aitken, 1960: 88). At that time, even Taylor 
found it incredible that only three-quarters of the employees would 
be production workers, and one-quacter would be engineers, clerks, 
and other management officials. There was no hiding the fact that 
basic to the Taylor system was a hithetto unheard of expansion in the 
size of bureaucracy . 

At the same time, Taylor increased the division of labor on the 
shop floor. There were large COStS involved in having all of me brain 
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work done in the planning room, but the consequence was that 
workers had more specialized and less complex tasks, so that cheaper 
workers could be substituted foe all-around mechanics. 

The adoption of standard tools, appliances, and methods throughout 
the shop, the planning done in the planning room and [he deuiled 
instructions sem them from this department, added (Q the direct help 
received from the four executive bosses, permit the use of compara
tively cheap men even on complicated work. 

The full possibilities of {scientific management} . . .  will not have 
been realized until almOSt all of the machines in the shop are run 
by men who are of smaller calibre and attainmenrs, and who are 
therefore cheaper than those required under the old system. (Taylar, 
1903: 105) 

Skilled workers no longer found their own tools and fixtures, no 
longer sharpened their own tools, and did not move the work from 
place to place. All of these things were to be done by unskilled 
workers, who would be paid commensurately less. making the work 
less interesting and moce repetitive, but increasing profits for capi
talists. Significantly, Taylor applied the same principle to the manage
mentside: 

"Functional mana,gemenC consists in so dividing the work of manage
ment that each man from rhe assistant superintendent down shall have 
as few functions as possible to perfonn. If practicable the work of each 
man in the management should be confined to me performance of a 
single leading function. (Ibid.: 99) 
In many ways the most visible and controversial aspect of Tay 1 or's 

system was the fact that it called for a major speed-up. Taylor boasted 
that his system could double or quadruple output in exchange for 
a 30 to 100 percent increase in wages, primarily by eliminating 
the ability of workers to intentionally hold output below the level 
they knew to be physically possible. "The essence of {scientific) 
management lies in the fact that the control of the speed problem 
rests entirely with the management" (ibid.: 44). Taylor w� fully 
aware, from bitter experience with the workers at Midvale Steel, 
that speed-up could not be achieved by simply ordering workers to 
produce more. His works recount at length the means he tried to 
force increased output: 

I 
I, 

I 
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I began, of course, by directing some one man to do more work than 
he had done before, and then I goton the lathe myself and showed him 
thar it could be done. In spite of this, he went ahead and tumed out 
exactly the same old output and refused to adopt bener methods or to 
work quicker until finally I laid him off and gOt another man in his 
place. This new man-I could not blame him in the least under the 
circumstanCes-turned right around and joined the other fellows and 
refused to do any more work than the rest. After uying this policy fora 
while and failing to get any results I said distinctly to the fellows, 
" Now, I am a mechanic; I am a machinist, I do not want to take the 
next step, because it will be contrary to what you and I look upon as 
our interest as machinists, but I will take it if you fellows won't 
compromise with me and get more work off of those lathes, but I warn 
you if I have to take this step it will be adurned mean one." I took it, 

I hunted up some especially intelligent laborers who were competent 
men, but who had not had the opportunity of learning a trade, and I 
deliberately taught these men how to run a lathe and how to work fast 
and right. Every one of these laborers promised me, " Now uyou will 
teach me the machinist trade, when I learn to run a lathe I will do a fair 
day's work;' and every solitary man, when I had mught them their 
trade, one after another turned right around and joined the rest of the 
fellows and refused to work one bit faster. (1912: 81-82) 

This was only the beginning of Taylor's fight, and eventually 
he did prevail, but this struggle taught him that an entirely new 
management system was necessary in order to achieve a substantial 
increase in OUtput. 

The ordinary systems of management in use at the time made an 
open general demand for speed-up, an approach likely to provoke 
worker solidarity in resistance. The genius of Taylor's system was 
the concept of management as controlling the details of the work 
process rather than simply issuing general directives. His argument 
contains a clear awareness of scientific management as an instrument 
in the class struggle by capitalists against workers. 

The mistake which is usually made in dealing with union men (Taylor 
said), lies in giving an order which affects a number of workmen at the 
same time and in laying stress upon the increase in the OutpUl which is 
demanded instead of emphasizing one by one the details which the 
workman is to carry OUt in order to attain the desired result. In the first 
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case a dear issue is raised: say that the man must turn out fifty per ceot 
more pieces than he has in the past, and therefore it will be assumed 
by most people that he must work fifty per cent harder. In this issue 
the union is more than likely to have the sympathy of the general 
public, and they can logically rake it up and fight upon it. If, however, 
the workman is given a series of plain, simple, and reasonable orders, 
and is offered a premium for carrying them out, the union will have 
a much more difficult task in defending the man who disobeys them. 
( 1903: 192-93)· 

In this way, but in this way only, a 30 percent premium could be 
used to coerce workers into doubling output. Workers had to either 
disobey simple direct orders, or else double output in exchange for 
comparatively small wage increases. Taylar's own example of how 
his system worked is as follows: on one particular job, workers at 
Midvale had for years turned out four or five pieces a day. receiving 
50� per piece. Taylor determined that they '"should" be producing 
ten pieces per day, and set a rate of 25� per piece for nine pieces or 
fewer and 35!t per piece for ten or more. A worker who produced 
nine pieces would therefore receive $2.25 a day, and a worker who 
produced ten pieces would receive $3.50 a day. Workers who con· 
tinued to produce at the old rate would have their wages cut in half. 
This made it very difficult for workers to compromise with manage· 
ment, restricting output to, say, eight pieces a day. This differential 
piece·rate system (as Taylor called it) provided a Strong incentive to 
workers to give in completely and produce at the rate determined 

by management. By setting the point at which the differential 
took effect management essentially determined the level of output, 
something which it had never before been able to do. Workers were 
almost forced to accept this determination, orelse fight the system as 
a whole. Taylor demanded open war: one side or the other must 
emerge as victor. 

It was not even possible for workers to appeal to custom and 
precedent, since the speed·up was accompanied by a complete 
reorganization of the work process-the establishment of a planning 

"This statement emphasizes the way In which scientific management served to 
obscure the generation of surplus, as well as secure greater quantities of it (see 
Burawoy, 1979). It was not the mystification of scientific management which was 
crucial, however, but the new power position of management. 
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room, an increasing division of labor, and the addition of much
needed technical changes. 

As I will demonstrate in detail in the next section, Taylor made a 
great point of introducing technical changes as part of the system, so 
that workers could not so easily reject it [otally. Moreover, he made 
dear that these should be intnxluced firSt, as they would often be 
welcomed, and would accustom workers to management changes. 

Thus, above all, Tay tor stressed the need to introduce Ilis entire 
system, and not simply one or another of the particular pieces (time 
and motion study, the stop watch, the piece-rate system, etc.) that 
are usually thought of as the essence of scientific management. In a 
letter to the officers of the Watettown Arsenal, Taylor 

emphasized Strongly that it would be useless merely to install an 
incentive wage plan. The Taylor sytem had to be introduced complete 
if the desired results were to be achieved. "Anything short of this 
leaves such a large part of the game in the hands of the workmen that it 
becomes largely a matter of whim or caprice on their part as to 
whether they will allow you to have any real results or not." The goal 
was not simply the provision of incenrives to which the workmen 
could respond or not as they chose; it was, ideally, control of the entire 
job situation. (Aitken, 1960: 77) 

Management wanted to take control of the work process not for 
the abstract pleasure of knowing they were in control, but in order [0 
shape the work process to better achieve capitalism's aims. Though 
Taylor liked to talk of the value-neutral benefits of the science of 
management, he accepted it as a given that "all employees should 
bear in mind that each shop exists, first, last, and all the time, for the 
purpose of paying dividends to its owners" (1903: 143). 

T aylorism in Practice: Watertown Arsenal 

The analysis Taylor presented agrees in large part with the argu
ment I have been making. There can be no question that the broad. 
changes Taylor called for have been generally adopted by American 
industry (although some of Taylor's specifics have of course been 
superseded by more sophisticated methoos designed to achieve the 
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same ends), Given this, and given Taylar's prominence and impact 
during the time that the changes were being made, it is highly 
probable that people in fact did what Taylor called for, and for the 
reasons Taylar suggested. Despite what seems to me a strong prima 
facie case for Taylar's importance, most academics have taken the 
position that Taylorism was primarily an ideology with little praCtical 
significance. 011< 1 have tried to meet this objection by listing some of 
the places Taylorism was used and some of the ways its influence 
spread. In addition, it is important to considerwhatTaylorism meant 
in practice. 

For one thing, it needs to be dear that any assenioRs about 
Taylorism's widespread impact and imponance certainly do not 
mean that in actual situations Taylorism operated in the way T aylar 
described it. Taylorism was (and is) important as a strategy by capital, 
it was (and is) a comparatively successful strategy, but this certainly 
does not mean that worker resistance ended or that capital acquired 
total control of the workplace. Capital is, after all, one of the two 
contending parties in the workplace. 

Almost all historical studies of Taylorism rely exclusively on the 
records and writiogs of those on capital's side; thus the only conflict 
they see is within capital, that between the Taylor system experts and 
the old�line managers. The place to understand this historic class 
struggle is the U. S. government arsenal at Watertown, Massachusetts. 
A special House of Representatives committee which investigated 
the attempt to introduce tbe Taylor system at the arsenal took 
testimony from workers wbo protested it as well as managers. One 
useful study ofWatertown already exists-Hugb Aitken 's Taylorism 
at Watertown Arsenal (1960}-but incredibly. even Aitken makes 
almost 00 use of the testimony of the workers in the shops. Not 
surprisingly, tbis has produced a very distorted view of Tayl oris m, 
one which tends to focus on public relations, "science" claims of 
Taylor and his disciples, to the neglect of the more candid parts of 
Taylor's own work, and the exclusion of worker opposition tq Taylor. 
Harry Braverman has already shown how much can be done simply 

�ey have done so without themselves offering counter evidence. The one 
systematic attempt to study whether Tayloc's followers in practice introduced the 
changes Taylor called for concludes, or that "the results indicate that Taylor's col
leagues were generally faithful w his teou:hings" (Nelson, 1974: 490), 
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by considering what Taylor actually said. Beyond this, il is useful to 
look at the conflicts which ensued when an attempt was made to 
introduce Taylor's system. 

I have placed heavy stress on the labor and organizational aspects 
of Taylor's system, which I believe, and he believed, were rhe 
crucial element in improving a shop; an understanding of these 
problems, and a solution to them, is what made Taylor great. How· 
ever, he and his disciples began as engineers, and they made many 
technical changes in the shops where they worked. For any given 
shop, these changes might be as important as the organizational 
changes, especially in the shon run. I have neglected these changes 
because they were in no sense unusual, and they made no lasting 
changes in the nature of work: many other expens recommended or 
implemented very similar changes, and the management journals 
were filled with literature on the subject, Though Taylor contributed 
to this literature, and though he and his disciples were undoubtedly 
competent at bringing run.down shops up to the best prevailing 
standards, had Taylorism been nothing more than this, it would have 
had no enduring significance. 

In pnu::tice. of course, these technical improvements were an 
important part of the Taylor system, as the changes at Watenown 
demonstrate. Taylor and his disciple Carl Barth visited the Water· 
town Arsenal in April 1909; Barth began work in June 1909, and it 
was almost two years later (May 8, 1911) before any time and motion 
study was introduced (Airken, 1960). During tht:st: first two years, 

Barth brought the shops up to standard-reorganizing the store· 
room and coSt·accounting system, improving the belting, changing 
(he toolroom procedure, buying new tool forging and grinding 
equipment, rehabilitating the machine tools, standardizing ancillary 
equipment, increasing the electric generating capacity, and many 
other such changes (ibid.: 87-1 15). 

At the same time Barth began organizing his planning room-the 
department which was to be the nerve center of the whole organiza
tion . . . .  Space for the planning room was found on the second floor of 
the machine shop, direcdy over the engine room. Desks, boards, files, 
and all the mher paraphernalia were ordered to Barth's specifications, 
and blank forms of about twenty different types-job cards, route 
sheets, storehouse tags, routing tags, and so on-were printed. The 
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same ends). Given this, and given Taylar's prominence and impact 
during the time that the changes were being made. it is highly 
probable that people in fact did what Taylor called for. and for the 
reasons Tarlar suggested. Despite what seems to me a strong prima 
facie case for Tarlar's importance, most academics haye taken the 
position thatTaylorism was primarily an ideology with little practical 
significance.'" I have tried to meet this objection by listing some of 
the places Taylorism was used and some of the ways its influence 
spread. In addition, it is important to considerwhatTaylorism meant 
in practice. 

For ODe thing, it needs to be dear that any assertions about 
Taylorism's widespread impact and importance certainly do not 
mean that in actual situations Taylorism operated in the way Taylor 
described it. Taylorism was (and is) important as a strategy by capital. 
it was (and is) a comparatively successful strategy, but this certainly 
does not mean that worker resistance ended or that capital acquired 
total control of the workplace. Capital is, after all, one of the two 
contending parties in the workplace. 

Almost all historical studies of Taylorism rely exclusively on the 
records and writings of those on capital's side; thus the only conflict 
they see is within capital. that between the Taylor system experts and 
the old-line managers. The place to understand this historic class 
struggle is the U .S. government arsenal at Watercown, Massachusetts. 
A special House of Representatives committee which investigated 
the attempt to introduce the Taylor system at the arsenal took 
testimony from workers who protested it as well as managers. One 
useful study of Water town already exists--Hugh Aitken's T aylorism 
at Watertown Arsenal (1960}-but incredibly, even Aitken makes 
almost no use of the testimony of the workers in the shops. Not 
surprisingly, this has produced a very distorted view of Taylorism, 
one which tends to focus 00 public relations, "science" claims of 
Taylor and his disciples, to the neglect of the mace candid parts of 
T aylor's own work, and the exclusion of worker opposition to·r ay lar. 
Harry Bcaverman has already shown how much can be done simply 

"'They have done so without themselves offering counter evidence. The one 
systematic attempt to study wherher Taylor's foUowers in practice introduced rhe 
changes Taylor caUed for concludes, or that "the resulrs indicate that Taylor's col
leagues were generally faithful to his teachings" (Nelson, 1974; 490). 
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by considering what Taylor actually said. Beyond this, il is useful to 
look at the conflicts which ensued when an attempt was made to 
introduce Taylor's system. 

I have placed heavy stress on the labor and organizational aspects 
of Taylor's system, which 1 believe, and he believed, were the 
crucial element in improving a shop; an understanding of these 
problems, and a solution to them, is what made Taylor great. How
ever, he and his disciples began as engineers, and they made many 
technical changes in the shops where they worked. For any given 
shop, these changes might be as important as the organizational 
changes, especially in the shon run. I have neglected these changes 
because they were in no sense unusual, and they made no lasting 
changes in the nature of work: many other experts recommended or 
implemented very similar changes, and the management journals 
were filled with literature on the subject. Though Taylorcontributed 
to this literature, and though he and his disciples were undoubtedly 
competent at bringing run-down shops up to the best prevailing 
standards, had Taylorism been nothing more than this, it would have 
had no enduring significance. 

In practice, of course, these technical improvements were an 
important part of the Taylor system, as the changes at Watertown 
demonstrate. Taylor and his disciple Carl Barth visited the Water
town Arsenal in April 1909; Banh began work in June 1909, and it 
was almOSt twO years later (May 8, 1911) before any time and motion 
study was introduced (Aitken, 1960). During these first twO years, 
Barth brought the shops up to standatd-reorganizing the store
room and cost-accounting system, improving the belting, changing 
the toolroom procedure, buying new tool forging and grinding 
equipment, rehabilitating the machine tools, standardizing ancillary 
equipment, increasing the electric generating capacity, and many 
other such changes (ibid.: 87-115). 

At the same time Barth began organizing his planning room-the 
department which was to be the nerve center of the whole organiza
tion . . . .  Space for (he planning room was found on the second floor of 
the machine shop, direcdy over the engine room. Desks, boards, files, 
and all the other paraphernalia were ordered to Barth's specifications, 
and blank forms of aboUl twenry different types-job cards, route 
sheers, storehouse tagS, routing rags, and so on-were printed. The 
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electric time-recording docks, which {Coionel} Wheeler had so 
recently congratulated himself for installing, were discarded on the 
grounds that they did not fit the job cards used by the Taylor sysrem 
and that all recording of times would be done in the planning room. A 
new electric timing system, consisting of a master dock, four electric 
time StampS, four se(;ondary docks, batteries, and so on, was installed. 
By the end of January 1910, the planning room was completed and 
ready to begin functioning. (Ibid.: 96-97) 

These changes were introduced gradually. For example. at first 
the planning foom dealt in detail only with the machine shop, 
"leaving the pattern shop, the smith shop, and the foundry organized 
as in the past, except that they would receive their instructions 
on work required from the planning room instead of from the main 
office" (ibid.: 89). 

It was normal Tay tor procedure to make all of these changes 
before beginning the time study. The whole purpose of time and 
motion study was to make a "correct" determination of the time in 
which work could be done, and then to set a rate and output level 
which would not be changed. General Crozier argued at the hearings 
that the reason piece rates had been Cut is that they had not been set 
correctly in the first place; if a "scientific" determination of the 
correct rate were once made, there would be no further reason to cut 
rates (U.S. House of Representatives, 1912: 833). If the machinery, 
belting, tools, and procedures had not been fixed, it would not be 
possible to set a rate and stick to it: each time one of these other 
elements changed, it would be necessary to change the piece rate as 
well. In all his writings Taylor emphasized the necessity of making 
these changes first, not only so that tates would never need to be 
changed, but also so that the workers would get used to the experts 
and their changes. This was especially imponam, since these early 
changes were not generally opposed to workers' intereSts, and were 
less likely to arouse opposition. As Taylor wrote to General Crozier: 
"I have told you time and again that . . .  it is only after a year or (Wo of 
continually harassing men and making them change their ways in 
minor matters that it is safe to begin on time study and those steps 
which lead to task work" (letter of September 21, 1911,  quoted in 
Aitken, 1960: 162). 

In fact, workers welcomed many of these technical changes. As 
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one person explained, the shops needed modernizing regardless of 
the system used (U.S. House of Representatives, 1912: 327): the 
newest building was over fifty years old, and "about 40 per cent of 
the machine tools had been in service for fifteen years or more" 
(Aitken, 1960.: 86). When a new trolley was installed one machinist 
pointed out that while the new trolley would be a help. he had been 
asking for it for three years (U.S. House of Representatives. 1912: 
285, 290). One person testified: "We have a bolt and strap room 
recently installed, which is in itself of great assistance to the men 
in setting up. Whether put in by the Taylor system or any other 
system I must say it was a step in the right direction, a good thing" 
(ibid.: 318). The master mechanic, who had the confidence of the 
workers, testified that he had heard of no "objections on the part 
of the workmen to better facilities being furnished them for doing 
their work," and explained that "they like to have tools and good 
equipment to work with" (ibid.: 508). All of this is hardly surprising, 
but it appears necessary to stress the obvious in light of the way 
Taylorism is sometimes portrayed. 

Mr. Chase, a shipyard worker. was one of the most militant and 
intransigent workers to testify. In concert with other workers at 
a shipyard, he refused to accept a job inside the Taylor-system 
planning room, and when asked. "Mr. Chase, is not that an act of 
conspiracy against the President, who is the Commander in Chief of 
the Army and Navy?" answered, 'Well, if that be treason, make the 
most of it" (ibid.: 5 34-35). Clearly, Mr. ChaM: was not one to avoid 
a fight. Nonetheless, he went out of his way to stress that "the 
workingmen, as workingmen, don't object to the introduction of 
high-speed steel; we don't object to the taking the proper size of 
stock to turn out our work; and we don't object to the introduction 
of the modern systems" (ibid.: 528). 

Workerj and Technological Change 

This is not to suggest that the workers welcomed all of the techno
logical changes introduced by the Taylor system. Tools were a case 
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in point. In his book On The Art of Cutting Metals'" Taylar had 
developed a set of standard tool sizes and shapes, to which all tools 
were to comply. Drawings of the form of tool to be used were sent to 
the shops, and "the men had to use those tools whether they wished 
to or not. " Workers vehemently objected to the tools, insisting 
that the ones they were using, which they ground or had ground 
in the way that seemed best to them, were superior. These were 
not objections to change just because it was change, nor were 
they simply defenses of the freedom and flexibility afforded by the 
opponunity to select and grind their own tools. On at least twO 

occasions. workers' tools were demonstrated to be superior to Taylar 
system tools. The first such proof was a scientifically conducted test: 

The test was made by Mr. Nelson [master mechanic, or superintendent, 
of the shop} and Mr. Barth [Taylor's hand-picked expert], 1 believe, at 
that time, of a turning tool, which is known as a roughing tool, for 
roughing out heavy shafting. As to the height of the tool, it was after 
the fashion of what was known as a half diamond point with a corner of 
it rounded off and standing exceedingly high, so high that the tool did 
not prove a success. It would bite under a heavy crop. Mr. Nelson 
made a demonstration with the tool we had in use and proved conclu
sively that it was a beuer rooLt It would stand longer in turning, and 
would make a better looking finish on the work than the tool adopted 
by the Taylor system. (Ibid.: 330) 

The other demonstration of the inadequacy of the Taylor system 
tools was less scientific, but more costly: 

This was a case where a man had insisted on getting what is known in 
the trade as a goose neck tool. The T aylor system did not provide a 
goose neck tool with it and the result was that this tool POSt broke 
under the strain, on account of the advanced point in getting up into a 
corner, and knocked the man unconscious on the bed of his planer. 
After that, that particular phase of the Taylor tool was eliminated and 
the goose neck tool provided for rhe men to use in operations of that 
kind. I just simply want to caJl that to the attention of the committ� to 
verify the statements made that with this system came a kind of tool 

�In his early work Taylor continually refers to "an," spe6lica.lly including the '"art" 
of management. Only later does be refer to his sYStem as rhe " science of manage
ment," though ooce the term is coined Taylor insists on its use. 

tNote that the plant superintendent was the person se!&ted to COMUCt the test, in 
keeping: with his position as tbe most highly skilled worker, the "masrer mechanic." 
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that was absolutely dangerous for the men to use, and they were 
compelled to use it, and that it was insisted upon by the officers in 
charge. (Ibid.; 331; see also 415) 

The worker was struck in the head and had to have nine stitches
obviously the same tool could quite easily have cost his life. Incidents 
such as these helped confirm workers in their opposition to changes 
introduced by management, even when they were exhaustively and 
scientifically tested.· Workers' opposition, combined with such un
questionable evidence of the superiority of the workers' tools, did 
lead to some modifications in the tools used, 

It was fundamental to Taylor's system, however, that workers not 
influence such changes; they could not suggest modifications or 
improvements even if they did so to be helpful. Cooperation for 
workers meant they were "to do what they are told to do promptly 
and without asking questions or making suggestions" (Taylor, quoted 
in Aitken, 1960: 46). Back when Taylor was still at Midvale, the 
statement of his which most often aroused the opposition of his 
workers was, in the words of one of his employees, "one he some
times used when we opposed him or discussed a proposition with him. 

'You are nor supposed to think,' he would say. There are other 
people paid for thinking around here: " Another ofTaylor's workers 
from that time adds, "1 never would admit to Mr. Taylar that I was 
not allowed to think" (quoted in Copley, 1923, I: 189), Today, of 
course, workers are socialized from an early point to know that they 
are not supposed to think, though since the point is so unequivocally 
established management is usually tactful enough to claim they 
welcome workers' thoughts. In the 1880s, however, it was almost 
idiosyncratic for Taylor to hold that workers were not supposed to 
think: jf they did not, who would? 

By 1910, Taylor's idiosyncratic position had become manage
ment's general position, as a direct result ofTaylor's influence. This 

• As an illustration of the problems and biases that are introduced by relying solely 
on Taylor, it is worth contrasting the above account with Taylor's analysis: 

"It is far simpler to have all the tools in a standardized shop ground by 
one man to a few simple but rigidly maintained shapes than ro have, as is 
llsual in the old-style shop, each machinist spend a portion of each day at 
the grindstone, grinding his own tools with radically wrong curves and cutting 
angles, merely because bad shapes are easier to grind than good." (Quoted in 
Copley, 1923, I: 268) 
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did not, however, make workers any the more willing to accept 
it: they continually fought to be able to use their own knowledge 
and experience. It was Dor that they were unable to see the superiority 
of the "science" of management and stubbornly refused to concede 
that the old ways were inferior. They held as a consciously articulated 
policy the superiority of using skilled workers. who could think 
for themselves, directing and planning their own activity and the 
activity of the work group. For example, Mr. Chase, the shipyard 
worker, insisted: 

The men must have a scientific knowledge. That is, that: a man should 
know, for example, if the guns were knocked out of parallel, and the 
shots would go a long way apart; to complete that work quickly it is 
absolurely essential, I believe, that men should understand that work, 
men who can determine how the change should be made in order to 
brill8 that convergence that is necessary, and if the guns converge 
one-sixteenth of an inch, for example, at how many yards those shells 
would crash. 1 believe those things are absolutely essential if the Navy 
is to be made practically useful. . . .  I believe it is essential to have men 
there who know, for example, the difference between the travel of a 
gun, or the travel of the sight on the side, who can figure it out on a 
target and determine when it is correctly set. And if I understand the 
system, all [hat reckoning will be done in the planning department and 
it will not be necessary to have workmen who are capable of doing 
that. (U.S. House of Representatives, 1912: 534) 

Mr. Nelson, the master mechanic of the Watenown Arsenal, but 

himself someone who had been a worker, had worked on piecework 
and had his prices cut, and in most ways had an "old-fashioned" 
approach to management, also felt that it was better to use skilled 
workers who could think for themselves and plan the work. The 
government, as part of the installation of the Taylor system, paid for 
Mr. Nelson to visit Bethlehem and Midvale Steel, twO places where 
Taylor himself had introduced his system, and which were to be used 
as models of the benefits and efficiendes of Tay lorism. Mr. Nelson, 
however, reached the opposite conclusion: 

\ 

In Bethlehem, so far as I could see, it seems to have a big number 
of low-grade mechanics in the shop, especially where the small 
naval mounrs were assembled; there were about 300 men in that 
department. By the use of good mechanics I think the cost could 
be reduced. (Ibid.: 515)  
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By paying higher wages (he company could attract more skilled 
workers, and thus make do with fewer workers who would produce 
more work at less cost, Mr. Nelson held. The workers at Watertown 
firmly held the same position: Mr. Cooney testified that he could do 
more work ifhe made the decisions and plans (ibid.: 254). 

Under the Taylor system, there was no reason for workers to 
think. All they were supposed to do was follow the instructions 
issued by the planning room, which did not require any judgment, 
independence, or foresight. 

Mr. johnItoll. May I ask whether, in your judgment, the carrying 
out of the Taylor system in its fullness . . .  will tend to cause dete
rioration in the skil1fulness, the independence, and the self-reliance 
of the mechanics? 

Mr. Crawford. I should think it would. (Ibid.: 414) 

The workers' skill deteriorated because they had less need for 
it. They were no longer all-around workers who planned their 
own work and made decisions about the productive process, but 
instead followed detailed orders received from above. This helped 
create the narrow, repetitive, detail workers which characterize 
production today: 

The Chairman. If the instructions as to how (he work should be done 
by the machinists are issued from the planning room, and he is 
required to follow (hese instructions, of what advanrage is it to the 
machinist to have high skill or additional skill? 

Mr. North {a foreman]. It would be of no advantage that 1 see. 

The Chairman. Then, if that is the case, of what value is it to 
a mechanic to have greater skill than some other mechanic, if he 
simply must follow automatically (he instructions that are banded 
w him? 

Mr. North. Well, if aman does one thing over and over, the same thing 
all the time, he does not require the skill that he would ifhe were an 
all-round operator. He becomes apart of the machine. (Ibid.: 357) 

The Taylor system went beyond simply making the workers' skill 
unnecessary: it was designed to make the production process incom
prehensible to workers, to struCture the situation so that workers 
not only did not need to understand the production process, they 
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could not understand it. An example involved the new system of 
naming tools at the Watertown Arsenal. 

Not only were tools standardized under the Taylar system., work
ers were given instruction cards issued by the planning room that 
specified which tools they were to use. The tools were then either 
brought directly to the machinist by an unskilled helper, or the 
machinist went to the tOolroom derk and requested them, whereas 
formerly workers went to get their own tools, kept those which were 
particularly useful to them, furnished many of their own" and had 
more oc less total control of the tools. 

All of this devalued the workers' ability to make decisions. In 
addition, as one part of the Tay tor system, a new setaf symbols was 
devised, and all tools and machines were to be known only by their 
symbols. These involved a series of letters and numbers to replace 
the customary and commercial names. Many of the symbols were 
fairly easy to understand-for example, '7M H" meant "horizontal 
miller no. 7." Even in the best circumstances, however, the workers 
did not find the new symbols especially useful. As one foreman said, 
'Take the '7M H' as the Colonel spoke of it. It is just the same to me 
as if! should say, 'Horizontal miller No. 7: . . .  The only difference 
is in writing it . . . .  It would be more convenient if you were writing 
it, because it would be quicker" (ibid.: 346-47). This of course was 
the point: management found these symbols convenient, because 
rhey were much easier to write down, and the Taylor system required 
them to do a great deal of writing (instruction cards, machine uriliza· 
cion records, job canis, etc.). lt could be argued that the system was 
introduce4 simply for the convenience of management with no 
thought to how it would affect the workers, but this was not the case. 
As a maner of policy, workers were not allowed to see the symbols, 
so they could not learn the new names of the tools and machines. In 
practice, this meant that a worker was unable to challenge an instruc· 
tion card until the very last moment, since until the tools were 
actually in his or her hand he could not tell for sure what h\i: was 
supposed to do. Since at one time or another most workers success
fully challenged the instructions they received from "the experts," 
this was more than an abstract handicap. During the hearings one 

·When the molders went OUt on strike they had to return to fecch their tools. 
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machinist produced a copy of the symbols which had been passed 
ro him by someone else, probably a roolroom or planning-room 
worker, though the machinist refused to say. He used the lisr to 
establish that the foreman testifying, who had said he no longer had 
trouble with rhe symbols, was unable to identify tools which any of 
the machinists could identify by their common names: 

Mr. Coin. Mr. NOM, did I understand you to say that you were pretty 
familiar with symbols? 

Mr. NfJ1"Jh, On the machines only. 

Mr. Coin. Well, now let us suppose you were working in the machine 
shop, or boss in the machine shop where you formeriywere, and aman 
wanted to use a certain article. I won'{ specify the article, but be says, 
'"I want a �  by 11 by 2� P. D. H. S. B.", would you understand what 
he meant? . .  

Mr. North. The only thing I could think of would be a parallel. 

Mr. Cain. I will state, Mr. North, for your particular benefit and for 
the benefit of the machinists who are here and who work in the 
arsenal, (hll( it is a little giant die; the commercial name of it. (Ibid.) 

The inability of workers to understand the symbols led to acharac
teristic bureaucratic problem. Since those who support Taylor's 
system (and modern bureaucracy) always refer to the characteristic 
faults of the old methods of production, it seems only fair to point to 
a characteristic fault of the new system, one which is inherent in a 
system that intentionally keeps workers in ignorance and requires 
them to obey orders "without asking questions or making sugges
tions." The use of arbitrary and incomprehensible symbols meant 
{hat slight errors in transcription could cause machinery, tools, and 
equipment to be sent to wildly improbable places, places where they 
never would have been sent under the old system: 

Mr. Fitzgerald. . You never knew of a base ring being on the top 
floor then? You never knew that to happen? 

Mr. North. No; I never did. 

Mr. Fitzgerald. Or found agon lever in the west wing;> 

Mr. North. No. (Ibid.: 344) 
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In an extreme but not atypical case, some "move men" (unskilled 
workers whose job was to move tools, materials, and equipment 
to skilled machinists) obediently followed the instructions on 
their "move ticket" and "used a large amount of time and labot" 
trying to get a jig, a very large casting, to an upper floor. The jig 
was far too large to go up the stairs. so they tried to take it "up 
through a kind of hatch through the floor." The reason they had 
so much trouble getting the casting to the location called for on 
their move ticket was that the symbol foe the location had been 
transcribed incorrectly, and the part was in completely the wrong 
place. The machines in that area were nOt equipped to handle such 
large castings, and therefore no adequate access routes existed for 
pieces of that size. As soon as the foreman and machinist saw the 
piece they told the move men that they were in the wrong wing 
of the building, the piece could not possibly fit on any machine 
up there. 

The Chairman. Under the former system could that mistake have 
occurred, or would the machinist or bis helper, when he went for 
the piece, have found by seeing it that it was not suitable for 
his machine? 

Mr. North. Well, I don't think the foreman would have ever senr a 
piece to a machine where he could not machine it . . • .  You would not 
attempt to put a piece of work on so large that you could not machine 
it on dial particular-machine, whereas the move man would not really 
know the difference in some cases. (Ibid.: 345) 

At the time the Taylor sysrem was introduced management was 
trying to learn what workers already knew: how to do the work. The 
new symbols, and their secrecy, were one of a number of steps that 
helped shift the balance of knowledge: suddenly management, in at 
least one respect, "knew" more about the tools and machines than 
workers did. 

Interestingly enough, if Taylor made a significant technolpgical 
contribution to capitalism, it was simply that he learned what 
workers already knew. This was no easy cask, and it is something 
that other managers did nOt do. In fact, this is what the famous 
time and motion studies, the use of the stop watch, and so on, were 
all about. 
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T aylor's Time and Motion Studies 

When Taylor first went to his boss, WiIliam Sellers, asking "for 
permission to spend some money for experiments designed to reveal 
what his men ought to be able to do with tbeir machines, he was told 
that the thing had been tried before and could not be done." It was 
not just Taylor's boss who felt this way: "the best minds up to this 
time had all come to the conclusion that for the management to 
determine possible output was impossible" (Copiey, 1923, I: 222). 

When Taylor presented his first full-scale paper before the American 
Society ofMecharucal Engineers, it criticized the previous pay plans, 
and was based on the assumption that it was possible to determine 
maximum output, though Taylor did not yet feel sure enough of 
himself to reveal how he made this determination. In reply to 
Taylor's paper, Frederick Halsey, the originator of what until then 
was probably the most famous payment plan, commented: 

If Mr. Taylor can determine the maximwn output of the miscellaneous 
pieces of work comprised in the everyday operation of me average 
machine shop, he has accomplished a great work, and me present 
paper should be followed at once by anocher glvingthe fuUest possible 
details of his method. It is this universal difficulty of determining 
the possible output which is at the bottom of the difficulties besetting 
the piece-work plan, and it was itS conremplalion which led the 
writer's thoughts to the Premiwn Plan. With that plan, the attempt 
to uelermine the possible OutpUl is abandoned. Preselll OUtput is 

taken as the basis, (Cited in ibid.: 404) 

All pre-Taylor pay plans were based, in one way or another, on 
how much had been produced in the past. Taylor's "technological" 
innovation was to observe workers closely and try to determine how 
much they could produce jf they did their maximum. At first Taylor 
did his timing of workers in secret, but this SOrt of timing could 
produce only the grossest and least satisfactory estimates of the time 
it should take to do a job. Taylor could tell if the time taken included 
a rest break away from a machine, but he could not observe the 
details of the work process (ibid.: 231). Taylor quickly decided that 
if time study was to determine the maximum possible output, it 
would have to be done with the knowledge-and if possible, with at 
least the tacit consent-of the worker. In its fully developed form, 
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time and motion study involved a Taylor minion standing over a 
worker, using a notebook to list all the motions the worker made 
and a stOP watch to time these motions. The time-study expert 
would question the worker about the work to decide which motions 
were "waste" or "superfluous," and these would not be counted in 
determining the time that it should take to do the job. 

Taylor was very proud of time and motion study, claiming it was 
what gave his system a right to be called "scientific" management. It 
was scientific because it wrote down and classified knowledge. The 
same knowledge had previously existed in the heads of the workers, 
but this was not science because it was not classified and organized. 
Using his methods, TayIar claimed, it was possible to determine 
scientifically exactly how long a worker "should" take to do a job. 
and exactly how much work a worker "should" do in a day (or week 
or month). At last, it was possible to give scientific meaning to the 
expression "a fair day's work."· 

Such daims were ludicrous, of course, for at least three reasons. 
First. there is absolutely no reason to assume that the maximum 
possible output is what a worker "should" do. Second, since Taylor's 
"scientific" summations of tbe "necessary" times invariably ended up 
being below the total time taken by the fastest worker (even if that 
worker proceeded in the approved manner), Taylor's system always 
added in extra time in determining the "scientific" time. Taylor could 
never adequately explain bow be and his minions arrived at the amount 
of time to add, but he nonetheless insisted that this additional time 
was "scientific" and not arbitrary. Third, the determination of tbe 
"waste" motions was often arbitrary-for example, tbe strike at the 
Watertown Arsenal resulted from a stop watch time study being made 

·Tayloc and ms followers held that a fair day's work wa.s the maximum a worker 
could produce on a sustained basis, day after day, all year Ions:, The question arises. if a 
fair day's work was all a worker could prociul:e withou( destroyins: himself, why wasn't 
a "fair day's pay" the mwdmum w�s which a l:ompi1Ily could pay without gains: 
bankrupt (i,e., allowing money for new investment, but nothing for stockhold�rs)? 
Taylor explained that itwould. never do to pay the maximum i1II employer could afford: 

It is the writer's judgment , , . thar for their own good it is a.s imponaut that 
workmen should not be very much over-paid, a.s it is (hat they should not be 
under-paid. If over-paid, mi1Ily will work irregularly a.tId tend to become more 
or less shifdess, exuavagant, i1IId dissipated, It does not do for men to get rich 
too fast. (Tayior, 1903: 27) 
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on fiolders by a Taylor system "expect" who knew nothing about 
molding-and still disallowed many motions as "waste."  The expert 
may have been right about some motions, but he certainly had no 
claim to scientific exactitude. As Hugh Aitken comments, "It is 
tempting, though it is only part of the truth, to define time study as a 
ritual whose function it was to validate, by reference to the ap
parently objective authority of the clock, a subjective estimate of the 
time a job should take" (1960: 26). Time study was mote than a ritual, 
because it actually did allow management to make far more accurate 
determinations of the time which it should take to do a job. In many 
situations, workers could restrict output while still looking continu
ously busy if the management left them alone. These same workers 
would be unable to deceive a knowledgeable observer stationed at 
their elbow, timing them with a stop watch, all day long, day after day. 
Time study could be a powerful tool to end the restriction of output. 

Taylor used time and motion study not only to determine the 
length of time which a piece of work should take, but also to 
determine the "one best way" of doing the work, Stating that workers 
were too stupid to figure this out. He selected pig-iron handling as an 
illustration, because it "is the simplest kind of human effort . . . .  A 
man simply stoops down and with his hands picks up a piece of iron, 

and then walks a short distance and drops it on the ground." None
theless, he added: 

I can say, without the slightest hesitation, that the science of handling 
pig iron is so great that the man who is fit to handle pig iron as his daily 
work cannot possibly understand that science . . .  and this inability of 
{he man who is fit to do the work to understand the science of doing 
his work becomes more and more evident as the work becomes more 
complicated, all the way up the scale. (1912: 48) 

It is undoubtedly true that Taylor and his followers often found 
ways of doing the work which were better than the existing average, 
and perhaps in a few cases better than the practices of the very best 
workers. If nothing else, having the money, opponunity, time, and 
facilities to study the work process systematically was likely to lead 
to improvements." However, in general Taylor and his followers 

-Having explained that workers were [00 stupid to understand (he science of 
pig-icon handling, at the exact same time Taylor said that workers could not develop 
the science because they did not have the time, money, and facilities. 
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have almost certainly received far too much credit for improvements 
in work methods. I know of no systematic (or even unsysterruuic) 
attempt to independently assess to what extent TayIar improved the 
methods of production: essentially all accounts ofTaylor's changes 
i n  the work process begin by accepting bis repoet of the facts. and 
usually even his general unsupported conclusions. This would be 
inexcusable in the best of circumstances, but the fact is that Taylar 
never conducted anything which remotely approximated a scientific 
experiment to test the possible output of workers with and without 
the benefit of his science of doing the work, so even if we accept 
Taylor's account in its entirety we still have no way ofrelling whether 
he improved the methods of doing the work. This fact has been ob
scured because later commentators have followed Taylor in focusing 
on the increase in outpUt achieved by his methods, and simply 
attributing this increase to improved methods." T aylor may have 
chosen to present his examples in this way, but he realized full well 
that the main reason for the increase in output was an increase in 
effort. The whole point of his system was to break up and destroy 
"systematic soldiering," as he emphasized in every piece he wrote. 
The fact that a pig-iron handler loaded twelve and a half tons before 
Taylor, and forty-seven tons following Taylor's instructions, tells 
us nothing about the worth of those instructions. Taylor's entire 
"science" of pig-iron handling consisted of having the worker rest 
periodically during the day, in specified amounts and times. Taylor 
wants us to believe that without this "science" of pig-iron handling 
Schmidt would have been unable to load forry-seven tons a day. 
However, Taylor never tried to test this idea. and even before he 
received any instruction from Taylor Schmidt specifically said he 
could load forty-seven tons a day. 

Taylor wrote as if one of the keys to his success was his develop
mentof"the one best way" to do any given kind of work. He told the 
congressional committee that 

shovelins is agreat science compared with pig iron handling. I dare s� 
that most of you gentlemen know that agood many pig iron handlers 
can never learn to shovel right; £he ordinary pig iron handler is not the 

·For example, without the benefit of any expen advice workers acheived more than 
a 600 percent increase in output in producing McClelJan saddles (see Chapter Five), a 
greater increase than in almost any ofTaylor's examples. 
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type of man well suited to shoveling. He is too stupid; there is too 
much mental strain, too much knack required of a shoveler for the pig 
iron handler to take kindly to shoveling. (Taylar, 1912: SO) 

The science of shoveling was so complex that even experienced 
shovelers had to be taught how to shovel. Not only that, but if they 
were not constantly watched they were likely to soon forget how to 
shovel, with the result that they would fail to meet their quotas. 
When this happened, a shoveling teacher would come to the workers, 
warn that they would be thrown off the gang if they did not improve, 
and then watch to see if they knew how to shovel right. Most 
probably, Taylor said, the teacher would find that the only problem 
was that the shoveler had forgotten how to shovel right (that is. the 
worker would not be under any physical strain and would not be 
restricting output). "And the teacher would stay by him twO, three, 
four, or five days, if necessary, until he gOt the man back again into 
the habit of shoveling right" (ibid. : 61). 

Workers and Time Study 

If all of this "science" and "instruction" was necessary in order to 
teach shovelers how to shovel, imagine how much more must have 
been involved in teaching machinists how to do machine shop work, 
particularly since machinists were less capable of understanding 
the science of their work than shovelers were of understanding 
the science of theirs! It is interesting to consider, therefore, what 
happened in the machine shop at the Watertown Arsenal, for in this 
case we have the testimony of the workers who benefited from the 
"science" and "instruction" of the Taylor system experts. Before 
considering the comments and reactions of the workers, it is nec· 
essary to stress that the Watertown Arsenal received the benefits of a 
full installation of the Taylor system. Taylor himself was intimately 
involved in the entire case, visiting the arsenal at the beginning and 
submitting a report on what needed to be done, corresponding with 
the officers involved and advising what course to take at particular 
junctures, and so on. Most of all, Taylor-who by 1909 no longer 
worked himself-personally picked the disciple who was to install 
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the system, overriding the person who had heen the first choice of 
the Department of Ordnance. Taylar also picked the time-study 
person for the arsenal, writing to Genecal Crozier: "By getting 
Merrick as a teacher you would save, I should think, a year at least in 
the rapidity of your time study and similar work. He is the best detail 
man for this work who is at all available" (letterofJanuary 12, 1911, 
quoted in Aitken, 1960: 106). 

Taylar continued to think well ofDwight Merrick, the time-study 
expert, after the arsenal work was completed, so there is no question 
of Taylar breaking with his own selection because Merrick did not 
do the job correcdy. So the Watenown Arsenal case is a relatively 
full and fair test afTay lor' s system (probably no case did everything 
exactly as Taylar would have wanted it); the only way it differs from 
others is in allowing us ro see the workers' perceptions of the process 
as well as those of management. 

Not surprisingly, the workers felt that they knew more man the 
Taylor system experts. One foreman summed up the workers' view 
when he said that no expert had "ever suggested any improved 
methods not already known" to him, but he had frequently had to 
correct the instructions given to him by the expertS (U.S. House of 
Representatives, 1912: 349). Almost every worker who testified had 
examples to show that in at least some cases, the instructions given 
by the experts either would not work at all, or could be greatly 
improved on. Mr. Reagan, a machinist, reported that if he followed 
the expert's instructions he "could not do the work as it should be 
done" and he therefore got the approval of the foreman and the 
master mechanic to do the job "at a lower speed with more feed, and 
get better results" (ibid.: 432). When Merrickcballenged the changes, 
the worker, foreman, master mechanic, and Merrick himself con
ducted a test of the ewo ways, and the worker's way was agreed to be 
better. The next job came with no instructions, but a time based on 
the assumption the worker would do it his own way, which took less 
time than the expert's way. ." 

Another worker disregarded his instruction card and did the job 
his own way, seeking approval from his foreman after the fact. 
The foreman endorsed the change, commenting: "There was not 
anything else he could do. The tool would not stand the cut at the 
speed it was rated to go" (ibid.: 372). 
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A third machinist, Mr. Burns, reported that a time study was made 
of the time it took him to produce some gears or pinions. Merrick 
instructed him in the way to do the work, and timed the production 
of the first eleven of these gears (out of a total of thiny-three) in 
order to establish a "scientific" time and method. The worker did as 
he was instructed without comment, even though Merrick had him 
do one gear at a time and the worker knew perfectly well it was 
possible to cut twO such gears at the same time with little additional 
complication. After Merrick left, and the worker was on Itis own, he 
continued to follow instructions, doing one gear at a time, since 
he knew that Merrick cut the time allowance whenever a worker 
developed an improved method. When Mr. Nelson, the master 
mechanic, spoke to him, the worker explained the situation, saying 
that there was no advantage for him in doubling up since Merrick 
would just cut the time allowance. The worker was obviously angling 
for the master mechanic's support, and he got it. As the worker 
explained, "Now, do you want the master mechanic's exact words 
when I said that-'Not by a damned sight, he won't change the 
time'" (ibid.: 286). Mc Nelson went to the office and spoke to the 
major to get a guarantee that the time would not be changed. With 
that assurance the worker used his own experience rather than the 
scientific way, and did the remaining gears twO at a time. 

In a fourth case, the instruction card specified speeds that were 
approximately correct but made no allowance for [he differences in 
the hardness of the castings. Had me instructions been followed 
conscientiously and unthinkingly (as Taylar claimed to want) the 
tools would not have stood the cutS, but che machinist improved the 
method, and got his foreman·s approval: 

Mr. Barker (a foreman]. Well, we have got a man on premium system 
who was working and had a hard casting on, and he could not run the 
machine at the rate it was going. The tool would nO[ stand, and he 
came to me and said he could run slower and use a coarser feed and a 
deeper cut and still get the operation done in the required time, and, 
furthermore, he said he was using 10 amperes less power. J tOld him J 
did not think there would be any objection to that, as jt was saving the 
coal pile. (Ibid.: 370) 

In this case, the instructions did not make allowances for the ways in 
which the work could vary, and any one set of instructions would 
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have been inadequate. They had to rely on the skill and judgmenrof 
the worker to vary speeds and procedures for the castings in this 
group. In other cases this same foreman had encountered, it was not 
a question of variation, but of mistakes by the planning room; one 
job had to be taken back to the planning room for new instructions 
because as soon as the machinist started to work on it he could see 
the instructions would not work (ibid.: 382--83). In another case the 
instructions did not call for certain work which could perfectly well 
have been done at the same time, with the same machine set-up. The 
foreman (with the master mechanic's approval) therefore went ahead 
and had the work done, in order to avoid having the work come back 
later and have to be set up all over again (ibid.: 382). 

In another case a worker explained that his instructions were 
accurate, in that ifhe followed them he would do the job adequately. 
However, if he had been allowed to plan the work bimselfhe could 
have gotten more work done with less effort (ibid.: 25 3-54). 

It was not only that the experts were often wrong, or that they did 
not provide the extensive instruction and training of which Taylor 
boasted; when challenged the experts could seldom make practical 
or effective suggestions. 

Mr. Burns. . . .  I thought from my previous experience tbat for these 
six the time first given., the minimum time, was lower than I could 
possibly do the work. I told Mr. Merrick tbat and we talked it over 
qUlte a bit. Now, I said to Mr. Merrick, "You have the machine time, 
you know that perfectly; you know approximately, or very near, 
perhaps, how long it will take me to make my changes." 1 said, "Now, 
if you can not tell me where I can eliminate some movements that 1 am 
making now how am 19oing to change my time; how am I going to gain 
on you?'· . . .  

Wen. Mr. Merrick said, "You will make YOUJ"cbangesquicker.'· I says, 
'·How am I going to do that if I have gOt to do the same amount of 
changing that 1 do now; if you can not tell me anything tbat I can 
eliminate, 1 have got to make all of these movements." I said "I thirijc 
you are perfectly willing to say that I am an average active man." He 
was willing to admit thar, and then 1 said, ·'The only way I can see that 1 
can gain on your time is in walking around the machine, and instead of 
walking, run.·' (lbid.: 280) 

These workers were not at all impressed with the scientific and 
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technical expertise of Taylor and his minions. (It is probable that if 
we had the testimony of Schmidt the pig.iron handler, or any of 
Tayoe's shovelees, they would be equally contemptuous.) They felt, 
and they had plenty of evidence to back them up, that they knew 
more about the work than did the experts. Essentially every worker 
who testified managed to bring up one or more such incidents, and 
probably this only scratches the surface, since no one else at the 
hearings was interested in evidence on this point." 

T aylorism and TechnobJgy 

Taylor's contribution is often portrayed as primarily technologi· 
cal. He is supposed to have devised better and more efficient ways of 
doing work, finding the "one best way" to perfocm operations which 
had hitherto been done in various inadequate ways. Tarlor made a 
number of technical innovations, including high·speed tool steel, 
which Aitken calls "probably the most revolutionary change in 
machine·shop practice within the memory of anyone living at the 
time" (Aitken, 1960: 102). t Aitken argues that in order to get the 
full benefits of the new steel-which could be operated at far higher 
speeds and temperatures than any previous steel without melting or 
losing its edge-it was necessary for management to completely 
reorganize the shop, and dictate the desired spet:di!l and fee.h: "this 
major innovation . . .  made necessary a whole series of minor inno· 
vations . . . .  The Taylor system of management . . .  was essentially a 
means of adjusting the arsenal to the impact of high·speed steel." 
Since "few of the machinists and foremen who had grown up in the 
carbon steel era had any conception of what the new steels could 
do," and since it goes without saying that-being bound to custom 
and the old ways-they were unable to figure this out, "hence the 
necessity for Barth's slide rules and the prescribing by management of 

·Over and over workers tried to make this an issue in the hearings. Everyone else 
dismissed it as irrelevant but at the same rime sought our evidence indicating the 
superiority of scientific management expenise. 

tThis claim is [he more remarkable since this was me period when electricity was 
being introduced to machine shops. 
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speeds and feeds which, to men of the older generation, were 
literally fantastic" (ibid.: 103; emphasis in original). 

Aitken's position is a variant of technological determinism: bu
reaucracy itself is said to follow from the nature of the technological 
changes. On the other hand, Harry Bravetman cites approvingly 
Peter F. Drucker's statement that Taylorism "was not concerned with 
technology. Indeed, it took tools and techniques largely as given" 
(1974: 86).'" As I argued in Chapter Two, I think both these posi
tions are inadequate: they overlook or deny the dialectical interplay 
of technological and organizational factOrs in producing capitalist 
control of the labor process. 

While high-speed tool steel was in fact one of the most important 
technological innovations of the period, Aitken and others who take 
this position have exactly reversed the causal order. It was not 
that the technology of high-speed Steel required the management 
reorganization of the Taylor system: on the contrary, it can easily be 
shown that Taylor began by trYing [0 increase the output of his 
workers, and tried to develop a management system that would 
allow him to do so. He himself insisted that time study was the 
beginning of scientific management (Copley, 1923. 1: 224), and his 
standard biography reports, quite correctly, that his experiments in 
cutting metal were inspired by his time-study experiments. Taylor 
knew perfectly well that it was the speed-up of scientific manage
ment that led to high-speed tool steel, and not high-speed tool 
steel that required him to develop scientific management. & Taylor 
said: "The moment that scientific management was introduced in a 

·While Taylor was not always a t&hnological pioneer-he opposed the use of the 
first traveling electric crane (Copiey, 1923, 1: 199}-he did make some genuine 
technological contributions to the industry of his time. In addition to high_speed 
steel, he patented a nwnber of desjgns (not all of them as inconsequential as the 
spoon-handled tennis taequet he used towin the U.S. doubles championship in 1881, 
in partnership with the son of the owner of Mid vale Steel), indudill8astewnhanuner 
with enoush flexibility that it did not batter itself to pieces-aU previous steam 
hammers had relied on great mass and rigidity. This was plainly an importllQ[ tech
nological experiment-the steam hammer COSt 5200,000 in the 1880s. a fabulous 
sum-and Tayior deserves the (Ceditfor its success (ibid.: 198). Braverman is right, 
however, in that by themselves Taylor"s technological contributions would merit at 
most a paragraph in a history of the technology of the period, and his name would be 
forgonen by all but a few technological historians. Taylor made the kind ofincremencal 
improvements which made industry work bener, but which were not in themselves 
particularly significant or revolutionary. 
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machine shop, that moment it became cerlain that the art or science 
of cutting metals was sure to come" (Taylar, 1912: 234; also cited by 
Aitken, 1960: 30). 

However, it is also important to note, contra Peter F. Drucker and 
Harry Braverman, that Taylorwas very concerned with technology. 
He went to incredible trouble and expense to find and develop a tool 
steel which would operate successfully at high speeds. Before Taylor 
began his experiments, there were no tool steels available which 
could be used at the speeds at which Taylor wanted machinists to 
work. When Taylor succeeded in speeding up his machinists, he ran 
into a technologicallimitacion-all of the available tool steels melted 
after short periods of work at the speeds which Taylor insisted. his 
machinists use. This did not cause Taylor to give up and decide that 
scientific management was impossible. On the contrary, at incredible 
expense and disruption of the shop where he was boss, Taylor 
conducted 40,000 experiments in order to find and develop better 
materials and methods fur cutting metal, specifically a steel which 
not only could stand the heats and remperarures generated by speed
up, but which worked better under these conditions (Copley, 1923, 
I: 246). Some idea of the expense and disruption this involved can be 
gained from Taylor's own admission that 

in order to regulate the exact cutting speed of the tool, it was necessary 
to slow down the speed of the engine that drove all the shafting in the 
shop . . .  , For over twO years the whole shop was inconvenienced in 
this way, by having the speed of its main line of shaftinggready vaned, 
not only from day co day, but from hour to hour. (Ibid.: 239) 

Moreover, it must not be supposed that this was allowed to continue 
because of the great results it was producing: six months of such 
constant experimenting produced only negative results. Technology, 
Taylor was well aware, was one of a number of weapons which 
could be used against workers. Taylor did not at all, as Drucker 
and Braverman would have it, take "tools and techniques largely 
as given" (Braverman, 1974: 86); rather, he did his best to develop 
a technology which would serve the same purposes as his manage
ment reorganization. 
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The Dictatorship of the Bourgeoisie 

From its inception, a key part of Taylorism was struggle, an 
unyielding battle until one side or the other won an unequivocal 
victory, as this chapter has tried to show. The foundation ofTayloc's 
approach was the realization that under a capitalist system workers 
and owners could not share authority and the direction of the work. 
As long as workers controlled most of the technical details of the 

-work process, they would also maintain social control in the shop, 
enforcing their own standards on the speed of production, the level 
of quality. and the methods of procedure. 

In any executive work which involves [he cooperation of {Wo differeD( 
men or parties, where both parties have anytbing like equal power or 
voice in its direction. there is almost sure to be a certain amount of 
bickering, quarreling, and vacilIation, and the success of theenrerprise 
suffers accordingly. If, however, either one of the panies has the 
entire direction, the enterprise will progress consistently and probably 
harmoniously, even although the wrong one of the twO parties may be 
in control. 

Broadly speaking, in the field of management there are twO parties-
the superintendents, etc., on one side and the men on the other, and 
the main questions at issue are the speed and accuracy with which the 
work shall be done. Up to the rime that task management was intro
duced in the Midvale Steel Work:>, it can be fairly said that under the 
old systems of management the men and the management had about 
equal weight in deciding how fast the work should be done. . . The 
essence of task (scientific} management lies in the fact that the control 
of the speed problem rests entirely with the management. (Taylor, 
1903: 43-44) 

Under the 1880 practices, workers and managers (or owners) 
shared the power to determine the speed of production and a host of 
other details. Taylor's aim was to have control of speed rest entirely 
with management, but neither he nor other capitalists, then or now, 
succeeded in crushing all opposition by workers. Lenin made m�ch 
the same point, but in a less static, less all-or-nothing way, in 1919, 
when he argued: 

In capitalist society, whenever there is any serious aggravation of the 
class struggle intrinsic to that society, there can be no alternative but 
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the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie or the dictatorship of the pro
letariat. Dreams of some third way are reactionary petty-bourgeois 
lamentations. (1964: 103) 

What Taylor introduced into the industry of his day, and what 
continues to prevail in the factories of today, is a dictatorship." This 
is usually more-or-Iess disguised-in Taylor's case, by.the claim that 
value neutral "science" determined a fair day's pay and a fair day's 
work, in modern industry, by the sham of collective bargaining, 
grievance procedures, and hwnan relarions. To say there is a dictator
ship is not by any means to imply that capital successfully controls all 
aspects of the situation-many dictatorships are highly ineffective in 
imposing their will. Inside the workplace today, the dictatorship of 
capital prevails. In quite a literal way, there is no better characteri
zation of the internal political structure of American work organiza
tions (see Spencer, 1977; pfeffer, 1979). This is not to imply that 
workers have ceased to Struggle, or that their resistance is bound to 
fail; dictatorships can be overthrown in the workplace as in the state. 
I believe, however, that under capitalism attempts at reform and the 
introduction of "workplace democracy"-necessary though they 
are-are bound to be shortlived and unsuccessful unless they are 
pan of a continuing dynamic pushing on to socialism and communism. 

�aylor r&ounts one incident where he took a VOte. He was working to "systema
tize" the management of die largest bicycle ball factory in die country. The wotkel'5, 
all women, minutely inspe£ted small steel balls for defet:ts. workwbich "required the 
closest attention and concenuarion." Taylor decided to shonen the work hours, 
requiring the same output per day and paying the same wages. The foreman ta1ked to 
the workers and reported that all of the women approved of the change. With this 
assurance, Taylor decided to take a vote, confident it would approve his intended 
course of action: 

The writer bad not been especially noted for his tact so he decided that it would 
be wise for him to display a little more of this quality by having the girls vote on 
the new proposition. This decision was hardly justified, however, fur when the 
vote was taken the girls were unanimous that 1O� hours was good enough for 
them and they wanted no innovation of any kind. 

This settled the matter for the time being. A few months later tact was thrown 
to the winds and the working hours were arbitrarily shonened in successive 
StepS to 10 hours, 9Y.!, 9, 8y'! (the pay per day remaining the same); and with 
each shortening of the working day the output increased instead of dimWish
ing. (1911: 88) 

The sirru1arities to capital's recent attempts to " humanize the workpbre' and imro
duce "worker panicipation" are DOt accidental 
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The view of bureaucracy as a control mechanism-a view implicit 
in Frederick Taylar's proposals and Harry Braverman's analysis
sees its origins in tbe realization by capital tbat so long as capital 
relied on general rules and directives tOO much control was left in 
workers' hands. Capitalist factories had long had roles and regula
tions, a division of labor, and hierarchy, and formally they had 
always been dictatorships. Bureaucracy was created as a way of 
moving beyond such general directives to specific detailed control of 
the work process. Such a view of bureaucracy is in stark contraSt to 
the main American sociological view, derived from Weber. which 
characterizes bureaucracy in terms of its remote and impersonal 
qualities. The latter view, surprisingly. also emerges in Richard 
Edwards' ConleJled Terrain: 

Bureaucratic control establishes [he impersonal force of "company 
rules" or "company policy" as the basis for control. . . .  Capitalists 
were to retain overall control of the enterprise's operations through 
their power to establish the rules and procedures. But once the goals 
and structure were set, the management process was to proceed 
without need of, and (except in exceptional circumstances) without 
benefit of, the conscious intervention of the personal power of fore
men, supervisors, or capitalists. (1979: 131) 

Taylor, on the other hand, specifically emphasized that what was 
new in his system was detailed control. Moreover this control did 
not simply rest on impersonal rules, but required the conscious 

intervention and /orce of managers. As Taylor wrote to the dean of 
Harvard's Graduate School of Business Administration: 

The great trouble with the men who have been too many years gertill8 
an academic education is . . .  they almost invariably attempt to get other 
men to do what they ought to do by reasoning, persuasion, and talk, and 
by giving them orders and directing them what to do. And this way of 
dealing: with men, as I have said many times, is productive of very small 
results. I have found it ne<:essary almost invariably to talk but little to 
men, but to go right ahead and MAKE them do what I wanted them «> 
do. (Cited in Copley, 1923, Il: 320; emphasis in original)-

·As this quote makes dear, Taylor's own view of bureaucracy and his system is 
directly at odds with modem analyses which focus on information flow and communi· 
cation processes, a view found even on the left, as in Edwards' account ofTaylorism: 

The newly defined tasks needed to be communicated to the workers who were 
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This is why the bureaucratic apparatus must involve large numbers 
of people (one-fourth or more of the workforce, Taylor said), not 
simply a few people promulgating general rules. 

My claim that Taylorism is the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie 
should not be taken to imply that it ended workers' strUgBles. The 
workers at Watettown Arsenal certainly resisted the system. In his 
general statements Taylor always minimized workers' opposition, 
but his writings are filled with evidence that he was well aware that 
workers resoned to sabotage in an attempt to combat him. In his first 
job, when Taylor introduced a planning board to route the work, the 
board had co be encased in glass to prevent workers from ripping off 
the tags (Copley, 1923. I: 272). Taylor discussed a special notebook 
concealing stop watches which could be operated by pressing on the 
cover. Though in general be favored open timing, he realized that 
in many cases open timing "would only result in a row" (Taylor, 
1903: 153). In public Taylor professed to fear management, but 
in discussing the implementation ofhis system itis worker opposition 
which concerns him: 

In making this decision, as in taking each subsequent step, the most 
important consideration, which should always be first in the mind of 
the reformer, is "what efrectwill this step have upon the workmen?" 
Through some means (it would almost appear some especial sense) the 
workman seems to scent the approach of a reformer even before his 
arrival in town. Their suspicions are thoroughly aroused, and they are 
on the alert. (Ibid.: 136) 

Taylor realized that the united opposition of many workers could de
feat him, so he insisted on the necessity of changing only one worker 
at a time:" "At no time during the introduction of the system should 
any broad, sweeping changes be made which seriously affect a large 
number of workmen . . . .  Throughout the early stages of organization 
each change made should affect one workman only" (ibid.: 134). 

ro carry them out, and this involved spe£ifying to workers exacrly what they 
were expected to accomplish each day. Tayloe recommeudedthateachworker 
receive an instructiou card at the beginning of each workday, giving explicit 
written form to this communication process. Iu Other words, direcrion nf work 
tasks was to emerge from nrderly processes ofinfnrmation discovery, organi· 
zation,and communicarion. (1979: 100) 

t JUSt as Towne argued that piecework rates should be changed for one worker at a 
rime (see above, Chapter Five). 
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In my opinion, the main reason managers and capitalistS were 
reluctant to introduce Taylorism was that it provoked worker oppo
sition and demanded an all-out fight _ An article in Engineering 
Magazine noted that Tarlar's differential piece rate could produce 
much better results than ordinary piecework, but warned, "It is 
evidently unsatisfactory and dangerous in a weakly organized works 
with an inexperienced 'piece-work' staff" (Darlingcon, 1899a: 449). 
Every manager wanted to run a shop where the fight had been waged 
and won, but many people quailed at the prospect of undertaking 
such a cosdy and dangerous fight. '"' 

Efficiency and Class 

While T aylar saw the introduction of scientific management and a 
bureaucratic organization of production as a part of the class struggle, 
it could be objected that this is beside the point: whatever reason 
Taylor may have had for proposing his system, it would not have 
been widely adopted were it not more efficient than the craft system 
it replaced. This is true only if the term "efficiency" is given a very 
special class-biased meaning. One method is usually said to be more 
efficient than another if it achieves greater output with the same 
inputs, or the same output with fewer inputs. Thus from the point of 
view of an individual company it would be possible to argue that 
the company became more efficient simply by cutting wages of its 
workers (less input of labor from the company's point ofview), but 
this is plainly a class-biased assessment. It is more reasonable to say 
that the company maintained the same efficiency, since it continued 
to use the same physical inputs, but became more profitable because 
its power position enabled it to cut workers' wages. Similarly. if 

·Obviousiy there were other reasons why capitalists and managers opposed. 
Taylorism. TayJor spent money freely (Copley, 1923, I: 198), some of the 5p&ifics 
of his system did not work (significantly, Tay tor himself stopped using functional 
foremanship and the differential piece rare, even though he continued to advocate 
them-ibid.: 309), some managers were reluctant to take on me exua duties involved, 
and as is true with any revolutionary innovation, it both condemned the old ways 
(not something all managers were eager to hear) and offered a compalll.l"ively 
untested proposal. 
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Taylor were able to make workers do more work without equivalent 
increases in pay, this could make his system appear more efficient 
from a capitalist's point of view, even though what was really 
involved was a greater input of labor as a result of workers giving 
up their rest periods and comfonable work pace. The use of force 
was necessary precisely because workers were being reasonable in 
resisting Taylorism. 

Theoretically it should be possible to determine whether Taylor's 
system was more "efficient" in some abstraCt and value neutral sense 
than the craft system it replaced, but in practice the difficulties seem 
insuperable. For example, at the Watertown Arsenal, for which we 
have the best data, all of the bookkeeping and accounting procedures 
were changed coincident with the introduction of the Taylor system. 
One intended affect of these changes was to make it impossible to 
determine the overhead and planning costs in the manufacture of any 
item. It is not only that the examples offered by the officers were plainly 
not representative of the experience of the shop as a whole, more 
imponant, every example was basically inadequate or misleading as 
evidence ofTaylorism's efficiency. I have already pointed out thar 
even if we accept Taylor's own examples they only show increased 
output, and this is more likely to be the result of extra effon than of 
extra efficiency (especially given that someone was standill8 over the 
worker all day). The officers' favorite examples were even worse: they 
simply presented cases in which workers had earned large premiums, 
but this does not indicate any COSt savings unless the pn:miwn rates 
were accurately set to begin with. A number of workers testified that 
they had been offered substantial premiums for producing at the old 
rate. On one job Mr. Lawson rold his foreman: 

"They have set the rime wrong. I never took as much dme on any of 
them that I have made, unless 1 have had to spend lots of time fixing 
the Bash." "Well," he says, "if you have any objenions, do it inwridng 
and send it to the commanding officer." "Well," I says, "it looks good 
on the face of it , to give me six hours extra pay where I have completed 
the job in 24 hours before." I said, "That's puUing me right into the 
halter," I says. I said, "That is JUSt giving me money for nothing, 
and I have been fighting here two years for 11 quarrer. But you can't 
shove it down my throat that's gOing [0 last." (U.S. House of Repre
sentatives, 1912: 206) 
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Any premiwn that Mr. Lawson earned would have been used by the 
offi.<:ers as proof of the economy of the system, when in fact it shows 
juSt the opposite. Workers tried to present evidence to indicate that 
COSts had increased and that bookkeeping methods had been changed 
expressly to conceal this fact. but the congressional committee not 
only refused to follow these leads, but prevented the workers from 
making their case (ibid.: 470). 

Of course the question of whether the Taylar system increased 
efficiency and productivity was of little interest to capitalists. If the 
Taylar system could cut costs, from a capitalist's point of view it did 
not matter whether the COSt reduction came from a technically 
superior organization or from making people work harder without 
equivalent increases in pay. The Watertown Arsenal and other cases 
seem to indicate that the introduction of Tay lor's system did not lead 
to any dramatic reductions in over-all costs," yet it could still be 
wonhwhile for a capitalist to introduce it. It could be costly to make 
the transition from the old system of workers controlling the details 
of production to the new system of management giving specific 
orders and keeping careful control over tbe production process, and 
after the transition [be cost of production might be the same, or 
roughly me same, as before. Nonetheless, once the transition was 
accomplisbed, management was in a far better position to combat 
worker resistance. This meant that future cbanges in tbe production 
process--whether technical, organizational. or social-would benefit 
owners much more than workers. Instead ofbaving tbeir wishes and 
actions frustrated at every point. capitalists and managers would be 
able to do more nearly as they wished. In a given industry, if 
Company A made the transition to Taylorism. and Company B did 
not, there might be little difference in profitability for [he period of 
the transition, and even for a couple of years after that. In the 
ensuing years, however. Company A would probably begin to pull 
ahead of Company B, since it had made a qualitative leap into a new 
organizational form which allowed it to force workers to do w�at the 
management wanted. far more than could be done at Company B. 

As Aitken says of Watertown Arsenal, Taylor and Barth "were 

*Taylor of (ourse insisted that his system CUt COSts, but he also admined that there 
was no "apparent relation between good shop �em [i.e., the use of his 
system) and the payment of dividends" (190�: 17). 

1 
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disrupting an established social system and trying to build a new one. 
Nothing they did was, in this respect, neutral; nothing was merely 
technological or administrative" (1960: 135). This was why Taylor 
was so vehement in his insistence that his entire system must be 
introduced, not simply some one part. Only by radically uprooting 
the old ways of doing things, and substituting in their place new 
methods, was it possible to solve the basic problem: workers con
trolled production. Craft production and Taylorism ace opposed 
systems for organizing the production process. Craft production is 
based on the worker's skill and training, training which is received 
(for the most pact) on the shop floor from Q[her workers, who teach 
not simply technical skills but also a view of the workplace and a 
consciousness of class interests. Craft production can succeed only 
in so far as the worker uses his or her initiative; the people who do 
the work must also plan it and introduce improvements. Taylorism is 
based on the skill and training of agroup of workers who ace separate 
from production workers, who today ate socialized primarily in 
schools and colleges and not on the shop floor. These people do not 
themselves produce the goods, but they organize work in such a way 
that production workers have as little need as possible to use their 
skill and initiative. The work which used to be united in one group is 
now split into two, but it is imponant to understand that both 
parts-the bureaucratic apparatus and the routinized de-skilled pro
duction work-are aspectS of one unity. The bureaucracy is not 
simply an addition, a purely repressive appacatus which has been 
anificially added to production, and which, were it simply abolished, 
would leave us with socialism. The bureaucracy does a great deal of 
work which is necessary for production-planning, development, 
coordination, and so on. Socialism will involve a transformation 
of work for everyone-what production workers do will be totally 
transformed, and not simply by the abolition of hierarchy and 
control, but far more so because they will take over activities which 
are now forbidden them. 
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Conclusion: 

Socialism or Barbarism? 

As capitalism has developed, the dynamic within the labor process 
has been toward more control by capital and less conteol by labor. 
Before factories. people worked in their own households, took 
breaks when they wanted to, and decided for themselves how many 
hours to work. Working without outside supervision, they were able 
to make their own decisions about the intensity oflabor, the methods 
and quality of production, and socialization while at work. '" Capi
talists increased their control dramatically by successfully imposing a 
factory system that allowed them to determine many of these aspects 
of the labor process-where work was done, the total number of 
hours of work, the patterning of work. 

Factories, however, did not give capitalists tOtal COntrol. Capi
talists may have claimed a right to make all the major decisions about 
the labor process (although even this is dubious), but workers con
rinued to have considerable practical control over many aspects of 
work. The factory setting obviously changed the possible limits of 
variation, but within these faiely wide limits workers continued to 
predominate in the determination of work rhythms, the intensity of 
labor, the selection and organization of the work group, socialization 
at work, the quality of production, and the planning and execution of 
work. Workers were able to control these elements of the labor 
process only to the extent that they actively suuggled to do so. In 
their constant effon to increase the rate of surplus value, capftalists 
needed increasing control over the workplace. Because of worker 
resistance. their eady initiatives were only panially successful. Over 

·We should avoid romanticizing this simacion: male heads of household may have 
autocratically and oppressively controlled their families, work may have been isolated 
and monotonous, and the material conditions may have been harsh and unpleasant. 

254 
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and over, workers were able to absorb or resist capitalist changes and 
still maintain a considerable degree of control over the shop. Thus 
while early capitalists managed to control certain work groups and 
practices, they were unable to replace the general system that al· 
lowed workers to maintain a large measure of social and technical 
control over the workplace. The institution of piecework is a good 
example: in some places it pitted workers against each other and led 
to a great speed-up, but in others it actually strengthened workers' 
power and provided a justification for ignoring capitalist orders (on 
the argument that employers only paid for actual production, so it 
cost them nothing if workers took a break). 

Frederick Taylor's genius was twofold: the recognition that a 
system of divided control existed and would have to be abolished if 
capital was to dominate, and, even more remarkable, the creation 
and introduction of a system that provided a basis for such domina· 
tion.· The key' to Taylor's system was removing control over the 
work process and tbe planning of work from shop-floor workers. A 
new group, "�ment," amounting to perhaps one·third of the 
workforce, was to plan and control the work. Taylor introduced 
bureaucratic management specifically to increase control by capital, 
to allow capitalists full control of production. 

The bureaucratic reorganization of the labor process developed, 
then, not through some technological imperative, but through a 
historically specific process of class struggle which was understood 
and articulated as such by the comending parries. The consciousness 
and activity of the contending classes have been, and continue to be, 
crucial factors in determining the nature of this development. Classes 
take shape only in relation to this process of struggle; neither class 
consciousness nor the material forces of production can be under· 
stood except in relation to this historical process. Within this struggle. 
nothing is inevitable. 

-I have focused on Taylor because I believe he was imponant in Jlll1king the 
quantum leap from one sysrem to another, but very similar changes probably would 
have been made in a piecemeal fashion had he never existed. Whar is crucial is that this 
quantum changedid take place, the key changes were made in the )are nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries, and the changes were made for approximately the reasons 
Taylor articulated. Whereas (he question ofTaylor's importance is ofinterestonly to 
academic historians, the issues of the existence, timing, imponance of, and motivation 
for these changes are relevant both historically and politically. 
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This certainly does not imply that anything is possible and all 
outcomes are equally likely. Capitalists have no choice but to ac
cumulate capital or be wiped out by other capitalists, and this virtu
ally compels them to attempt to degrade tabor and take ever more 
control of the labor process. Tbis is the fundamental law of capitalist 
development, the culmination of Marx's analysis in Volume I of 
Capital, the "general law of capitalist accumulation": 

Within the capitalist system all methods for raising the social produc
tiveness of labour are brought about at the COSt of the individual 
labourer; all means for tbe development of production transfOrm 
themselves into means of domination over, and exploitation of, the 
producers; they mutilate the labourer into a fragment of a man, 
degrade him to the level of an appendage of a machine, destroy every 
remnam of charm in his work and turn it into a hated toil; they 
estrange from him the inteUectual potentialities of the labour-process 
in the same proponion as science is incorporated in it as an indepen
dem power; they disron the conditions under which he works, subject 
him during the labour-process to a despotism the more hateful for its 
meanness; they transform his life-time into working-time, and drag his 
wife and child beneath the wheels of the Juggernaut of capital. But an 
methods for the production of surplus-value are at the same time 
methods of accwnulation; and every extension of accwnulation be
comes again ameans for the development of those methods. It follows 
therefore that in proportion as ciJpiJiJl accumll!tJtes, the Mol the !tJlwllrer, be 
his piJyment high (JrWw, mllsl grow worse. . . Accumulation of wealth at 
one pole is, therefore, at the same time accumulation of misery, agony 
of toil, slavery, ignorance, brutality, mental degradation, at the oppo
site pole, i.e., on the side of the class that produces its own product in 
the form of capital. (1867: 604) 

I quote this at length because it so exactly describes the his
tory analyzed here, the process involved in the creation of work
place bureaucracy.· What I have called the craft system of produc-

• As Manr.: notes, for every law of capitalist production there are counteracting 
tendencies. In this case, perhaps the most important such tendency derives\from tbe 
fact that maximum accumulation of capital requires COIl5w.ndy revolutionizing the 
means of production---reorganizins processes. introducing new machinery, and so on. 

When this happens, when new machinery aud methods are introduced, the success 
of the new system usually depends on the creativity and initiative of workers. 
Capitalists and their setvauu (engineers, e[(.) are simply unable ID systematize oc plan 
the work and break it into routine tasks until workers have ironed OUt tbe bugs. Righr 
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tion, which dominated much of nineteenth-century US. industry, 
relied for its success on the initiative, skill, technical understanding 
and organizational abilities, creativity, and planning of production 
workers--primarily skilled workers to be sure, but workers none
theless. The craft system both demands and develops the creativity 
and capacity of the workers; it can succeed only insofar as they use 
these qualities. 

From the capitalist's point of view, the problem with this system 
was not that workers were unable to mass produce goods or engage 
in, and even improve, technically sophisticated processes, but rather 
that they used their position of centrality to attempt to shape the 
work process for their own ends. Workers wanted to do "a fair day's 
work for a fair day's pay," but to them this meant not only that they 
produced the goods, but also that they had varied and interesting 
activity, the opportunity eo use their skill and creativity, a chance eo 
produce quality goods in which they could take pride, an oppor
tunity to socialize, and a comfortable work pace which would not 
leave them exhausted at the end of the day. To maximize the 
accumulation of capital, capitalists were forced (by the comparative 
failure of earlier initiatives) eo introduce Taylorism: to replace all
around craft workers by "semiskilled" workers who were mutilated 
ineo fragments of persons; eo destroy every remnant of charm in the 
work and turn it into a hated toil of repeatedly performing amindless 
operation; to subject workers eo the mean despotism of the stop 
watch; to estrange from workers the intellectual potentialities of 
the labor process by removing all possible "brain work" fcom the 
shop floor to the planning room, thereby developing the "science 
of management." 

In place of the craft worker able to both plan and execute 
the work, Taylorism introduced a fundamental split in the work 
process. On the one hand, production workers were to repeatedly 
perform simple specified operations, mindlessly obeying detailed 
orders. 

after a new memod or machine is introduced, therefore, workers are often allowed 
considerable freedom and auwnomy, since without their assistance me new way 
cannot succeed. However, once workers solve the basic problems, capital acts to 
reassen control. (For concrere examples of this see Greenbaum, 1976; Spencer, 
1977: 155-66.) 
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The work of every workman is fully planned out by the management 
at least one day in advance, and each man receives in most cases 
complete written instructions, describing in detail the taSk which he is 
to accomplish, as well as the means to be used in doing the work . . .  
This task specifies not only what is to be done but how it is to be done 
and the exact time allowed for doing it. (Taylor, 1911: 39) 

The use of such detailed orders made it possible to use workers "who 
are of smaller calibre and attainments. and who are therefore cheaper 
than those required under the old system" (Tay tar, 1903: 105). On 
the other hand, the size of bureaucracy Or management was to 
increase considerably, since it was to take over and perform all of the 
brain work that had previously been spread throughout the work
force. Most of the planning and conceprualizing that is now done by 
management and the bureauccacy is activitY that was once done by 
production workers and which has been expropriated from them. 
The purpose of management is to plan and control all aspects of the 
work process without itself doing any of the work. 

This split is afundamental factor determining the class structure of 
modern Western society (see for example Ehrenreich and Ehrenreich, 
1979). By definition, capitalists rely on employees to do the work for 
them.. By dividing the workforce in this way, however, capital was 
better able to control it, both technically and politically. Once a 
mindless taSk is defined for a production worker, there are almOSt no 
acceptable excuses for failing to achieve a set quota, since all varia
cion and need to solve problems have been assigned elsewhere. The 
workers who do the planning no longer perform the physical work. 
Their workplace and educational socialization leads them to adopt 
capital's goals and demands. Capital makes every effort to keep these 
workers separated from manual workers, and even if they have 
sympathy for workers it is likely to be abstract and ineffectual. 

Historically, then, there was nothing inevitable or necessary about 
the development of management and Taylorism. Certainly it was not 
required by a technical imperative. As I argued in Chapter Two, 
Marx's analysis of the creation of the factory system demonstrated 
that the social and not the technological change was primary. First 
there was a change in the organization of the labor process: the 
collection oflarge groups of workers into central locations under the 
control of a capitalist. Only after this, and on the basis of conditions 
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created by this social change, was the technical innovation of machinery 
introduced. At the same time, however, it is crucial that machinery, 
the new technical foundation. was necessary foe capitalists to establish 
secure control. 

An analogous process took place at the beginning of the twentieth 
century. Taylorism and the creation of management were social 
changes, introduced to increase capitalist control, not the result of 
technological innovation. This social change was primary and causa
tive; immediately, however, technology appropriate to these new 
social relations began to develop. Taylor himself, for example, made 
a significant contribution: earlier tool steels had tended to melt or 
lose their edge at the speeds Taylor wanted used; the high-speed 
tool steel he developed made it not only possible but even desirable 
to use very high speeds. Far more impottant was Henry Ford's 
creation of the assembly line, the fitting technological embodiment 
ofFrederick Taylor's principles on the organization of work. Taylor 
and the management movement did much to prepare theway for Ford 
by habituating workers to these relations of production, by devel
oping techniques necessary to impose such a system, by perfecting 
the bureaucratic kinds of control needed, by showing how to analyze 
work into minute elements, finding ways to separate out repetitive 
tasks, collecting detailed stop watch time analyses. But while Taylor
ism requires amanagemenr which must play an active, continuing, and 
personal role in forcing workers to obey instructions, the assembly 
line is a technological system in which force and supervision inhere in 

the process itself. This is the key advance that Ford developed: a tech
nological system that forced workers to work without thinking or 
questioning, forced workers to follow the work pace dictated by capital, 
and unequivocally separated the brain work and planning from the 
execution. It is important to realize that this was not an independent 
technological change which sprang spontaneously from Henry Ford's 
chance tinkering. Rather, U.S. capital had, over a period of thirty years, 
been attempting to devise a system of production that would remove 
planning and control from workers. For capitalists an assembly-line 
technology is obviously a much better, more secure, and cheaper 
way to ensure control than an elaborate management apparatus, but 
assembly lines are inflexible, suited only to the most routinized mass 
production, and find limited (though important) application. 
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Rosa Luxemburg perceived that while socialism was not inevi· 
table, the modem world had reached a point where we must either 
have socialism or barbarism (Luxemburg, 1971: 334). Barbarism in 
trus connection does not mean primitive or precivilized, nor does it 
simply refer w the ruins of civilization-Hiroshima, Auschwitz. 
Vietnam, or the destruction of the environment to achieve a higher 
rate of profit. The organization of work we have today can reasonably 
be called barbaric: it degrades workers (and the tabor process) so as 
to guarantee the control of capital and the maximum rate of profit. 
This process is a vicious circle. for a reason articulated by Man:: 

The {labor} process demands that, during the whole operation, the 
workman"s will be steadily in consonance with his purpose. This 
means dose attendOD. The less he is anracted by the nature of the 
work, and the mode in which it is carried on, and the less, therefore, he 
enjoys it as something which gives play to his bodily and mental 
powers, the more dose his attention is forced to be. (1867: 174)· 

In modern capitalism, most workers are not attracted by their work, 
do not enjoy it, find little opportunity to give play to their bodily and 
mental powers. Therefore, in order to keep them to their work, 
capitalists must have an immense and costly bureaucratic apparatus. 
From any sensible point of view this is incredibly wasteful, ineffi
cient, and irrational Freely associated workers who cooperated with 
each other and coordinated the work among themselves, who en
joyed their work because it allowed them to think and create, to 
develop their capacities and abilities, to become fully rounded 
individuals-such workers would not only find their work far more 
fulfilling, they could be much more productive. t 

This reorganization of the labor process, so that it becomes the 
most important arena for people to freely develop their human 
capacities rather than an area where people are mutilated and de
graded, is perhaps the most central characteristic of a socialist or 

>tThe imponance of this sUltement is emphasued by the fact that it is the I:ondusion 
to Marx's famous section on tbe uniquely human qualitY of Jabot, the consciousneS$ 
which distinsuishes the worst archire<:t from the best of bees, tbe explanation that by 
acting on the world and chan&ing it people at the same time change their own narure, 

tAnd of course the abolition of the repressive and unproductive aspect of the 
burea.ul:raUc apparatuS wouIden1arge the number ofpotentialpcoducers, tbus allowing 
either a decrease in work time or an inl:rease in material goods. 
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communist society. Volume I of Capital gives only brief glimpses of 
the future society Marx envisioned, hut these glimpses usually focus 
on precisely this change in work: 

Modem industry . . .  through its cataStrophies imposes (he necessity 
of recognising as a fundamental law of production variation of work, 
consequently fitness of the labourer for varied work. consequenriy the 
greateSt possible development of his varied aptitudes . . . .  Modern 
Industry. indeed. compels society, under penalty of death, to replace 
the detail-worker of to-day, crippled by life-long repetition of one and 
the same trivial operation. and thus reduced to (he mere fngment of a 
man, by the fully developed individual, fit for a variety of labours, 
ready to face any change of production. and to whom the different 
social functions he performs are but so many modes of giving free 
scope to his own natural and acquired powers. (1867: 458) 

Moreover, this is desirable "not only as one of the methods of adding 
to the efficiency of production, but as the only method of producing 
fully developed human beings" (ibid.: 454). 

This vision of socialism or communism as a society where one 
would be able "to hunt in the morning, fish in the afternoon, rear 
cattle in the evening, criticize after dinner, just as I have a mind, 
without ever becoming hunter, fisherman, shepherd, or critic" (Marx, 
1846: 22), is in sharp contrast with the views which are usually 
dominant today. All too often the vision of socialism (or communism) 
is of a society in which there is state planning, in which the economy 
has been rationalized. in which there is an equitable disuiburion of 
material goods. This is simply an image of capitalism with some 
blemishes removed: it is a far cry from socialism. 

Socialist or communist society can more reasonably be charac
terized by the nature of social relations on the shop (or office, or 
kitchen) floor than it can by reference to the over-all coordinating 
mechanisms in the economy (markets, planning, etc.). Obviously, 
such a characterization is still partial and unsatisfactory. Any future 
socialist society will have to involve large elements of workers' 
control of somewhat the kind that existed in segments of nineteenth
century U.S industry. It is crucial to emphasize, however, that what I 
have called the craft system of the nineteenth century is not at all 
socialism or workers' control, and cannot serve as a model for the 
future society we envisage. At heSt, it provided a very panial son 
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of workers' control for a group of overwhelmingly white, male, 
American-born skilled workers. The system was unquestionably 
sexist and racist; even within the white, male, American-horn work
force it was very far from involving equality or democratic decision 
making. Even if all this could be neglected, the system was grossly 
distorted by having to function within capitalism. This meant, for 
example, that nineteenth-centucy workers often had good reason to 
fight against machinery and technological innovations since these 
might cost workers their jobs or make the work more oppressive. In 
a socialist society machinery would be developed to make work 
lighter and more enjoyable;· its introduction would threaten no one 
since everyone would be guaranteed both material goods and a 

chance to work. 
Taken within the context of the struggle for socialism, workers' 

control is not an attempt to recreate something which existed in the 
past, but is a demand for what we hope to create in the future. 
Moreover, by itself workers' control means little: it is a means of 
guaranteeing that work will be fundamentally transformed, that new 
technologies will be developed (and old ones abandoned), that work 
processes will be oriented toward encouraging sociability and mak
ing use of people's full human potential. Achieving anything like this 
would obviously be a long process. However, several transitional 
steps could be introduced immediately: everyone to engage in so
cially necessary labor, everyone to perform a variety of tiiiSks that 
would be:: oriented [award breaking down the old divisions of manual 
and mental, pleasant and unpleasant, skilled and unskilled, "men's" 
and "women's." In a fully communist society this would happen 
without need for conscious plan; in building socialism, however, it 
would probably be necessary to consciously coordinate activity to 
achieve these results, results which at the same time would serve as 
necessary preconditions for beginning the long process of trans
forming the nature of work processes. 

Socialist society is not a utopia created out of nothing. "Com-

�One of the ways of guaranteeing this would be mat te(hnological innovations 
would not be made by engineers Of other privileged specialists; the people who did 
the ordinary production would also be the ones who developed the machinery. (Such 
people can not really be called " workers" in the way we use the renn today, since they 
might equally well be " engineers," "managers;' or ··intellecruals.") 
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munism is for us not a stable state which is to be established, an ideal 
to which reality will have to adjust itself. We call communism me 
real movement which abolishes the present state of things. The 
conditions of this movement result from the premises now in exist
ence" (ibid.: 26). Only on me basis of a process of struggle is it 
possible to build communism. Marxists have tended to focus on 
machinery and technology (me so-called forces of production) as 
providing tbe base for socialist society. The level of material wealth 
made possible by machines is undoubtedly important, although 
existing machinery embodies capitalist relations and will therefore 
need to be transformed. Assembly lines, for example, would probably 
be abolished, almough the individual machines of the line might be 
used after modifications. In any case, machinery and technology ace 
probably less important than the social relations and unity that are 
achieved in the process of struggle. For example, workers' response 
to piecework, as described in Chapter Five, gives us a concrete 
insight into the way in which specifically anticapitalist and incipiendy 
socialist values and social relations are created in the struggle against 
capital. The relative failure of piecework as acapitalist strategy in the 
effon to control me labor process should not make us forget the 
potential power of the attack. Workers' ability to resist production 
speed-up via piecework-and occasionally to go beyond this and 
turn it to their advantage--depended on the creation and enforce
ment of output quotas determined by workers and enforced without 
the use of a .separate repressive app-..ratus. In duing dm workers 
subordinated their individual self-interest to the colleaive good of 
the workforce as a whole. In many cases every worker adhered to the 
production norms, an amazing example of solidarity. of self-sacrifice 
for a higher (and collectively agreed upon) goal. This does not mean 
that this unity was achieved through an aggregate of individual spon
taneous decisions. The absence of a separate repressive apparatus 
in communist society does not mean that everyone will be allowed to 
go their own way and do whatever they choose (the ideal of bour
geois individualism). People who engage in antisocial activity (and 
under capitalism rate busting unquestionably is such) will quite 
rightly be subject to various social pressures. 

The issues considered in this book and the struggle which it 
analyzes are very much with us today. One frequent response to 
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Harry Bravetman's work has been to say: Braverman shows that 
while workers once engaged in important struggles, they are no 
longer capable of changing capitalism because ofwhatTaylorism did 
to the workplace. Put another way. Braverman demonstrates that 
factors internal to the workplace (rather tban external factors such as 
education, racism. sexism, advertising, etc.) atomise workers and 
prevent the emergence of class-conscious solidarity. Labor and 
Monopoly Capital is tbus seen as yet another confirmation of the view 
that workers and the workplace are not of special importance to 
Marxists. This is an interpretation which I never would have expected; 
fear of such a (mis)interpretation of my analysis makes it necessary 
that I briefly discuss the current situation and the political implica
tions of this book. 

Very simply, I believe that the same sons of processes that 
shaped the late nineteenth and early twentieth century also shape 
today's world. Some technologies are developed and others are 
neglected not because of their technical merits or promise but 
because of what they will or win not do for capital. The most obvious 
and widely discussed example of this today is the question of energy: 
nuclear energy and synthetic fuels require great amounts of capital 
and will be produced by oligopolistic firms. As technologies they are 
centralized and easily conreolled by the power structure. Alternative 
technologies-passive solar, active solar. wood heat-are inherently 
decentralized and difficult (though not impossible) for the ruling 
class to conreol The result is that huge quantities of capital. both 
government and private, have gone into the development of nuclear 
power and synthetic fuels, with comparatively reifling sums spent on 
alternative energy (and even the "alternative energy" money is 
controlled, to a significant degree, by the big oil-pro-nuclear energy 
establishment). Other environmental examples abound: the rate of 
profit for detergent manufacture is about twice that for soaps, with 
the result that ·'soap" companies have pushed detergents despite their 
harmful impact on the environment; similar arguments apply to, steel 
and aluminum. returnable and nonreturnable bottles. natural and 
artificial fertilizers. or natural and synthetic fibers (see Commoner, 
1971; 1976; 1979). The technological choices on environmental 
questions are widely known, but the same choices must be made 
within the less visible workplace. David Noble has shown how 
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numerical control machine tools were developed, and record play· 
back machine tools ignored, because record playback worked equally 
wellJor small shops and relied on the machinists' skill, while numed· 
cal control favored large firms and promised to replace skilled 
machinists with computer synthesized analyses (1979: 18-50)." 

Factories today are dominated by Taylorism, applied in a more 
thoroughgoing way than when Taylor first formulated his principles 
and techniques, What for Taylor was clearly a conscious process, and 
at one important level remains a conscious process, is now at the 
same rime unconscious in that it is accepted without question (by 
both management and workers) as the self-evident way to organize 
work processes and is seen as "natural," "inevitable," or simply 
"most efficient." 

The success of capitalism both in applying Taylorism and in 
having its principles accepted as reasonable does not, however, 
mean that Taylorism has definitively triumphed. Taylor's ideal was 
to have workers unthinkingly and unquestioningly obey detailed 
written orders, "without asking questions or making suggestions." If 
Taylorism in this sense were a reality, if the majority of the work· 
force really had been reduced to unthinking automatons, then 
Marxism as a -method of class analysis would be irrelevant if not 
meaningless and we would be left with nothing but utopian hopes. 
Taylocism in this sense never has been and never will be a reality. 
The testimony of the workers at the Watenown Arsenal showed the 
continuing necessity for workers to exercise skill and juJgmem. 
This continues to be true today, in both "skilled" and "unskilled" 
work. It is for precisely this reason that human !abor is used. Jan 
Houbolt and Ken Kusterer (1977) correctly emphasize the vital 
imponance of workers' know-how and initiative if even the simplest 
jobs are to be done successfully. The unskilled workers studied by 
Barbara Gacson (1975) continued to be involved in their work, 
continued to want to do a good job, even though the work was 
repetitive and uninteresting. Bill Watson's classic article "Counter 

·SigniJicamly, in the end even numerical control had to rely on skilled machinists 
because me machines are expensive and need care and be<ause they cannot be 
counted on to produce good finished parts otherwise: while "many manufacrurers 
initially tried to put unskilled people on the new equipment, they rather quickly saw 
their error and upgraded the classification" (Noble, 1979: 4l-42). 
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Planning OD the Shop Floor" (1971) shows that for modem auto 
workers (working in perhaps the most completely Taylorized work 
settings) capital's insistence on producing shoddy goods. its refusal 
to allow workers to improve the product into something they can be 
proud of, remains a radicaliz.ing experience which is built intO the 
process of capitalist production. In one instance workers on an 
assembly line had a number of suggestions on how to improve a new 
motor they had JUSt started to produce. one that ran rough with a 
very sloppy cam. Management's refusal to improve the engine led to 
so much worker sabotage that the company eventually was forced to 
shift production of that motor to a different part of the building. 

As this example suggeSts, workers do more than "resist"; they do 
not just mulishly dig in their heels to preserve the old ways, or try to 
ward off the blows and assaults of capital. Workers actively struggle 
in a thousand creative ways to try to take control of one or another 
aspect of the labor process. Instead of the dominant left view, which 
tends to see capitalists as the only historically active class. with 
workers reacting to capital·s offensives, it is more reasonable to see 
workers as an equally active force: capitalists have to work hard to 
find ways to stay on tOp. Much of the management literature of the 
late nineteenth century (or of the last quanerof the twentieth) has an 
air of incredulity, occasionally of near hysteria: "'How can they do 
such a thing? No matter how much you give them they always try to 
take more." 

Obviously, to apply this argument to the world of today wim any 
hope of convincing the unconvinced would require at least another 
book, but two facts are significant. First, each year in this country 
unionized workers file some 300,000 grievances (nonunion workers 
struggle over the same complaints, but they leave no equivalendy 
obvious record). These grievances cover eVery aspect of work: the 
rate of production as a Whole, the amount and type of work each 
person is to do, health and safety conditions, hiring, firing, layoffs 
and recalls of workers, the building of new plantS, the transfer of 
work from plant to plant. 

' 

If we examine these "'local grievances" as a toWity, both in the range of 
subjects with which they are concerned and [he consistency with 
which they are put forward whenever the opportunity presents itself, 
only one conclusion is possible . . . .  Workers are striving to substitute 
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their authority and control for the authority and control of m� 
mem in tbe process of production. (Glaberman, 1964: 20; see also 
Spencer, 1977) 

Moreover, grievances are only the tip of the iceberg: far more 
significant are day�to·day shop struggles where workers establish 
practices that they know have no chance of being codified in a 
contract. 

Second, wildcat strikes are a continuing and significant pan of 
workers' activities in the United States. These are strikes which take 
place outside of an official union framework, and often in conscious 
opposition to the union. Workers on wildcat have no institutional 
sanction for what they are doing, and face union as well as company 
penalties. And yet workers very frequendy go Out on wildcats, a 
collective activity that corresponds to the more individualized and 
passive filing of a grievance; very often wildcats focus on "workers' 
COntrol" issues (see Fantasia, 1980). 

At the same time, workers' struggles in tbe United States today 
are far from achieving socialism. One of the most imponant limiting 
factors is that workers today, like those in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries, do not hold, espouse, and self--consciously 
struggle for, socialist goals of controlling tbe workplace. In one 
sense the revolution does steal in, as Marx put it, "like a truef in the 
night"; at the same time, unless we have articulated and struggled for 
our ultimate goals (not just for higher wages), we can hardly expect 
to create socialism or communism. This book is an attempt to 
articulate and clarify some of the issues wbich seem to me to have 
been basic to workers' struggles but ignored or neglected in Marxist 
theory. But socialism is not established in the realm of theory: there 
must be a mass·based struggle, springing from the experiences of 
ordinary people and changing their day·to-d.ay lives, orwe will never 
achieve a future classless society. 
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